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TO THE 
MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS 

OF THE 
UNITED STATES 

ON WHOM WE MUST RELY 
TO RESTORE FREE ENTERPRISE 
IN MOVIES, RADIO AND PRESS 



"In the future days, which we seek to 

make secure, we look forward for a world 

founded upon four essential freedoms. 

"The first is freedom of speech and ex- 

pression- everywhere in the world." 

President Roosevelt to Congress 

January 6, 1941. 
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FOREWORD 

The peace of the world depends on human understand- 
ing and human understanding depends on the free flow, through- 
out the planet, of movies, radio and the printed word. 

The history of man is a proud and pitiless struggle for free- 
dom. The core of freedom concerns the spirit of man. There 
are Dachaus of the mind as well as of the body. Men die, 
singly or in mass, that others may live in a state of freedom. 
The great remembered martyrs, the significant wars of the past 
are a record of man's battle against Statedom and Churchdom- 
in pursuit of Freedom. 

Mankind has done well in his historic assaults on the con- 
trols of kings or churches over the spirit of man. Magna Carta 
and our own Bill of Rights are two of the great fresh landmarks 
in the liberation of man from his rulers. Only recently have 
we appreciated that the purpose of freedom of thought is to 
create a market place whereby through cross lights of facts 
truth has a fair chance of winning out. Controversy, matching 
of wits, are essential for the attainment of democratically 
reached solutions. 

Russia and many other nations still under dictatorship are 
not in agreement with us on this our basic way of life. War - 
torn Europe is being invited to go the easy way of any govern- 
ment -that is, control over press, radio and movies. People who 
are hungry are also more likely to enter the queues of thought. 
Regimentation of thought satisfies the dictator and relieves the 
masses from the need of any decisions or critical judgments. 
But until ideas can roam our earth without restraint, there is 

slight chance for a peaceful world. Peace is a state of mind. 
The moral equivalent for all the heroic qualities produced by 
war lies in a profound desire for a free flow of thought -free 
of tariffs, quotas, visas and all man -made restrictions. 

We are rightly the leaders in this world -wide campaign 
against governmental censorship. Rightly because, aside from 
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rare incidents of ignorant official attempts to keep ideas boxed 
up, we are secure as a people. Secure enough to realize that we 
do not know all that is to be known and that the truths ac- 
cepted by one generation are often the falsehoods of the next. 

But if we are to help lay any foundation of understanding 
among men of all nations we must first clean our own house. 
Government is not the sole enemy of freedom. Concentrated 
economic power also acts as a restraint of thought. Monopolies 
of the mind have calmly entered our folkways. We in the 
United States have forsaken free enterprise in the fields of 
communication. Competition is at a minimum. 

Our press is fast evaporating. Ten states have not a 

single city with competing daily papers. Twenty -two states 
are without Sunday newspaper competition. Fourteen com- 
panies owning eighteen papers control about one quarter of our 
total daily circulation. Three hundred and seventy chain news- 
papers own about one fifth of all our circulation. More than 
a quarter of our daily circulation is absentee owned. We have 
a thousand less owners than a few decades ago. Thirty -two hun- 
dred weeklies -the backbone of local democracy -have disap- 
peared. One company dominates more than 3,000 weeklies. 
There are only 117 cities left, in our entire nation, where com- 
peting dailies still exist. 

We talk about the value of a competitive press but our 
treatment of this basic commodity -news and opinion -denies 
what we say. 

One third of all regular radio stations are interlocked with 
newspapers. The bottleneck gets narrower. Four networks be- 
fore the war had 95 per cent of all night -time broadcasting 
power. One hundred and forty -four advertisers account for 
97 per cent of all the network income. Eleven advertisers con- 
tribute about 5o per cent of all the network income. A dozen 
advertising agents create the radio programs which bring to 
the networks one half of their income. Independent radio sta- 
tions are the step -children of the mike. In more than 1 oo areas 
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the only newspaper left owns the only radio station. What 
price competition! 

The weekly attendance at movies amounts to more than 
ioo million people. But five companies control the 2,80o key 
theaters of the nation. These five companies- called the Big Five 
-pick up more than three quarters of all the nickels and dimes 
paid by the American movie audience for its screen entertain- 
ment. All other producers of films enter the market place by 
grace of these companies. We have allowed five giants to destroy 
our market place of free competition for movies. Moreover, 
two companies produce about go per cent of all our raw film 

stock. 
Such are a few of the startling facts that call for a national 

debate on the values of concentrated control by all too few 
people over the minds of 138 million people. 

Our Supreme Court has spanked the radio monopolists and 
the anti -free enterprise position of our greatest news -gathering 
agency -the Associated Press. An anti -trust case against the 
movie giants is now in court. 

But courts only interpret the desires of the people. They 
of necessity must and should rely to a great extent on the public 
attitudes expressed on basic national problems, such as Freedom 
of Thought. But we have had no such debate. Our democracy 
has been sterilized by the few score owners of radio, movies 
and press. With rare exceptions, the people of our nation have 
been kept in ignorance of the economic concentration of power 
in these fields. 

I have divided this book into three main sections -an ex- 
ploration of the philosophy of freedom on which we as a people 
have staked our all; a detailed factual exposition of the trends, 
practices and controls of press, radio and movies. (This I 

approach without the least regard to liberal or reactionary, left 
or right. To me the important issue is solely the need of com- 
petition in these most significant industries -which manufacture, 
distribute and retail food for the mind.) In the final chapter I 
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point to many means of reversing the monopoly trend and up- 
setting the present cartelization of press, radio and movies. 

Having spent much of my life fighting for freedom of 
thought- freedom from governmental controls -I have con- 
cluded that we have done a magnificent job in removing gov- 
ernment from its historic role of nursemaid to the mind of man. 
However, I have recently concluded that far more is kept from 
our minds by lack of diversity of ownership of the means of 
communication than by government interference. 

I am convinced it is not too late to stem the tide. But we 
must act fast and with bravery. Courts alone cannot do the 
job. Our Congress must produce a national debate on what to 
do about our vanishing freedom -the evaporation of diversity of 
opinion. If we do not step in soon the totalitarian trend of the 
world will capitalize on our own trend toward monopoly. Then 
freedom, as we have known it, will vanish from our nation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FREEDOM FROM FEAR 

POVERTY AND RICHES 

A FRIEND OF MINE has placed under a microscope tens of thou- 
sands of butterflies. He has examined enough of them to know 
something about some of their habits. He can make a few com- 
parisons and pass judgments. He has gathered many facts and 
now can put to the test his many hunches and guesses as to their 
behavior patterns. It is not surprising, however, that this author- 
ity on butterflies does not know how many of this one species 

use "our" planet for a resting and feeding place, for we don't 
even know how many of our own species inhabit this globe. 

A fair estimate is 2,000,000,000, although in most of the 
thickly populated areas, such as Java, China and India, where 
about one half of us live, no complete census has ever been 
attempted. We know little about our declines or increases in 

population. A vague idea exists that it takes about seventy years 
after the industrial revolution touches a society before its popu- 
lation trend declines. 

If we know little about how many of us there are on this 
globe -our rates of birth and death -we know still less about 
the single possession of man which distinguishes him from all 

other species -the tiny bit of matter called a brain. 
Throughout this book I have assumed a double funda- 

mental hypothesis. It is a guess, a dream, an act of faith. It can't 
be proved with scientific mathematical precision. In simple terms, 
it is: Given any piece of soil and climate, the development of 
man's mind determines his wealth and joy; and the mind of 
man is best enriched by diversity and by excitement through 
conflict of ideas. 

I have never taken sides in the idle fight between those who 
believe in a predetermined fatalistic pattern for man and those 
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who are devoted to the gospel of free will. I have faith that 
we can twist or nudge -if not completely control -the inevi- 
table, or we can let it twist us. That contest is the fun of living 
and out of it stems the stature of responsible man. We can bend 
fate to freedom. The Marxist dogma of economic interpreta- 
tion of history was to a great extent a religious selling argument 
to be addressed to the masses who had not yet learned that man's 
destiny is to a great extent in his own hands. 

The gospel of determinism is inviting food for the lazy and 
the regimented. Effort becomes futile. But Marx himself, by 
a lifetime of tireless propaganda to the mind of man, negated 
his own philosophy of inevitability. In historic dimensions there 
can be no doubt anymore that the pen as well as the sword 
possesses might -a fact which, I assume, does not need the proof 
supplied by mass advertising as developed in the American 
scene or the former propaganda machine of Nazi Hitler. 

We have never faced an entire world of literacy and easy, 
unrestricted communication of thought. There are no epochs 
or areas in the march of man which can be reexamined for 
conclusive evidence of the comparative value of the use of 
man's mind. And still practically no one living in a land of free 
thought would swap places with a mute hermit, an illiterate 
bushman or a yes -man in a totalitarian society. The westward 
movement of man during the last century was a migration to- 
ward freedom, as well as for soil and space. I confess the faith 
I cherish -that man's spirit and joy are dependent on the flow 
of ideas, unrestricted by church, state or controllers of the 
economic market place -is a kind of religious hypothesis. 

My feeling and thinking in this direction arise from a myriad 
scattered observations. In China and Africa, for example, the 
buried gifts of nature in mineral and agrarian resources prob- 
ably far exceed the natural endowment of this piece of land 
called the United States, but those other soils have not yet 
developed standards of living "up" to ours, because the minds 
of the peoples of China and Africa have not been sharpened 
like ours. I could paint a map of the world in terms of literacy 
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and freedom of thought and show a direct correlation to stand- 

ards of living, decline of infant mortality, absence of needless 

cruelties and development of arts. 
To support the thesis of man's enrichment by the use of his 

brain I am also mindful of subjective evidence. People criticize 

me. I sit up. I take notice. I don't usually confess error imme- 

diately, or often, in public. But surely all of us are changed - 
for good or bad is not my question -by criticism. We presently 
note this theorem in the reeducation of the German people. 

Those minds have been closed, tuned to a single microphone, 
press and movie camera, denied varied receptions and open only 

to mass information emitted from a single source. After ten 
years of a single accent the German brain groove is akin to 

that of a parrot- impenetrable and resistant to new and critical 

concepts. The Nazi over seven years of age has been fossilized 

and his brain has been molded into a metallic pattern. This is the 
inevitable result of lack of diversity of points of view. Debate 
is required brain food. 

The German mind, as such, was once a serviceable piece 

of equipment, no different from the other 2,000,000,000 brains 

of men and women on this earth. The problem of the United 
Nations in Germany is to create individuality -out of a mass 

brain. Under Hitler there was no individual reception but only 
individual emission. Any technique of propaganda is primarily 
a method of disorganizing small groups and making them into 
one group, which is yours -in other words, to find the lowest 
common denominator for the largest possible group. 

But all brains have a striking capacity not only to grow 
in acumen but also to atrophy. The two human children, Amala 
and Kamala, picked up in the fields of India by a milkfull wolf 
mother learned to live in the cave, run, drink, kill and eat like 

any wolf. After possibly six years of adjustment to wolf habits, 

with communication limited to whimpers in the cave and howls 
in the deep of night, these human children spent many years 

before their brains could accept simple concepts such as "come," 
"go," "eat" or "sleep." Even after ten years of drilling by the 
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worthy missionary, the idea of an adverb such as "nearly" could 
not get into Kamala's brain. Her receiving instrument had de- 
cayed by disuse. The brain can disintegrate with ease. 

THE SHARPENING TOOL 

In dimensions of history I think the story of man's growth 
can also be told in terms of general welfare and individual sensi- 
tivity in proportion to the increasing unimpeded reception of a 
variety of ideas. Although the use of the mind took man down 
from the trees, there are today millions of people just off the 
trees and probably a century or more away from even our own 
few steps forward in the march of civilization. 

I have often thought that it would be fun to give a course 
of lectures at a college depicting the history of mankind not in 
terms of battles or kings, or boundaries of nations, but in rela- 
tion to the forces in the world which were afraid of the poten- 
tial unknown power of thought. Mind is an exciting tool. It 
can approach the realm of genius, or the sloth of a moron. In 
such lectures it would be necessary to trace man's articulation 
from the first grunts of the tree -dwellers to the admixture of 
sign language and sound peculiar to the caveman. Probably 
the most exciting advances in man's history are his inventions 
of new means of communication. Within the early tribes, the 
headman ordered and the weaklings assented. I have often won- 
dered whether the original bosses were only the physical giants 
or whether even in those early days rugged individualism of the 
mind brought its rewards -if dominating other people is ever 
to be considered a reward. 

In some cave a timid sensitive male, unable to bully the 
family by a big fist, sat chipping pictures with a stone hammer 
and stone chisel on the stone walls of the cave. Women crowded 
around to look at the design. Here was communication other 
than by passing air through the changing formations of tongue 
and teeth. Thereafter, I'm sure, little boys and girls made toy 
chisels and hammers and the art of communication took form. 

Man's hearing, sight, touch, taste and smell cannot be much 
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increased or retarded, even though as children we hear noises 

inaudible to adults. Each of these senses may vary slightly 
with individuals and civilizations. But not one of these reception 
avenues has the potential capacity for growth such as the mind 

possesses in its use of correlation, evaluation and origination. 

Shortly after birth, long before adolescence, these other senses 

are usually developed to the fullest. It is then that the mind's 
growth picks up greater pace. Receipt, rejection and choice of 

ideas are precursors to what we call origination of thought. The 
senses are incapable of originating sights, smells or sounds. They 
can only combine old ones known to man. But the brain, if ir- 

ritated enough, if scratched with new grooves, can get a storm, 

a flash, a vision. It can use memory for unique and novel ends. 

As people came out of the caves and started to travel in 

herds, the area of communication expanded. Lieutenants con- 
trolling divisions of a herd and receiving orders from the top 
boy would differ among themselves in their ambitions, desires 

and strategies. And out of such conflict man's capacity to think 
and to be critical increased. Herd met herd, and migration led 

to novel scenes and varying customs. 
The big brute who bullied the tribe may have enjoyed the 

messages on the stone walls. But he became a little scared as he 

saw women and children looking with adoring eyes at the little 
man carving the pictures. He sensed that his power over the 
tribe was imperiled. In the chisel and hammer rested a threat to 
his monopoly. So he used his strong right arm to overwhelm 
the stonecutters. 

There were not many people capable of using this amazing 
new technique of communication. Eyes conjuring up pictures 
had to communicate to unused brains messages to be sent down 
through arm muscles to fingertips. Coordinating eye and finger 
was a miracle. This was no instinctive reaction flowing through 
glands. Children, even today, learn to speak not by instinct but 
by mimicry. 

In cave days few could master the great new "tool." The 
cave bosses no doubt got together to work out a campaign 
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against these puny little picture- makers. The cutters were made 
slaves by the cartel of bosses. Then, as these slaves using their 
power of communication to aid the bosses, rose in esteem, they 
were relieved of physical labor and ultimately, after five or ten 
thousand years, became the endowed protégés of the ruler 
patrons. 

Competition developed among the carvers. New chisels of 
keener edges and better balance were shaped from harder stone 
or metal. I can imagine thé inventor of the best stone chisel 
hiding his tools away so that no imitator could trade on his 
new secret invention. Why should others capitalize on his flash 
of genius? He was the ancestor of present day patent monop- 
olists. He slowed up progress for centuries. 

In time the stonecutters were threatened by a new radical 
group -the writers on parchment. The tribe could carry a page 
of vellum wherever it migrated. A story chipped on the wall 
communicated only to those who entered the chamber. The 
power of the boss was once more under attack. Those with 
wider power of communication held the weapons for leadership 
over man. 

If there were Io,000 chisel writers in the caves of the world, 
then someday there might be Ioo,000 manuscript scribes. A 
stylus or quill was easier to manipulate than the chisel and ham- 
mer. But vellum and paper were not available as easily as a hunk 
of stone. Since ideas were potent, the power of writers was 
controlled by limiting instruction in writing or through a mo- 
nopoly over paper, vellum or parchment. Thus the pipelines to 
the human mind were jealously controlled by the rulers. 

The ability to decipher any alphabet is a stride toward indi- 
vidual freedom. Churches and kings realized the danger of mass 
literacy. Public free education even in 1945 has touched only 
few places on our planet. 

MONOPOLY BY CHURCH, AND LICENSE BY KINGS 

Manuscript writing eventually became the possession of the 
men of the church. It was a kind of monopoly. Any limitation 
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on the number of persons to be admitted to the skills of manu- 
script writing tended to maintain the power of those already in 
the profession. It took centuries before the true value of reading 
and writing was generally perceived by mankind. But it must 
have been early appreciated that both the writer and the reader 
of manuscripts held positions of advantage over all other men. 
History early demonstrated that one way to influence man's 
behavior was by persuasion of his mind. Yet the fear of manu- 
scriptors was nothing compared to the jitters created, at least 
in the western world, by the discovery of the printing press. 
Here was a new flash of genius threatening even the power of 
the scribes and illuminators. Here was an instrument which 
accelerated means of communication to make men think, and 
which of necessity could make man critical -the equivalent for 
ambitious and vital. 

The church naturally tried to hold its power over men by 
controlling and licensing all those who could set type or run a 
press. Mankind's rulers were always and understandably afraid 
of conflict of thought. It is comparatively easy to maintain 
authority over sheep. In fact, only one black sheep is needed for 
1,500 other sheep. "Follow the leader" as a way of living is de- 
feated by diversity of impacts on the mind. Insurgents carried 
on the struggle to break down the barriers to the flow of in- 
formation, which rested in the hands of the few persons who 
dominated the church. 

As the church's temporal power dwindled and the crime of 
blasphemy -the catch -all to throttle unsympathetic ideas -was 
canceled from the books, kings and states took over this con- 
trol. The crime of sedition took the place of heresy. Both those 
words meant little more than the spread of ideas antagonistic 
to the power of the rulers. Only those whom a king could not 
subsidize were subject to sedition charges. Conformists obtained 
licenses to print. Only through the penal force of sedition or 
criminal libel could the authority of a king be maintained. 
There was slight chance of a public informed sufficiently to 
influence or overthrow that authority. 
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In those early days man lived by mass ecstasy, mass enter- 
tainment and what might naively be called mass education. 
Most of it was by word of mouth, although the number of 
subsidiary distributers of the king's ideas increased with the 
development of the printing press and paper. The army of writ- 
ers of individual manuscripts was thrown into unemployment. 
Printing widened the audience, just as the stylus had outdated 
the chisel and hammer. The deviator from the herd possessed 
more power, became a greater danger and was suppressed for 
the mere crime of deviation. It was illegal for man, 40o years 
ago, to suggest that the earth was round. The church -state had 
taught otherwise and roundness was too attractive an idea. The 
church was not sufficiently secure to admit error. To be in- 
formed about a magnifying glass then was more of a shock than 
to announce in our time a theory of world -shattering atomic 
energy. Mavericks of the mind were shown scaffolds, stakes or 
fire. Copernicus, Bruno, Galileo were provoking the minds of 
man. 

It is interesting to speculate upon the extent and effect of 
man's repression by ostracism and imprionment, and the murder 
of that spontaneous genius which at times drives man to get out 
of his own frame of reference. I want to make clear that the 
way I appraise human progress is to suggest that the ultimate 
of man's potential for happiness can only come from the com- 
plete liberation of his spirit and the fullest global flow of ideas 
without let or hindrance. That man is unable to appraise at 
any moment what is called truth, or that people may not 
agree upon what is truth, adds force to my belief that only out 
of conflict of thought can truth in the long run be found. Such 
is the democratic process. 

Justice Holmes, an adventurous soul who had less concern 
over his internal censor than most of us do, once wrote: 

But when men have realized that time has upset many fighting 
faiths, they may come to believe even more than they believe the 
very foundations of their own conduct that the ultimate good de- 
sired is better reached by free trade in ideas -that the best test of 
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truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the com- 
petition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon 
which their wishes safely can be carried out. That, at any rate, is 

the theory of our Constitution. 

A corollary thesis urged by Ralph Barton Perry is that only 
out of the unimpeded conflict of ideas can the critical capacity 
of man be developed. 

It is not easy to list indisputable enduring "fighting faiths" 
of man. Euclid forced his ideas on reluctant, unready man. For 
about 2,000 years his dominion over line and angle persisted and 
only recently has it been altered. Tyndale's Bible- banned from 
man centuries ago- shocks no one today. The bloody Crusades 
were conducted for what was called the Truth Ineluctable. But 
truth is comparative. Facts are scarce and often little more than 
society's momentary acceptance of a position stated by a 

preacher of spiritual, mercantile or intellectual vitality. Maybe 
there are only a few verities. Even our most cherished national 
faith -freedom of press and speech -has undergone a recent na- 
tional revolution. We accepted the right to speak at a town 
meeting in New England in 1787 as a gift granted to us by God 
and written in the heavens. It was a divine reality, not just a 

man -made condition. At least so we thought. 

OUR FOUNDING FATHERS 

In 1787 there were thirteen colonies in the United States. 
Canada might have been the fourteenth if the roads had been 
passable in the middle of the previous winter. Four million peo- 
ple lived in the Colonies. There were 600,000 Negro slaves 
totally illiterate. Of the remainder of the population one half 
were women thought unfit to be educated. Of the men, less than 
25 per cent could do more than read or write their own names 
even in sophisticated Williamsburg, Virginia. During the war 
against England the Colonies had had a kind of loose United 
Nations. In Philadelphia, while working out a United Nations 
plan, after the Dumbarton Oaks Conference of 1786 had been 
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held at Annapolis, the concept of free public education had not 
taken root. There were few means of communication -only 
seventy -five post offices and 1,50o miles of passable postroad. 
There were approximately 1 oo gazettes, average circulation 600 
copies. Communities were small. The largest city, Philadelphia, 
had about 40,000 inhabitants. Town meetings were common. 

Democracy in twentieth century terms did not exist. The 
Constitution of the United States, which was promulgated in 
part by unconstitutional means and only adopted by a close 
vote, probably would never have been accepted if there had 
been such a thing as universal franchise for men and women, 
or even men alone. 

The democratic process requires two tools- literacy and 
means of communication. This does not imply that whenever 
you have these two tools democracy results. But I would sug- 
gest that without those tools democracy for a nation, as distin- 
guished from a little village, cannot exist. They are the essential 
implements for controlling rulers and selecting political bargain- 
ing representatives. By bargaining representatives I mean offi- 
cials to run the body politic to the extent to which the people 
of a nation desire various enterprises to be run cooperatively 
by their state rather than privately. 

For example, around the time of the adoption of our Consti- 
tution fire departments were on a private, profit -making, rug- 
ged- individualist basis. Soon we found free enterprise under 
laissez faire developed to the point where villages burned down. 
At times fire engines would only go out on a C. O. D. or cash - 
in- advance basis. One company had a slogan which ran: "No 
money, no squirty." The decision to turn over to the state the 
protection against fire was reached only after years of public 
debate. Out of the conflict of attitudes a decision was made by 
the people. 

At the Constitutional Convention of 1787, in Philadelphia, 
a new cooperative government was established but the thirteen 
jealous states were suspicious. They did not know how it would 
work. They did not want to give up too much state sovereignty 
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but they knew they needed unity for keeping peace in dealing 
with other nations. They knew that orderly machinery had to 
be set up for handling trade between the states. A recent battle 
at Hell's Gate over the smuggling of pot- cheese from Connec- 
ticut into Manhattan had dramatized the need of reducing the 
barriers known as state lines. 

THE SPRINGBOARD OF OUR FREEDOM 

The Constitution was put through only after our most valu- 
able political deal. John Adams, in Massachusetts, in effect said: 
"We will vote for your Constitution provided certain amend- 
ments are added" -now known as the Bill of Rights. The thirty - 
nine signers of the convention at Philadelphia had spent no time 
discussing a Bill of Rights, civil liberties or freedom of the press. 
They assumed that the new Federal government would have 
no power to butt in. Controls over religion, press and speech 
would still reside in the separate states. They assumed that each 
state could experiment in its own way with limitations on the 
flow of ideas to its citizens. But Adams and others were not 
willing to accept these assumptions. So the First Amendment 
to the Constitution was adopted, declaring that the Federal 
government should not interfere with freedom of speech and 
press. 

At that time it was easy to start a printing business -a few 
dollars, a shirtful of type, a hand press and an idea. In relation 
to population and literacy, there were many more owners of the 
press than there are today. Moreover, since communities were 
small and literacy was meager, the town meeting and the soap- 
box were still important means of communication. 

Communication on an interstate or national basis was pro- 
portionately difficult. Six weeks were necessary to go from 
Salem, Massachusetts, to Richmond, Virginia. To travel from 
New York to the convention city of Philadelphia was a three - 
day chore. You would have to take the boat at Murray Street, 
wind and weather permitting, and sail up to New Brunswick, 
New Jersey. There you changed to a stagecoach, spent the 
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second night at Trenton and, with luck, reached Philadelphia 
the next day. 

It was a cheap trip -under four dollars, blanket included. 
But few people traveled. Communication between Virginia and 
Massachusetts was at times so awkward that a letter went 
quicker from Virginia to England and thence back to Massa- 
chusetts than through the direct overland route, where such 
quantities of mail were hijacked that many persons sent letters 
with postage C.O.D., or written in code. 

It was Madison who said: "I know more about Kamchatka 
than I do about Georgia." It was George Washington who, in 
1793, urged the repeal of all charges on the transportation of 
"public prints " -in order to encourage the flow of ideas. Un- 
like the Pennsylvania Railroad, which at one time carried all 
newspapers free in Pennsylvania only, Washington urged na- 
tional freedom. 

It is interesting to remember that the most erudite of the 
delegates at the Constitutional Convention knew more about 
the Helvetian Republic and the median length of reigns of for- 
eign princes than he did about the economic conditions of the 
people of a neighboring state. Information about foreign na- 
tions came in through printed books, gazettes and letters from 
Europe. 

THE LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE 

And then happened one of the great miracles of man's his- 
tory. Free public education got a foothold. It is a very recent 
and quaint notion that the people of a society should cooper- 
atively pay for and manage the education of their children. 
Governmental fire engines were born from the actual seeing 
of fires, but to educate children "free" was an act of faith. 

Out of the 2,000,000,000 persons on this planet, 6o per cent, 
or about 1,200,000,000, are still totally illiterate. There are only 
about a score of nations validly claiming 25 per cent literacy. I 
have often thought that one of the essentials for a League of 
Nations should be a requirement that at least 2 per cent of the 
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national income of each nation must be spent for free public 
education. Maybe 2 per cent is too high. As a starter, I would 
settle for one half of one per cent. 

As free education developed, literacy grew. We soon had 
inventions like the steamship and the train, cutting their paths 
up the rivers and over the hills and plains. Speed of communi- 
cation vastly expedites the homogeneity of action and solidarity 
of understanding essential for peace and good -will. It is worth 
while to remember that at the Constitutional Convention there 
were those who thought that Congress should have the right 
to veto state legislation and that one of the main arguments 
against the granting of such power was that if a southern state 
passed a bill in regard to its tobacco crop, for instance, by the 
time the news was horsebacked to Philadelphia and the approval 
or veto sent back to Georgia the crop would already have been 
harvested. 

After 1787 commerce spread quickly up the rivers. Embry- 
onic chain stores appeared on the streams which fed the great 
Mississippi. The market place for furs was expanding and new 
buyers and sellers of pelts had access to each other. Swapping 
of goods was no less aided by quicker transportation than was 
exchange of ideas. In the clash of the market places which dotted 
our roads and rivers comparative ephemeral "truth" about com- 
modities appeared in the form of prices, durability and new 
devices. Whale oil was to give way to natural oil in Pennsyl- 
vania and one more fact -the hitherto essential dependence of 
lamps on whales -was to be abandoned as a fact. The market 
place of thought broadened alongside that of lamps and furs. 

The Founding Fathers were realistic. Viewing our illiteracy 
and lack of means of communication, they were not opposed to 
literacy tests for voting. But they appreciated that literacy was 
a concomitant of wealth and property. It was natural that 
the electoral franchise was the exclusive possession of those who 
owned wide acres or many pounds. The property requirements 
for voting in 1787 were, in fact, a poll tax based on literacy. 
Today any poll tax is irrational as a test of the franchise, be- 
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cause dollars have no relationship to capacity to exercise the 
franchise. 

The framers of our Constitution lived in an era when the 
right to print and talk was used to liberate us from distant con- 
trols. Freedom was needed for the preacher and editor, rather 
than for the flock or the subscribers. A free press was essential 
for the man with type and ideas. The demand was for the right 
to own a pulpit, a press or a soapbox. Few thought in terms of 
the right to read or listen. The talkers were in the saddle. The 
readers were too few to count. Tyranny could be resisted only 
by freedom for publishers. It was they who might spread the 
seeds of resistance and develop unpopular ideas. But unpopular 
did not mean unpopular to all people- rather, only unpopular 
to the small percentage who with wealth and literacy had 
attained the right to vote, the privilege of a choice in govern- 
ment. Often they sought an intellectual coup d'état without 
referenda to the illiterate public. 

The Founding Fathers pressed the concept of freedom of 
thought one stage further. Inconsistent with their religious back- 
grounds of predetermination', they took life and history in their 
own hands, justifying their individual direction of events by 
pointing to the divine guidance which they thought was di- 
rectly influencing their conduct. But unlike the heads of 
churches or states of former days they were unafraid of free- 
dom of speech and press. They so affirmed, even though they 
had their mighty lapses. Within a decade of the acceptance of 
the Constitution many of the same Founding Fathers aided the 
passage of the Alien and Sedition Laws, probably the most vio- 
lent attack on free speech, assemblage and press ever experi- 
enced in our nation. 

By and large they favored the extension of literacy. Schools 
in the eighteenth century were for males, in fact, rich males. 
Education of women was limited to needlework and the spinet. 
Institutions of learning were financed by lotteries. As soon as 
the idea of free public education once caught on, it swept the 
land. A fashion for education developed. The Little Red School- 
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house became the pride of the nation. The chief resistance, if 
any, was against the government monopoly of education. The 
churches -the then greatest influence in developing and influ- 
encing the minds of our people -were in favor of public educa- 
tion even though the Catholic Church with its own parochial 
schools clung to the power implicit in education. Private schools 
continued, particularly in high school and college grades. In 
lower schools much of the experimentation in modern pedagogy 
was and still is carried on in small private schools in the larger 
centers of population. 

The Founding Fathers, fearful of all government restraints 
over thought, went so far as to contemplate the absence of 
postage. Only under free postage it was said could we be sure 
that the government would refrain from censoring the contents 
of letters and periodicals. To this day first -class mail has main- 
tained a position of sanctity from search and control. This tra- 
dition had vitality. In 1856, during the bitter anti -slavery fight, 
an attempt was made to prevent abolitionist papers being car- 
ried by mail to the people of the South. Freedom for the Negro 
was a burning issue. Clay, Calhoun and Webster took part in 
the close debate in the Senate. Van Buren, as vice president, 
presiding, cast the deciding vote after Calhoun had declared 
that any control over the contents of mailbags would be uncon- 
stitutional. And still, around 187o, under the guise of the im- 
morality of lotteries and obscenity, the postmaster general was 
directed by Congress to read the mails and ban certain written 
material which he found created sexually exciting ideas, fraud- 
ulent claims to investors, or invitations to certain kinds of games 
of chance. 

For a century, however, we had marched steadily forward 
toward freedom of the mind. 

But the development of the concept of free flow of thought 
was not only an end in itself. Its growth soon led to reapprais- 
als in other fields of human activity. As a critical people we 
experienced a renaissance and the complacent theory of the 
status quo was put on the defensive. Maybe after all, life was 
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not static and immutable. Maybe we and our churches and our 
temporal rulers did not know all the truth. 

As man's capacity to communicate increased there was a 

gradual reconsideration of the basic validities of freedom of 

speech and press. Originally the right was considered a natural 
right -the symbol of man's spiritual freedom, hardly recognized 
as an instrument for developing the mind of man or resolving 
conflicts, arguments and disputes. Those who used the press 

were propagandists; felt strongly and in the main were violent 
and passionate. In the passion of our early pamphleteers we rec- 
ognized a new value, the value of conflict of thought as a neces- 
sary pattern of behavior for the people of the United States. 

We were a people of individual arguefiers -not just grum- 
blers. We came to know that throughout the ages odd adven- 
turers and reformers had deviated from the herd sufficiently 
to bring to public attention facts and ideals which caused so- 

ciety to move from a status quo position. We sensed that inar- 
ticulate disagreement in a society spells chaos and inarticulate 
agreement based on lack of diversity of thought invites tyranny 
and dictatorship. 

A fully adult society is one where individual conflicts of 
thought ultimately reach a common denominator of sufficiently 
wide base to create vitality, courage and critical spirit. Without 
the capacity to articulate the various facets of a problem, society 
becomes shapeless. There must go on in any great society a 

process of mediation and arbitration of ideas, without which it 
suffers either lethargy or subjection to a superimposed mind. 

We did not hold an exclusive copyright on this philosophy. 
A few older nations had followed it in varying degrees. Ob- 
viously a great part of our heritage stems directly from the little 
island of Great Britain. 

DARWIN GIVES US A BOOST 

After the middle of the century the Darwinian theory had 
its widespread impact and led man to believe that life was an 
adventure, that life changed, that variation and growth were the 
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essence of life. Beginning with the era dominated by the Dar- 
winian concept, we find less talk about freedom to speak and 
freedom to print. For the first time there is some thinking about 
the "right to read" and the "right to hear." Between conflicting 
ideas there is also a struggle for existence and the survival of the 
fittest. 

The injection of the concept that the receiving end had 
significance led in time to the great contributions of Justices 
Holmes and Brandeis. They dramatized for the American people 
the belief that freedom of the press is rooted in our hope that 
conflict in the market place of thought leads to the truth. 

Even if diversified ideas do not lead directly and instantly 
to what all agree upon as "truth," there is more chance of find- 
ing vagrant, elusive truth in a wide open market place of com- 
petitive ideas than by any other technique so far devised by 
man. And so, from the turn of the century, particularly after 
1920, there were increasing crusades of resistance developed 
by the people of our society against any governmental interfer- 
ence with the exchange of thought. The audience began to come 
into its own. 

After our first hundred years of dramatic and increasing 
absence of governmental control, sedition and blasphemy stat- 
utes were practically unused. New fears, such as that of organ- 
ized labor, involved some suppressive use of local police and, 
on one or two occasions, the national military power. Man has 
a capacity to invoke new fears as old ones dissipate. Finally the 
accent shifted to obscenity, which took the place of sedition 
and blasphemy. 

OUR LATEST BUGABOO 

Around 187o, a neurotic individual by the name of An- 
thony Comstock began a crusade, with the financial support of 
J. P. Morgan and other highly respectable persons. He quis- 
linged the Bill of Rights. With less than ten minutes of debate, 
the Congress of the United States enacted the Comstock Law 
under which there was placed in a separate banned area all 
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material which would excite sexually impure thoughts. It was 

said we must compel sexual taste by censorship of ideas. 

Although no one has ever been able to define with any 

precision at any moment in history just what is sexually im- 

pure and just what will corrupt even youth, all but one of the 

states of the union -New Mexico- copied the Federal legisla- 

tion. From 187o to 1915 we lived through the dark era when 
our most reputable book publishers submitted manuscripts for 
approval to Comstock or his Society for the Suppression of 

Vice. This society became an arm of the police, retaining 
fines imposed by the courts. But around 1915 the book pub- 
lishers slowly, one by one, started to fight these censors. 

It has been my privilege to defend innumerable publica- 
tions such as Joyce's Ulysses, Mary Ware Dennett's The Sex 

Side of Life, Arthur Schnitzler's Casanova's Homecoming, Rad- 
clyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness, Life Magazine for its pub- 
lication of the pictures and article known as The Birth of a 

Baby, Steinbeck's film, The Forgotten Village, and a vast 

amount of additional material which seemed to shock the cen- 
sorial mind of the organized so- called "decency groups." These 
groups were not content to act as educators and persuaders to 
what they deemed better taste in sexual relationship. They 
invoked the law. 

Society would have survived if each and every one of these 
separate books, magazines and movies had been suppressed by 
the government. But it is fair to say that each such defeat of 
the censors spelled some liberation for unpublished works of 
other authors. Moreover, had the censors won in these and 
similar cases their zeal for suppression would have increased. 
Even the Boston book massacre of 1929 had a limiting effect 
on other market places for printed volumes. 

Apart from Massachusetts there is now practically no sup- 
pression of the printed word because of alleged obscenity. The 
decision in the Strange Fruit case leaves Massachusetts as our 
only blackout sector. When the Appellate Court reprimanded 
the Post Office for its attempt to deny second -class mailing 
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privileges to a magazine such as Esquire because the post- 

master believed it did not serve "the public," our market place 

was further freed from postal restraints. 
As a tangent to the campaign against obscenity we went 

through decades of governmental suppression of literature dis- 

cussing birth control, planned parenthood and contraception. 
I have represented the birth control movement in a variety of 

cases resulting (except in the states of Connecticut and Massa- 

chusetts) in the full and free flow of contraceptive information 
whenever the information is directed toward aiding the health 
of the nation. Even in those two states the populace bootlegs 
its information and wealthy persons have no difficulty in get- 
ting medicos to prescribe contraceptives. 

It was only natural that man's fear of ideas originally aimed 

at heresies and later directed toward sedition should find a new 
channel in sexual mores. The power of the church dwindled 
and the position of the state became secure against revolution 
and disturbance. And so the urge of some men for control 
over the ideas of other men was diverted into the field of sex. 

This diversion was not entirely fortuitous and certainly not 
peculiarly an American phenomenon. We copied England and 
it will be recalled that Hitler took his first steps toward the 
seizure of radio, press and movies by his plea for the protection 
of women and children -women should go back to the kitchen, 
lipstick and rouge should be banned and "Schmutz" laws had 

to be enacted. 
The fear of modern man to recognize the sexual mores of 

his own society was readily usable as a base for curtailing 
freedom of the press. It is interesting to note that in the United 
States most of the mighty newspapers refused to enter into 
these battles against governmental restrictions on the printed 
word where the charges were based on obscenity. The New 
York Post, the New York Herald Tribune and a few isolated 
papers had sufficient courage to aid the American Civil Lib- 
erties Unfon and others when indictments were leveled against 

authors writing on subjects touching on sexual mores. In the 
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main the press was willing to adopt the Congressional thesis 
that the First Amendment to the Constitution was not all -in- 
clusive and did not provide for freedom of press on matters 
sexual. They believed in absence of government censorship, 
but...! 

FRINGES OF FEAR 

Before the present war, governmental sanctions were used 
in a few attempts to suppress left -wing revolutionary ideas. 
Silly, crackpot little Communist- supported papers were at- 
tacked. While the great jurist Cardozo voted to suppress al- 
leged obscenity but protected the flow of alleged sedition, brave 
and intelligent Judge Woolsey, who was not afraid of the four - 
letter Anglo -Saxon words in Joyce's Ulysses, came to the con- 
clusion that a left -wing sheet known as the Militant, created 
a "clear and present danger" to this mighty nation. The maga- 
zine was suppressed. I recall once defending The New Masses 
-objectionable to the Post Office for political reasons but at- 
tacked because of a tawdry and infantile caption on a cartoon. 

Only at rare times were the powers of the Post Office used 
to curtail novel ideas in the field of politics and economics. 
The Treasury Department, through the Customs Office, for a 

few years banned some literature from our shores. Since 193o, 
with a change in the tariff laws, customs censorship has prac- 
tically evaporated. A few defeats in court put the tariff censor 
in his proper place in our democracy. But in the field of obscen- 
ity, as also with neurotic leftish utterances, the amount of 
material kept from the mind of the nation has been increasingly 
negligible. We are growing up. 

At rare times assaults are made on the independence of 
teachers in our school systems, under circumstances where gov- 
ernmental authorities have been induced to aid in the suppres- 
sion of .new pedagogy. But by and large the educators of the 
nation are also free. The attack on Communist teachers in the 
New York school system was not really leveled against the 
teaching of Communism but rather expressed the disdain 
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of our society for the dishonest, underground tactics of the 

Communists who, hooded as bootleggers and under false sym- 
bols, tried to inject the program of Communism into our schools. 

Whenever the state is secure it permits greater latitudes of 
criticism. The crimes of sedition and criminal libel are not 
needed in a smooth -working democracy. We in the United 
States have so little to fear from revolution and violence through 
the spread of ideas that for the past score or more of years no 
political words are deemed criminal unless there be a "clear 
and present danger" of riot, rebellion or "overt" acts of a 

serious nature. Even during World War II there have been 
few instances of governmental actions -only a score of suits, 
as against 2,000 in World War I- concerning pamphlets or 
speeches other than those uttered by agents of enemy nations. 
We are much more adult than during the last war when our 
hysteria took the form of suppressing German music, attacking 
pacifist documents and holding in disrepute anything not 
"strictly American." 

Political utterance in this war was free of governmental. 
restraint. We have concluded that even malicious falsity would 
not seriously affect our people. Their minds were being trained 
to appraise ideas for truth. To the extent that military develop- 
ments must be kept from the enemy we imposed voluntary 
censorship, limiting the market place by withholding release 
of information as to weather, departure of vessels, the Presi- 
dent's trips abroad and other items which would have given aid 
to the enemy in defeating our armies. Such restraint was tem- 
porary and its very voluntary acceptance by the people was 
in itself an indication of the extent to which we value freedom 
of expression. 

To people living under intellectual dictatorships -such even 
as the great people of mighty Russia -this chapter of our Anglo- 
Saxon latitude of criticism is still inexplicable. The story could 
be true that Stalin queried Roosevelt and Churchill as to why 
they permitted opposition newspapers to continue a constant 
barrage of undermining attacks during the war. He is supposed 
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to have said: "But aren't you the heads of your governments? 
Why don't you stop such destruction of national morale ?" 
Our answer, of course, is simple: The morale of a free people 
is more curtailed by a governmental ban on criticism than by 
the often vicious and insidious attacks on our officials by a por- 
tion of our press. 

But the fight for freedom is a daily fight. It is never fully 
won. There is no unconditional surrender from those who want 
power and fear criticism. We must continue to keep an eager 
eye on all attempts of officials to censor our speech or writings. 
At this time in our history it is obvious that the market for 
political and religious controversy is substantially free of gov- 
ernment interference and in the main there are only few at- 
tempted suppressions of publishers who have openly marketed 
their books with recognized imprints. 

NEWSPAPERS TAINT THE CONCEPT 

As to the press itself -I refer particularly to the dailies and 
weeklies -there has been practically no interference by govern- 
ment. An attempt was made decades ago to suppress the New 
York Graphic, a daily tabloid. The courts reversed the police. 
Only recently the Court of Appeals in New York upheld the 
suppression of a magazine on the ground that it dealt primarily 
in crime news. Such limitation is pretty silly but has only a 
negligible effect on the right to publish or to read about crime. 
Our press is not interested in such suppression of the press, for 
our most reputable papers remain free to dish out "crime" in 
great quantities. On some occasions the curtailment of the re- 
porter's typewriter is attempted by contempt proceedings, but 
all such uses of the sanction of contempt by courts have been 
cut down by our highest court in Washington. On one occa- 
sion a potential dictator, Huey Long, tried to discriminate 
against certain papers by a special tax. The court struck this 
down with emphasis. 

However, during the past thirty years of great expansion 
of freedom of thought, nothing has created more confusion in 
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the public mind than the claim of many publishers that legisla- 
tion such as the Child Labor Law, Hours and Wages legislation, 
Minimum Wage Act, and so on, were in violation of the free- 
dom of the press. For more than a dozen years every piece of 
important social legislation affecting the working conditions 
of people employed on newspapers has been attacked by many 
publishers on the theory that freedom of the press granted the 
publishers the uncontrolled right to abuse their own employees. 
They pleaded for a special laissez faire for the press. They 
still do not know that it is the duty of government to inter- 
rupt restrictive and destructive activities of laissez faire, for 
uncontrolled laissez faire spells dictatorship or chaos. The lead- 
ers in radio and movie cry, "Wolf! Wolf!" when there is no 
wolf. They also try to cloak their zeal for economic power 
under the banner of the First Amendment. 

As attorney for the American Newspaper Guild I assisted 
in the first case carried through the courts to sustain the con- 
stitutionality of the Wagner Labor Relations Act -legislation 
which pronounced the rights of employees to organize, choose 
their bargaining representatives and negotiate with their em- 
ployers. The Associated Press, the defendant in that case, and 
the present loudest and most potent shouter for world freedom 
of thought, urged that the Wagner Act was unconstitutional 
if it be applied to newspaper writers, because the constitu- 
tional freedom of the press would be impaired. The Supreme 
Court of the United States made short shrift of this argument. 
Yet as recently as 1944, some of the leading newspapers of 
the United States adopted a tangent to this position of the 
Associated Press when they protested against the application 
of maintenance of union membership during the war in return 
for the agreement not to strike. The War Labor Board rejected 
such plea. Unfortunately many of our leading publishers con- 
tinue to confuse the mind of America on the subject of freedom 
of the press. They are unconsciously converting the concept 
of freedom into a tawdry and meager profit- making, monopo- 
listic symbol. 
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TWO GREAT NEW INSTRUMENTS 

Probably the most complimentary evidence of the maturity 
of our society is seen in the painless absorption of two new 
dramatic media for the dissemination of thought. I refer to the 
radio and the movies. Unlike the historic attempts of churches 
or governments to monopolize manuscript writing or printing, 
we find a general healthy desire to allow private individuals 
to enter these new fields -to influence the folkway and enhance 
the knowledge of our society. To be sure, the first -comers in 
these fields tried to control the entire output, and patent trusts 
were not the only means employed to monopolize these markets. 

Radio, a dramatic new art, was developed in a way that 
forced the limitation and selection of applications for broad- 
casting. With any more than 1,000 broadcasting stations chaos 
would have resulted. No one would have been able to tune into 
a clear, selected station. Unlike England, where the govern- 
ment runs the radio, we allow private individuals to acquire 
broadcasting stations on application to the Federal authorities. 
We hand out quasi monopolies -often of great value. Some 
radio licensees copied the techniques of the cave carver who hid 
away his stone chisel. Others followed the pattern of the old 
church and state by controlling the equipment needed for 
broadcasting. The networks of radio -like extra- governmental 
empires in our midst -hand out contracts or licenses to so- called 
affiliates. Local stations live by their grace. 

Even though radio has mystic and unknown powers of influ- 
encing man, only on rare occasions has the Federal Communi- 
cations Commission been foolish enough to suggest curtailing the 
content of radio programs. The Mae West episode, the Orson 
Welles "Invasion of Mars" program are remembered primarily 
because they are practically the sole instances of the Commis- 
sion's attempts to control program content. 

This is particularly significant since radio, of necessity, is a 
partial monopoly. Not every one of us who wants to own a 
microphone can get one. Moreover, the radio is in the homes 
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and, because sound evaporates, immediate refutation is impos- 
sible. Turn a dial and you hear. Thus it is unlike the newspaper 
or movie where you have to go out and buy or pay admission 
charges. In a way this difference of reception and availability 
makes the absence of governmental restraints still more praise- 
worthy. That each broadcaster should exercise his trust in the 
public interest is not only stated in the statute but must be the 
goal of the people and the licensees. That the government must 
have the power to appraise at the time of an application for 
license or reappraise at the time of renewal of license the services 
rendered is a power which cannot be avoided. To date it has 

seldom been used. 
It has often been claimed that the Federal Communications 

Commission uses an undisclosed power and is a constant blind 
threat to every broadcasting company. This is less than the truth. 
As a member of the State Banking Board of New York, I recall 
a parallel situation. I know of innumerable instances where 
banks, disinclined to make a loan to a merchant, have declared - 
dishonestly declared -that they would like to make the loan but 
were afraid of the state banking inspectors. This is an easy way 
for a banker to avoid stating his dislike of a customer's proffered 
risk. Likewise, a few radio stations have raised a similar invalid 
plea and, lacking courage to reject certain programs, have en- 
deavored to place the denial on their fear of the Federal Com- 
munications Commission. 

In the movie field the penny arcade operators expanded into 
theater owners. A few tried to monopolize all pictures by own- 
ing production as well as exhibition and a few producers went 
out and gobbled up the key theaters of the nation. 

The battle of freedom of the screen was seriously and con- 
sciously impaired by the major companies combining for con- 
certed action and agreeing to the establishment of powers in the 
Hays office- powers which in my opinion have had more dele- 
terious effects on our people than many so- called crimes in 
restraint of trade. As a result of this conspiracy of the major 
motion picture companies, an author's manuscript, submitted to 
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one company and rejected by the Hays office, can find no ready 
market place for reaching the movie audience of America. With 
five major companies dominating the motion picture production 
and distribution system, the Hays agreement in effect was a 
completely effective ban, through the use of the Hays exhibi- 
tion seal employed in aid of the timid censors and the surviving 
Comstocks. 

When a half dozen states endeavored to impose political 
precensorship on the screen, the industry was engaged in such 
an internal fight for monopoly via patents that not even an 
intelligent defense was put up. In the early days-1915 or there- 
about -the heads of the industry thought of movies as a sort of 
traveling flea circus. Hence, it was natural that the Supreme 
Court should hold that movies had little relation to ideas and, 
therefore, were not within the protected area of the Bill of 
Rights. 

Thereafter the Hays group has consistently appeased politi- 
cal censors even though nfovies are the sole instance of previous 
restraint -precensorship -ever practiced in the United States. 
Any time the Hays group wants to end political appointees 
reviewing pictures, I am confident a test case will bring to the 
screen the same freedom which press, books and radio enjoy. At 
the moment the Hays group does not trust the taste of pro - 
ducers-or the intelligence of the public- enough to run the risk 
of freedom. And since that handful which turns out most of our 
pictures has no faith in its own capacity to produce entertain- 
ment in keeping with the taste of the nation, the industry, in a 
sense, does not deserve freedom. But someday the audiences will 
be heard to insist on audience freedom for wider rights of selec- 
tions -that is, greater diversity. 

I should guess that the liberty of the screen -free from state 
troopers, for example, examining millions of feet of film in a 
single year to determine what the public may view -may well 
come about through the energetic and increasingly intelligent 
power of those who really make the pictures -the writers, actors, 
directors and camera -men speaking for the public. 
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WE CAN BE PROUD 

It is a great and exciting story-this saga of man dropping 
most of his fear of ideas. It is a tale of a mass renaissance as clear, 

though less dramatic, than the old one high -lighted by a few 
historic martyrs. In our country, in a very short time -a century 
or so -an entire population became not only literate but com- 
municative. We proved that people can become their own rulers 
in fact as well as in theory. The words of our First Amendment 
have been given meaning and reality. We are the government 
and we and it are secure -unafraid of ideas. 

In only one field does governmental control bespeak an in- 
creasing threat. Our original passion for education has been 
reduced in its fervor. This may well be the result of mass educa- 
tion under governmental yardsticks- increasingly rigid and 
routine, as the monopoly of education got so big that experi- 
mentation could no longer be readily afforded. In a big city like 
New York a group of five persons is supposed to run the schools 
for a population of 7,000,000. It can't be done. Competition in 
education has been reduced in many places to the vanishing 
point. Maybe our boards of education should be broken up (not 
down) into innumerable smaller competing domains. Maybe 
someday there will be a separate school board to manage each 
school -a board composed of teachers and parents, thus reviving 
in the public an intimate concern with the brain diet and intel- 
lectual training of our children. The market place of education 
is not very free and open, for it is not competitive. New ideas 
pass through a mighty struggle to be considered. As with all 
giants free from competitive invigoration, a vested interest in 
past practices becomes the vogue -the easy way. 

But youth is the great reservoir of a society's strength and we 
in this country devitalize that asset by the development of our 
youth in a society with constantly less conflict of thought. As a 
result youth becomes increasingly resistant. It fights the ideas 
of a status quo society as it would blindly struggle against 
parents. This is less than a wise way to develop youth. Youth is 
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often wiser than older people for it has compromised less with 
life. But the resistance in historic terms should be a rational one 
instead of one arising out of resistance to a single school rod. 
Moreover, youth becomes less reflective and society is less con- 
templative where discussion is limited. As a result youth and 
society as a whole become more irritable, more volatile and more 
ready to follow bigotries and other movements which feed the 
ego of the suppressed, the beaten and the inarticulate. 

While the educational units under government aegis were 
growing to absurd dimensions, the ownership of radio, movies 
and press was being concentrated in a few large corporations. 
These two trends are not without reciprocal impacts, but it 
seems to me that any public reconsideration of the stratification 
of our education cannot gain momentum until we attack the 
problem of concentrated ownership of the organs which permit 
opinion to get into the minds of the public. Even a competitive, 
vigorous school system would have difficulty operating against 
movies, radio and press produced in a market far less than truly 
competitive. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GREAT WORLD CLASH 

INDIVIDUALS NEED DIVERSITY 

AGAIN MY BASIC article of faith is that the full development of 
man requires innumerable avenues of access to his mind. The 
quantity of words read or heard, or pictures seen, is not without 
significance but enrichment is geometrically increased in propor- 
tion to the diversity of the sources of the material. We need not 
fear a multitude of tongues. Man, literate and informed, must 
develop a capacity to sift and assay. That is the creed democratic. 

We in the United States can be proud of more than 40,000,- 
000 daily newspaper circulation, 100,000,000 movie attendances 
each week and audiences of 40,000,000 listening to broadcasts. 
Quantity -wise, we have made great strides. Even such amazing 
figures fail to include magazines and books and must be multi- 
plied many times because our printed material is passed from 
hand to hand. Rental libraries turn over books innumerable 
times. Newspapers are read by the entire family. Our libraries - 
for the enduring meat of our culture -have also grown, though 
at a slower pace than other media of brain nourishment or enter- 
tainment. 

Parenthetically I might explain that I draw no sharp clear. 

lines of demarcation between educational, documentary, jour- 
nalistic, or entertainment material. Movies, in the main, address 
themselves to the emotional escape portions of our egos. Al- 
though documentaries, newsreels and journalistic films are only 
in their infancy, we should not minimize the screen's influence 
on our national habits, Love -making, marriage, wealth, gangster - 
dom are the vitamins of the silver screen diet. For good or bad it 
cannot be denied that our pictures are highly popular. Whether 
pictures of different content would be still more popular no one 
can say. But the present small group of movie producers can at 
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least assert that our product is the most marketable in the entire 
world. They have invented the Esperanto of the Eye. 

But just where the influence of an entertainment picture 
differs in essence from the bulk of the entertainment in fiction 
magazines or, for that matter, from at least two thirds of the 
content of most dailies, it is hard to say. Advice to the lovelorn, 
much of our advertising copy, plus any comic strip probably hit 
the same glands and emotions as do the feature films. But in a 
real sense movies are the background influence of all our feel- 
ings, fears and ambitions. 

Radio supplies spot news, music and gags, while newspapers 
give us the basic daily information for forming community judg- 
ments. This dominance of the press is accented, since the radio, 
with its monopolistic grant of power from the government, is 
presently intent on seeking a balanced diet of views and opinion, 
steering clear of separate editorial positions for each broadcast- 
ing company. Until recently broadcasters kept most "contro- 
versy" off the air, unless during a debate. At least, very few 
minority "controversial" programs are put on the stations either 
gratis or for fees. 

No matter how anyone appraises the comparative influence 
of these three media it will not be disputed that together they are 
of vital importance to our cooperative and individual existences. 
Schools and churches, the other great organized impacts on our 
lives, cannot operate other than against the material which flows 
by screen, press and air. In fact, religion and education are 
increasingly affected by the three great media and find the need 
of using all these media. The pulpit has moved to the micro- 
phone. Education is going visual. 

Each one of us leads a dual life -as a separate individual and 
as a member of a group. It is claimed that in many parts of the 
globe the individual is of lesser importance, or at least of slight 
importance, as long as man is underfed and underhoused. Since 
by himself he cannot get his food and housing with as little effort 
as through the group, it is said: "Let's minimize individual de- 
velopment until the stomach is full." It is argued as follows: 
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If a society kowtows to the individual, there will be less 

group power. Churches operate on groups and hence are com- 
petitors of the state. Individualism leads to chaotic group ac- 
tivity, for by faith in the greater sanctity of the individual we 
come to inarticulate disagreement, which spells chaos. Society's 
economic life can be more easily shaped if there be a single font 
for all ideas. Only by mass control over the mind can we create 
a shaped society. Flexibility is a luxury which mankind cannot 
afford. Finally, the groupists claim, and with some present sup- 
port, that many persons love to be ordered about. Life is more 
simple if directed by others. Less thinking is needed. 

On the other hand, there is the philosophy that lays supreme 
emphasis on individual man. His development one by one de- 
termines the growth of society. He must live by voluntary 
experiment, adventure, and trial and error, rather than by man- 
date and directive. This school denies the advantages of dicta- 
torship and, instead, says that we can afford to sacrifice some of 
the purported regimented efficiency and speed of economic 
progress in order to retain individual zeal. Furthermore, in the 
long run even the simplest economic advance will be better 
made if it stems from the separate wills of critical people than if 
it is ordered by the wisest dictator. The supreme duty of govern- 
ment is to make sure that no group -not even the government - 
shall limit individual spontaneity, for the dead hand of uni- 
formity spells doom to individual man. 

I belong to the latter school, which fears the dead hand of 
"Gleichschaltung" -mass education and mass entertainment - 
the necessary tool of dictators. I look at history and think I 
discern that man's greatest advances even in the days of illiteracy 
and, hence, necessary dictatorship by church or state, were made 
by those who rebelled against acceptance of ideas from authority. 
We have had mind -cycles as surely as we have experienced 
trade -cycles. But no one of us lacks critical capacity, the ques- 
tioning mind, the rich curiosity and the satisfying solution. We 
see what Hitler did to the German mentality in about a decade, 
even though no government ever spread out for its people such 
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vast quantities of material to influence their lives. The material 
was without diversity. Quantity is not enough. We see how 
repetition without contrary opinion can destroy the mind. 

Even subtler values are at stake. Karl Mannheim in his stimu 
lating volume Diagnosis of Our Time, points out that the mass 
flow of entertainment and information is not unrelated to the 
reduction of intimacy, privacy, contemplation and inwardness. 
And as Andre Gide wrote in his Back from the U.S.S.R.: 

The Kolkhosian takes all his pleasures in common. His room is 

merely a place to sleep in; the whole interest of his life has passed 
into his club, his park of culture, his various meeting places. What 
more can be desired. The happiness of all can only be obtained by 
disindividualising each. The happiness of all can truly be obtained 
at the expense of each. In order to be happy, conform. 

Such is the danger of trends throughout the world. The dis- 
tances on our planet are shrinking fast. 

THE GREAT DEBATE 

Like all people who have emerged victorious after peril we 
feel that new dangers are not likely to appear. Our present 
battle to preserve our press, radio and movies from German and 
Japanese controls has cost us more than i,000,000 casualties and 
several hundred billion dollars. Those three instruments -press, 
radio and the movies -are the weapons of liberty. They are the 
core of freedom, whether religious, economic or political. No 
conqueror has ever taken real freedom from a people if he has 
left to the vanquished their full rights of free expression. 

It is still not easy to appraise the peril of those years when 
Hitler started to ride the globe. Our hazard was not one of a 
drugged people, of a folk inoculated with a single idea. We 
were not over -regimented. We were not unconcerned. We were 
only starved. Our jeopardy lay in national silence and in com- 
placency and ignorance which alone stem from lack of contro- 
versy, debate and diversity of opinion. We were not in lockstep 
We were scarcely stepping at all. 
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Only a few of those who owned printing presses or micro- 
phones were either aware of conditions or brave enough to warn 
us. And there are so few newspapers left -far less in relation to 
our literate population than in 1787. The radio stations are 
dominated by four networks. Five movie companies control the 
market of the screen. 

A few score persons held a grip on the pipelines to the minds 
of the nation. It was too tight a market place for a nation of our 
size. 

To these few score masters of our minds controversy was 
uncomfortable. The calm of bigness had set in. Distance was a 

pleasant narcotic. To argue preparedness or debate the size of an 
ocean was not universally popular. The larger the circulation of 
a paper, the greater the audience of a radio station, the more 
important it becomes not to offend too many of the public. 
Publishers have grown polite, very different from the days when 
our early editors felt strongly enough to horsewhip each other. 
Sealed lips make few enemies. Objectivity is the rationale for 
omissions, and the blue pencil is the god of the printshop and the 
studios. I am not talking only in terms of a dozen large cities. 
We are a nation -not just a few metropolises. 

As late as May, 1941, the minds of the people were so 
inadequately prepared for any democratic decisions that the 
President and his closest advisers realized that any test vote in 
the United States would have resulted in a national declaration 
of aloofness from the mess called Europe. We should not forget 
that at one time the mere word "convoy" was thought to be a 

synonym for "war." Aside from President Roosevelt there were 
few who could get to the front pages of papers or in the radio 
studios at popular hours to give us warning signals. It is no 
answer to decry the fact that the President was unable to push 
us farther and faster. In a democracy we need leadership -a 
leadership for discussion and debate. But the sounding boards of 
discussion had shrunk below our needs. The vitality of our 
society depends in part on the capacity of the people to be a 
self -starting action group, articulating- rightly or wrongly- 
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after vast, confused and constant public debate. We innately 
react against the intellectual lockstep of too much leadership, but 
find ourselves restricted not by church or state but by economic 
rulers. 

Against a background of comparative dearth of national 
debate in print and on the air it is something of a miracle that 
Lend -Lease and the Draft Bill (the latter by one vote) should 
ever have passed the Congress. That body, at least on major 
issues, should listen to the voice of the people and act somewhat 
in response thereto. But in most cities the voice was a whisper 
scarcely audible. Hence, we went back to the organized letter - 
writing of Committees of Correspondence, a technique used by 
the Founding Fathers in the days before movies and radio and 
in an era of ioo gazettes, few roads, no railroads and no air-. 

planes. Our instruments of information had shrunk to such 
meager numbers that in comparison to the size and population 
of our nation many who wished to debate even preparedness 
were relegated to hiring town halls, carrying soapboxes to street 
corners, writing letters and printing pamphlets. 

All such piecemeal instruments for reaching the minds of 
people were invoked to compensate for the inadequacy of the 
press, radio and movies, just as the taking of polls is a concession 
to the herd instinct in man and grows out of the meagerness of 
the press. Newspapers had for decades turned more and more 
from editorials and news to popular entertainment. Radio is 
avowedly the medium of crooners, soap operas and gags. A few 
idea programs are condescendingly bestowed on the public in 
return for the monopoly grants of the right to broadcast. The 
movies boasted that they were escapist from the realities of the 
day. They called it being impartial. I doubt if the boast was 
more than a political gesture, for many of the independent 
producers and one of the major companies keenly felt the need 
for more public information about the rise of Fascism. It said 
so in films which often found difficulty getting to the theaters 
and chains dominated by a few giant companies. 

But in hundreds of cities the only daily newspaper servicing 
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the people of the area was opposed to participation in the Euro- 
pean war. In other areas the only remaining newspaper publisher 

was violently in favor of rushing to the aid of embattled Eng- 
land. 

In both sets of cities -in all cities without competing news- 

papers -there was no capacity for sharpening public knowledge 
and judgment on the Great Debate by supplying controversial 
facts -prejudiced and distorted if you please, but at least on more 

than one side of the great issue facing the nation. 
In more than 1,20o cities there is only one newspaper. What 

price democracy! There are only I 1 7 cities in this vast land 

where there is more than one newspaper ownership -where in 

democratic fashion there is the capacity for daily debate. In 

more than i oo districts the only newspaper owns the only radio 

station. A score of persons own those Sunday papers which 
account for more than half of the Sunday circulation from Maine 
to California. One company sends out the "boiler plate" which 
supplies the mid- section for more than 3,000 of our weeklies. 

The three national wire services -by no means available to all 

papers -are too few in number. 
Under our great theory that the owner of the press has the 

right to be wrongheaded or malicious, press -service material has 

been cut, diluted or distorted by headlines to agree with the 
prejudices of each publisher. There is quite rightly no compul- 
sion to print, or to print without change or elision. That a pub- 
lisher without competitors in his area may have had the com- 
mercial acumen or the spiritual wisdom to buy some boiler plate 
or columnist material which opposed his position on the issue 

then raging is less than the perfection our great democracy 
deserves. 

A handful of radio commentators filled some of the void. A 
few magazines of opinion fed -pro or con -the people who were 
in the sterile belt of the more than 1,200 single- newspaper 
towns. 

As our people look back on the Great Debate few will think 
of the daily press as an integral part of the struggle, other than 
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in terms of Joe Palooka versus Orphan Annie. Rather do our 
minds go back to Committees to Keep Us Out of War, or 
Committees to Get us Into War. Even the President, from his 
position of great prestige, could not too often try to wake us up 
with "quarantine" speeches. The few remaining owners of 
dailies, radio stations and movie companies had lost the joy of 
controversy, feared the heat of debate and had in the main for- 
gotten that a united nation requires an informed people and that 
an informed people in a democracy must sift dogmas and 
hypotheses for facts on which they want to act. 

It took an unreasonable time to get issues debated by the 
nation. Once informed enough for controversy, we remained in 
trouble but we were out of danger. As free men we could 
produce in our plants and on our farms sufficient material to 
stagger the world- enough to supply Russia and England and 
China with the decisive war goods. As free men we could fly 
better than Nazi slaves or Jap puppets. Spontaneity and in- 
genuity derive from freedom of thought. Those latent charac- 
teristics stood us in good stead. They were our supreme equip- 
ment. 

This danger, of the period of the Great Debate, is compara- 
tively easy to recall. Rotterdam sacked, Poland ravished, London 
blitzed, minorities imprisoned. Japan stabbing us in the back. 
The press, radio and movies had journalistic- dramatic hot news 
on which to found the debate but there were just too few of 
them left for 138,000,000 people across 3,000 miles. We could 
see what was happening even though the distance from the 
enemy seemed astronomical to our little- traveled people. We 
should recall how often President Roosevelt reiterated the dis- 
tances across oceans -in months a century ago, in hours today. 
The debate involved making 6,000 miles seem just outside our 
doorsteps. 

THE TWO WAYS OF LIFE 

Nevertheless, we did keep our freedom. No foreign ruler has 
sealed our lips or ears or eyes. We are equally intent that our 
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own government will not do so. But the age -old desire of tyrants 
to be rid of disturbing criticism has not disappeared from the 
earth. The great Soviet experiment, rich and fruitful in so many 
ways, has publicly reversed its historic position on one sector of 

free speech -the speech which is called religion. No longer is the 
cry, "Religion is the Opiate of the People." But in Russia it is 

still a crime to listen to shortwave broadcasts from other lands. 

It is still inconceivable that any newspaper would criticize Mar- 
shal Stalin in his civil or military capacities. Its movies are gov- 

ernment written and government made. Movies from the United 
States and other nations are handpicked by Soviet officials with 
captions rewritten before showing. The i 8o,000,000 persons 
in Russia can see and read and hear only what their ruler thinks 
will do them good. 

Likewise, all persons outside of Russia are kept in the dark 
or are allowed to see only through Soviet -colored lenses. Travel 
is restricted in the Soviet. It always has been. Our cameramen, 
broadcasters and reporters have no freedom to roam, to see, to 
report to us what goes on in Russia. Thus we are denied the right 
to know about that great nation in our own way, by setting 
fact off against fact, testing for truth in free public debate. We 
still believe that our techniques of acquiring knowledge not only 
get us nearer to truth but also sharpen our minds and increase our 
critical capacities. We are rightly suspicious of other techniques. 

The contrary philosophy of Soviet Russia is understandable, 
and historically explicable. But it just isn't ours. It is, moreover, 
the single greatest factor operating against international peace in 

the world today. In a world of freedom of thought there is scant 
likelihood of war. For my part, excited as I am about the 
United Nations Charter, I think I would today exchange it for 
one single act -the conversion of Russia to our concept of free- 
dom of thought and exchange of ideas. I might .add that under 
the Charter one of the commissions to be organized may induce 
Russia to abandon her tyranny over the minds of the Russian 
people, or at least reduce her barricades of the other peoples 

of the world as to the happenings inside Russia. 
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We know the Marxists promise that freedom of thought will 
come eventually -when the people are prepared for mental 
freedom, when the nation is secure in a capitalistic world. We in 
our great tradition just don't believe that any one person or 
group is fit to write the timetable for closing and opening the 
minds of the people of any society. 

We hope that with Germany destroyed Marshal Stalin will 
feel secure enough to allow his people to learn what is going on 
elsewhere in the world. He may have to go slowly. His people 
are not used to a free market in thought. They never had it 
under the czars and now for more than twenty -five years criti- 
cism of their rulers has meant Siberia. Knowledge of other 
nations was diluted and capsuled to fit the need of Marshal 
Stalin for security. At least we hope that Russia may soon loosen 
some of its harshest restrictions on the international front. In 
the operation of the United Nations there inevitably will be 
more run -of- the -mill debate and controversy in the press of 
Russia as to international issues. However, it may be many years 
before Russia will allow papers and magazines financed by the 
government to be critical of the government which, in turn, 
foots the bills for the publications and selects the editors of 
their pages. 

How such independence of editorship can be separated from 
reliance on the state for money to run the paper is a problem 
for future Communist dialectics. But that is not our problem. 
Or at least it is only our problem to the extent that the Russian 
governmental adherence to intellectual dictatorship makes it 
more difficult for our nations to understand each other, and 
for us to get along with the Russian people. My guess is that 
radio will lick the Russian dictator. In a sense radio is the dream 
of a dictator -a single announcer with compulsory mass recep- 
tion. In another sense the ether waves respect no inconsequen- 
tial markings on maps, such as state or national boundary lines. 
If once the people of Russia are allowed to buy shortwave re- 
ceiving sets, the fears of those Americans most frightened 
about our relations with Russia will evaporate. Even without 
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such permission the ordinary receiving set will pick up some- 
thing from nearby lands. 

The great people of Russia will then become informed about 
our folkways and we will learn about theirs. We will freely 
exchange facts, prejudices, experiences. We will argue, we will 
debate, we will laugh at each other, we will complain about each 
other, will ridicule and admire. Our minds will clash -and out of 
just such free clashes will understandings arise. Enduring peace 
must stem not from similarities but from understandable differ- 
entials in folkways. There cannot be killings among peoples 
who communicate freely with each other. War thrives on dark- 
ness and taboos. 

I single out Russia, although it is by no means the only in- 
tellectual dictatorship in the world. In fact, there are only a 

handful of nations free of governmental restraints and controls 
on press, radio and movies. I select Russia because it is the biggest 
nation operating on a thesis antithetical to our basic political 
philosophy. Moreover, its influence in Asia and Europe will no 
doubt further invite chaotic war- ridden states to turn to the 
comfort of complete governmental ownership of radio, movies 
and press. Governmental controls of the mind seem so comfort- 
able and easy. Lazy, tired, war- racked men and women will ac- 
cept it. They may want to be told what to think as well as what 
to eat and do. Tired people enjoy mental lockstep. Already 
many nations in Europe have moved far along the path of the 
Russian ideology- internal controls of opinion. In many other 
nations embargoes or tariffs on import or export of ideas have 
been established. 

It is important that the debate between our people and the 
people of Russia continue -on the merit of our Bill of Rights 
against the values of a totalitarian state. We should question 
whenever possible the need of Russia to put the blue pencil as a 

symbol above the sickle and the hammer. Just as we truthfully 
can praise Russia's great strides in literacy and her reduction of 
racial bigotries, so can we deplore her continued dictatorship 
of the mind. It is a peril to our relations with Russia. In my 
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opinion it is the only peril -for this difference between us goes 
to the very matrix of our civilization. Besides, unless Russia 
opens up her market place of the mind we shall face a world 
with two kinds of clashing civilizations competing against each 
other. To the extent that absence of freedom of thought spells 
easy regimentation of a people and to the extent that a regi- 
mented people is easier to handle in a war or in any concerted 
drive of short duration, it is most important to note that the 
Russian totalitarian tactics give her an advantage in certain 
short -term policies and decisions. But we want long -term peace 
and hence must try to persuade Stalin to use long -term stand- 
ards of behavior. 

SHALL WE REMAIN FREE? 

These two great clashing world ideologies underlie all sub- 
sidiary questions such as Communism, Socialism, Capitalism or 
any other form of production. Obviously a free people has the 
right to select the way of life it desires at any moment. To 
be a free people there must be a clash of wits -the only sane 
discipline, the only safe road to decision. Capitalism or Com- 
munism, if dictated, are both evil because of the very superim- 
position of ideas and the consequent inability to admit error 
and pursue change by will of the people. Obviously the degree 
of governmental participation, control or conduct of business 
and labor is not a matter of absolutes. There is no society even 
as small as a family where, to avoid chaos or to save work, some 
rule is not laid down by which the head of the tribe is found to 
be operating certain jobs which formerly each member did for 
himself. The test is not whether we have governmental as op- 
posed to private water works, fire engines, housing or Cape 
Cod canals. The question is, Under which system do we at a 

particular point of history think we will gain more happiness? 
In testing the value of cooperative governmental undertak- 

ings we must ask, Will we spend less hours at effort to sustain 
ourselves? Will the hours be more enjoyable? Will the gov- 
ernmental controls reduce initiative and incentives for further 
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advances in the art of reducing effort? Will the government get 
so big as to be inefficient? Will such inefficiency lead the govern- 
ment to resent criticism -the only real corrective in life? Will 
the people in turn lose freedom of debate? And in turn will we 
not swing around the entire circle, ending with dictatorship and 
its inevitable negation of man's potential plenty of ideas? 

It seems to me that the struggle for the survival of ideas is 

more important to man than his historic battle to survive against 
wild animals, glaciers or disease. Our procreative record shows 
that our bodies have won out in the physical struggle for sur- 
vival. Never were more of our species on this "our" earth. Under 
a dictatorship we find blind acceptance of norms of thought 
pushed down from above, no collective deliberation and an ulti- 
mate united front of the societal mind, which means mental 
sterility by consensus. There is no profound struggle for sur- 
vival of ideas where there is monopoly of thought. 

Violent revolution is not the only path to dictatorship. People 
can vote away their rights to a free arena of debate, or they 
can sit idly by while a few persons monopolize the organs of 
dissemination of thought. A handful of men can rather quietly 
dominate practically all of the motion pictures of a nation. A 
quartet of companies can become the owners of the best radio 
broadcasting stations with the greatest volume, power and best 
wave lengths. A score of men can be the proprietors of the 
majority of Sunday newspapers. One man may gradually own 
half the daily papers of a state. A few chains of papers may ac- 
count for 20 per cent of all daily paper circulation. Such con- 
centration of power in the realm of thought -and much worse - 
has already happened in these United States. 

Our nation has been put to sleep under the blanket of laissez 
faire. It now must wake up with nightmares of threatened dic- 
tatorship. There is no dictatorship without reduction of con- 
troversy. Concentration of the means of communication is a 

danger just as ever -increasing diversity of opinion -the symbol 
of freedom -is the highest desideratum of democracy. We who 
were a people of pamphleteers and town meeting talkers now 
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find ourselves in the midst of a trend of concentration of power 
over our own minds. Each one of us is aware of this trend. Look 
back into your home town of twenty or thirty years ago. How 
many dailies were being published then? How many now? Does 
one man own the only two papers of that area? Or is there only 
one paper left? 

Halford Hanser, of the Cape Cod Standard Times writes, 
"The one newspaper ownership monopoly which exists in 1,28o 
cities and towns of the United States is the greatest single factor 
threatening a free press." I don't know whether this is the 
greatest threat -there are so many other evil trends toward 
press concentration. We are no longer in danger of church 
or state controls as much as we are of being ruled by a mere 
handful of people with economic power. 

To foster concentration of thought or to permit concentra- 
tion to happen is equivalent to seeking minority rule, which in 
turn leads to totalitarian government. Around the turn of the 
century telephones, automobiles, steel -all went through the in- 
dustrial revolutionary process of increasing in size. Mechanical 
mass production had certain obvious advantages. Costs were re- 
duced, prices to consumers were lessened and more persons 
presumably got more things at lower prices. 

What mass production did to the people at the belt is an- 
other story. I wrote it for Judge Brandeis a decade ago from the 
angle of the optimum point of efficiency. It was in a book 
called Too Big. But the choice is not one of Too Big Govern- 
ment or Too Big Business. For the purposes of this book I do 
not intend to go into the very questionable economic validity 
of Too Big Business, its building up of units beyond the capacity 
of man's managerial powers, the distress occasioned by the col- 
lapse of the giants and the consequent demand for Too Big 
Government. 

However, it is urged by some that in the business of the 
press, movies and radio mere size has a tendency to lessen costs 
to direct consumers. In the movie business costs to consumers 
are regulated by producers. Prices of admission have no clear 
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relationship to cost of making a picture or, by and large, to 
the desire of people to see a picture. In fact, the larger the 
audience demand the more likely a rise in ticket prices. In radio 
the larger networks, with vast wholesale operations make such 
untold fortunes -in some cases more than 15o per cent return 
each year on their invested capital (before taxes) -that con- 
sumers get slight if any benefit in price (through advertising rates 
or even through commodities purchased) because of large -scale 
business. Newspaper prices have little relationship to circulation. 
This is true because as readers of papers we do not pay for our 
papers when we buy them. The cost of newspapers is subsidized 
by advertisers, which means that we pay for our newspapers by 
indirection -that is, every time we buy a cake of soap, a tin of 
tooth paste, an auto or a pair of shoes. 



CHAPTER III 

THE VANISHING MARKET PLACE OF THOUGHT 

THE BIG BAD MONOPOLISTS 

BIGNESS AND CONCENTRATION Of power in these communication 
fields is part of our traditional monopoly problem. For more 
than half a century we have seen the danger of monopolies in 
markets of tangible commodities for shop or home. We cher- 
ished small business, emotionally resisted the wiping out of free 
individual enterprise and deplored the increased prices to con- 
sumers resulting from trusts and monopolies. Our efforts have 
been not too well rewarded. Consistently we have starved the 
budget and personnel of the anti -trust division of the Depart- 
ment of Justice. Recently we revitalized the work. But we 
labored under old -fashioned economic philosophies. We refused 
to adopt the Brandeis approach. We have not even reduced the 
rate of decimation of smaller units by the giants. 

When the war came we found that the army and navy gave 
further aid to large -scale business. It was easier to place a few 
orders of vast size than to employ the entire man and plant 
power of the nation directly by a program of Bits and Pieces 
such as was adopted in England. So the Big grew bigger and 
relieved the government of much detail by becoming the dis- 
pensers of millions of subcontracts. All of which added to the 
power of the big company, the primary contractor. 

The essential error of our approach arose from turning our 
gaze more toward the evil monopolist than toward distortions of 
the market place. In a way we wanted a personal devil. How- 
ever, as a buccaneer westward -moving people we were confused 
between our admiration for the man who could corner the mar- 
ket and our grievance against the limitation on the right of every 
man to engage in a profitable undertaking. Moreover, the innate 
business -inventive genius of our people accelerated the develop - 
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ment of mergers, consolidations and pools of buying and selling 
power. It was natural for our law to develop on the theory that 
monopoly was in itself not an evil. We did not wish to throttle 
ambition until the precise moment when success had created 
unreasonable restrictions on free enterprise. 

We know that all competition is hurtful to the independent 
competitor. We were more concerned with the little man driven 
out of business than for the public inevitably hurt by monopoly. 
We said, "Let's look at how the monopolist got his power. Was 
he decent? Did he cheat? Did he wipe out competitors by unfair 
practices ?" 

Such queries missed the real point of the national economic 
inquiry. To the consumer it makes no difference whatever when 
he goes out to buy a radio, see a movie or purchase a paper, 
whether the producer or distributer was clean or dirty in the 
efforts which gave him control of the market. The sole test is, 

has he got a monopoly, not how he got it. Had we listened to 
Brandeis we would long ago have scrutinized the end result - 
the condition of the market. We would have assumed that mere 
exaggerated size created presumptions of anti -social power. 

It's never easy to ascertain how a market place would have 
behaved in the absence of a monopolist. We must accept on 
partial faith the dogma that whenever a single buyer or seller 
controls the major demand or supply of any commodity, there 
are implicit temporary advantages to such concern by restricting 
the supply, eliminating competition and increasing the burdens 
on the consumers. The same holds true if instead of a single 
monopolist a group of companies act in concert. However, we 
seem to think group action is more anti -social than action by 
one alone. Again to the consumer it makes no difference. 

That the monopolist or the group is malicious, or even in- 
tends to reduce or increase costs, seems to me to be irrelevant. 
Nor is the observation any different if a group of "little" men 
gets together to fight a single large giant -if their combination 
can control the market place. This, no matter how sympathetic 
we are to little merchants. A union closed at both ends -closed 
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membership and closed shop -contains the same evil influence 
on the market as the practices of monopolists. 

We must remove our emotions from our appraisal of this 
stream of economics. Our courts, until recently, endeavored to 
ascertain the manner in which the monopolist got his power. 
It seemed important, before condemning a monopoly, to find 
out if the company charged with the crime was fair or unfair 
in its treatment of competitors. All this is now beside the point. 
In the radio and Associated Press anti -trust decisions we have 
at last become adult in the law of restraint. We look at the com- 
pany alleged to control an area or a commodity. Comparative, 
not objective, size and control is the starting point of the con- 
sideration. A million dollars in some precious rare metal may 
give more dominance than $ioo,000,000 may provide in mak- 
ing automobiles. Seventy per cent of movie ownership by five 
companies may be enough to wipe out all effective interplay 
of supply and demand. A single newspaper in a certain area may 
not spell any violation of anti -trust laws. 

The most the law can do is to prevent the buying or selling 
end of the market place getting too far out of line. But by in- 
action the government distorts the market. It must act not only 
as a shield but also as a spear for freedom. 

COMMUNICATION BOTTLED UP 

In the three major fields of communication -press, radio 
and movies -we now have had a series of recent decisions by our 
highest courts condemning in strong language the unbalancing 
of these market places of thought. 

In the movie field, after a series of cases scolding the major 
elements of the industry, the court took a look at an attempt of 
a chain of theaters in Tennessee to wipe out all independent 
theaters. In that pursuit the chain was helped to no little degree 
by the large motion -picture producers. The product of an 
independent producer could not get into Tennessee except 
under burdensome and unfair conditions. The Supreme Court 
broke up the Tennessee chain. It was urged by the Tennessee 
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exhibitor that he was powerless against the big producing com- 
panies unless he could increase his buying power by gobbling 
up other theaters. The court, in effect, said it might be that 
something should be done to destroy the overwhelming power 
of the movie giants, but surely we should not wait to destroy 
the Tennessee monopoly until such time as the producing 
monopoly is purged. And now at this very time the govern- 
ment is proceeding with great energy against the eight movie 
companies -that all too small group which owns the distribution 
system of the United States. 

In the radio field the two largest networks were equally 
spanked. The Federal Communications Commission held pro- 
tracted hearings, and issued a monopoly report. This report 
was not much mentioned in the press or on the air. We have 
not enough networks or press associations to let this kind of 
item find its way into the arena of public debate. The networks 
refused to allow a debate of the issues involved in the report. 
The leading officials of the major networks testified, however, 
that freedom of the air was finished and that networks could 
not function with profit if the proposed regulations were 
adopted. The case went up through the courts. The Federal 
Communications Commission was sustained. The networks pros- 
pered as never before. The calamity prophets of the mighty in 
radio now seem to be men without vision or schemers trying 
to scare the government into transferring complete ownership 
of the ether to the two networks involved. 

The Federal Communications Commission had laid du wn 
some simple conditions. No one corporation should be allowed 
to own two networks. No one licensee should be allowed to 
own two stations in one town. No network should by contract 
be allowed to own the program time of affiliated stations. 

There was no public debate, in democratic terms, for the 
proposals dealt with media of communication and such media - 
at least all those which had large audiences -were intent on 
keeping any such debate away from public consideration. 

But the Supreme Court spoke up, in the radio monopoly 
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regulation case, sustaining the Federal Communications Com- 
mission. In the dissenting opinion we find a statement with 
which the entire court agreed: 

In the dissemination of information and opinion, radio has as- 
sumed a position of commanding importance', rivaling the press and 
the pulpit ... because of its vast potentialities as a medium of com- 
munication, discussion and propaganda, the character and extent of 
control that should be exercised over it by the government is a 
matter of deep and vital concern. 

This was not censorship. There was no desire of government 
to censor program content. The case involved solely greater 
diversity of ownership of broadcasting. The big boys in the 
game naturally wanted no more competition. 

Following the radio and movie cases we find the A.P. urg- 
ing, under the gospel of a free press, the right to bottleneck 
the news market place. The A.P. is really a combination of an 
extra -governmental nature, prescribing rules for the restraint 
of interstate commerce. 

In the A.P. case the Supreme Court sustained the decision 
of the court below, in which Judge Learned Hand wrote: 

However, neither exclusively nor even primarily are the interests 
of the newspaper industry conclusive; for that industry serves one 
of the most vital of all general interests -the dissemination of news 
from as many different sources and with as many different facets 
and colors as is possible. 

That interest is closely akin to, if indeed is not the same as, the 
interest protected by the First Amendment; it pre- supposes that 
right conclusions are more likely to be gathered out of a multitude 
of tongues, than through any kind of authoritative selection. To 
many this is, and always will be, folly; but we have staked upon it 
our all. 

For these reasons, it is impossible to treat two news services as 
interchangeable, and to deprive a paper of the benefit of any service 
of the first rating is to deprive the reading public of means of infor- 
mation which it should have; it is only by crosslights from varying 
directions that full illumination can be secured. 
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Justice Black, 'in the decision of the United States Supreme 
Court, used the following language in his landmark opinion: 

The net effect [of the A.P. restraints] is seriously to limit the 
opportunity of any newspaper to enter these cities. Trade restraints 
of this character, aimed at the destruction of competition, tend to 
block the initiative which brings newcomers into a field of business 
and to frustrate the free enterprise system which it was the purpose 
of the Sherman Act to protect. 

And further in relation to the need of diversity: 

It would be strange indeed, however, if the grave concern for 
freedom of the press which prompted adoption of the First Amend- 
ment should be read as a command that the government was without 
power to protect that freedom. The First Amendment, far from 
providing an argument against application of the Sherman Act, here 
provides powerful reasons to the contrary. That Amendment rests 
on the assumption that the widest possible dissemination of infor- 
mation from diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the wel- 
fare of the public, that a free press is a condition of a free society. 
Surely a command that the government itself shall not impede the 
free flow of ideas does not afford non -governmental combinations 
a refuge if they impose restraints upon that constitutionally guar- 
anteed freedom. Freedom to publish means freedom for all and not 
for some. Freedom to publish is guaranteed by the Constitution, but 
freedom to combine to keep others from publishing is not. Freedom 
of the press from governmental interference under the First Amend- 
ment does not sanction repression of that freedom by private .inter- 
ests. The First Amendment affords not the slightest support for the 
contention that a combination to restrain trade in news and views 
has any constitutional immunity. 

There no longer can be any doubt about the increasing con- 
cern of the Supreme Court as to the monopolists of thought. 
Few industries have been so thoroughly castigated by high 
judicial officers as have the press, movies and radio. 

In these cases, and others, preceding or collateral thereto, 
we have made slow but great philosophical strides. Motive of 
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aggrandizement, fairness of practices of the monopolists, eco- 
nomic need of domination in order to survive are all increasingly 
immaterial. We are concerned with the right of the consumer. 
And in our society the most important consumer goods are those 
sold by press, radio and movies. 

I take some pride in the fact that, as far as I know, I first 
injected into documents for court perusal the theory that since 
the constitutional rights of the receiver are even more impor- 
tant than those of the utterer, diversity of opinion is essential 
if we want to continue to give meaning to our Bill of Rights, 
and no matter how we may feel about monopolies in hairpins 
or soap, the commodity which goes to the mind deserves and 
must be handled on a higher standard than that applied to all 
other merchandise. Material protected by our First Amend- 
ment is the preferred merchandise of our society. 

It is interesting to note how long those who control media 
of communication have been allowed to proceed with their in- 
creasing concentration of power without governmental inter- 
ference. As far back as 1915 Judge Brandeis pointed to the evil 
consequences of monopoly of thought, in the case of A.P. vs. 
I.N.S. 

The movie case against the Big Five was started in 1938. 
It is not near the Supreme Court. 

A gap of five years occurred between the start of the Fed- 
eral Communications Commission inquiry into radio monopoly 
and the final decision of the highest court. 

But at long last we are learning that failure of the govern- 
ment to act can be as detrimental to the rights secured by the 
First Amendment as an act of positive interferet?ce. Twenty 
years ago Justice Stone pointed out in a case in the Supreme 
Court- involving a law to protect apple trees from a cedar tree 
germ -that the failure of the state to take action in behalf of 
the owners of apple trees would have been tantamount to its 
taking action on behalf of the owners of cedar trees. The own- 
ers of press, radio and movies favor inaction on the part of the 
government because by inaction those in the saddle can further 
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act to control the market place. Hence, inàction deprives the 
public of its right to hear, see and read. We need governmental 
offense as well as defense in the pursuit of liberty. The battle 

involves a way of life and not just named individuals. 

Those men who own our minds are not evil persons. They 
are men of energy and vitality and ingenuity. They suffer from 

the sole disease of capitalism -the germ which may destroy free 

enterprise. While shouting free enterprise, they urge the right 
to destroy the enterprise of all save themselves. They are for 

freedom of competition for little people in all industries but their 
own. They chant in monotonous rhythm the dangers of gov- 

ernmental censorship, never realizing that the path of monopoly 
leads directly to government ownership. They are wise enough 

to see that the people will not allow uncontrolled extra -gov- 

ernmental groups to monopolize the market place for gas, water, 
electricity or even milk. They know that whenever a market 
gets too tight the public demands regulation. The concept of 

"public utility" should scare the wits out of owners of radio, 

press and movies. History should teach them that they are going 
down the monopoly road to "public utility" street. But for some 

odd reason the zeal for getting bigger and bigger has a self - 

blinding effect. 
I do not ask that heads of dominant businesses be brave 

enough to realize that mere size has dinosaurial defects. They 
acclaim the virtues of competition -it keeps people on their 
toes -and they go out and buy up the only competing news- 
paper of the district. Unless we wake up we will soon find 

that less than ioo cities have competing newspapers. Heads of 

the movie industry boast that their pictures are the best ever 
made, but play safe by buying up the main theaters of a town 
so that if by chance one of their pictures is not so good, it still 

can be shown. I don't mean exactly "can be shown." Rather 
that the public will have no choice but to see that picture. If 

they don't buy the theater they tie it up with an exclusive fran 
chise. The air is bottlenecked through networks of dominated 
local stations. 
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The only limit to such aggrandizement is the will of the 
people expressed through courts and legislatures. Giants forget 
the qualities of humility and self -restraint. The bigger they 
get the less there is any chance of public criticism. So they run 
wild in their efforts to close the markets. Competition between 
three giant newsgatherers is not necessarily the acme of coln- 
petition. That five movie companies struggle against each other 
spells -not a free market, but a limited policy of dog eat dog. 
Four networks may envy each other but more than four groups 
should have access to the public ear.. 

THERE ARE NO DEVILS 

Knowing that these are not problems of individual person- 
alities I have tried sincerely to avoid appraisals of the thirty or 
forty men who own the main access to America's mind. I have 
been urged to write this volume in terms of Sarnoff, Paley, 
Noble, McCosker, Reid, Sulzberger, Howard, the Cowles, Gan- 
nett, Field, Knight, the Pattersons, McCormick, Hearst, Perry, 
Ogden, Mayer, the Schencks, Odium, Rubin, the Warners, Bala- 
ban, Luce, Wallace, to mention most of the important originat- 
ing persons now in the saddle. Circuit theater owners like 
Shine, Sudekum, Griffith might be included, as well as Eastman, 
producer of raw film stock, and several key patent holders and 
apparatus manufacturers. 

I am not here interested in these people as people. Nor do 
I care how they got their power- inheritance, ingenuity or 
through banker selection. By and large they are as decent, fair 
and wise as our present negligent democracy deserves. They 
differ among themselves on many issues. They are all heads of 
such vast empires that it is only natural they should be less 
adventurous than the small operator who has no great capital 
to lose. Moreover, some of them have so many employees under 
them that they are remote from the man on the park bench or 
the girl in the theater balcony. 

Many of them I consider friends of mine. They know I agree 
with them in their individual, unrestricted control of their own 
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media -right or wrong, wise or foolish. My complaint is that 

there are too few owners for 138,000,00o people; the propor- 

tion is unsatisfactory. 
For the purpose of this volume I care not whether one of 

these pipeline owners is left or right, conservative or liberal, 

weak or strong. Let them be malicious, from my point of view, 

provided only there is enough opposing malice flowing into the 

market place. 
But whenever some of these giants agree with my thesis in 

favor of greater diversity they nod and say, "Nothing can be 

done to stem the tide. This is the sweep of progress." Thus do 

rugged individualists revert to the gospel of fatalism and inevi- 

tability. Once in a while a movie magnate will agree that the 

radio bottleneck should be investigated, for certainly we have 

to do something about the power of the four men who own 

the networks. And the network men will rail against the press 

because of its ability to discriminate against a competing broad- 

casting station in favor of the station owned by a newspaper. 

From the great movie giants I have heard no eagerness for 

expansion of the democratic pattern except for one company 

which has stated that the United States might be better off if 

no producer was allowed to own a theater. 
The question is: How far has the monopoly trend gone 

and what dangers are we facing? Let us look with pride at the 

record of our inventive genius and the zeal which gives us 

quantity production of radio programs, movies and papers. But 

let us not blindly worship the three gods of Quantity, Size and 

Mass. Variety, Selectivity, Variables are also important in a 

dynamic democracy. 
With z,600 dailies a few years ago are 1,70o enough today? 

How many will we have in 196o? 

Five movie companies own 7o per cent of the movie income 

of the nation. Will there be only three in 196o? 

Four networks have control over two- thirds of the radio sta- 

tions of the nation. Will they control more in 196o? Will tele- 

vision and F.M. go the same way? 
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In what direction are we moving? Is there anything in the 
record to indicate that the destruction of small merchants in 
ideas will diminish in the next decade? 

These and other queries first occurred to me about five 
years ago. I looked over the literature. I found very little: 
Huettig's book on the movies, Lee's great contribution, The 
Daily Newspaper in America, the writings on radio of Clifford 
Durr and James L. Fly, a few government reports and the 
records of many law cases. The industry associations either 
have no data of trends of ownership or have refused to make 
them available. 

We have in many places and in many fields practically no 
market of thought left -worth calling a market in democratic 
terms. It's still a market infinitely richer than that of any totali- 
tarian society. But we cannot afford to take pride in that com- 
parison or to see it shrink farther. We cannot afford not to 
expand it. Our fight is for a way of life and not a battle against 
a few individuals. 

The devil in this story is our own acceptance of fatalism 
plus one basic neglect. We have not only allowed these mar- 
kets to get tighter and tighter but we also have failed to demand 
of our press and radio that the facts of their own monopolization 
be told to the American people. Even proceedings by the gov- 
ernment in law suits against the monopolies of the A.P., the 
major movie companies and the radio networks get less play 
on most radio stations and in most papers than do picayune, 
insignificant crime stories or similar monopoly charges leveled 
against aluminum, steel or meat. For example, few people know 
that radio without "commercials" is economically possible and 
has been urged in Washington before the F.C.C. for months. 
This is also quite natural. Maybe it is asking too much for the 
press to report objectively on the claimed evils of the press. The 
heads of the radio networks emphatically refused in writing 
to allow even a forum discussion on the air of the famous 
F.C.C. radio monopoly report. 

My publisher friends query, "Would you ask a cigarette 
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manufacturer to insert in his ads a decision of the Federal Trade 
Commission condemning his products ?" 

I deny the analogy. These three media are and at times claim 
to be trustees of freedom of thought. They should act like 
trustees and tell their beneficiaries -the people -the story of the 
narrowing bottleneck to the market place of thought. 

I have talked to many of the leading publishers and editors 
urging them to take stock of the problem. Only one network 
has allowed any debate of the issues. I have discussed this ma- 
terial and my proposed solutions with more than a score of 
United States Senators. All but two agreed that here is an 
issue of major importance. I write this book in the hope of 
stimulating further Congressional discussion, for we cannot be 
saved by judicial decree alone. 

In the three following chapters I have shown statistically 
the evaporation of our press and the concentration into too few 
hands of all three media. The danger is clear to those who read 
these figures. There are literally hundreds of measures which 
will occur to any thinking person as to what to do about it all. 
I have listed in the final chapter in very brief form some of 
the answers. No one piece of legislation will do the trick. No 
one lawsuit will give the relief we deserve. Each industry has 
separate problems and requires different treatment. Nor are 
these three groups all there are to the tale. Books and magazines 
are more than tangential influences. Another book should be 
written to trace similar trends in the theater, music and other 
fields of human expression, which I do not discuss. 



CAUTION! 

It cannot be stressed too strongly or too often that the 
figures given in the three following chapters -on the newspaper, 
radio, and motion picture industries -are not definitive figures. 
There are many highly reputable sources of statistical informa- 
tion on these fields, but their reports vary widely. For example, 

the two major sources of published information on daily news- 
papers are the International Year Book, published by Editor and 
Publisher, and the N. W. Ayer Directory of Newspapers and 
Periodicals. They seldom agree. In 193o the Ayer Directory 
listed 2,2 19 daily newspapers; Editor and Publisher in that year 
showed 1,942. The difference is substantial -277, or Iz per cent. 
Ayer figures are higher because they include trade, legal, and 
financial papers. I have generally used Ayer figures because 
Ayer is the oldest continuous source, and because the higher 
figures present a broader base. In radio and movie similar dis- 

agreement among reputable sources exists. Moreover, as to many 
of the facts, changes will occur, between the date of writing 
and the date of publication. The tides of events in these three 
fields are rushing along and to be up to the minute in book form 
is humanly impossible. 

This book aims to point out general trends. I am convinced 
that no figures can be produced to contradict my statement of 

these trends, but I am fully aware that . many different figures 

can be produced. There is a great need for definitive statistical 

information on the communications industries. The industries 

themselves either do not have such information, or have been 

unwilling to make it available. 
Finally, my adherence to free enterprise in thought has been 

a matter of development, over years of professional relationship 

to the problems involved. I think I have been objective. In my 

professional relations I have certainly left no doubt as to my 

fears of monopolies and giants. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESS * 

WORDS IN PRINT have been sacred for centuries. They pos- 
sessed the mystic advantage of rarity. In printed form mankind 
read the words of apostles of differing gods or the decrees of 
worshiped royalty. 

In more recent times words in print were the vehicle of 
man's rebellion against tyranny. We grew up under the march- 
ing song of Milton's Areopagitica. The First Amendment to our 
Constitution accents freedom of the press. 

We in our society invented invention and had a passion for 
quantity. The great expanse of our acres led to fabulous large-. 
scale dreams. Literacy and the printed word peppered the land. 
But of late we have come to realize that the dinosaur lost his 
hold on life because he was too big and the vast size of his body 
did not compensate for his fist -sized brain. He lived outside the 
arena of competition. So he died. 

The printed word affects all our lives. Ideas in print deter- 
mine installation of sewer systems in towns, the acceptance or 
rejection of Lend -Lease, and even the kinds of hats our women 
wear. Printed words are the basis of our judgments. They color 
our lives. 

A shrinkage in numbers of newspapers in any city or town 
results in a lopsided life for the readers. Monopoly is always evil, 
but an area dominated by a single publisher is less than alive 
and democratic. The power of the only publisher in a com- 

Research on the press was done by Elisabeth Broome, who began her 
study of American journalism at New York University, and has since served 
on Newsweek and The American Press. Miss Broome has just completed a 
study of domestic and international communications for the American Civil 
Liberties Union. Statistical studies for this chapter were made by Terry 
Turner, Sarah Lawrence graduate who majored in statistics, economics and 
history. Miss Turner's experience includes the preparation of statistical 
analyses for various housing and consumer groups. 
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munity is too great for a free people to allow. Concentration 
of power in newspaper circulation, if nationwide, is totalitarian 
-no matter who the publisher may be. Partial or full monop- 
olies of the press even in small areas produce totalitarian ways 
of life. And, as we shall see, it is no answer for the press to say 
that radio supplies the diversity of opinion which people need. 

The record of decline of newspapers, the concentration of 
ownership and the elimination of competition is shocking. The 
democracy of the printed word has contracted under our eyes. 
This dismal story, provable in facts and figures, is set forth in 
the following pages. Every time another city was recorded as 

a one -newspaper town the readers were directly affected. Our 
efficient economy, high standards of living and great ingenuity 
did not! make such conditions inevitable. Regretfully we must 
admit that our government failed to provide the legislation 
which would have permitted thousands of daily newspapers 
and weeklies to survive in a free competitive market place. At 
present and for years past our government, by action and in- 
action, .granted untold advantages to the giants of the press. 

OUR EARLY GAZETTES 

The story of the growth in number of American news- 
papers since the ill -fated single edition of Publick Occurrences 
Both Foreign and Domestic in 1 690 is a .thrilling one. In the 
colonial period the press was forced to struggle against authori- 
tarian control, limiting libel laws and great physical difficulties 
in publication. This is a colorful tale in itself. I do not attempt 
to tell this whole rambling story, but a few facets may give the 
feel of the great eras of our expanding press. 

In our early days democracy was operating in the main in 
local districts vis -a -vis local problems. People felt strongly about 
the development of their cities and towns. National issues were 
painted with a big brush but created localized reactions. Pub- 
lishers were crusaders, not just men who happened to go into 
a business called publishing. There were very few owners of 
newspapers by inheritance. There was little pretense of being 
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objective. No publisher was likely to say, as the present custom 
is, "We don't vouch for the truth or accuracy of this column 
but we think it will entertain our readers." Most editors were 
minor Tom Paines ready to horsewhip an opposition editor. 
The great first issue of our nation -Hamilton versus Jefferson, 
industry versus agriculture -was unaffected by advertising con- 
tracts. There was no national advertising. The bulk of a paper's 
income came from its subscribers, or its political backers. 

Distances between communities were great and distribution 
facilities were inadequate. Until 175o all presses had to be im- 
ported from England. In 7775 all the colonies together had only 
50 presses. 

Manufacturing did not really get under way until after the 
Revolution. The most troublesome shortage was that of paper. 
During the last ten years of the eighteenth century newsprint 
prices were roughly fifteen cents a pound, in comparison with 
our pre -war newsprint price of about two cents a pound. Type - 
making was very difficult. A font of type cost about L 300, 
which in present prices is much more than $1,2oo, and did not 
last ten years. But the cost price to the reader was about six 
cents for four pages. To be sure, the papers were newspapers 
and carried very little of our present entertainment pages or 
advertising. In fact, many of the early attempts were politically 
subsidized. 

In 1790 there were only eight daily newspapers but, under 
the stimuli of peace, by 1800 the number had risen to twenty - 
four. In his truly great study of our press, The Daily News- 
paper in America, Alfred McClung Lee points out that "the 
instability of early papers marked many for failure." Actually 
hundreds of the early ventures did not survive their first year. 
But by the beginning of the nineteenth century, the increasing 
numbers of post offices (4,50o in 182o from seventy -five at the 
time of the Revolution) and the spreading network of post 
roads had an obvious effect. The twenty years after 1800 saw 
daily papers almost double in number. (See Exhibit A, page 
279.) 
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The first third of the nineteenth century was the heyday of 
political journalism and a period of lusty expansion for the na- 
tion and its papers. The purchase of the Louisiana Territory 
opened up a whole new field for journalism. Life was moving 
westward; steamboats were chartered to carry the mail; the 
first locomotive pulled twenty -six passengers thirteen miles; and 
inventions like apple parers and baby carriages indicated that 
some of the frills were coming into this stern colonial existence. 

By 1833 Thomas Hamilton in his Men and Manners in 
America made the following enthusiastic comment on our press: 
"The influence and circulation of newspapers is great beyond 
anything ever known in Europe. In truth, nine tenths of the 
population read nothing else... . Every village, nay, almost 
every hamlet, has its press.... Newspapers penetrate to every 
crevice of the nation." It must be noted, however, that of our 
then 15,000,000 population only about half were literate. Cir- 
culation must always be interpreted in relation to population 
and literacy. 

Early in the 1830's Benjamin Day inaugurated the era of 
the penny press. He utilized machine -made paper and faster 
presses and many publishers were eager to follow his example. 
Advertising revenue had begun to rise and few penny papers 
paid for paper and ink out of readers' pennies alone. By 1840 

the number of papers had doubled again. 
The latter half of the nineteenth century witnessed even 

greater advancement than its bright beginnings promised. The 
industrialization of our economy began to reveal itself -no less 
by the arrival of chewing gum, ice -cream sodas and soap in 
cakes than by the web of railroads stretching across our nation, 
or the extension of a national banking system. 

There were many discoveries of unlimited value to news- 
papers- particularly the telegraph. In Illinois alone, thirty papers 
appeared in the year 1895 -6, after the government had subsi- 
dized the Morse telegraph wires. The typewriter was patented 
in a practical form and the rotary press was invented. One of 
the great significant steps forward was the education of women. 
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As a result, many more women became newspaper readers. 
The arrival of incandescent lighting in the homes of the nation 
added greatly to newspaper readership. Postal subsidies gave a 

great boost to the press. In general, conditions were perfect 
for the mushroom growth of daily newspapers. That is exactly 
what happened. 

In 186o the total number of dailies was 387. The trend con- 
tinued upward despite a Civil War tax (1863 -7) on advertis- 
ing income. By 1889 this number had risen to 1,61o. The nation 
had about 86 per cent literacy in 1889. The circulation had risen 
to more than 8,000,000 copies a day. The spread of public educa- 
tion and a background of democratic living made us a nation of 
readers. Americans always showed keen interest in current affairs 
and the newspapers both stimulated and profited from that inter- 
est. But by 188o the daily circulation of six cities -New York, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston and San Francisco - 
equaled more than half of the nation's total press. The upward 
trend in number of papers continued, until there were 2,226 
at the turn of the century. By 1909, the peak year of our news- 
paper diversity, the total had reached 2,60o with a circulation 
of more than 24,000,000, with only 7o per cent of our present 
population and with fewer persons able to read. 

At the turn of the century industrialization was really hit- 
ting its stride. In 1901 U. S. Steel, our first billion -dollar giant, 
was formed. The keynote of the era was big business. The 
newspaper industry was becoming big business too. Hearst and 
Pulitzer were fighting each other in sensational pages and cir- 
culations soared. The Sunday paper, now firmly established in 
the American folkway as an entertainment institution, was 
born. Pulitzer correctly boasted that the New York World 
on Sundays reached more persons than did all the ministers of 
the entire state. 

A story told by Frank Luther Mott in American Journalism 
reflects these times: Hearst hired Arthur Brisbane as managing 
editor of the New York Journal at a salary of $150 a week. Bris- 
bane had been paid $200 a week on Pulitzer's New York World, 
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but Hearst agreed to pay Brisbane one dollar for every thousand 
papers by which he increased the Journal's circulation. In the 
midst of the Spanish- American War, Brisbane's salary rose to 
$1,000 a week. Mass circulation was the god of the business end 
of newspaper publishing. Editors were not unaffected. 

WE TURN A BAD CORNER 

The decline of the press in numbers was not far around the 
corner. The chains started by Scripps, Hearst and Munsey cast 
a widening shadow. Absentee ownership was on the march. 
Papers were owned and edited by people living remote from 
the problems which concerned the readers in their daily lives. 
Moreover, the twenties saw innumerable consolidations of ex- 
isting papers and a general narrowing down of diversity. And 
in urban areas particularly there was a tendency of larger papers 
to extend their spheres of influence over the surrounding terri- 
tory, thus further eliminating actual or potential competition. 

It is essential to note that the decline of our press diversity 
did not commence in the depression years of the thirties, as 

commonly believed. Between 1909 and 1920 the total number 
of papers had dropped to 2,324, a loss of 276 papers; in 1930 
it was 2,219; and by 1940 it had sunk to 1,998. This was a 

decline of 602 papers since 1909- nearly one fourth of all our 
papers. In 1909 New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey 
reached their peaks in number of papers. By 1929 these three 
states alone had lost 157 papers, dropping from 508 to 351 -a 
recession of nearly one third. 

We are still losing. I should guess the industrial revolution 
has run half way in its course of decimation, unless we get 
on the job and save the market place of our press for fair 
competition. We must beware of "defenders" of the newspapers 
who proudly point out that in each decade fewer papers fold 
up than during the previous period. All they overlook is that 
there are fewer papers left at the beginning of each period to 
be killed off. 

Many newspapers were consolidated and bought up by 
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chains, not because they were economically unsound but rather 
because they were exceedingly valuable properties. To remove 
all possible competition was deemed worthy of large invest- 
ments in return for future hopes of profits. 

THE READERS 

We justly can be proud of the figure of more than 
40,000,000 daily circulation of papers in the United States We 
have an appetite for dailies. But mere quantity is only one side 
of the medallion. Certainly no one would like to see even 
8o,000,000 daily circulation flowing from only half of our 
present -1945 -1,300 separate newspaper owners. But that is 
what we are likely to get. Moreover, the number of publishers 
must be read against increased population and growth of liter- 
acy. It would obviously be ridiculous to say that our country 
must have more than 50,000,000 refrigerators, if that figure bore 
no logical relationship to the number of families who needed 
refrigerators. In considering the press we would not wish to 
say, "There should be three times as many newspapers as there 
are today," unless there were some reasonable basis for that 
estimate. I do not urge abundance for its own sake. 

At the peak of our newspaper diversity -1909 -there was 
roughly one newspaper for every 25,00o persons. (See Exhibit 
B, page 280.) Let us take that figure as a socially valuable poten- 
tial -even if some may urge that we really need many more 
papers than that -since it is our highest figure in the direction 
of an open market. Circulations, population and literacy kept on 
growing after 1909, while the pace of newspaper growth in 
numbers steadily declined. And when we look at the figures for 
1940, we find there is only one newspaper for about each 50,000 
persons. In other words, in 1940 only half as many papers 
existed in proportion to the population as there were in 1909. 

Coexistent with the tremendous decline in number of papers 
there was a great increase in readership. It is a familiar fact that 
the evening paper brought home by father is read by most of 
the members of the family. Actual readership figures, thus, are 
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much higher than circulations would indicate. A recent survey 
conducted by the Bureau of Advertising revealed that an aver- 
age of 2.5 adults read each copy of a weekday newspaper. The 
Bureau considered this a conservative figure, pointing out that 
it does not include the large number of readers under twenty - 
one. Moreover, the number of readers increases wherever com- 
peting newspapers exist. A two or three newspaper family is not 
a rarity. Many more persons read many fewer papers. 

But our pride in mass consumption must not be applied to 
the press as we would apply it to toothbrushes or automobiles. 
Surely everyone agrees that a monopoly of toothbrushes affects 
price to consumer and eventual inferiority of product. That 
is the evil which leads us to favor free enterprise. But with 
papers, price to consumer is hidden through advertising. In- 
feriority of product is inevitable, if we really believe in the 
democratic competitive market place theory as against the to- 
talitarian gospel. 

A CONTRAST 

The significance of the drastically reduced diversity of news- 
papers in America is thrown into bold relief by an examination 
of the situation in two countries which, before the war, had 
democratic high levels of diversity. Neither Norway nor Den- 
mark is a highly industrialized country, yet before the war 
each had roughly one paper for every 12,000 persons. Of course, 
Hitler changed this very quickly because he well knew the 
impossibility of imposing totalitarian government on a people 
who had retained a free press. 

The circulation of Danish papers provided two dailies for 
every household. In Norway every family read at least one daily 
paper. With a population of 3,000,000 it had 240 papers with 
circulations from 3,000 to Ioo,000. 

One of the first acts of the Nazis in Norway was to place 
extensive advertising campaigns in the Norwegian papers. But 
by July, 1943, the number of papers had dwindled down to 
eighty. Two thirds of the Norwegian papers were killed off 
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by the Fascist regime. We kill ours off as surely by govern- 
mental inaction. 

Mr. Torolv Kandahl, former president of the Norwegian 
Press Association, commented that a city in Connecticut he had 
visited formerly had several dailies. Now there is only one. 
Persons to whom he talked had observed that they would like 
to see an opposition paper but didn't know how to get one 
started. Mr. Kandahl said he was all too well aware of the 
threat to our democracy arising from the growing number of 
one -newspaper towns, and could only be amazed at the indiffer- 
ence he found here. 

On the other hand, there is the story told by a Reuter's 
dispatch of March, 1945. Under the Fascist government in Rome 
eight dailies served the citizens. Allied occupation brought a 

heartening change. Twenty -one dailies were being published 
at the time of this report -not counting four service papers for 
Allied troops -and four more authorized to appear. 

Surely Rome is better off with the thirteen additional daily 
papers, even though the total circulation might have declined- 
which it didn't. Surely our concern for competition and di- 
versity of information should not be directed solely at foreign 
lands where we have an obligation to help restore free enterprise. 

CIRCULATIONS 

"Daily Circulations Gain 3.3% to Hit New Peak," exults the 
headline of the lead story in Editor and Publisher for December 
3o, 1944. The story points out: "It is significant that circula- 
tions increased during a period when newspapers felt the full 
impact of wartime newsprint rationing, with its drastic 
restrictions." 

The reason why newspaper circulations soar in wartime is 
clear. Poignant interest in war news sells more papers. But news- 
paper circulations jumped ahead most in the period between 
191 o and 1933, when the over -all number of papers was declin- 
ing. This does not mean that the increase would not have been 
still greater with the increase of papers. The advent of the so- 
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called sensational journalism swelled newspaper readership. 
Newspapers began to supply all kinds of extra services and 
features which attracted readers -women's pages, advice- to -the- 
lovelorn columns, hints on etiquette, advice from doctors, comic 
strips and lessons in bridge. Crossword puzzles and astrology 
were also good bait. 

In the early part of the twentieth century the circulation 
manager came into his own. The dailies planned their own 
routes of distribution to combat the influence of wholesale 
newsdealers. Some of the more stable papers eliminated the 
privilege of dealers to return unsold copies. A. McC. Lee says 
that this action was influential in reducing the number of news- 
papers in a city: The fewer separate papers a dealer chose to 
handle, the easier to gauge his needs accurately. 

In New York during the twenties a new system of distri- 
bution was developed which has grown in power. The individual 
newspaper formed an independent organization handling all or 
part of its own distribution and allotted the balance by zone to 
another independent agency. Methods of distribution were fur- 
ther crystallized by the Audit Bureau of Circulations, with its 
requirement of reliable circulation reports. 

It is difficult to separate cause and effect when considering 
the relationship of the decline of papers to the increase in cir- 
culations. A paper can, by increasing its circulation from a 

strictly urban to a suburban coverage, for example, crowd out 
smaller papers in the surrounding area. When one paper scores 
unusual success with new features or a concerted drive for 
increased circulation, other papers may suffer a loss. A firmly 
entrenched paper with almost -saturation -point circulation may 
make it impossible for a new paper to be started in the region, 
although I doubt if man is ever wise enough to gauge the future 
points of saturation. The high cost of entrance to the Asso- 
ciated Press, or even the inability to join because of the right 
of a competitor to blackball, limits the field. 

We see cities of r oo,000 or less with two or more dailies 
and at least one city of more than 500,000 with only one paper. 
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Such examples negate entirely the usual argument of publish- 
ers that the number of papers is limited solely by the economic 
capacity of a community to support more than one paper. Ob- 
viously there are other factors, including artificial limiting ob- 
stacles which I shall refer to hereafter. 

In 188o more than half the daily papers in the nation fell 
into the group with circulations from 500 to 3,000; in 1943, 
according to Ayer, nearly one half the papers were in the 3,000- 
10,000 group. The only papers, by size, which have not shown 
a trend toward increasing circulations, but which have shown 
strong decimation over the past thirty years, are those with 
circulations between 500 and 3,000. (See Exhibit C, page 281.) 

So many prosperous papers are in this group that it cannot 
be argued that there is a fixed, definite, minimum circulation 
point of newspaper efficiency below which economic existence 
is impossible. Some of these small papers make substantial money 
for their owners, although in the main small papers are sup- 
ported by supplementary income from job printing and so on. 
In many cases we still find selfless devoted publishers, leaders 
of their communities, treating their papers as true trusts for the 
people of the community, sacrificing profits for public service. 

Despite the general trend toward rising circulations, the 
lion's share is still held by a small fraction of the total number 
of papers. Fourteen owners (eighteen papers) control 23..7 per 
cent of the total daily circulations. In other terms, about i per 
cent of all the daily papers have roughly a quarter of the cir- 
culation pie. And in the Sunday field this disproportionate con- 
trol is even more apparent. Nineteen papers (3 per cent of all 
Sunday editions) own nearly one half the total Sunday circula- 
tions. These figures alone indicate the seriously alarming degree 
of control of the press of the nation. I think it entirely likely 
that less than 3 per cent of the papers will soon account 
for close to half the total daily and Sunday circulation of the 
nation. 
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ONE -PAPER TOWNS 

One of the ugliest impacts of the decimation of our daily 
press is found in the number of towns formerly with several 
dailies which now have been reduced to only one. These one - 
paper towns are now the overwhelming majority of communi- 
ties which have any daily papers. This is very important in 
terms of community living. How easy is it, for example, to 
press for local reforms in a town where the only paper supports 
the local administration? How do you elect a mayor, a new 
school board, or debate the problem of parks and playgrounds? 
What price democracy in such an area? It is no answer to say, 
"Turn on the radio." We shall see later how the radio and 
press by joint operations still further tighten the bottleneck. 

The best of newspapers reflect the publisher's opinions. A 
great editor, E. W. Scripps, once said: "Humanity is vulgar; so 
we must be vulgar.... It is passionate; therefore, the blood 
that runs in our veins and in our newspapers must be warm." 
His successor, Roy Howard, in 1912 declared, "I do not sub- 
scribe to the general idea that news and opinion are two different 
and easily separated elements." With consistency he asks for his 
kind of bias in his papers. 

Under our philosophy of a free press each publisher has a 

right to be wrongheaded and even malicious. That is our creed 
-and we are safe adhèring thereto as long as there are enough 
different wrongheadednesses in the market. 

That is as it should be. But suppose you live in a single - 
paper town and you want to get across to your fellow- citizens 
a set of ideas different from those of the newspaper owner. 
How do you go about it, in these days when handbills and soap- 
boxes are less than effective means of communication? "Go hire 
a hall" is no longer a 'sensible answer. 

Democracy grows on local vitality. The democratic strength 
of a nation is truly no greater than the sum of the democratic 
strength of the innumerable local communities. To the extent 
that cities and towns are dominated by single instruments of 
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opinion, we invite further concentration of national power and 
national action. A grassroots democracy lives mainly on grass - 
root mental soil -local debate, local concern, local conflicts of 
thought. There is no healthy national debate that does not stem 
from innumerable strong local debates. 

The total number of one -paper or singleton towns, as op- 
posed to those with a diversity of papers, has doubled in the 
period from 1910 to 1939. (See Exhibit D, pages 282, 3, 4.) 
While population increased by 43 per cent in these years. the 
number of towns with only one newspaper also grew by 43 per 
cent. We are. traveling fast in the wrong direction. This threat- 
ening trend takes on a much blacker hue if one looks not only 
at the decline of newspapers but at the chain newspaper situa- 
tion. Moreover, newspaper ownership is far less than the num- 
ber of newspapers. There are at most only 1,30o newspaper 
owners today. Ten entire states have no cities with newspaper 
competition. 

Only one state, New Mexico, had greater newspaper diver- 
sity in 1939 than in 1910. In 1910 there was only one town with 
more than one paper. In 1939 there were four such towns. Actu- 
ally, since the total number of towns having any daily papers 
had doubled (population increase of 62 per cent), there was 
only an over -all increase of Io per cent in diversity for the 
state. 

On the dark side of the ledger, to cite one striking example 
from many, there is Nevada, which started out in 191 0 with 
86 per cent of its towns having newspaper diversity. By 1939 

not a single city could boast two dailies.' 
There are interesting sectional variations which are difficult 

to explain. It can be generally stated that industrial areas show 
a much higher rate of disappearance of dailies than do agricul- 
tural areas. In the large cities with metropolitan papers, replace- 
ment is much more costly and, therefore, improbable. 

The greatest rise in number of singleton towns (as opposed 
to multi- newspaper towns) occurred in the North Central 
states, which had an increase of i44 per cent. Percentages of 
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increase in one -paper towns for the rest of the country are as 

follows: Pacific Coast, 129 per cent; North Atlantic, 90 per 
cent; Western, 86 per cent; South Atlantic, 8o per cent; South 
Central, 46 per cent. 

If the proportion of towns with more than one paper had 
stayed the same in 1939 as it was in 191o, there would be 987 
towns with more than one paper. Instead we find only 203. (See 
Exhibit E, pages 285, 6, 7.) This is a loss of 784 towns, areas 
which, on the assumption of 1910 actual diversity of daily news- 
paper competition, now find themselves with a monopoly. That 
loss does not even take into account the literate population in- 
crease which would justify exceeding the 1910 level of diversity. 

There is one important economic explanation for the star- 
tling increase in the number of cities which dropped from two 
papers to one. In many of these towns there was a morning 
paper published by one publisher and a separate, unallied eve- 
ning paper. It was often more practical, since the cost of equip- 
ment was so high, to print both papers at the same plant, even 
though separate staffs were sometimes maintained. In very many 
cases this process resulted, sooner or later, in one of the publish- 
ers buying out the other. The result was a morning and evening 
edition of the same paper, or where this seemed unfeasible, only 
one edition. 

It is often said that to urge many more newspapers is un- 
wise, on the theory that this results in economic instability 
which in turn produces a corrupt press, like the French press 
before the war. It is true that a newspaper on the edge of bank- 
ruptcy might be more easily corrupted than a solvent paper. 
But today there is no way of judging how many papers could 
be supported by a local economy. In the first place, under 
present laws economic restrictions existing by newspaper con- 
tracts make it so difficult to start a new paper that a test cannot 
be made. Secondly, a local economy does not carry the whole 
burden of supporting its papers. The cost of the American 
newspaper is increasingly borne through advertising by the 
purchase of other commodities, like soap and automobiles. This 
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national advertising cost is scattered to consumers all over the 

country. But one fact is apparent- concentration of newspaper 
ownership has little relationship to the economic income of a 

community. The main economic impact of multiple local owner- 

ship of papers is to compel combination insertion of advertise- 

ments, whether wanted or not, in all the papers of the combine. 

THE 92 BIG CITIES 

The United States Census for 194o lists ninety -two cities of 

more than Ioo,000 population in the United States. In general 

these cities are the last strongholds of diversity in the news- 

paper field, because their populations are so large and their 

economies so secure as virtually to demand several papers. But 

even in these large towns an examination of the figures brings 

out some rather startling facts. (See Exhibit F, page 288.) 

As might be expected, not all these cities had a population 
of more than 1 oo,000 in 191 o -these were picked on the basis of 

their 1940 populations. Their populations have risen 64 per cent 

since 191o, but the average number of papers per town then 
was four, while in 1939 the average number of papers per town 
had dropped to 2.6. That means almost 5o per cent less diversity 

in our large cities in thirty years as against more than 5o per cent 

increase in population. If the number of papers in these towns 

had increased in the same proportion as did the population, there 

would now be almost three times as many dailies in these cities 

as there actually are. And as a further limitation on the diversity 

of these papers, fifty -nine of the 239 papers in this group are 

chain papers. 
Two cities of more than 100,000 population have no paper 

at all- Cambridge and Somerville, Massachusetts, because the 

people in these cities read Boston papers. 
Can it reasonably be maintained that our largest cities do 

not have more papers because they cannot afford to support 
them? The fact is that the financial obstacles to starting a new 
metropolitan paper are so great that under existing limitations 

few if any more persons will ever be able to afford to take the 
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risk. As Mark Ethridge, publisher of the Louisville (Ky.) Cour- 
ier- Journal and the Louisville Times, has said, "The newspaper 
business has gone beyond the stage where a man with ideas or 
even brains can start a newspaper. He must have money." To 
which I add -money in astronomical figures never to be in- 
herited or saved by any individual under future tax laws. 

We must bear in mind that in 1939 the ninety -two cities 
did have an average of z.6 papers per town -a record still con- 
siderably better than the average for the rest of the country. 
But the trend even in large cities represents a shocking decline 
for them. If you want to see the departure of the democratic 
process portrayed in a few figures, read this table: 

City 
Total Number 

of Papers 
1910 1939 

No. of Chain Papers 
1939 

New York 22 i t 3 

Chicago to 4 i 
San Francisco 9 4 3 
Louisville S 2 o 
Des Moines 5 2 o 
Spokane 4 2 o 
Pittsburgh 8 3 3 
Rochester 5 2 I 

Note: Includes only English language dailies which carry 
a substantial portion of general news. Two or more 
papers in the same town, if owned by one publisher, are 
counted as. one paper. Figures from N. W. Ayer. 

All too often one would think that the ninety -two large 
cities were all there was to our nation. But still more important 
than the metropolises we find that the great mass of newspaper 
towns -those with populations of less than , oo,000- averaged 
only 1.3 papers per town in 1939. 

TOO BIG 

Economies urged as the excuse for all chain operations are 
also urged for chain newspapers -even though the consumer 
gets no benefit in lower -priced papers and it is doubtful if the 
reader gets any other advantages. Some assert that even chain 
publishers permit some local autonomy and control over edi- 
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torial policies. Although I do not intend to go into questions 

which touch on content, I doubt if anyone could truly say that 

the large chain owners would permit any wide divergence of 

policy on many important issues. This, even though at times - 
in presidential elections, for example -home rule is permitted, 

and in some cases the same syndicated columns are not always 

found in all the papers of a chain. Where the chain owns a 

syndicate operation or a news service, it is not surprising that 

the material emanating from such interlocking sources finds its 

way with ease into the papers of that chain. The very argument 

for economies in a chain operation points to uniformity of use 

of material and the virtual boilerplating of much of the news, 

entertainment and editorial material. Savings, if any, arise from 

repetition of identical thoughts. Identical pots and pans is one 

thing. Stamping out unvaried ideas has quite a different impact 

on our way of life. 
National newspaper chains, which mushroomed in the early 

years óf this century, seem at last to be on the downgrade. 
This is sometimes pointed to as evidence of the "water seeks 

its own level" theory of economics -that is, that in time, had 

features of the press as well as of other business will regulate 
themselves. No doubt this theory is very comforting to those 

who hold it, but the fact is that even if we could happily look 

forward to the day when there would be no chains, that would 
not restore the newspapers buried in the chains' climb to power. 

The scars of chain growth are still visible in any newspaper 
map of the nation. 

In 1900 there were nine chains controlling thirty -two news- 

papers (sixty -five chains was the highest number, in 1932) and 

in 194o, fifty -six chains controlled 296 papers. These fifty -six 

chains represented only 15 per cent of the total number of 

papers, but controlled roughly a quarter of the total circula- 
tions. At their peak the chains controlled more than one third 
of the total circulations. (See Exhibit G, page 289.) 

The six largest chains in 1940 accounted for almost one 

third of the total chain papers and nearly two thirds of the 
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total chain circulation. These six chains alone represented one 
sixth of the total daily circulations in that year. Proud as we 
can be of total circulation figures, the concentration of one 
sixth into six ownerships is a subject for deep concern, if not 
shame. (See Exhibit G, page 289.) 

Fourteen individual and chain publishers own a total of 
forty -eight papers and control about one third of our total daily 
circulations. This shocking bottlenecking exists despite the de- 
cline in chains. 

Look at Pittsburgh, as a sample. This dynamic city has only 
three daily papers, all members of chains -one Hearst, one 
Scripps -Howard, and one a member of the Paul Block chain. 
There is no independent Pittsburgh paper. St. Louis, on the 
other hand, traditional city of great newspapers, does not have 
a single chain paper. Such intercity comparisons negate the 
argument that chains are determined by local economic stress 
and strain. 

The present trend is away from national chains to state or 
regional chains. But even this should give us little comfort. 
On a statewide basis West Virginia represents a frightening 
pattern open to imitation in other states. In 1939 it had thirty - 
one daily papers. There were twenty -three towns with unallied 
daily papers. That means that two papers of the same publisher 
in one town are counted as one paper. One chain now owns 
fourteen daily papers and one weekly in that state. Thus, one 
man, for practical purposes, owning two thirds of the state's 
independent papers has an undemocratic control over the mind 
of West Virginia. 

Where do we stop? Do we let one man take over all the 
papers in West Virginia or any other state before we believe 
that our freedom of press is endangered? What if he also owns 
local radio stations? Do we wait for other states to get into the 
same condition before we take action? How long should we 
wait? 
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MUCH TOO BIG -MR. HEARST 

If proof were needed of Judge Brandeis's theory that there 
is an optimum point of efficiency in bigness, then William 
Randolph Hearst's career is that proof. This story might well 

be called "Decline and Fall of an American Empire." The story 
of the collapse of the Hearst empire differs in one major re- 
spect from most spectacular big businesses which have not with- 
stood bigness and time. Usually the curse of the too big enter- 
prise is its distinguishing overcautiousness. But that certainly 
could never be said of Mr. Hearst. 

In 1935 when Fortune magazine did a portrait of Mr. Hearst 
and compiled a huge balance sheet of his financial standing, 
he was truly the publishing king of the world. His total fortune 
was estimated at $222,000,000. He owned twenty -eight news- 
papers and thirteen magazines, totalling about 30,000,000 read- 
ers, as well as eight radio stations and two movie companies, 
a syndicate, a news service and other collateral operations touch- 
ing on his and other papers. 

Mr. Hearst's basic policy was not to sell a paper even though 
it lost money. In 1935 he had sold only one paper in his entire 
career, the Fort Worth Record. As Fortune said, 

When a Hearst newspaper loses money the chief may simply toss 
in some more raw meat in the form of cash. He may change editors, 
raise hell here and there, but the proposition is never abandoned, no 
matter how hopeless, so long as it gives him a voice. 

That worked very well as long as the "raw meat" held out. 
He had a strong voice for many years, growing in volume from 
his two papers in 190o to twenty -eight in 1935. But only two 
years after this Fortune piece was written, the voice began to 
crack. Hearst killed the New York American -his second favo- 
rite paper -which for some time had been a steady drain on his 
resources. It was said that cutting off these losses "could have 
only a beneficial effect upon the market for securities which 
Mr. Hearst was planning to sell." 
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Mr. Hearst expressed his new policy, in a letter to Editor 
and Publisher: 

The newspapers that are favorites with me are the newspapers 
that are favorites with the public. . . . Unsuccessful newspapers are 
a luxury which cannot be afforded and which one has no RIGHT 
to afford indefinitely. 

By 1939 six newspapers, one magazine, seven radio stations, 
and one news service had been sold or scrapped, rare art treas- 
ures had been sold and his fortune had been reduced to a fraction 
of its estimated 1935 value. Mr. Hearst, or rather his brain 
trusters, were very busy making both ends meet. He was said 
to want only part of his erstwhile empire to survive him and 
to retain his job as editorial director of his own newspapers. 
There were many creditors, banks and newsprint manufacturers 
dominating the enterprise who wanted to hold the giant together 
a while longer. 

This saga of the collapse of an empire, which on its smaller 
scale is again for the time being a financial success, is often 
referred to as an argument against being disturbed by monopoli- 
zation or concentration of the press. "See ?" it is said. "Overbig- 
ness does not pay. In the end it digs its own grave." 

That may be true. Practically all the giants of decades ago 
have gone into bankruptcy, or at least have been reorganized and 
split up. The list of century -old firms is made up of moderate - 
sized companies. But by the time a Hearst finds that bigness 
does not pay, he has dug a grave not only for himself and his 
employees but also for his readers. Papers bought up by such 
chains are not sold when the chains break up. More often we 
find that papers have been destroyed or eliminated through 
mergers. Papers, unlike truth, once crushed to earth do not 
rise again with ease. I do not recall a single instance where two 
papers in a combination or chain ever were returned to sep- 
arate ownerships. 

I do not refer to Hearst because of his contributions, good 
or bad, to the press of our nation, but only as a means of answer- 
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ing the rather famous argument that we can let matters ride 
along, concentration comes to an end, it cures itself. It comes 
to an end, maybe. But the cost to the market place of thought 
is mpre than our democracy can afford and far more than we 
deserve if we are alert to the dangers. 

In this section, as elsewhere, I make no judgment as to 
the ability or integrity of any publisher. Assuming total unani- 
mous integrity and ability, the further decimation of the press 
is one of the foremost problems facing our fight against totali- 
tarianism. If the leaders of the press are willing to allow the 
people to be informed of this problem, we can readily find ways 
for regaining these lost pieces of our democracy. 

THE NIXON ANALYSIS 

Dr. Raymond B. Nixon, present editor of Journalism Quar- 
terly, in the June, 1945, issue of that professional magazine pub- 
lished by the American Association of Schools and Departments 
of Journalism and the American Association of Teachers of 
Journalism, makes an outstanding contribution to the facts of 
press concentration. His findings are so important and so clearly 
confirmatory of the trend I have described in quite separate 
and different figures that I asked his permission to recapitulate 
some of his material. 

He also points to 1909 as the peak of daily newspapers, with 
a decline thereafter while circulation was climbing. He finds 
only 1,30o daily ownerships at present. In so far as there are 
variations between Nixon's base figures and mine they may arise 
in part from his use of Editor and Publisher figures, whereas I 
often used Ayers'. We both used Lee as a necessary starting 
point. 

Here is what Dr. Nixon finds: 

1. Between the two wars (1918-1944) the total number of 
dailies declined 19 per cent while circulation rose 6o 
per cent. 

2. During the same years the Sunday press fell off 4 per 
cent while its circulation rose 136 per cent. 
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3. From 1930 to 1944, while daily circulation rose from 
39,000,000 to 46,000,000, a gain of nearly 17 per cent, 
the number of dailies dropped more than 10 per cent - 
that is, a decline of 200 papers. 

4. During those years the actual number of paper suspen- 
sions was close to 3o per cent of the total -a loss of 576 
papers. However, new papers, mostly short -lived affairs, 
cut down this loss of 576 to a net loss of Zoo. 

5. Of the 576 which disappeared, 165 were ended by mer- 
gers with other papers and subsequently dropped, while 
135 were converted into tri -, semi -, or weekly papers. 
Incidentally, 449 of our present dailies have hyphenated 
names -one obvious indication of decades of mergers. 

After proving the trend of decline of papers, he takes up 
the question of decline of competition in the daily newspapers 
of America. 

I. In 1930, eighty -nine cities had a single owner running 
so- called competing papers. By March 1, 1945, this 
number of cities had grown to 161. Of these 161 cities 
-without competition -Minneapolis had a three -paper 
common ownership and Springfield, Mass., had four 
papers under one publisher. In thirteen additional cities 
partial combinations of papers existed which made the 
papers less than competitive. Thus he finds 174 cities 
where combinations potentially eliminate competi- 
tion. Besides, there are twenty -three competitive cities 
where combinations exist and inferentially reduce com- 
petition. 

2. The total number of cities having dailies, which was 
1,460 in 1937, shrank by March, 1945, to 1,394, while 
the number of one -daily cities increased steadily from 
1,002 (71 per cent) in 1930 to 1,103 (79 per cent) in 
1945. Moreover, the total number of non -competitive 
cities jumped from 1,114 (79 per cent of total cities) 
in 1930 to 1,277 (91 per cent of total cities) in 1945. 

3. Ten entire states have no local competition whatsoever, 
anywhere in the state. 
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4. Daily circulation in our nation is 40 per cent non -com- 
petitive- roughly i 6,000,000 of our 40,000,000. 

5. Only thirty -seven of the 413 cities which have Sunday 
papers have any local competition whatsoever. Twenty - 
two entire states have no competitive Sunday papers 
anywhere in the state. 

6. About 35 per cent of the Sunday circulation of the na- 
tion is non -competitive. 

Dr. Nixon then hits the knockout blow: "The most amaz- 
ing fact is that daily newspaper competition has been elim- 
inated from all but 117 American cities." 

He then goes into an inquiry related to absentee ownership 
of our daily press. 

He finds: 

i. Two hundred and ninety- seven, or 17 per cent of all 
dailies as of March, 1945, were absentee -owned -that is, 

the ultimate ownership appeared beyond any reasonable 
doubt to be outside the city of publication. The circu- 
lation of such papers is nearly 13,000,000 daily, which 
is about 27 per cent of our total circulation. 

2. On Sundays the absentee -owned circulation is even 
higher-3 per cent of the total in the nation, represent- 
ing 25 per cent in number of all papers. 

3. The total number of chain papers as of March 1, 1945, 
is 368 -or 21 per cent of the total of all papers. 

4. Of the 37o chain papers, I21 are published outside the 
state where the ownership is located. There also are 
eleven papers edited by absentee owners of single dailies. 

Dr. Nixon, carrying his studies right through the war 
period, more than confirms the trend up to the start of the war. 
He clinches the facts. He hits the newspaper public right be- 
tween the eyes. In effect he says: Competition in the news- 
paper field has practically vanished. The competitive market 
place of dailies is negligible. Monopoly of newspapers is the 
vogue. The facts demand solutions. Are the publishers happy 
over the absence of competition from other papers? As a 
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people are we willing to admit that newspaper competition is 

irretrievably finished and that our main competition in thought 
in the future will have to be between press and radio? 

Dr. Nixon reports for the period 1927 -1942 after examin- 
ing ninety -seven non -competitive combinations before and after 
the consolidations took place: 

1. In forty -three instances the combined advertising rates 
after consolidation was lower than the sum of the two 
old rates. 

2. In thirty -one instances it was the same. 
3. In twenty -three instances it was actually increased. 
4. Hence, in fifty -four out of ninety -seven cases combina- 

tion resulted in no advantage to the advertiser. 

He then analyzes the 1941 report of the American Associa- 
tion of Advertising Agencies based on studies in nineteen popu- 
lation groups: 

1. The advertising rate for 211 pairs of dailies, which sold 
space in both papers together but in neither paper alone, 
averaged in their forced combinations higher in every 
population group (except the four largest) than the rates 
of 1,334 papers where advertising was sold independently 
by each paper. 

2. An advertiser who wants to buy 18,000,000 morning 
circulation must now buy an additional 6,000,000 even- 
ing circulation, which he may not want at all. 

3. In the evening field the figures show a compulsion 
through combination sales to buy 6,000,000 mormng cir- 
culation above a desired 28,000,000. 

4. Thus the cost to the advertiser is increased by enforced 
sales 44 per cent in the morning field and about 13 per 
cent in the evening. 

5. Of fifty two -paper combinations in 135 cities with 1 oo,- 
000 or more circulation, twenty -one pairs of dailies in 

1943 practiced forced combination rates for both national 
and local advertising; twenty -one pairs had compulsory 
dual purchase only for national advertising; seven had 
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only optional combination rates and only one pair had no 
combination rates at all. Only five combinations in the 
nation, in cities where no competition still exists, did 
not have a forced combination rate, either national or 
local. 

6. In two non -competitive cities where forced combination 
rates had existed in 1943 the papers had gone back to 
separate rates for each paper, with combination rates 
optional. 

On the basis of such facts Dr. Nixon in deliberative but 
threatening terms declares: 

Unless readjustments of this kind [point 6 above] continue to 
be made and unless post -war expansion brings a reversal of the trend 
toward one -publisher communities, it is possible that those who have 
been urging government action to maintain multiple outlets of news 
and opinion may find their ranks reinforced by an unexpected ally 
-the newspaper advertiser. 

THE PRESS ASSOCIATIONS 

In practically every business in the United States the most 
violent proponents for unregulated competition come to the 
point where they really don't like competition. So they join 
with competitors to control the markets. In the growth of news - 
gathering we soon reached the stage where it became un- 
profitable for each paper to collect news for itself alone from 
the four corners of the nation and the world. Competition was 
too costly. 

A pool, a cartel, a joint effort was called for. But the leading 
newsgathering association was to be as "closed" as a union of 
workers; closed at both ends -closed union and closed shop. 
Trading on a highly protected commodity- news -the pub- 
lishers organized a copyright pool, compounding the original 
monopoly of copyright into the severest monopolistic type of 
control. But for the protection of copyright granted by the 
government, no such limitation of the market place of thought 
could have been attained. The mere property rights in news 
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would have been an inadequate weapon to prevent theft and 

competition. 
The newspapers of the nation are serviced on an interna- 

tional and national basis by three main press associations: Asso- 

ciated Press, United Press and International News Service. Their 
relative statistical position in 1942 was as follows: 

A.P.: Total Annual Expenditures: 
Total Membership: 

U.P.: Total Annual Expenditures: 
Total Subscribers: 

I.N.S.: Total Annual Expenditures: 
Total Subscribers: 

1,247 

$12,986,000 
Domestic; 

5 Foreign. 

$ 8,628,000 
981 Domestic; 
391 Foreign. 

$ 9,434,000 
338 Domestic; 

3 Foreign. 

After some preliminary maneuverings, a New York Asso- 

ciated Press was formed in 1848 to expedite the gathering of 

Mexican War news by sharing the cost of expresses and the tele- 
graph line from Washington. In 1856 the New York A.P. mem- 

bers (The Harbor News Association) merged with the Tele- 
graphic and General News Associations and drew up a list 

of regulations solidifying their practices. They provided that a 

new member could be admitted only by unanimous consent of 
the existing members. They ruled that members could not even 

receive regular dispatches from their own correspondents unless 

they made prior arrangements with the Association and agreed 
that these dispatches could be used by the other members. 

Here we had a perfect cartel of the press. This Association, 
by renewing such agreements, continued for many years. To 
this day the A.P., no matter what its form or organization be- 
came, has never departed from its original pursuit of monopoly 
and restraint. 

The growth of many new Western dailies led in 1862 -65 

to the formation of the Western A.P. The number of dailies 

in the Western states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
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Missouri, Michigan, and Kentucky had grown from thirty -two 
in 1840 to 103 in 186o. A. M. Lee shows that the founders 
of the 'Western A.P. were careful to outline principles closely 

resembling those of their Eastern brothers, strengthening these 

rules from year to year. 
In 1867, after a brief but heated conflict, the Eastern and 

Western A.P. reached an agreement. Not believing in competi- 

tion as the spice of life, they divided their territories and made ex- 

change news agreements, guaranteed the monopolistic privileges 

of each other and set up specified payments to be made to the 
New York A.P. for its very good foreign service. They also 

granted the Western Union Telegraph Company an exclu- 
sive contract in return for priority over its wires. No in- 

ternational cartel, dividing territories and carving out fields 

of operations to prevent outside competition, was ever estab- 

lished on a more solid anti -competition and anti -free enterprise 
base. 

Rivals which were started from time to time by papers which 
could not receive the A.P. bulletins were swallowed up one way 
or another. Washington news at times was supplied to papers 
without Association news service by correspondents, one of 

whom often represented several papers. Congressmen sometimes 
acted as such Washington correspondents for their home papers. 
But the Associated Press by and large succeeded in limiting 

competition. 
In his History of Chicago, 1885, A. T. Andreas wrote: 
"One of the direct results of the association is to make a 

closed corporation of the newspapers already existing in any 

particular place, and rendering it almost impossible to start 
a new newspaper that can compete with them, inasmuch as the 
newspaper cannot get the associated press dispatches without 
their consent." 

A recent reorganization of the Associated Press, in 11927, 

created the Associated Press Feature Service. This service offered 
daily feature columns, human interest stories, daily short stories, 

weekly foreign feature stories, and so on. In 1928 the superior 
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A.P. Picture Service was established, first distributing the pic- 
tures by plane and then by telephoto. 

The 1,247 domestic subscribers to the Associated Press num- 
ber 8z per cent of the total daily papers and control 96 per cent 
of the total daily circulation. Of the evening dailies, S9 per 
cent receive A.P. service. These papers alone own 77 per cent 
of the total circulation. 

This cruel extensive grip on the market was coupled with 
an undemocratic method of control of this so- called member- 
ship, non -profit -making organization. There were two kinds of 
voters -bondholders and ordinary run -of -the -mill members. In 
1942 ninety -nine out of the 1,247 members owned blocks of 
these sacred voting bonds to the extent of $1,000 or more, 
totaling more than 5o per cent of all the bonds. The Supreme 
Court has found that the bondholder vote, rather than the 
membership vote, controls the selection of directors. This unique 
type of minority control of the A.P. is as undemocratic as any 
device ever unearthed in the S.E.C. investigation of utility hold- 
ing company structures. The dominant i o per cent of the mem- 
bers do not trust democratic processes, even in their own in- 
dustry. This would not be so bad if the A.P. had not frankly 
declared it was in favor of preventing free enterprise in news if 
possible. 

Incorporated in Illinois, the A.P. was soon jumped on by 
that state for restraint of news, because an existing member 
had an absolute veto power over the application of a publisher 
who was or might be a competitor. The highest court of Illi- 
nois was shocked by such restraint. The A.P., being less than a 
respecter of judicial process, became a "runaway shop" and 
moved out of Illinois to organize in New York. A few negligible 
relaxations of this restraint on competition were effected. But 
even under what the ninety -nine or less bosses of A.P. thought 
to be generous streamlining, a new applicant could not enter the 
morning field in New York without paying $1,432,142.73, or in 
Chicago "$416,631.90, as an initiation fee. For evening papers 
the amount would be $1,095,003.21 and $595,772.31 respec- 
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tively. Nor was a mere offer of these tidy sums the end. You 

still had to be voted on and accepted into the sacred group 
which bottlenecked the news. 

Such undemocratic operations -only recently gently disturbed 
by the United States Supreme Court -were so anti -social and 
unsound as to invite a crusader and a millionaire into the news - 
gathering field. 

The Associated Press prospered. No small publisher could 
do it battle. It takes a giant to fight a giant. And two giants 
appeared on the scene -E. W. Scripps and William Randolph 
Hearst. Each of these men heading chain operations had a base 

on which a competing news or feature service could be estab- 
lished. But their fields of operation were limited at the thresh - 
hold, for the A.P. had imposed on its subscribers or members 
the obligation not to supply their own spontaneous news to any 
non- member of A.P. 

E. W. Scripps formed the Scripps -McRae Press Association 
for evening papers alone in January, 1897. He fought affiliation 
with the Illinois A.P. because he wanted to be able to expand 
his own newspaper holdings. But he held to certain principles 
of a free market for news seldom if ever enunciated by a leader 
of the press since his time. His service covered the Middle West, 
and he formed the Scripps News Association on the Pacific 
Coast. 

Scripps merged the Scripps -McRae Press Association, the 
Pacific Scripps News Association and the Eastern Publishers' 
Press Association in 1907 to form the United Press Associations, 
a commercial, profit- making, newsgathering agency. U.P. from 
the outset provided colorful coverage as opposed to the more 
or less routine handling of A.P. stories, and went in heavily for 
feature material. It made news exchange arrangements with 
foreign commercial news agencies and with individual papers, 
also maintaining its own bureaus in European capitals. At the 
time of World War I U.P. extended itself into South America, 
building a substantial list of clients there. 

The other new rival to the Associated Press was provided 
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by another chain man on the way up -W. R. Hearst, who 
started out modestly after he took over the New York Journal 
by having his staff glean out -of -town news from other papers. 
As the Hearst chain expanded, this organization grew until it 
could offer service to other papers. 

W. R. Hearst supplanted his previous news and feature 
services with the International News Service, in 1911, and 
formed a new agency- Universal Service -in 1918. Universal 
Service provided signed special articles on international events, 
financial developments, sports, and so on. His regular feature 
services- fiction, comics, pictures, and so on -in 1918 formed 
the King Features Syndicate, now the parent of that group of 
Hearst holdings. 

I am sure that any restraint -even slight -in a field bottled 
into three mammoth controls is a matter deserving close scrutiny 
by the public and its government. This is peculiarly true where 
the commodity dealt in is so essential to our democratic existence. 
Above all we should not be content with the mild decree 
affirmed by the Supreme Court, for the A.P. is still living in 
the last century when it claims that under the gospel of freedom 
of the press, readers through their government have no right to 
prevent restraint on the market place of thought. 

We have heard much talk lately about international freedom 
of information, not a little of which has been by the heads of 
the press associations. in view of the situation in America to- 
day, these pious and worthy hopes of reforming the world are a 

trifle ironic when flowing from domestic monopolists. In an 
article in Life magazine, Kent Cooper, head of A.P. who, accord- 
ing to Life, "for years has made world -news freedom a personal 
crusade," condemned the world -news cartel and expressed his 
hope for the post -war world. It is interesting to look back at 
past attitudes of the A.P. in regard to international news ex- 
change. In I 88o J. W. Simonton, general manager of the A.P., 
said, apparently with some satisfaction, `By contracts with the 
great European news agencies, including the well -known Reuter 
Company, the Associated Press receives their news collections 
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from every part of civilized Europe, Asia, Africa and South 

America." 
The A.P. severed its connection with Reuter's in the early 

thirties and Mr. Cooper has a fairly ingenious explanation for 

the part A.P. played in building up the cartel. He said, `By get- 

ting into this cartel the Associated Press kept Reuter's out of the 

U.S. It agreed to receive Reuter's dispatches and Reuter's 
agreed to receive A.P.'s. But the A.P. discovered it was in un- 

wholesome company." 
Even this apology misses the point at issue. A.P. successfully 

kept Reuter's -a competing agency -away from readers in the 

United States! It limited domestic competition and successfully 

limited diversity of service to our daily press. Alcoa never closed 

the markets more successfully. According to Mr. Cooper's defi- 

nition the cartel would have been desirable if Reuter's had been 
"wholesome company." The A.P. has no philosophy against re- 

straints other than the wholesomeness of its partners in the 
process of limiting competition. 

A provocative though smarty answer to Mr. Cooper was 

made by The London Economist in its issue of December z, 

1944. The Economist said: 

Mr. Kent Cooper, general manager of the Associated Press and 

author of Barriers Down, is leading a crusade to incorporate a 

"charter of freedom for news and communications" in the peace 
settlements. In an article in Life he demands freedom of access to 
news, freedom for agencies to compete or to exchange news and an 

end to preferential rates of transmission. Mr. Cooper, like most big 
business executives, experiences a peculiar moral glow in finding 
that his idea of freedom coincides with his commercial advantage. 
In his ode to Liberty there is no suggestion that when all barriers 
are down the huge financial resources of the American agencies 
might enable them to dominate the world. His desire to prevent 
another Goebbels from poisoning the wells will be universally ap- 

plauded, but democracy does not necessarily mean making the 
whole world safe for the A.P. In this, as in other post -war issues - 
such as civil aviation -commercial practices are habitually confused 
with such big words as "Liberty and the Rights of Man." 
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An amusing boomerang of the monopolistic agreements made 
by the news services was furnished in a comment by one of the 
top officials of the United Press, who said that U.P. would 
be delighted by a government suit against it. It seems that 
when U.P. was started, high bait was necessary to attract first 
customers in various districts. The bait offered by U.P. was an 
agreement with the paper involved that if any other paper sub- 
scribed in the district to U.P., then U.P. agreed to refund a 
portion or all of the excess fee to the original subscriber as a 
kind of reparation payment. Now that U.P. is firmly established, 
it would like to get away from these extra burdens, but obvi- 
ously cannot breach its own contracts. Hence, the lot of 
United Press would be vastly improved, and the market place 
would be to some extent made freer, if the government would 
bring an anti -trust suit against United Press to smash through 
the discriminatory provisions of these early contracts. Surely all 
buyers of news should be on a parity, paying not on the "early 
worm" basis, or on the theory that size determines cost, but 
solely on the computations reached by translating actual costs 
of operations into charges made. 

If the A.P. would pay some attention to the expansion of the 
market in the United States, it would be in a better position 
to lead the crucial world campaign to persuade all nations to 
remove the existing cruel barriers which prevent the free flow 
of news around our planet. But the A.P. was the leader in rais- 
ing the "Wolf! Wolf!" defense of freedom of the press in the 
test of the Wagner Act and seems to have learned little about 
the need of conflict of thought. This is only natural, for the 
A.P. has suffered from the absence of public criticism. Few 
legislators dare attack the press associations, comparatively few 
lines in defense of the government suit against A.P. ever got into 
the daily press and only recently the first radio debate on the 
subject of a free press in terms of economic controls was 
permitted on the air. It is not surprising that A.P. should be 
out of step with this era. Sheltered from criticism, it continues 
to use the monopoly of copyright to limit the market. All too 
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long it has befuddled its own operations and the mind of the 
nation by sailing under the halo of a so- called non -profit mem- 
bership corporation, even though in reality its waste or efficiency 
reflects itself directly into the balance sheets of the member 
corporations. 

I hope that A.P. will soon sense the temper of the nation -a 
temper which doubtless will insist that the monopoly of prop- 
erty rights or copyrights shall be lost -at least in the fields affect- 
ing health, national defense and news -unless all purveyors in 

those businesses offer their wares to all buyers at a fair price 
and a reasonable profit. Without a grant from the people of 
the initial monopoly of copyright, A.P. could not conceivably 
continue to treat "news" as if it were the shabbiest of merchan- 
dise. As one member of our highest court has declared, "Truth 
and understanding are not wares like peanuts or potatoes." 

SYNDICATES AND BOILER PLATE 

Coincident with the increase of revenue from advertising, 
and paralleling the evaporation of the press, the violent evan- 
gelical inclinations of editors started to diminish. In the main 
we see an avowed attempt to become fair, temperate, balanced 
in editorial positions and policies. Politeness became a vogue. 
Personal bias was insidiously injected, not so much by distortion 
as by omissions. For decades few newspapers have thought it 
dignified to mention -much less disagree with- competing papers. 
Whether or not the counting rooms took the heat off the edi- 
torial pens, or whether just because with larger circulation 
there was a natural tendency to feed the readers on the median 
plane of reader opinion, is unimportant from the angle of this 
book. The significant fact is that with the dilution of feelings 
and crusades on editorial pages, the owners of many dailies still 
realized that our public enjoys the opinions of those who -right 
or wrong -feel strongly on a variety of subjects. 

The features and editorials which were the pride of each 
local publisher gave way to syndicated material. It is urged 
by some that because editors now buy columnists who differ 
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from the position of the paper, we can and must trust pub- 
lishers to be impartial in their selection of columnist material. 
I doubt if we really want to stake our great gamble of a free 
market place of thought on such a tenuous hope. We would 
prefer the publishers themselves once more to become the 
leaders of public opinion -that is, to present widely differing 
attitudes. 

And now we find that the product of feature syndicates, 
columns, cartoons, comic strips, fiction, and so on, is an essen- 
tial part of the modern daily newspaper. These items are cir- 
culation- getters, providing as they do entertainment and /or edu- 
cation. A. M. Lee says that "a comparison of early weeklies or 
dailies with the recent product indicates that the old -time 
printer standardized his sheet about as well with his scissors as 
the modern editor does with syndicate copy." 

That may be true with respect to entertainment features, 
since the early editor borrowed humorous material, for instance, 
with no qualms as to property rights, and this type of material, 
as long as the public is satisfied, is not perhaps too important. 
But the field of serious writing is a different matter. The early 
editor wrote his own editorials on subjects he considered im- 
portant, whereas today it is the syndicated columnist who 
spreads his views on everything to millions of persons simultane- 
ously. And this is important, because to the extent that one 
columnist takes the place in the papers of America of hun- 
dreds of separate editorials, our diversity of thought is lessened. 
We have far less indigenously created material in our press 
today than we had thirty years ago. Few people are familiar 
with the names of a dozen editorial writers. We are experi- 
encing an era of editorial lukewarm anonymity. 

The first important kind of syndicate in this country was the 
ready -print syndicate, chiefly a service for weekly papers. 
Weekly papers bought newsprint anyway, and when one side 
of this newsprint contained ready -print material, it was cheaper 
for the local papers than having original material set in their 
own shops. One of the most successful of these ready -print 
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services was started by A. N. Kellogg, who claimed to supply 
1,000 country weeklies with syndicate service in 1875. But these 
early type -high plates offered little saving to dailies and the 
syndicates didn't make much progress in the daily field until 
the invention of the thin stereotype plate, a metal plate which 
could be locked for printing to a standard block. Material re- 
produced by this method came to be known as "boiler plate." 
The final step in syndicate reproduction was the invention of the 
mat -a papier -mache impression taken of the plate, later to be 

filled with metal and cast by the paper's own printers. Mats are 
used today and are a cheaper and more efficient means of trans- 
mitting syndicated material than shipping expensive copper 
plates to subscribers. 

With the invention of the stereotype plate, syndicates began 
to get a foothold in the daily newspaper field. One of the first 
was the Scripps' private mutual service, becoming in 1902 the 
Newspaper Enterprise Association. Magazine publishers like 
Edward Bok entered the field. S. S. McClure, publisher of the 
famous McClure's Magazine, started out as founder of the most 
prominent syndicate, after Irving Bacheller's, supplying the 
works of such writers as Kipling, London, Stevenson and Conan 
Doyle. Many city newspaper reporters wrote "letters" or col- 
umns for out -of -town papers and newspapers often sold rights to 
serial stories, etc., which they were running. 

There was great competition in thinking up new kinds of 
feature material. The doings of the Four Hundred began to be 
chronicled at great length on Society pages and in the new 
Sunday supplements. News of particular interest to women was 
played up, because department stores were on the rise and since 
their advertising carried weight, it behooved the papers to in- 
crease the number of their women readers. Comic strips were 
innovated in the 1890's and these were seized upon by the 
syndicates. 

The Scripps Newspaper Enterprise Association (N.E.A.) 
was the first of the so- called budget services -an agency supply- 
ing a complete "budget" of features to afternoon papers. As this 
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agency grew, its clientele went far beyond the original Scripps 
members and the rate charged was a staple rate based on the 
newspaper's circulation. In the 1930's N.E.A. is supposed to 
have furnished about loo features to boo dailies. 

The Hearst syndicates, represented by King Features as sales 
agent for all the Hearst feature services, innovated a new prac- 
tice, which has become general. Hearst artists were put on a 

salary basis and Hearst often retained control of the feature 
itself, so that if a comic strip artist left the Hearst organization, 
for example, the strip stayed behind and another artist took 
over drawing it. The 1935 Fortune article on Hearst said that 
King Features sold more than 40 per cent of the $15,000,000 
worth of syndicated material consumed annually in the United 
States. At that time King Features was supposed to service 
2,20o papers. 

In 1942 Editor and Publisher listed almost 20o news and 
feature syndicates. It is very difficult (according to Editor and 
Publisher's syndicate editor, "impossible ") to tabulate the num- 
ber of syndicates exactly according to the kind of features they 
sell. In the first place, one syndicate may sell news features, 
general features, photos, "home pages," and so on, ad infinitum. 
In the case of the Associated Press, for example, you would 
have to list a news service, a feature service and a photo service, 
all of which makes for considerable duplication. There are also 
a great many fringe "syndicates" in which there is considerable 
turnover, because a mushroom organization starting with one 
room and a desk and one column may pass out of existence 
very soon. 

A. M. Lee says that in 1936 the existing syndicates, roughly 
200, listed about 16,000 separate items. He continues: "The 
separate listing of units controlled by one organization makes 
these totals deceptively large. A group of `trunk' services . . . 

continue to gain greater and greater control over the bulk of 
offerings." 

An article in Coronet of August, 1944, gave the following 
figures on readership of four top columnists: 
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Walter Winchell approximately 25,000,000 
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Walter Lippmann 10,000,000 
Westbrook Pegler 10,000,000 
Dorothy Thompson 8,405,399 

Obviously the number of ideas circulating in the market 
place is reduced to a fraction of what it would be, when one 
writer is read by millions every day. It makes no difference for 
this purpose whether the columnist is liberal, reactionary or 
conservative. The vitality of local papers -hence the vitality of 
the American people -is diminished by the acceptance of any 
standardized set of ideas. Columnist syndicates are paralleled 
in the comic strip and other features which make up an in- 
creasing percentage of our daily press. 

It has often been maintained that the columnist emphasis is 

all right since these people are free and independent thinkers; 
that as a result their opinions are more uncolored even than 
those of a newspaper editor because they are not bound by local 
obligations. Tom Wallace, editor of the Louisville Times, had 
something to say about that argument in the December 30, 194.4, 

issue of Editor and Publisher. Mr. Wallace writes, "Syndicate 
columnists publish what their original publishers think -if they 
publish originally under newspaper auspices or they do not differ 
too widely with their publishers, or they beat it while their shoes 
are good." He went on to say that in the early days many 
out -of -town editors believed that they were bound to publish 
the columnist's words unabridged; that this placed the editing 
of the paper largely in the syndicate's hands. And, continued 
Mr. Wallace, "when Roy Howard told the American Society 
of Newspaper Editors that he didn't cut columnists because of 
their opinions, but that he probably used 5o per cent of what 
was written by columnists he published, some of his hearers were 
surprised." 

In 1930, a syndicate manager, F. B. Knapp of the New York 
World Syndicate, made a very telling statement. He charged, 
"It is the very sameness of the news as printed in our newspapers 
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that makes features of such prime importance. Much of the 
news today is standardized and it is the features, comics, car- 
toons and text that make a newspaper differ from its competitor." 
The larger the city the greater percentage of locally created 
columns and material we find and it must be noted that most 
of the syndicated material is created in New York City or 
Washington. 

Even in the great metropolitan papers of New York City 
only about one quarter of the papers is given to printing news. 
Of that quarter much is syndicated or received from press asso- 

ciations. The total of news and news pictures is only about one 
third of the entire paper. The features in the six New York 
City papers (See Exhibit H, page 29o.) add up to about one 
fifth of the total space. These features are less than the brain 
product of the owners or editors. The entire news, picture and 
feature portions of these papers add up to a little more than one 
half of the space, of which much is to be found in identic form 
in many other papers in other cities. As for advertising, which 
on the average amounts to nearly one half of the papers, there 
again is the duplicating impact of some advertising copy re- 
peated throughout the nation. 

The sum total of this kind of similarity results in fewer per- 
sons using pencils, typewriters and brains in writing the con- 
tent of our newspapers. 

Since my thesis is diversity -sound economic diversity alone - 
I make no comment on the great shrinkage of writing employees 
in the press of the land. But many who know have speculated 
that after the war the writing members of the press will seriously 
decline in number, further threatened by the advent of facsimile 
publication of dailies- either facsimiled from large cities to 
towns, or from central broadcasting stations right into each 
home. 

No one would urge a press economy predicated on compul- 
sions to purchase a more expensive service of home product as 

against boiler plate, but surely by the same token we need not 
grant undue advantages to the boiler plater. 
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Even in the uncertain middle period of the American news- 
paper, local advertising, or the lack of it, often determined 
whether or not a paper continued in existence. Ads made sub- 
scription prices lower. In time they were thought to be a neces- 
sary part of newspaper operation. Paid insertions grew in quan- 
tity as the effectiveness of reader response to newspaper ad- 
vertising was apparent. This expansion made larger newspapers 
desirable. 

Although circulation is important in so far as it permits rais- 
ing of advertising rates, circulation in itself is carried at a loss. 
Circulation alone leaves publishers with deficits to be made up 
by advertising income. 

Mr. Lee points out that the advertising of doubtful repute 
(patent medicines, lotteries and other fakes) was not reformed 
until after the Civil War. Before that time most of the pioneer - 
ing was in the development of the copy and mechanics of all 
advertising. As late as 1912 the A.N.P.A. opposed laws which 
called for indicating which parts of the paper were paid advertis- 
ing! 

The Civil War, and the great interest engendered in its news, 
finally pushed paid insertions off the front page. 

In the 1870's the invention of the thin stereotype plate 
guaranteed the advertiser advance knowledge of what his ad 
would look like, and gave great impetus to the .development 
of advertising agencies which greatly aided in the standardiza- 
tion of advertising practices. 

Newspapers were becoming economically stable. There was 
a growing tendency toward guaranteed circulation figures. 
Space charges were related to circulation. This movement cul- 
minated in 1914 in the Audit Bureau of Circulations, an organi- 
zation to audit newspaper circulations, subsidized by publishers 
and advertisers. The American Newspaper Publishers Associa- 
tion in 1893 had already adopted the method of space measure- 
ment generally in use today, quoting rates on the basis of cost 
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per agate line (14 agate lines to the column inch) . The milline 
rate is the cost of placing one agate line of advertising in 

1,000,000 copies of a newspaper. 
Newspaper advertising jumped into the saddle during the 

years of the development of big business and helped this develop- 
ment greatly by creating the volume demand which made mass 
production possible. Advertising was especially successful in the 
growth of the soap industry. One of these early effective ads 
read, "Do You Bathe ?" With the turn of the century, half -tones 
and the development of the Ben Day engraving process made 
newspaper ads more attractive. Typesetting machines and the 
new large fast presses created larger newspapers and enabled 
more of them to be printed. 

The increase in volume of advertising in the last years of 
the nineteenth century necessitated an increase in the percentage 
of space given to these paid insertions. The percentage of ad- 
vertising space rose from about 25 in the 1870's to 3o or 35 at the 
end of the century. At the time of World War I there was a well 
established 5o -5o ratio of paid advertising and editorial matter, 
but when the war made it necessary to economize on news- 
print, news rather than advertisement was reduced in most 
papers. 

The 1929 boom brought another peak in the advertising per- 
centage but this dropped again in the early thirties. Thus in 1931 

papers which in 1929 had given 65 to 75 per cent of their space 
to ads came down to about 5o per cent. Papers which formerly 
had about half their space taken up with advertising dropped 
to 3o or 35 per cent. Six New York papers in the summer of 
1944 show an average of about 45 per cent advertising space. 
(See Exhibit H, page 29o.) 

Revenue from advertising over a period of years has been 
roughly two thirds of the entire revenue of the newspaper. The 
proportion of revenue from advertising to revenue from sub- 
scriptions and sales varies with individual papers, but in some 

cases the advertising revenue has gone more than 75 per cent. 
The following figures are from a publication of the Bureau of 
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Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, 
The Newspaper as an Advertising Medium: 

Revenue from Sub - 
Year scriptions and Sales 

Revenue from 
Advertising 

Per cent of 
Revenue from 
Advertising 

1909 $ 84,438,702 $148,554,392 65 
1931 261,568,832 624 ,953,969 70 

1933 239,147,402 428,672,688 65 

1937 287,508,458 574,180,206 66 

The Inland Press Association some years ago 
year survey recommending a newspaper budget of 
proportions: 

made a three - 
the following 

Income Per Cent Expenses Per Cent 
Advertising 70 Editorial 15 

Circulation 29 Circulation II 
Misc. Advertising 7 

Paper and ink I2 
I00 Other items 

Administration 

Profit 

24 
19 

88 
12 

I00 

The trend of percentage of advertising revenue to total in- 
come for all newspapers and magazines is in keeping with such 
recommendation -1879, 44 per cent; 1904, 56 per cent; 1929, 71 

per cent. 
In 1929 the average newspaper looked to ads for 74 per cent 

of the income. Although the advertising income proportion de- 
clined between 1929 and 1939, it rose again during the war. We 
are still far from the great dream of Dana and Scripps of nearly 
half a century ago of a press primarily dependent on reader in- 
come. I am sure the answer is not ad -less papers. It lies in other 
directions. 

The Bureau of Advertising gives the following breakdown 
of newspaper advertising figures for 1939: Retail advertising, 
$310,000,000; classified, $90,000,000; national, $152,000,000; 
total, $552,000,000. Thus in 1939, before the war with its mam- 
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moth "institutional" advertising campaigns by the national ad- 
vertisers, which were invited by tax laws and encouraged by 
paper -rationing regulations, more than one quarter of the total 
advertising revenue received by newspaper publishers was from 
national as opposed to local advertisers. This is significant be- 
cause it means that to that extent the newspaper is not being 
supported in any direct and traceable way by the local economy. 
Moreover, the mood and approach of the national advertising 
copy is created in a few offices located in a few of our big 
cities. The cost is buried in products sold in many other com- 
munities as well. Under this system it is impossible to determine 
how many papers the local economy could legitimately support. 
The final decision often rests with advertising agencies located 
a thousand miles away from the newspaper area of circulation. 

In 1939, according to the Bureau of Advertising, there were 
only 646 national advertisers spending more than $25,000 each 
in our newspapers. That is a very small proportion of the total 
number of national business concerns which are potential ad- 
vertisers. But the real shock is found in the concentration break- 
down of this figure. Six per cént of these 646 advertisers, or 
thirty -nine concerns, account for nearly one half of the total 
expenditure for national advertising in the newspapers of the 
nation. In other words, in this field, as in radio, a handful of 
advertisers holds a dominant position in the total advertising in 
the press, which advertising income is the essential and often 
the vital income of daily papers. 

Breaking down the expenditure for national advertising in 
1939 by media, the newspapers received 32 per cent; magazines, 
3o per cent, and radio, 26 per cent. The rest was outdoor, farm 
journals, etc. Newspapers have put up a stiff fight against 
competing media -billboards, car cards, magazines and finally 
radio. In many areas newspapers procured legislation banning 
the distribution from house to house of circulars printed by 
local merchants or mail -order houses. For a time the press asso- 
ciations put an embargo on their reports being sent over the air 
by radio to the people of the nation. This shabby attempt to 
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restrain the market was ended only because the three press 
associations did not play fair with each other. The final weapon 
of the press against radio seems to be the old one of moving 
in and taking over -newspapers now tiave affiliations with or 
own one third of the total number of radio stations. 

Dr. L. D. H. Weld, Director of Research for McCann - 
Erickson, Inc., in an article in Printer's Ink, has charted the rela- 
tive changes of major media on the basis of advertising expendi- 
tures. In 1929, infant radio received only 1.6 per cent of the 
total advertising expenditure. This climbed to 5.2 per cent in 
1933 and 7.7 per cent in 1937. By 1943 it reached 15.3 per cent, 
almost exactly half the newspaper advertising expenditure of 
that year. In the ten years between 1933 and 1943 the volume 
of radio advertising has tripled. Part of this radio gain has been 
the newspapers' loss. Magazines have about held their own. 

The total advertising volume for all media in 1939, accord - 
ing to Dr. Weld, was $1,780,000,000. Since the war the total 
advertising bill of the nation has risen to $3,000,000,000, accord- 
ing to government figures, 67 per cent of which cost was borne 
by the government through tax deductions. War advertising, 
and its deductibility as allowed by the Treasury, has given a 

tremendous tax advantage to the large national industries, most 
of which are in the high -tax brackets. Thus, if X Company, 
which was in the 8o per cent tax bracket and had no product 
for sale during the war, wished to keep its name before the 
public, it ran advertising saying "Buy War Bonds Now And 
Buy Our Super -Swizzles After the War." The cost of such an 
ad was largely paid by the government in the form of a tax 
subsidy amounting to eighty cents on each dollar of advertising 
cost. This even though the advertising was political or infla- 
tionary. Thus X Company had the advertising spree of its life 
(for twenty cents on the dollar) in the name of patriotism. 

There was probably no manpower wastage during the war 
as inexcusable as the waste of manpower in connection with 
"good will" institutional advertising. In forests, logging camps, 
manufacture and transportation we have expended enough man- 
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hours on turning trees into advertisements to have made un- 
necessary the draft of any married man for the armed services. 
In England percentage limits, 45 per cent and 55 per cent respec- 
tively, were put on advertising in newspapers and magazines. 
There was no loss of freedom to the press. Here, failing to adopt 
such pattern of paper control, we played farther into the hands 
of the large newspapers and the large advertisers in large 
cities. 

There are two kinds of rates charged for advertising -the 
flat and the open rate. The flat rate, customarily charged 
national advertisers, is comparable to the luxury accommodations 
on a railroad as opposed to the freight charges. It is generally 
standard regardless of the amount of space used and runs to 75 
per cent more than an open rate for the same ad. The only dis- 
count given to advertisements placed on a flat -rate basis is the 
I5 per cent allowed the agency. The open rate is a decreasing 
scale based on the volume of space used or the frequency of 
insertion. This is used for local advertising, especially that 
of retail stores, where insertions are frequent. The newspaper 
expects the national advertiser to pay more because his advertis- 
ing is spasmodic, and this is the really profitable advertising. 
Where there is only one paper in a city, rates naturally do not 
decline as they might under the influence of competition. 

A schedule of open rates for New York metropolitan papers 
during 1 944, shows the degree of variation and the great ad- 
vantage to the large advertiser. For example, the New York 
Times open rate of $I.Io (gross) drops to 43 cents for the pur- 
chaser of 250,000 lines. There is a comparable reduction for size 
in the rates of each of the papers listed. If the Robinson -Patman 
Act principle were applied to newspaper advertising, there 
could be no difference in price due exclusively to wholesale 
quantity or national versus local merchants. This would mean 
the application of a one -rate principle to all newspaper advertis- 
ing save only for actual differences in cost of handling a big as 

compared to a small advertisement or a single insertion as com- 
pared to repeated insertions. 
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The advertising middlemen -the agencies and the publishers' 
representatives -fulfill a valuable and necessary function, that 
of placing ads in the papers for advertisers and handling all 

the attendant details, maintaining lists of papers for various 
types of campaigns and, in the case of publishers' represen- 
tatives, soliciting advertising. However, in their selection and 
repetition of choice of papers for lists to receive ad campaigns, 
they tend to solidify and strengthen existing papers at the ex- 

pense of small or new papers. There is also the indisputable fact 
that an advertiser prefers a large paper because of its circula- 
tion even if it costs more per reader. This operates further to the 
disadvantage of the smaller paper. Moreover, big companies have 
little understanding of or interest in small companies. 

The advertisers, more particularly the agencies, have long 
encouraged the development of the one -paper town. In a fairly 
small community two papers often have overlapping circulations 
and it is obviously to the temporary business advantage of the ad- 
vertiser not to have to pay two separate rates for reaching readers 
which in some cases are an identical group. There is a weird, 
ironic effect of this short- sighted policy. Advertisers encouraged 
the merger or consolidation of newspapers in many areas. They 
often forced the combination of newspapers into one owner- 
ship, only to find that the "combination" owner imposed 
"forced" duplicate advertising on them. After the purchase of a 

competing paper the new owner did not lower the advertising 
rates, or if he did there was slight benefit to the advertiser since 
the new owner invariably put through a policy of forced or 
compulsory block buying of advertising space. Thus advertisers 
desiring to buy space in only one paper had to buy it also in 
an additional paper. Thus a group of advertisers who have 
been prosecuted as in New York City for combining in a united 
front against the increased rates of a newspaper find themselves 
impotent in dealing with a combination of papere in a single 
ownership. Documentation of this subject matter is found in the 
Nixon article previously referred to in connection with the 
evaporation of the press. 
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There is another kind of advertising practice -the fault of the 
publishers alone -which kills off many small papers. If a more or 
less small paper with a low rate succeeded in getting a full -page 
advertisement from a local merchant, the competing, more suc- 

cessful paper refused to take an ad for the same merchant 
for less space. This kind of economic retaliation by the large 
papers represents a serious hold over the businessmen and is cer- 
tainly a keen weapon against existing or future newspaper com- 
petition. 

There is no area of our economy that needs an airing more 
than advertising -its impacts on our daily lives and its increasing 
indirect control over our mores. The large advertising agencies, 
realizing the power of boiler plating, have proposed to con- 
tinue after the war their present practices of inserting as paid 
ads virtually identical copy in hundreds of dailies -the copy 
to deal with peacetime trends and problems instead of bond 
drives and the like. As one leading advertising agent said, "You 
can't expect I,000 editors to comply with our request to write 
editorials on the same day with the same slant on a single 
selected national problem. Advertising can, however, carry on 
with an identic imprint to influence the thinking of the nation." 
Such a move would put thinking on a national belt and, if car- 
ried into action, will result in further abdication of the pub- 
lishers and editors of the land. 

THE GRASSROOTS PRESS 

Weekly papers like small dailies have intimate and direct 
impacts on readers' daily lives. A recent study made by Pro- 
fessor Chilton Bush, head of Stanford University Division of 
Journalism, reports that both news and advertising are read more 
closely in small newspapers than in large ones. In advertising 
readership the small dailies -no doubt the same holds doubly 
true for weeklies -averaged better than twice the scores made 
by the large, while for reading matter the ratio was about three 
to one. 

This is what might be expected. The theory of surfeit applies 
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to larger entities. Since the content has been primarily local in the 
smaller papers, an intimate relationship exists between the reader 

and the run -of- the -mill events of his community. Above all it 

must be noted the.:, reklies and small dailies have usually been 

locally owned and managed. The editor lives with the problems 
of his readers. He has a concern for the community -the essence 

of democracy. He is quite a different species from the itinerant 
temporary editor, operating for an absentee owner. The local 

owner- publisher of a weekly is an indigenous creature bearing 
slight resemblance to the publisher tycoon of Detroit or Chicago 
who by remote control from such metropolises runs a paper in 

cities of distant Florida. 
A decline of multiple ownership in our weekly press has, 

therefore, striking effects on communities. It is no answer to say 

that the people without local printed news can listen to the radio, 
or buy a national magazine, or even read the papers of the next 
county. No matter how important national or international news 
may be, the basic training ground for critical judgment as to 
all news must always be the discussions and debates that arise 

from local problems. Feeding the starving people in Europe is 

related by each reader to the crops of his county. The creation 
of a Missouri Valley Authority is debated vis-à-vis the floods 
or dust bowls of other parts of the country. 

The reading habits as depicted in a survey of best -read news 
stories in dailies shows: 

Men Women 
Per Cent Per Cent 

International news 29 I I 

National news. 25 27 

Local news 46 62 

When Editor and Publisher tries to brush away the distress 
of the nation as shown by the folding up of small papers, it 
offers as one alternative the capacity of the public to tune into 
a radio station of "the next town, county or state." Such big - 

city, Eastern -seaboard thinking is probably at the root of the 
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quandary in which we find our press. To those who have 
lived outside New York City and other large centers of popu- 
lation, the suggestion of replacing a local paper by a radio 
knob turned to another county or state is evidence of East- 
ern- seaboard provincialism. Democracy does not stop at the 
Hudson River. As small weeklies fold up, democracy dies with 
them. 

The peak of diversity in our weekly press almost coincided 
with the dailies' high point. In 1910 there were 1 6,899 weekly 
papers throughout America. (See Exhibit I, page 291.) This 
figure is broken down by N. W. Ayer into 16,227 weekly 
papers; 611 semi -weekly papers, and sixty -one tri- weeklies. In 
1920, after the war period with its casualties of weekly and, 
daily papers alike, the count had dropped to 14,405, a loss of 
nearly 2,50o organs of opinion in ten years. The decline con- 
tinued through the twenties, the decade of consolidation, and 
the total went down to 13,079, in 1930, a further loss of more 
than 1,30o. 

From 1927 on, N. W. Ayer differentiates between papers 
of general circulation and trade and other papers, which means 
that by the new method of tabulation there were in 1930 only 
11,407 weekly papers of general circulation. In 1940, there 
were 17,208 papers in this group, according to this tabulation. 
Those who believe that democracy must live in small as well 
as large towns will read these figures with something akin to 
heartache. 

This grassroots press is predominantly a small one in cir- 
culation. Small Daily Newspapers Under the Fair Labor Stand- 
ards Act, a valuable study made by the Labor Department in 
1942, contains a table showing circulations of weekly papers. 
(See Exhibit J, page 292.) This table lists a total of 10,386 
weekly papers in 1938. Of these, 9,508 have circulations under 
3,000. The American Press, the leading magazine for country 
papers, estimates that the average circulation of a weekly paper 
is 1,600. The overwhelming majority of such papers are pub- 
lished in towns with less than 5,000 population. In 1938 there 
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were only ten weekly papers in the United States with circula- 

tions of more than ioo,000. But the total circulation for the 

entire group is in excess of i 5,000,000, although I find no exact 

figure based on a thorough nation -wide study. 
Weekly circulations have risen slightly since the war -3 

per cent in 1944-but on any computation the small papers 

have failed to prosper from the war as much as have the large 

ones. 
The economic problem of weekly publishers is generally the 

problem of small business enterprise. About half the total num- 

ber of weeklies are run by single families, with perhaps one 

extra employee. Usually a paper of this type has one linotype 

machine and a second -hand press. The main source of revenue 

is a job -printing business -in fact, many weekly newspapers 

were started as sidelines by job printers who had set up their 

own printshops. These papers are not expected to be distin- 

guished by their high standards and often reveal their more 

or less casual production. But they are the product of the 

people of the community. At the very least they are the train- 

ing schools and educators of many of our best newsmen. 

The better type of weekly is run very much like a small 

daily, in respect to organization, personnel and equipment. 

This kind of paper has little or no job printing, and employs 

from five to eight persons. From three to five men make up 

the mechanical staff. The editor, with two or three others, 

handles the editorial and business offices. Generally the paper 

circulates to the same public as the small daily and runs the 

same type of advertising. Some such weeklies operate with an- 

nual expenses of $5,000 or less, while the expense of a daily in 

the same circulation group runs to at least $40,000. With an 

average per capita income of about $1,000 in the United States, 

the country editor with an income of $2,500 is often an opulent 

member of his community. 
Advertising is an important economic factor in weekly pub- 

lishing. Only about 17 per cent of the advertising in weekly 

papers is national. This fact is consistently deplored by weekly 
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publishers, because national advertising brings in the money, 
and they have had an uphill fight to secure these campaigns. 
American Press says the average national advertising rate in 
weekly papers increased by about 6 per cent in 1 944. They 
benefited only slightly from the current wave of institutional 
advertising. The publishers' representatives who try to secure 
this advertising for country papers point out that readership 
is unusually high in this medium, and that it covers many per- 
sons who otherwise would not respond to advertising appeals. 
The heads of advertising agencies live too close to Broadway, 
Manhattan. 

The disadvantages of weekly papers as an advertising me- 
dium, from the point of view of the advertiser, are inferior 
typography and layout, the difficulty of measuring results and 
the scattered quality of the country press which makes it hard 
to place ads save through representatives. Moreover, until very 
recent years publishers would often quote different rates when- 
ever it seemed expedient and those on the economic fringe 
would run free publicity in the hope of getting ads -which 
made advertising unnecessary. But these conditions have 
changed. Advertising agencies have fought against varying rates 
for years. Now most papers have standard rate cards. Publish- 
ers are learning to resist the use of free publicity material, and 
are learning not to editorialize about products they hope to 
advertise. Also, many weekly papers now have their circula- 
tions audited, which makes them a more computable and de- 
pendable advertising medium. 

Because the precarious budgets of many weeklies are well 
known, there has arisen an unfortunate practice of having pub- 
licity, and even editorial material, prepared in clip sheets and 
mat services to be sent to weekly editors. This material, if used, 
provides the publisher with material at practically no cost or 
labor. Such services are regularly maintained by such organi- 
zations as the National Association of Manufacturers with its 
Industrial Press Service -which the N.A.M. says is used by 
5,000 weeklies -the CIO, and the AFL, an organization fighting 
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grade labeling, and many others. Some editors receive as many 
as ten such mat services weekly and, of course, a flood of pub- 
licity releases as well. 

American Press ran a story quoting a letter from an irate 
publisher as follows: 

SIRS: 

Your time and our time represents money. 
It takes your time and money to send letters. 
It takes our time to open and read letters. 
If we used your publicity letters it would require space, 

which we sell. 
We don't use your publicity letters, so would suggest 

you stop sending them- SAVING both of us time and 
money. Future releases will be refused. 

The magazine, which is published by the American Press 
Association, commented on the story as "endangering" ads for 
weeklies and said that the proper action for a publisher was to 
send the publicity material to his representative, who could 
then solicit paid advertising. 

Free mat services, which are, of course, propaganda for 
those who send them out, gravely undermine the vitality of our 
small press. The editor is often tempted to use the canned edi- 
torials and cartoons and other features thus provided because 
of the saving in labor and time. But the result is unanimity of 
editorial opinion, to the extent to which they are used. The 
editor of a weekly paper is often too busy to look into all the 
facts given in such editorials. Hence, he often prints opinions 
which might not be his own if he had checked them more 
carefully. And because such pieces are run anonymously, the 
readers are unaware that this is not the opinion of their pub- 
lisher -which they have a right to expect -but is the work of 
whatever pressure group it happens to be. This practice is far 
more widespread than is realized by the public, and is bad, no 
matter what shade of opinion is represented. 
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We also find the practice of canned editorials in the ranks 
of labor periodicals. It can be noted in passing that a few large 
industrial organizations have a definite edge in getting their 
views across in this manner, because the expense' of such service 
is a tax -deductible item. In any event, the anonymity of all such 
material is less than honest. Full disclosure of source should not 
be deemed inconsistent with our theory of a free press. 

One ironical note: In the winter of 1944 the National Asso- 
ciation of Manufacturers began a long- awaited, giant advertis- 
ing campaign -so- called "institutional" advertising. Weekly 
publishers, and their representatives, waited with bated breath 
because they expected to share in these riches. But when the 
campaign started, newspapers in every city with more than 
50,000 population received full pages, 30o big radio stations 
carried programs, but the weekly papers got none. They were 
propagandized through the already existing Industrial Press Serv- 
ice, which paid them nothing. 

BOILER -PLATING THE MIND OF THE NATION 

The greatest threat to diversity of opinion in the country 
press arises from the domination of a substantial part of it by 
boiler -plate organizations. Almost every weekly paper uses the 
services of Western Newspaper Union (W.N.U.), a $6,5oo,000 
purveyor of features, editorials and columns. This giant is 

owned by John H. Perry, often called the Boiler Plate King, 
who also owns the American Press Association, a publisher's 
representative, a chain of Florida dailies, a Florida weekly, four 
radio stations in Florida, the Midwestern Paper Company, the 
only daily in Frankfort, Ky., and a weekly in Owenton, Ky. 

Nine thousand weekly papers use some of W.N.U.'s fea- 
tures. Nearly 3,000 purchase an eight -page paper ready to go 
on the presses, with four pages left blank for the local editor's 
own news and advertising. These readi -print pages, as they are 
called, cost the publisher two or three times as much if W.N.U. 
is not granted an advertising concession. If W.N.U. is granted 
pages for the sale of its advertising, then of course the pub- 
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usher receives no payment for the advertising even though such 
ads may take up 20 per cent of the readi -print pages. Thus we 
have block booking of content and ads, probably one of the 
most insidious and disastrous marriages in our entire economy, 
doubly pernicious because the dual deal is not disclosed to the 
readers. 

W.N.U. has a subsidiary, Publishers' Autocaster Service, 
which reproduces some of the services on a smaller scale- 
notably that of supplying canned editorials. It is not strange, in 
examining several hundred weekly newspapers, to come across 
dozens from Wyoming to Texas with exactly- the same edi- 
torials, over and over. Most of the readers assume that this is 

the product of their own editor. Again there is no honest full 
disclosure to the reading public. 

Another line in this web of control is the connection be- 
tween W.N.U. and the Associated Press. W.N.U. prints and 
distributes A.P.'s feature letters. It also manufactures many A.P. 
mats, especially outside of New York. W.N.U. picks up a spot 
picture from an A.P. telephoto, makes the mats and distributes 
them to A.P. members in the territory- thereby assisting A.P. 
in gaining several hours over the other picture services, who 
must send their pictures by air mail to papers who do not have 
telephoto machines. 

These conditions capitalize on and further weaken the un- 
certain economic status of small publishing as a whole. These 
practices have a sure tendency of further devitalizing our im- 
portant weekly newspapers. Consolidations are occurring in this 
field every month, although the bulk of them started in the 
twenties. To maintain even the level of diversity we still have 
in country papers, we must end many of these unsound prac- 
tices. That they are undisclosed and concealed from the public 
augments the evil. But it must be recalled. that when we first 
legislated in 1912 that all advertisements must be so declared 
to be "ads" in the press, many newspapers and the great maga- 
zine of the daily press, Editor and Publisher, opposed the move. 

The cost of paper to the small weekly or daily publisher 
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is also a matter deserving Congressional inquiry, for it is the 
chief difference in cost of operations between large and small 
papers. There is no reason why paper purchased in small quan- 
tities should be so much more costly than purchases in large 
quantities. At one time one paper company controlled three 
fourths of all newsprint output east of the Mississippi. The in- 
terest of paper mills in newspapers has been attacked even by 
some of our great publishers. The bottleneck of paper supply 
is less than healthy. Joseph Pulitzer battled restrictions on paper 
and in 1934 President Roosevelt proposed a newsprint planning 
board. The differences in cost of newsprint are not related to 
the cost of production or expense of selling. The differences 
arise out of power of the buyer. If the disparities continue there 
doubtless will be a move to have one of the government -owned 
corporations -such as R.F.C. or Smaller War Plants Corpora- 
tion -set up a cooperative paper buying agency. A. M. Lee feels 
that the day possibly approaches when a few publishers will 
produce in their own newsprint factories all the newsprint for 
all American dailies. Ownership of forests and pulp manufacture 
should be divorced from ownership of newspapers and 
magazines. 

But, above all, our second -class mailing privileges operate 
actually for the advantage of large entities, who do not need 
them. At one time 64 per cent in weight of all our mail con- 
sisted of newspapers and periodicals. Why should the people 
of the United States subsidize through second -class mail a pub- 
lisher who sells more, for example, than 200,000 copies? When 
a publication acquires a circulation of that size, it ought to be 
able to pay its way. Would it not be sounder to encourage small 
publishing by carrying papers free up to a certain minimum 
circulation? This would not be a penalty on initiative, but a 
true incentive subsidy. A postage bill of even $ ro a week is an 
important item in the budget of a weekly paper. 

For many decades we have burdened all taxpayers in order 
to carry in the mails second -class mail at rates that are less than 
the cost to the post office. When Franklin was postmaster gen- 
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eral, in 1758, papers were carried for fifty miles at eighteen 
cents, too miles for thirty -six cents, etc. The press, magazines 
and books today get a subsidy of close to $ t oo,000,000. I should 
imagine that the only reason for such a gift is the hope of en- 
richment of the mind of our people. A sliding scale theory of 
benefit and burdens has been accepted in income tax legisla- 
tion. A sliding scale postage subsidy for newspapers and maga- 
zines would help maintain the press of the nation. There is 
little inducement implicit in giving a giant publisher a check 
from the national treasury running into hundreds of thousands 
of dollars each year. We could well afford to increase the total 
subsidy, if we saw to it that thousands of small concerns were 
encouraged to go into or stay in business. I should guess that 
by this one shift alone we would encourage the revival of the 
3,82o weeklies which we lost between t9to and í93o. 

I ask for no improbable, uneconomic ventures. But surely 
with modern technological skills a society with increasing na- 
tional income should find it possible to remove a few of the 
burdens and practices which led to the decline of weeklies -a 
recognized important medium of public thought. 

Finally, it is important that the Big City folk stop disparag- 
ing the country press because of its defects. Some critics feel that 
because of gaucheries and occasional poor craftsmanship, as well 
as near -bankruptcy, the country press is not worth worrying 
about. Rather do I say, "This is our press for good or bad. We 
can make it better. And for the survival of our way of life, we 
must make it last." 

The surest path toward increased concentration of power 
in our national government is along the road of destruction of 
local newspapers and removal of local media of expression. A 
strong and free country press is the backbone of our democ- 
racy. It is well worth any help we can devise for it. There is 
little sense in bemoaning the centralization of power in Wash- 
ington and at the same time sitting idly by, watching the de- 
vitalization of all those instruments without which local democ- 
racy cannot function. 
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THE SPECIALIZED PRESS 

It is not exactly pertinent to this inquiry to consider the 
social justification of foreign language or special racial news- 

papers. It may well be that in a society without bigotry there 
would be no need for such special organs of opinion, even 
though much may be said for organs which interpret foreign 
cultures participating in our folkway. As long as they do exist, 

a brief word about their numerical status is fitting. 
The number of dailies reaching the foreign born, as shown 

by Ayer, are: 

Year Number of foreign -language 
dailies 

1910 I2I 
1920 134 
1930 139 
1940 119 

According to Ayer the number of foreign -language dailies 

has declined only slightly since 191o. 

Of the foreign language press, A. M. Lee says: 
"Foreign- language dailies have been started as adjuncts to 

steamship agencies, immigrant banks, political parties, fraternal 
organizations and nationalistic movements, and occasionally as 

independent business ventures. In the struggle for existence, 
however, successful immigrant dailies tended to conform to the 
workable commercial standards evolved by, other American 
journals." 

The number of Negro publications listed by N. W. Ayer 
includes weekly and other types of periodicals as well as dailies, 

as follows: 

Year Number of Negro publications 
1910 333 
1920 216 

1930 153 
1940 157 

There is about a So per cent decrease in the number of such 
publications from 1910 to 194o, as shown by the table above. 
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The difficulty experienced by these publications in getting ad- 
vertising, particularly that of department stores, has been in 
my opinion the most important reason for their financial in- 
stability. Negro weeklies have on the whole been more success- 
ful than dailies, since they can charge higher subscription rates 
and higher rates for the advertising they do receive. 

The decline of these special group publications may well 
be a happy sign of some slight progress, bespeaking the presen- 
tation of special national and racial problems in the regular press 
of the nation. 

POST -WAR OUTLOOK FOR NEWSPAPERS 

Newspaper publishers may be doing less talking about the 
rosy possibilities of the post -war period than many other busi- 
nessmen, but there are plans nevertheless. As a story in Editor 
and Publisher for April 1, 1944, says, the publishers appear opti- 
mistic. The report is based on a survey of 1,47o newspapers 
conducted for the Mergenthaler Linotype Company, which 
presented detailed questionnaires and interviewed many daily 
newspaper publishers, with an eye to appraising the future of 
the industry. 

The majority of publishers, according to the survey, think 
that "beautiful, colorful newspapers selling at five cents a copy 
will rise triumphant to down all threatened competition from 
radio, television or adverse propaganda." Sixty -one per cent 
of the publishers look forward to increased gross advertising 
lineage after the war. "Circulation revenues, however, accord- 
ing to 44 per cent of the opinion obtained, would remain at the 
1943 level, with 3o per cent expecting an increase and 26 per 
cent a decrease." Even these figures should leave us far from 
happy. The trend continues away from direct reader economic 
reactions -with advertising income increasing and circulation 
revenue only holding its own. 

One of the most interesting questions in the survey dealt 
with the future number of papers as compared with the present. 
Sixty -nine per cent felt that there would be no further decrease 
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in the number of dailies published in the United States after 
the war, while 26 per cent thought there would be further cas- 
ualties. Answering the affirmative side of the question, "26 per 
cent thought new daily newspapers were likely to be started 
after the war as opposed to 74 per cent who considered such 
expansion unlikely." Thus the press itself really confirms my 
prognosis of a declining press. 

Aviation News had a story about the potential use of air 
transportation from fixed bases for deliveries of morning papers. 
The magazine said, "The effect of air transportation on news- 
papers may be far -reaching. Delivery of city dailies at a long 
radius might work a severe hardship on small local dailies. It is 
conceivable future low -cost delivery overnight might enable 
a half dozen big dailies with superior services to reach all popu- 
lation centers of the nation." If our minds are to be dominated 
by the city papers, we cannot expect anything but further 
political concentration in our national capital. 

Facsimile reproduction offers a further serious threat of 
establishing national newspapers. At the United Nations Con- 
ference in San Francisco (April 25 -June 26, 1945) one of the 
New York papers supplied delegates and the press with a four - 
page, full size, edition by wirephoto. About 2,000 copies were 
produced daily at a cost of about $800 a day. Thus it is not too 
hard to imagine facsimile reproduction of a large metropolitan 
paper sent over the ether with copies arriving simultaneously on 
all the breakfast tables in the land. That would probably elimi- 
nate the need for having more than two or three papers, as far as 
distribution is concerned, although it would be a tragic devel- 
opment for American democracy, no matter what papers sur- 
vived. Moreover, some persons believe that facsimile newspapers 
will have to be supported exclusively by advertising, if the 
dailies are facsimiled over the air directly into the homes of 
the land. Such possibilities make even the status quo look 
pleasantly democratic. But we need more than a cheap press. 
There are values other than pennies. 

Of course, there are possibilities of technological improve- 
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ments which may add to the chances of newspaper diversity 
rather than decimation. If equipment could be improved, and 
lowered in cost, so that the initial expenditure for starting papers 
would be reduced, there would be some slight new hope for the 
future of our press. However, patent arrangements under con- 
sideration make such dreams most faint unless we soon shift 
our basic thinking on the use of all patents which restrict all 
market places. 

But there is hope in the fact that since the war most papers 
have increased the cost to the consumer -have raised their sub- 
scription rates. Of 1,165 papers reporting, 690 had increased 
reader prices in 1942. We have found that, generally speaking, 
as many persons buy papers at five cents as at three. Moreover, 
total area circulations are increased where there is more than 
one paper, no matter what the prices have been. Perhaps if the 
prices were further raised, advertising income would be rele- 
gated to a less important place in the newspaper budget, thus 
bringing publishers back to the point where they would be sup- 
ported by their readers. 

Unquestionably this would make for greater emphasis on the 
editorial material, and a more vital relationship between editor 
and readers. The press would become again the real purveyor 
of ideas. It would then be economically feasible for an editor 
and capital to risk themselves in the contest for readers -a dif- 
ferent battle than the present scramble for advertising, even 
though advertising rates at times and in certain areas have rela- 
tionships to circulation. 

A graph prepared by the National Resources Planning Board, 
in The Structure of the American Economy, shows that print- 
ing and publishing of newspapers and periodicals is the tenth 
largest industry on the basis of number of persons employed. 
Twenty -one per cent of .the people in the industry are employed 
by the four largest enterprises; 25 per cent by the eight largest. 
But aside from a few new potential giants, and a stray small city 
publisher, the press itself is financially content with the concen- 
tration of power in increasingly fewer hands. 
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As Senator Joseph H. Ball pointed out: 

"... the present trend toward merger and toward chain ownership 
of great newspapers ... limits very seriously the choice of em- 
ployers for the individual who has chosen newspaper work as his 
vocation. If he, for instance, finds it impossible to work with a clear 
conscience for one newspaper in a large chain and resigns, he is not 
likely to find employment with any other newspaper in that chain. 
His choice of employers is limited and the economic pressure for 
conformance regardless of conviction is increased." 

Thus does the concentration touch even the lives of those 
who write our papers. 

MAGAZINES 

There is a tremendous number of periodicals in the United 
States. Because of difficulty in definition, nobody seems to know 
exactly how many magazines there are. A fairly reliable figure 
mentions 700 magazines with 140,000,000 copies an issue. The 
Publishers' Information Bureau in New York checks magazine 
advertising, in all of what they term important national maga- 
zines. Their count over the past seventeen years has risen from 
seventy -two in 1926 to io6 in 1943. This is a small proportion 
of the total of weekly, monthly, quarterly -including pulps and 
comics. 

There is much greater comparative diversity in this field 
than in the daily newspaper field and it is considerably easier 
to start a magazine than a newspaper. This does not mean that 
the mortality rate is not greater. For one thing, initial expendi- 
tures are nowhere near the huge figure required for newspapers, 
because printing can be farmed out. All that is needed is an 
office and enough capital to meet expenses for a while, which 
is easy compared with .the problem of starting a big city news- 
paper. Then, too, a magazine can be built around any new idea 
in the market. 

A study issued by the Popular Science Publishing Company 
called Comparison of Magazine Circulations for First Six Months 
1944 -43, analyzes figures from seventy -nine national magazines. 
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In spite of the wartime restrictions on newsprint, all these maga- 

zines together showed a gain of 1.9 per cent total net paid 

circulation in 1944 over 1943. Indeed Charm magazine showed 

a gain of 52.7 per cent in this period. The total circulation of 

all the magazines included was 72,288,352 in 1944. A figure to 

be proud of as a nation. But, ten magazines have circulations 

of more than z,000,000 each, and account for about half the 

total. Our 467 Sunday newspapers have a circulation of more 

than 37,000,000. Nearly half these papers distribute the maga- 

zine This Week, or some other magazine. This Week alone has 

6,000,000 circulation. 
It is interesting to note that in both years subscription sales 

for the total number of magazines exceeded newsstand sales, 

although total newsstand sales showed a gain of 10.6 per cent 

in 1944 as against a 3.2 per cent loss of subscription sales in 

1944 over the 1943 level. In view of the needed reappraisal of 

the second -class mailing privilege, these figures have increased 

significance. Only thirty -four of the magazines have greater 
newsstand than subscription sales and in some of these cases 

there is only a slight difference. 
The following table shows the relative proportions of ad- 

vertising and editorial in sixteen leading magazines in 1940. 

Name of No. of Ad 
Magazine Pages 

Per No. of Editorial 
Cent Pages 

Per 
Cent 

Total 
Pages 

Life 2,559 45.3 3,093 54.7 5,65z 
Time 2,665 55.9 2,105 44.1 4,770 
Sat. Evening Post 2,859 51.0 2,745 49.0 5,604 
Ladies' Home Journal 696 44.1 882 55.9 1,578 
Colliers 1,775 47.6 1,953 52.4 3,728 
Woman's Home Companion 618 45.4 744 54.6 1,362 

American 539 z6.4 1,505 73.6 2,044 

McCalls 681 43.3 891 56.7 1,572 
Red Book 520 z6.6 1,438 73.4 1,958 
Good Housekeeping 1,122 43.4 1,466 56.6 2,588 

Cosmopolitan 690 32.4 1,438 67.6 2,128 

Liberty 875 26.0 2,485 74.0 3,360 
Look 293 17.9 1,343 82.1 1,636 

Business 'Week 1,562 47.5 1,724 52.5 3,286 

Newsweek 1,290 37.1 2,190 62.9 3,480 

True Story 568 31.8 1,2,8 68.2 1,786 

Totals 19,312 41.5 27,220 58.5 46,532 
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The magazine in this group with the .highest proportion 
of advertising is Time, with 55.9 per cent, compared with the 
average of 47.5 per cent. 

The figures on advertising values in the magazines checked 
by Publishers' Information Bureau are as follows: 

Year No. of Magazines Checked Dollar Advertising Value 
1926 72 $159,z67,949 
1929 69 193,070,898 
1932 72 112,117059 
1933 114 97,668,028 
1934 110 116,763,397 
1937 107 162,148,656 
1940 106 167,408,166 
1943 106 232,061,971 

Magazines have held their own in regard to their proportion 
of our total advertising volume from 1929 to 1943. The per- 
centages of the total controlled by magazines, according to the 
estimate of Dr. L. D. H. Weld in Printer's Ink, are the follow- 
ing: 7929, 70.5 per cent; 7933, 9.8 per cent; 7937, 11.3 per cent; 
7947, Io.2 per cent; 1943, 10.6 per cent. Dr. Weld says, "The 
advent and development of new magazines in the weekly field 
have undoubtedly played an important part in maintaining the 
relative advertising volume of this classification." 

During the war many magazines were forced to cut down 
the total number of pages, but many managed to retain ap- 
proximately the same number of words in each issue by reducing 
the size of type, margins, etc. Lighter paper was generally used. 
Some few magazines put a ceiling on advertising space. The 
tendency, though, was to increase the amount of advertising 
space at the expense of editorial material. 

There are some signs which indicate the further growth of 
multiple magazine corporations as opposed to the singleton 
publisher who gets out just one magazine. Paper rationing was 
designed to aid the multiple house and to embarrass the maga- 
zine without advertising, which is usually a singleton operation. 
A tax inquiry into multiple magazine publishing might point 
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to the absence of purported real economies and the need of 

corrections in aid of singleton houses. 
One phenomenon worth mentioning is the growth of inter- 

national magazines. Time with its twenty separate editions and 

combined circulation of more than 1,5oo,000, claims to be the 
first such international giant. Time comments proudly that "in 
all the history of magazine publishing only one other magazine 

has ever reached even 300,000 circulation at $5 a year." Time 
prints special editions on every continent except Antarctica, "al- 
most simultaneously with the U.S. and Canadian editions." 

According to an article in the Wall Street Journal of Sep- 

tember 21, 1944, Reader's Digest now has six foreign editions. 
The circulations are as follows: British, 310,000; Spanish, 

734,413, Latin America; Portuguese, 349,748, Brazil and Portu- 
gal; Swedish, 270,000; Arabic, 200,000, Middle East. 

All these editions carry advertising except the British, which 
may do so soon. The absence of ads in the United States edition 
represents no profound philosophy of the owners. The article 
states that Reader's Digest contemplates continued foreign 
expansion. 

Several other magazine publishers are reported by the Wail 
Street Journal to be considering foreign- language editions after 
the war. Hearst is one of these. Other interested publishers are 
Crowell -Collier, Macfadden and the Condé Nast publications. 

Like newspapers, magazines have been sticking more and 
more fingers in other pies too. There is Time, Inc., with the 
movie and radio March of Time, its former interest in Station 
WQXR and recent large holdings in one of our four radio net- 
works. Reader's Digest was importuned to make an agreement 
with Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer for the production of short fea- 
tures based on material appearing in the magazine. There is also 
the Reader's Digest of the Air and the relation of Reader's Digest 
(no longer exclusively a digest) with other magazines and news- 
papers has long been a matter of inquiry by the anti -trust division 
of the Department of Justice. 

Thanks to the New Yorker of December 1, 1945, we find 
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figures at last compiled on the reprint activities of Reader's 
Digest. From 1939 through 1943 the Digest printed 1,908 ar- 
ticles of one page or more in length, not including the book 
sections or filler items. Of these, 1,718 were identified as fol- 
lows: 72o articles were genuine reprints from other periodicals; 
316 were written for the Digest and printed there only; 682 
articles were written for the Digest, planted in other periodicals, 
and then "reprinted" by the Digest. To summarize, 72o articles, 
or 42 per cent, were genuine reprints, and 998, or 58 per cent, 
were either genuine or disguised originals. Approximately three 
out of every five Digest articles, then, originate in the Digest's 
offices. This method of operation is not obvious to the reader 
because it is diffused -in the period from 1939 through 1943, 

the Reader's Digest planted articles in more than 6o publications. 
Several other publishers reputedly have plans for tie -ups 

with motion picture companies. There is little question but that 
the web of control by the same persons in the fields of maga- 
zine, radio and movies is constantly being woven tighter. 

BOOKS 

Books are the format for enduring ideas. Until recently, in 
relation to literacy, we had the lowest book- reading public in 
the world. Price cutting loss leaders destroyed most of our book- 
stores. The Brandeis Price Maintenance legislation did much to 
keep publishers and retail outlets in existence. No longer can 
department stores sell books at eleven cents which cost them 
fifty cents -making up the loss on customers purchasing per- 
fume or ties. Such deception is ruled out wherever a publisher 
or author wishes to fix the retail price of his book. Without such 
legislation twenty- five -cent books could not survive. 

Book publishing, like magazine publishing, does not show 
the degree of concentration found in the newspaper field, al- 
though the post -war era looks as if the field will be tightened 
considerably. But in book publishing there is no saturation point 
and it does not look to advertising for its continued existence. 
Publishing businesses are comparatively easy and cheap to start 
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and there are always advertising agencies and warehouses avail- 

able to handle promotion and sales. Moreover, authors retain 
control over their manuscripts and, hence, author diversity still 
exists in the book business. 

According to Publisher's Weekly there were, in 1941, 263 

publishers (of five or more titles), with a total of 7,986 titles. 
In 1942, 274 publishers handled 8,107 titles; and in 1943, 235 

publishers produced 6,761 titles. Chances are that the number 
of titles will grow after the war, since publishers have been 
handicapped by paper shortages and the book -reading public has 

grown enormously. The 235 publishers in 1943 were scattered 
over fifty -six towns in twenty -five states, although the bulk 
were located on the Eastern seaboard and more than half of 
them were in New York City. The top four publishers in the 
group of twelve stay on top pretty regularly, but the volume 
of their business fluctuates. (See Exhibit K, page 293.) They 
account for between one quarter and one third of all the busi- 
ness done by publishers of five or more books. 

The number of publishers of five or more books has about 
tripled in the last twenty years. In 1920 there were 89, 

in 1930, 217 and in 1940, 263. The number of books sold 
has increased greatly too (not titles, but copies). In 1929 the 
total was 235,360,032; in 1939, 18z,000,000, and in wartime, with 
the best read Army in the world, the total for 1943, according 
to the United States Census, was 551,290,000. Of course, war- 
time conditions have increased the civilian reading public 
greatly. 

Fiction shows a slight loss in diversity from 1900 to 1940, 
probably accounted for by the rise in sales of technical books 
and other works of non -fiction. Exhibit L (page 294), 
American Book Production According to Type of Title, shows 
that no particular type of book is crowding out any other. I 

find no diminished diversity of titles in the categories of non- 
fiction or biography. 

The price of new books of fiction is rising, while non- 
fiction and biography prices seem to rise and fall inversely to 
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each other, as the following table, based on Publisher's Weekly 
figures, shows: 

RELATION OF PRICES TO TYPE OF BOOK 

Fiction Non -Fiction Biography 
1920 $1.93 $2.97 $3.53 
1930 2.23 1.84 3.92 
1940 2.51 2.18 3.07 

Prices of newly published books are important, for the re- 
print business depends on the diversity of original publications. 

New techniques of merchandising have greatly swelled book 
sales in this country. In 194o there were fifteen book clubs, with 
millions of members. Retail bookstores are evaporating and chain 
bookstores are taking their place. Books are sold in department 
stores, drug stores, cigar stores. Books are now nationally ad- 
vertised in magazines, newspapers and on the radio. To the 
extent that the public buys the ten most advertised books, diver- 
sity of titles is cut down. And, too, the choice of monthly 
selections to be distributed to members of book clubs greatly 
limits diversity, involving as it does the oftentimes uncritical 
repetition of choice of a few books by many persons with a 
more or less artificially stimulated demand. It is a kind of lim- 
ited blind book block buying made possible in part by the 
ineffective draftsmanship of our Price Maintenance statutes, 
which give the book clubs exemptions since they "lease" plates 
for printing, rather than buying books for resale. It is possible 
for many good books to be left by the wayside because they 
are dwarfed by the tremendous advertising and publicity cam- 
paigns and by lower bulk sales prices designed to build another 
book into a best -seller. And it often works. This whole situation 
makes for greater sales per title with an accent on fewer titles. 

Editions for the Armed Services, Inc., a non -profit organi- 
zation, distributed 6,500,000 free volumes in 1943, 36,000,000 in 
1944 and planned 70,000,000 in 5945. All these books were 
produced at an average cost of six cents a copy. This is signifi- 
cant, of course, in terms of the reading public built up for the 
years after the war. 
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Pocket Books, one of several publishers of small cheap 
reprints, in 1 943 sold 3 8,000,000 twenty- five -cent volumes. This 
company has 8o,000 outlets for its books, dwarfing the number 
for standard publisher outlets and rivaling magazines. As late as 

1937 there were not more than 500 good bookshops throughout 
the country. A possible 500 department stores selling books 
made only 1,000 authentic outlets for our literature. These 
little editions are fine from the point of view of bringing books 
to many persons who ordinarily could not afford to buy books, 
but the bigness of this industry at least leaves room for specula- 
tion on the extent to which our diversity will be further reduced 
by this kind of publishing. Cheap reprints will seldom appear 
of books which are not sure mass sellers, thus further accenting 
the market in the direction of lower common denominators of 
public choice. Moreover, some publishers contract with reprint 
houses for a block of books of different authors -a shocking 
form of block booking. 

Lately Marshall Field, owner of two newspapers, has bought 
an interest in the publishing firm of Simon and Schuster, and 
in Pocket Books, which incidentally has plans for post -war 
expansion in the foreign field. The reprint firm of Grosset and 
Dunlap was bought by a group of book publishers, and the 
Book -of- the -Month Club. Bennett Cerf, president of Random 
House, in commenting on the fact that these realignments have 
pretty well sewn up the future of the book industry, issues a 

wish fulfillment, naive hope: 

The original publishing of new books will not become involved 
in any of this frenzied finance. Big business and literature definitely 
do not mix.... The creation of a great reprint and chain store 
market simply means that a deserving book will earn far more than 
it ever did before. 

Which sounds like advance publicity for further "frenzied" 
expansion moves. 

The outlook for the writer is good, in relation to book pub- 
lishing. His integrity and the integrity of his work are substan- 
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tially preserved in the book field. Here there is very little edit- 
ing, as compared with the movies, for example, where the work 
of writers often comes out in unrecognizable form. And in the 
press, aside from columnists, possession by the publisher of the 
minds of the writers is much more destructive of diversity of 
ideas than in the book field. If an author is dissatisfied with his 
publisher, he can get another -there is a constant opportunity 
for him to find new outlets. Publishers still compete for authors. 
The personal limitation imposed on the author is immeasurably 
less in the field of book publishing than in the dailies, radio or 
movies. As attorney for the Authors League of America, I have 
long urged the development of book contracts, along the lines 
of the Dramatists' Guild contracts, which reserve all controls 
over the written words to the author. 

Elmer Rice has long urged that authors in the movie fields 
should maintain possession of their manuscripts, as they do in 
writing plays for the theater. He urges the guilds of motion 
picture writers to obtain greater diversity by an organized effort 
to restore to the writer the control of his manuscript. Thus, 
he says, the diversity will be as wide as the number of writers, 
rather than as narrow as the number of movie companies. 



CHAPTER V 

RADIO * 

MAN'S INABILITY to get outside his own frame of reference is 

well illustrated by the incapacity of any cave carver or even 
manuscript writer of olden times to imagine, much less invent, 
modern radio. But even though radio is surely not the last means 
of communication to be discovered by man, it is, nevertheless, 
the miracle of the generation. And we in the United States 
have hugged and nurtured it to the extent of 59,000,000 sets 
in 89 per cent of our homes. Thirteen and a half million more 
homes have radios than telephones, 7,500,000 more have radios 
than automobiles, 15,000,000 more have radios than magazines, 
and nearly 6,000,000 more have radios than bathtubs. There 
are more words uttered over the air every day than in all the 
Broadway plays during a period of ten years. The progress of 
our radio is unequaled elsewhere in the world. It is free of 
government restraint. It suffers only from economic restraints. 

In most other nations the government controls, owns or 
operates the radio. In such lands dictators, or the elected rulers, 
decide what the people are to hear. Even in nations where the 
press or movies are unlicensed the radio is a government mo- 
nopoly. The reason for this unique treatment of radio even in 
free lands is that radio as yet must be somebody's monopoly. 
The science of communicating by air has not developed far 
enough to allow every citizen to own a microphone. The very 
ether contains limitations unfathomed by man. It said in effect: 
You in the United States can have only about I,000 persons 
broadcasting at any one time. If you have more than that num- 

Eleanor Timberg, who prepared the research material for Chapter V, 
is a graduate of Smith College and the London School of Economics. Mrs. 
Timberg's experience includes research work for the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
and the Office of Price Administration. She has been a contributor to the 
Political Quarterly, The World Today, The American Scholar, etc. 
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ber you will have the bedlam of Babel. No listener will be able 
to tune in to any single selected station. Or rather, no listener 
will be able to tune out all other stations. A confusion of tongues 
spells no tongues. 

Hence, at this stage of the development of the art of radio 
man faces for the first time a mathematical necessity for what 
some have called censorship. It is censorship only in the sense 
that some human beings in the government must select those 
chosen few who are to enjoy the high privilege of reaching 
small or large portions of our public by air waves. The genius 
of freedom in the United States is best illustrated by the fact 
that with the ineluctable necessity for governmental control 
over radio licenses, we have, nevertheless, seen to it that the 
government does no more than control the issuance of the 
license, keeping its hands off the program content of licensees. 

So, taking the engineering limitations into account, let us 
see if the market of the air is as free and open as science permits 
and government can arrange. 

THE LIMITED NUMBER OF WAVES 

This great new method of reaching man's mind has grown 
so recently and so quickly, and contains within itself such 
severe market limitation, that it is necessary to review in simple 
terms the facets of the operation. 

The broadcasting industry, the branch of radio which is in 
direct contact with every citizen, depends upon three factors 
for its operation- (I) physical equipment capable of producing 
and receiving waves; (2) financial and business wherewithal, 
and (3) entertainment and educational programs. 

To broadcast programs, a broadcaster must secure a license 
for his station to transmit programs upon an assigned wave 
length, with a designated amount of power, for an assigned 
part of the day and night. Congress had to establish a basis for 
the selection of the few licenses. It said to the Federal Com- 
munications Commission: "Give out the licenses on the basis 
of `public interest, convenience and necessity.' " 
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Confusion and interference had ruled the air waves before 
these regulations were established by Congress in the Radio Act 
of 1927 and the current Communications Act of 1934. The 
Communications Act set up a Federal Communications Com- 
mission (F.C.C.) of seven men, with authority to allocate the 
limited spectrum to all radio services -military, police, govern- 
ment departments, short wave international, amateur, point -to- 
point messages, frequency modulation, television, facsimile, 
relay and standard broadcasting. 

By 1941 about 90o commercial stations and twenty -eight 
non -commercial had been licensed,* and this number has remained 
constant through the war period, when expansion was tempo- 
rarily halted. Thus they are the chosen outlets of 138,000,000 
persons. But 730 of the 90o stations have been gathered into 
four networks -the National Broadcasting Company (N.B.C.), 
the Columbia Broadcasting System (C.B.S.), the Mutual Broad- 
casting System (Mutual), and the American Broadcasting Com- 
pany (formerly the Blue Network of the National Broadcasting 
Company and purchased from it in 1943) * *. The individual 
station licensees have full responsibility for the programs they 
broadcast, even for those which originate from the network, and 
they are theoretically accountable to the F.C.C. at regular in- 
tervals for the general standard of their program schedules. 

The F.C.C. by statute is forbidden to interfere with or censor 
individual programs. It merely can review the general perform- 
ance of the station and challenge any lapse from the "public 
interest, convenience and necessity" when the station's license 
application comes up for approval or renewal. "There isn't any- 
body in this country intelligent enough or pure enough at heart 
to set up his ideas as to what is right or wrong in the interest 
of the general public, no matter whether he is in the Communi- 
cations Commission or in industry," Senator Wheeler, chairman 
of the Interstate Commerce Committee, has said. As the Su- 

Jan. 1944; 919 operating, 24 construction permits. 
**Number of affiliates at end of 1944: N.B.C., 149; C.B.S., 143; Mutual, 

244; A.B.C., 194. 
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preme Court held in the Sanders Case opinion of March 25, 

1940: "The Commission is given no supervisory control of the 
programs, of business management or of policy. In short, the 
broadcasting field is open to anyone, provided there be an avail- 
able frequency over which he can broadcast without interfer- 
ence to others, if he shows his competency, the adequacy of his 
equipment and financial ability to make good use of the as- 
signed channel." 

"Open to anyone" is only a wishful legalism. We know it 
isn't open and cannot be. We also know that what we hear 
depends in the first place on which 900 persons the Commission 
selects as the chosen instruments for entertaining and educating 
the American people. The mere designation of the lucky 900 
must immediately be followed by favoring some of them with 
the better wave lengths, the greater power or the longer hours 
for permissible broadcasting. It is through such unavoidable 
discriminations that the market place of the air operates. The 
audience coverage of a station is determined by its frequency, 
its power, its location and time of day, all of which are in the 
control of the F.C.C. 

The 900 stations fall into four classes: Class I -A, unlimited 
clear channel; Class I -B, limited clear channel with interference 
from one station only; Class II, limited service on clear channel; 
Class III, regional, and Class IV, local. 

(A) -There are twenty -four Class I -A clear channel stations 
which have a wave length completely to themselves at night 
and power of 50,000 watts. These reach an average area of 150 
miles in the daytime and boo miles at night, but have been 
heard as far as 2,000 miles away. These are the elite, the grantees 
of the widest access to the public. 

(B) -Class I -B stations share a wave length with only one 
other station at night and have a similar potential coverage, 
but use directional antennae or operate on a daytime schedule 
only, to prevent interference. I -B stations operate on ten kilo- 
watt to fifty kilowatt power. Clear channel stations have been 
located in large metropolitan areas, centralized in the main on 
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the East and West coasts where much of the waves is wasted 
over the oceans. It is admitted by all that the less populated 
Middle West and rural areas have not been adequately served 
by them. 

(C) -Class II stations offer limited service on clear channels. 
(D) -The regional stations (III) are assigned ioo to Soo 

watts and several share a wave length carefully allocated to 
prevent interference. 

(E) -The local stations (IV) have power up to 25o watts 
and often do not broadcast at night. 

Daytime broadcasting is transmitted by ground wave only, 
which travels out from the station through the ground at vary- 
ing strengths for about 15o miles. At night the skywave trans- 
mission is added, because the sky waves sent out by the station 
transmitter, and lost in the ether in the daytime, are reflected 
to the earth at night by the Heaviside layers (phenomenon 
memorialized by The New Yorker magazine of September 2, 

1944) . The skywave is subject to occasional fading and skips 
some areas, but makes a clearly received coverage of boo miles 
or more possible for a 5o,000 -watt station. 

We are on the verge of a development which will unbottle 
or further bottle up broadcasting. Standard commercial broad- 
casting has been transmitted by an amplitude modulation (A.M.) 
system since its inception in the 1920's. In the 1930's a substitute 
system called frequency modulation (F.M.) was proposed by 
Major Edwin A. Armstrong of Columbia University. The new 
method has many advantages to offer and it is generally agreed 
that post -war receivers will include both A.M. and F.M. recep- 
tion until such time as a majority of American homes have F.M. 
reception. Then it is hoped that clear channel transmission by 
A.M. will be retained only for such rural areas as are too lightly 
populated to justify F.M. networks. At the end of the war there 
were only fifty -three F.M. stations and only 500,000 receivers, 
but there are a greater number of outstanding applications for 
new F.M. station licenses than for A.M., now being processed 
by the F.C.C. (See Exhibit M, page 295.) 
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Frequency modulation uses only a ground wave with a 

radius of fifteen to 15o miles, depending on power, elevation, 
and so on. Its interference ratio is zoo to 1, as compared with 
A.M.'s two to one. In other words, an interfering noise must 
be zoo times louder than the broadcast signal to interfere with 
its reception. This, in effect, eliminates static, the chances of 
fading and other obstructions to clear reception. The reception 
of voice and music is more nearly perfect with F.M. since it 
transmits up to 30,000 cycles of the original sound, to A.M.'s 
15,000 cycles, which are cut to about 6000 cycles by network 
wire transmission.* The human ear receives only up to about 
12,000 cycle sounds. 

Although F.M. stations have a much more circumscribed 
coverage than A.M., they can be linked by unattended booster 
towers which receive a distant signal, amplify it and send it 
along to another tower or station, so that an F.M. network 
can be established without the necessity for expensive cable 
connections. This has a great bearing on the reduction of in- 
fluence of the few dominant stations located in New York City. 
An F.M. station and network will be much cheaper to establish 
and maintain and will bring broadcasting within the range of 
small business, and educational or civic groups, as well as smaller 
population areas. For example, the Board of Education of Cleve- 
land has installed an F.M. transmitter (156 schools can receive 
the programs in as many as thirty classrooms each) at an over- 
all capital cost of $43,000. The Chicago Board of Education 
put an F.M. transmitter into use in May, 1943. 

These F.M. stations and networks can be made potentially 
independent of the few great metropolitan centers and the four 
national networks if we are wise enough to handle them from 
a non -concentration point of view, unlike our treatment of A.M. 
They can give local expression a forum in competition with na- 
tional stereotype. Several states have worked out plans to cover 
the entire state with an educational F.M. network. They hope 
to forestall individual license grants made haphazardly on a 

Average wire, S,000; Expensive wire, z6,000; F. M., 30,500. 
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private commercial basis only, with no objective of universal 
service. 

The third great advantage of F.M. is its admission of many 
more stations to the air. The 900 A.M. stations are seriously 
crowded in the allotted commercial band. Although each F.M. 
station will need a wider wave than an A.M. station requires, 
the absence of static and interference will permit many more 
F.M. stations to be placed on that wave length.* It is estimated 
that 3,000 stations are possible on the pre -war F.M. part of the 
spectrum and eighteen or twenty may be placed in any one 
area. In the post -war reorganization of the spectrum, when 
many radio services including F.M. will move up into the 
formerly unused high frequencies, there will conceivably be 
enough wave lengths to accommodate as many F.M. stations 
and networks as this country may wish to maintain. If F.M. 
rules are drawn with this diversity in mind, this would tend 
to relieve the speculation in choice and scarce wave lengths 
which has sent A.M. station prices skyrocketing. 

So much for the hope for a more democratic base of owners 
of licenses. But the mechanical possibilities do not operate in 
a vacuum. They are operated by men in a mad, often visionless, 
scramble for monopoly. 

More than 83 per cent of all applications for F.M. permits 
outstanding in October, 1944., were from the present operators 
of A.M. Of the authorized F.M. stations 85 per cent are owned 
by or affiliated with standard broadcast stations. To that extent 
F.M. has provided no additional diversity. We will turn the 
knobs for programs dished out by the same lucky few. 

Although all subsequent rulings have failed to do so, the 
commission recognized the problem on January 15, 1945, and 
said in a report: 

To keep the door open for later applicants, the Commission is 

considering the adoption of the following plan: 5o FM commercial 

An invention described in Broadcasting of March z6, 1945, makes pos- 
sible F.M. transmission on a narrow band and easy conversion of the existing 
500,000 sets from the present low frequencies to the established higher ones. 
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channels will be available for assignment both to present licensees 
and to newcomers in the radio field. This policy will afford existing 
AM licensees an opportunity to enter FM if they so desire, and in 
addition will enable some new persons to participate in FM's early 
development. The remaining zo FM commercial channels will be 
reserved from assignment at the present time to be licensed in the 
future in accordance with rules and regulations subsequently to be 
promulgated.* 

The bestowal of F.M. has further significance, since more 
than one use of the wave length may be made at the same time. 
A television and sound program will at some future time come 
over the same wave length on which a facsimile receiver is 

turning out a printed story. 
These then, in primary terms, are the spectrum and power 

considerations of the engineers in the broadcasting industry 
and the F.C.C., which must space stations throughout the avail- 
able ether to achieve maximum coverage and minimum inter- 
ference, and which must weigh the relative demands of all radio 
services and needs. These are the engineering factors against 
which a vigilant public must operate to stop the trends of 
monopolization that exist today. 

BUSINESS AND CHAIN ORGANIZATION 

To secure a station license, an operator must show his ability 
to purchase and maintain equipment and to broadcast programs 
in the public interest. 

Only a few citizens today are wealthy enough to enter the 
broadcasting field, where station prices have risen from a range 
of $2o,000 to $500,000 in 1938 to well over $I,000,000 in 1944. 
To ensure a profitable return on these enlarged purchase prices, 
the advertising rates must go up, or better contracts must be 
had with the few corporations which can afford to buy time 
on the air, or a larger proportion of the station's time must 
be turned over to sponsored programs and taken from the sta- 

The policy was rescinded under regulations issued in September, 1945. 
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tion's own sustaining programs. All three have usually hap- 
pened. At times the inflated station is run at a loss by an insti- 
tution like a newspaper, which will derive other than direct 
financial benefits from it. 

In the summer of 1944 the Commission wrote a letter to 
Congress asking for clear jurisdiction over these speculative 
sale prices which seriously prevent diversity of access to the 
ether. Commissioner Durr dissented from the majority, believing 
that the F.C.C. already was empowered to deny speculative 
transfers. In his dissent he summarized the subject to date. The 
four examples he chose sound like some of the Alice in Won- 
derland financing which led to the Banking Inquiry of 1933: 

Station WJLD, Bessemer, Alabama, is a 25o -watt station operat- 
ing on a local channel. The replacement cost of all its physical prop- 
erties, real and personal, is only $12,269, and the original cost 
$12,019. The net worth of all its assets, tangible and intangible, 
according to its books, is $14,236. For the year 1943, its net income 
before Federal taxes and without deduction of any salary for the 
proprietor was $4,966. The purchase price being paid is $106,000 
which is more than seven times the net worth of the station and 
more than twenty -one times its net profits before Federal taxes. 

Station WINX, Washington, D. C., is likewise a 25o -watt sta- 
tion operating on a local channel, but operates with a booster which 
serves to extend its coverage. The replacement of all its physical 
properties, real and personal, is only $58,492, and the original cost 
$56,966. The net worth of all of its assets, tangible and intangible, 
according to its books, is $48,254. For the year 1943, its net income 
before Federal taxes was $20,186. The purchase price being paid 
is $500,000, which is more than ten times the net worth of the 
station and more than twenty -four times its net profits before taxes. 

Station WJLD was first licensed only a little more than two 
years ago and Station WINX less than four -and -one -half years ago. 
The purchase price being paid for WJLD represents a profit of 
nearly 800 per cent on the cost of its physical properties and over 
65o per cent on its net worth. The purchase price being paid for 
WINX represents a profit of nearly 800 per cent on the cost of its 
physical properties and over 95o per cent on its net worth. 
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Station WQXR, New York, N. Y., is a so -kw station and 
WQXQ is a frequency modulation (FM) station. No figures were 
before the Commission as to the replacement cost or the original 
cost of the physical properties involved in the transfer. However, 
the net worth of all of the assets of the present licensee corporation, 
both tangible and intangible, is $227,037. For the year 1943, its net 
income before Federal taxes was $30,320. The purchase price being 
paid is approximately $1,000,000, which is approximately four-and- 
one-half times the net worth of the licensee corporation and nearly 
thirty -three times its net profits before taxes... . 

In each of the three transfers under consideration, the price 
being paid appears, on its face, to be greatly in excess of any 
demonstrated value of the properties and business being sold. For 
what is this excess being paid? Are there elements of value in the 
transferors' properties and business which are not apparent from 
the information contained in their applications, or are they selling 
something they do not own and have no right to sell, namely, the 
use of a radio channel? 

That there are innumerable qualified groups and individuals 
who can easily afford to buy the equipment needed for a broád- 
casting company is indisputable. But there is no use talking in 
such realistic terms. The permits are all issued. To get into the 
sacred circle you have to pay fabulous sums for a transfer of a 

permit. That piece of paper -that grant of power -is worth 
anywhere from $250,000 to $1,000,000. The Congress and the 
F.C.C. have allowed this nasty situation to continue. A tired 
operator, or one who wants to cash in at a profit, fixes the price 
-and the F.C.C. rubber stamps the succession, irrespective of 
price. The transfer of a seat on the Stock Exchange even before 
the establishment of the S.E.C. was subject to far greater social 
considerations. 

In recent decisions the F.C.C. has called for public bids in 
station transfers, but as yet the change of policy has not shown 
a change in price levels or more widely held ownership 
diversity. 

Congress must move quickly, or the continuation of such 
a practice will give rise to the argument that a licensee has a 
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vested right to capitalize on the permit itself. Attorneys for one 

of the networks already have started to sing that tune. 

THE NETWORKS 

The limit on numbers, and the astronomical prices for per- 

mits, would not be so serious a danger if it were not for the 

mammoth network operations. The most ominous and extensive 

trend in broadcasting, and the most susceptible to simple con- 

trol, is that of concentrated ownership. Four networks, all 

operating from Manhattan Island, New York City, run the in- 

dustry. Before the war two of them controlled 95 per cent of 

the nighttime power -that is, nearly all the total station wattage 

in operation throughout the country in the most valuable lis- 

tening hours. These two absorbed 51 per cent of the profits of 

the industry in 1938 and, as a consequence, dominated the 

National Association of Broadcasters (The N.A.B.), a public 
relations and service association for the trade. 

Through the N.A.B., the N.B.C. and C.B.S. organizations 
have contested every attempt by other groups of broadcasters, 
by Congress, or by the F.C.C. acting for Congress to curb their 
imperial activities. An American Network was choked off in 

1933; the Mutual network was effectively kept out of markets 
where only one or two stations existed which were sewed up 
by affiliation contracts with the dominant networks; and the 
Transcontinental and Atlantic Coast networks never got to first 

base in 1939-4o. This anti -democratic story has never been told 
to the American public. No radio stations have dared to air it. 

No newspaper has thought it was of interest to the people of 
this nation.* 

From 1938 to 1941 the F.C.C. conducted hearings on chain 

broadcasting practices. The F.C.C. in a sober report terminat- 
ing the voluminous hearings on chain broadcasting, had recom- 
mended curbs, embodied in eight regulations, on network 
dictation to independent stations. The Supreme Court, in 1943, 

A new network, Associated, was formed in September, 1945. In the main 
it is a cooperative sales organization for independent stations. 
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placed a blessing on these few meager moves of the F.C.C. to 
prevent monopoly of the air. 

A variety of shocking monopolistic and restrictive practices 
was revealed at the hearings on the complaint of the Mutual 
network against the N.B.C. and C.B.S. Mutual, incidentally, 
is in a sense a cooperative network of participating stations 
affiliated with it. In cities with two stations or less, Mutual pro- 
grams could not be heard when the existing stations had ex- 
clusive contracts with the two older chains. C.B.S. and N.B.C. 
would not allow their affiliates to pick up anything from any 
other network! Raymond Swing, broadcasting for Mutual, 
could not be heard in Portland, Maine, or Montgomery, Ala- 
bama, because the two stations in those cities were forbidden 
by contract to take a Mutual program, even if they had free 
time available. There were in 1938 only thirty -six cities in the 
country with enough stations for each of the four existing net- 
works. Our public at times was denied the right to hear even 
the broadcast of the baseball world series. That is a symbol of 
freedom in extremis! 

The second kind of exclusivity maintained by the chain 
contracts prevented an N.B.C. or C.B.S. program from being 
heard in a city on a non -affiliated station even where the chain - 
affiliated station did not want to carry the program. The fol- 
lowing letter from the manager of a Louisville station sets forth 
a typical result of this "station exclusivity ": 

The crying about Toscanini being denied the public is especially 
amusing to me. I recall when WGRC made strong efforts to secure 
the Toscanini series in Louisville. At the time there was no full -time 
Blue outlet in the city. The regular National Broadcasting Co. outlet 
had its time occupied completely with National Broadcasting Co. 
Red commercials. The civic music groups, many local musicians, 
etc., petitioned National Broadcasting Co. and the local National 
Broadcasting Co. outlet to carry the show or to allow some other 
local station to carry it. Both WGRC and the civic music group 
offered to pay line charges to Cincinnati, if necessary, in order to 
carry the concerts, But nothing doing. Further, National Broadcast- 
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ing Co. didn't even have the courtesy to reply to our offer. All this 

was before WGRC was a Mutual outlet. 

A third restraint on the market was involved in so- called 

"option time." The network practice had arisen of writing into 

affiliation contracts the provision that certain hours of the day 

-the most valuable in view of audience and commercial sale - 
should be considered network option time and upon request of 

the network must be cleared by the local station affiliate of any 

earlier program. The dominant networks argued that option 

time was a necessity for arranging and selling national programs 

on hundreds of stations. Without it, their attorneys argued, 

there could be no network operations! Mutual countercharged 
that option time was used by the dominant networks to chase 

out programs of any competing organization. When the aboli- 

tion of option time was recommended by the F.C.C., however, 

Mutual joined the N.B.C. and C.B.S. in asking that it be re- 

tained in some form for the business convenience of chain broad- 

casters. The F.C.C. regulations now prevent "station" or "terri- 
torial exclusivity," and limit option time to three hours out of 

each sector of the broadcast day, in order to leave a little time 

in the morning, afternoon and evening for the unhampered 
use of the individual station. I doubt if even three hours of 

servitude of local stations would long endure if our public is 

ever informed of this evil. There is still considerable civic dis- 

satisfaction with the existing option time arrangement. 
In effect, the choice evening hours are absorbed by the mass - 

appeal commercial programs of the national networks. A num- 

ber of plans have been suggested to Congress for the reservation 

of a half hour or hour in each quarter of the day and evening 

schedule for public service or local interest programs, but the 

cohesion of business sentiment of the press and radio has never 

allowed these ideas to filter out to a forum of public discussion 

or wide consideration. 
The network domination over local stations was extended 

by other devices. N.B.G and C.B.S. affiliation contracts were 
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drawn for a term of five years. The station was bound by the 
contract for the full five years, but the network could cancel 
at the end of one year. Do not forget that here is a monopoly- 
franchised industry imposing restraints far beyond those im- 
posed by businesses not affected with a public interest. In view 
of the one -year term of the license then granted the station by 
F.C.C. these provisions were particularly inequitable. F.C.C. 
regulation 3.103 limits the affiliation contract to one year for 
both parties, plus sixty days of prior notice. The license period 
of the F.C.C. has since been lengthened to three years on the 
ground that the industry is becoming more stabilized. 

Regulation 3.105 was issued to restore the station's right to 
accept or refuse a network program. In view of the limit of 
goo broadcasters, freedom of the air had been curtailed by a 
kind of slavery of small stations. When Station WFBR of 
Baltimore refused an N.B.C. Red network commercial program 
because the time requested was being used as a recruiting pro- 
gram by the National Guard, the N.B.C. sent a threatening 
communication which forced the station to oust the recruiting 
program in favor of soap promotion. Under our democratic 
system of broadcasting, we had assumed that the individual 
station is the licensed and responsible party which should exer- 
cise judgment as to suitability of programs. Regulation 3.105 
explicitly enjoins a network from interfering with a station's 
judgment and choice of programs. Instead of four judgments - 
that is, the networks' -we the listeners are entitled to the full goo. 

The exposure of the discriminatory rates and practices which 
had arisen in the National Broadcasting Company from its own- 
ership of both Red and Blue networks led to the separation and 
sale of the Blue network to independent owners. The same 
interests had owned two networks in a tight and limited market. 
R.C.A., the parent of N.B.C., fought for years against the need 
of selling one of them. If permitted, it would no doubt have 
tried to buy up all the air. Dual network ownership had enabled 
N.B.C. to offer advertising discounts based on time purchased 
from both networks -block booking at its worst. The Blue had 
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been used as a "loss leader" to build up the Red commercial 
schedule. Competition between the two, though seemingly very 
real to the N.B.C. staff, was obviously merely intra -mural team 

play when viewed from the outside. 
Ownership of two stations in any one city was prohibited 

by Regulation 3.107. The key stations owned by the two dom- 

inant networks were their greatest sources of revenue and their 
primary points of origin for network programs. Of the twenty - 
five I -A clear channel stations in the country in 1941, C.B.S. 

and N.B.C. were the owners of ten. When the F.C.C. examined 

the network practice of owning key stations in profitable centers 
and of one network owning two stations in each of several 
cities, it found the practice one which seriously curtailed com- 
petition. The network was under conflicting pressures as a 

proprietor of its own stations and as an agent for affiliated sta- 

tions. Its own stations, which tied up key broadcasting facilities, 
were inaccessible to competing network programs. The new 
regulations have eliminated the single ownership of two stations 
in any one city but have not faced the more difficult economic 
problem of station ownership by a network. 

An investigation in 1941 showed: Total net sales of C.B.S. 

and N.B.C. in 1938 equalled $44,000,000. Of this the network 
operators retained $32,0°0,000. They handed out $12,000,000 
to stations. The two networks owned twenty-three stations 
which were paid more than one third of this balance. They 
received about $5,000,000 while the other stations not owned 
by the networks, numbering 253, received only $7,000,000. The 
overbearingly large profits of network -owned stations were 
claimed as a necessary reserve source of revenue for possible 
hard times of radio. The F.C.C. report points out, however, 
that a diversified investment outside the broadcasting field would 
be much more of a deflationary reserve, since station and net- 
work finance fluctuate together. 

The other claim for network ownership of stations is the 
alleged necessity for well equipped studios in talent centers. 
This necessity is disproved by the Mutual cooperative arrange- 
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ment, which originates and pioneers programs around the coun- 
try without the direct ownership of the originating station. If 
networks owned no stations there would, no doubt, be a greater 
amount of origination of programs outside of New York City 
stations and the very few other originating stations of the net- 
works. The real stumbling block to a divorce of station owner- 
ship from network operation is timidity of the F.C.C. to act 
without a Congressional mandate. 

Other restrictive practices which the hearings and regula- 
tions have brought to an end were network dictation of station 
rates, network ownership of artists' bureaus and network ex- 
clusive operation of transcription services. At one time the net- 
works tried to corral all the radio talent of the nation by acting 
as agents for all performers they hired. 

Each artist bureau owned by a network had a duty in acting 
for a client -on a 20 per cent commission -to drive a hard bar- 
gain with the network for the best terms and salary possible. 
But being owned by the network, it had an obligation to hire 
the artist as cheaply as possible. This thoroughly dishonest 
conflict of ilíterests did not disturb the men who ran the net- 
works. Their attorneys publicly defended this double dealing. 
Such were and still are the ethics of monopolists, even though 
the investigation by the Federal Communications Commission 
ended this particular evil practice. 

The networks, and their counsel, claimed that the regula- 
tions if enacted would "result in the eventual destruction of 
national program service" and "destroy the American system 
of network broadcasting." But the industry has .gone on to 
higher pinnacles of profitability in 1943, 1944 and 1945 without 
a word of thanks or apology to the F.C.C. 

The network mouthpiece, the N.A.B., circulated reports, 
bulletins and quantities of colored news to the 90o stations, the 
press -often more than friendly on the score of ownership inter- 
relations -and the legislators of state and nation. One example 
of the untenable but persuasive publicity put out by the two 
big networks and the N.A.B. was the cry of "radical reform 
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leading to the overthrow of American broadcasting," which 
ran all through the F.C.C. hearings and subsequent legal pro- 
ceedings on chain broadcasting practices from 1938 to 1943. 
To all of this and much more the public never was given the 
other side of the debate. There was no market place open to 
all points of view. One third of the stations have financial affili- 
ations with newspapers. The pipeline to the public was less than 
adequate for an informed people which must, or rather should, 
be the mainspring of public action. But the one -sided campaign 
did not stop there. A letter inspired by N.B.C. was sent to 
Congress by sixty -three ministers, led by Dr. Harry Emerson 
Fosdick: 

We, the undersigned Christian ministers of many different de- 
nominational backgrounds, who have had the privilege of using the 
radio networks of the National Broadcasting Co., appeal to you in 
this letter because we are convinced that all programs of religious 
broadcasting stand today in serious peril. 

The recently issued report of the Federal Communications Com- 
mission, if put into effect, would, in our judgment, greatly curtail 
the opportunity for such nationwide service and would jeopar- 
dize cultural, educational, musical, and religious broadcasting in 
general .. . 

The action proposed by the Federal Communications Commis- 
sion seems to us hasty, drastic and ill- considered. Before so radical 
and precipitate an action is taken, we appeal to you for a full and 
searching investigation of this entire question, in the endeavor to 
determine whether the present organization of the radio industry 
or the proposed alternative will better serve the interests of all the 
people. 

In time of crisis, when morale is vitally important, and when a 

spiritual ministry of nonsectarian character is by common consent 
needed as never before, it seems to us deplorable thus to throw 
religious broadcasting into confusion. Certainly we feel sure that 
no such action should be taken except after thorough investigation 
and upon convincing evidence of need. 

Respectfully yours, 
HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK. 
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I wrote to Dr. Fosdick, a great liberal divine, to ask what 
he knew about the F.C.C. inquiry and the facts developed 
therein. He freely admitted he had never seen or read the 
F.C.C. report. He and the sixty -three ministers must have felt 
some chagrin in watching the expansion of their audience over 
an enlarging network and the maintenance of their broadcasts 
under the F.C.C. regulations- broadcasts which they may now 
realize are threatened only by the increasing portion of com- 
mercial time sold by the networks at the expense of sustaining 
programs. I do not charge these ministers with any corruption, 
but I do suggest that free time for their sermons may have 
clouded their vision and made them a little too careless in passing 
judgment without scrutiny. 

Mr. Justice Harlan srid in the Northern Securities case that, 
"It is the history of monopolies in this country and in England 
that predictions of ruin are habitually made by them when 
it is attempted, by legislation, to restrain their operations and 
to protect the public against their exactions." 

The other priceless service of the N.A.B. to the big net- 
works, and to a good many station owners, has been the itera- 
tion and moral enforcement of the N.A.B. code. In 1939, a year 
after the opening of the hearings on chain broadcasting, the 
N.A.B. published a code to guide individual station managers 
in the selection and editing of programs. The code was the 
product of careful deliberation in the industry and was uni- 
versally greeted, both in and out of the industry, as a noble 
standard. Its very origin was invalid, for it arose from a desire 
to ban a violent clergyman from the air. To do so they in- 
vented a dangerous formula. 

The code, amended from time to time, calls for the careful 
supervision of children's programs, generous time for educa- 
tional and religious programs, accurate and fair presentation of 
news without editorial bias and some limitation upon commer- 
cial copy. Certain types of advertising are banned. Time must 
be sold, as required by legislation, on an equal basis to all parties 
during election campaigns. But the two provisions of the code 
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which have brought it to grief are those dealing with contro- 
versial issues and solicitation of memberships: 

CONTROVERSIAL PUBLIC ISSUES ... Time for the pres- 
entation of controversial issues shall not be sold, except for political 
broadcasts. There are three fundamental reasons for this refusal to 
sell time for public discussion and, in its stead, providing time for it 
without charge. First, it is a public duty of broadcasters to bring 
such discussion to the radio audience regardless of the willingness 
of others to pay for it. Second, should time be sold for the discus- 
sion of controversial issues, it would have to be sold, in fairness to 
all,, with the ability and desire to buy at any given time. Conse- 
quently, all possibility of regulating the amount of discussion on 
the air in proportion to other elements of properly balanced pro- 
gramming or of allotting the available periods with due regard to 
listener interest in the topics to be discussed would be surrendered. 
Third, and by far the most important, should time be sold for the 
discussion of controversial public issues and for the propagation of 
the views of individuals or groups, a powerful public forum would 
inevitably gravitate almost wholly into the hands of those with the 
greater means to buy it. 

SOLICITATION OF MEMBERSHIPS- Solicitations of mem- 
berships in organizations, except where such memberships are inci- 
dental to the rendering of commercial services, such as an insurance 
plan either in respect to casualty to life or property, or for mem- 
bership in the American Red Cross or like organizations engaged in 
charitable work, are deemed to be unacceptable under the basic 
theory of the Code and, therefore, time should be neither given nor 
sold for this purpose. 

It has become apparent and rather generally admitted in 
private discussion in the six years of the code's use that these 
two clauses have been a cloak under which to hide discrimi- 
nation against labor, cooperative, consumer and minority group 
programs reaching the public. If a union offered to buy time, it 
was almost universally refused by the N.A.B. stations on the 
ground that a labor program was essentially controversial. A 
consumer cooperative which requested commercial time to ad- 
vertise a manufactured product was similarly refused, on the 
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double basis of being controversial and a membership- soliciting 
institution. C.B.S. turned down one cooperative's request with 
the explanation: "The offered programs were clearly contro- 
versial in nature, being designed to promote a fundamental 
change in the present system of marketing and distribution of 
goods and services, whereby cooperative associations would 
largely supplant stores and other common distributive estab- 
lishments." 

When Mark Woods of the A.B.C. was cross -examined on 
the logic of this attitude, in an F.C.C. hearing of 1943, he 
maintained that a membership -selling mutual life insurance com- 
pany would be sold time, but not a cooperative manufacturer; 
that the Ford Motor Company could broadcast opinionated 
discussions by W. H. Cameron as a commercial program, but 
that a labor union would not be sold time to sponsor a sym- 
phony orchestra. In other words, labor was to have no access 
to radio "good will," let alone to radio as an advertising medium. 
A.B.C., incidentally, bravely reversed its position and threw 
the door wider open than it has ever been thrown by a net- 
work. 

Instances of censorship under the code are found on all 
sides. A memorial broadcast dedicated to Heywood Broun in 
1941 was censored of the words "and (Broun) started the News- 
paper Guild." N.B.C. would not broadcast a transcription of 
President Roosevelt's voice reading Broun's famous Christmas 
column. The Committee for Harry Bridges could get no radio 
hearing in 1947. The New York Industrial Union Council could 
not buy or receive time to tell people to register for the coming 
election. A transcription campaign of the Cooperative League 
was refused by C.B.S. and N.B.C. for a long period, until public 
outcry and Congressional pressure effected a compromise with 
the networks. 

The cutting off of labor from access to commercial radio 
time was not, of course, compensated by the free gift of sus- 
taining time. As is true of all interests which must compete for 
free time, labor was thereby limited to the less favorable listen- 
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ing hours, without the chance of continuity of radio appear- 
ances or of reaching a desired audience. 

The N.A.B. Code Manual shows the extent of labor censor- 
ship encouraged by the Code and the narrow interpretation put 
on free speech and representative programs by the small and 
homogeneous group of radio station owners: 

LABOR ON THE AIR: Discussion -or dramatization -of labor 
problems on the air is almost always of a controversial nature. Even 
the so- called facts about labor, such as the American Federation of 
Labor's audited membership figures, are usually challenged. There- 
fore, the presentation of a labor program usually calls for at least 
one other program because of the division in the ranks of organized 
labor. It is not always possible to balance a labor program with an 
employers' program. The organized labor movement is divided into 
three principal segments, each bitterly opposing the other. These 
are the American Federation of Labor, the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, and unaffiliated unions, large and small, scattered 
throughout the country. If Philip Murray, the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations' chief, for instance, took the air to assail the National 
Association of Manufacturers, the American Federation of Labor, 
and the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, proper bal- 
ance would require that all three be offered time to reply. The 
situation is further complicated by the fact that employers, as a rule, 
won't discuss their labor problems on the air and are inclined to 
frown on those stations, especially in smaller communities, which 
open their facilities to labor leaders. 

Allen Haywood of the C.I.O. made the point at the F.C.C. 
hearings in 1941 (Docket 6051) that "the attempt of unions 
to obtain time on the air is frequently made for the purpose of 
offsetting propaganda and misrepresentation in the daily press," 
for labor generally feels that the press, owned by big business 
and dependent on advertising, does not fairly represent it. 
"Some of the more glaring instances of discrimination against 
labor unions have been committed by newspaper -owned 
stations." 

The C.I.O. reported to Congress in 1943 on the effect of the 
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labor stand of the broadcasters that "it is true that labor organi- 
zations have not been completely barred from buying time, but 
that is only because not all radio stations belong to the N.A.B., 
and because some of the stations which do have elected, upon 
occasion, not to comply with the N.A.B. code. On the other 
hand, the influence of this code extends far beyond the member- 
ship of the N.A.B. and may be said to reflect the general policies 
of the whole radio industry." 

The C.I.O. launched a publicity attack in 1944 on the broad- 
casters' use of the code to turn down requests for union pro- 
grams. Its complaints to the F.C.C. culminated in the petition 
to revoke the license of Station WHKC of Columbus, which 
censored speeches and parts of scripts broadcast by a C.I.O. 
local. As a result of the attention brought to bear on the sub- 
ject, one broadcaster after another has announced a new policy 
in regard to labor programs. 

The A.B.C.'s new owner, Edward Noble, had written in 

1943: 

I am prepared to say that my policy, stated in general terms, 
will be to refrain from adopting any restrictions which will auto- 
matically rule out certain types of programs on the basis of the 
identity or personality of the individual, corporation, or organiza- 
tion sponsoring or offering them. I propose to meet each request for 
time with an open mind and to consider such requests strictly on 
their individual merits and without arbitrary discrimination. 

Carrying out this philosophy, A.B.C. can forever be proud 
that it was the first network to sell time to trade unions for 
controversial issues. 

Station WMCA of New York and Station WHKC have 
made similar statements of policy. The N.A.B. Code Committee 
was in the process of reconsidering the subject in 1945, but 
even if the written code remains unamended, the more equitable 
interpretation by individual stations may follow. 

These severe limitations on the areas of discussion over the 
air must be charged to the domination of the two networks. 
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They used their power over the industry to diminish diversity 
of opinion. 

Whether or not labor has anything of value to say on the 
air is not the question. We are faced with the fact that several 
large sectors of society cannot, generally speaking, get through 
the bottlenecks of the air. I am concerned primarily for the 
public. Without an informed public there are no enduring an- 
swers to problems touching labor. Radio has not given listen- 
ers that diversity of points of view to which a democratic society 
is entitled. In both the movie and radio industries we find the 
cloak of a code used as an agreement in restraint of trade in 
ideas. 

Whatever might be said as to the rights of single broad- 
casters to accept or reject a program, the situation is funda- 
mentally different when a group of stations agrees on unified 
formulae for exclusion. It is the horizontal agreement to limit 
subject matter on the air which acts contra diversity, and cuts 
down competition of ideas on the air. 

As the radio industry came to fruition in the 193os, the 
network system of broadcasting became an economic essential. 
Network affiliation has been growing steadily, and even the 
introduction of two networks (Mutual in 1934 and the A.B.C. 
in 1943) to compete with the original N.B.C. Red and C.B.S. 
chains has not altered the essential trend toward concentration 
of economic power and a few units of increasing size. The skill 

and business acumen of the industry leaders, together with world 
events, has been building the four networks to the point where 
N.B.C. received (before taxes) a 190 per cent return on the 
value of its property in 1943; C.B.S. a 158 per cent return; 
the A.B.C. 149 per cent, and Mutual, 84 per cent. Of the 
$ 307,000,000 grossed by the industry in 1943, 5o per cent of 
the profits have gone to the four chain organizations -the other 
half distributed among the 900 operating stations. 

With such profits it may not be unreasonable to suggest 
that all stations should be compelled to give the public some 
programs each day -programs for which stations get no pay 
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from advertisers, programs in which the licensees believe, pro- 
grams in which they as publishers or editors have a deep concern, 
programs which will truly test the licensees' appreciation of 
these semi -monopolistic franchises given them by the people 
of the United States. 

WHO OWNS THE AIR 

The business interests which own the present four chains, 
the 900 individual stations -95o in 1944, including F.M. -and 
which preponderate in the applications for F.M. and television 
stations fall into a few major groups. 

The largest chunk of concentrated ownership lies with the 
radio manufacturers. R.C.A. owns the N.B.C. network, the 
first and most expensive. Anti -trust action in the radio patent 
field has been taken sporadically over the years, but in 1945 
R.C.A. still remains in the dominant patent and manufacturing 
position. This came to R.C.A. by virtue of its early start (in 
1919, the year before the start of broadcasting) -its shrewd 
linking of manufacturing, distribution, broadcasting, talent, 
communications, training and countless other radio functions. 
Its mammoth size and its influence can be traced in every di- 
rection. Of its $326,000,000 gross in 1944., $244,000,000 came 
from its manufacturing activities, $25,000,000 from its communi- 
cations and miscellaneous activities and $57,000,000 from its 
broadcasting network. 

Report on Chain Broadcasting states: 

RCA was originally founded to utilize wireless techniques for 
the transmission of messages; today it bestrides whole industries, 
dwarfing its competitors in each. Every new step has not only 
increased RCA's power in fields already occupied, but has enhanced 
its competitive advantages in occupying fields more and more 
remote from its beginnings. 

Thus, for example, RCA's control of thousands of patents, and 
its experience with and ownership of prebroadcasting wireless trans- 
mitters, as well as its support from General Electric and Westing- 
house, gave it a running start in the infant radio -broadcasting indus- 
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try. Later, RCA's position as the leading distributor of radio re- 
ceivers enabled it to enter the business of selling radio -phonograph 
combinations in cooperation first with Brunswick and then with 
Victor, and subsequently to acquire Victor, the leading phono- 
graph and phonograph record manufacturer. This step -by -step inva- 
sion of the phonograph business, in turn, gave RCA entering wedges 
into the transcription and talent supply business; RCA -VICTOR 
artists broadcast over NBC and made RCA transcriptions while 
NBC artists recorded for RCA -VICTOR. The result was to give 

RCA and its subsidiaries a marked competitive advantage over other 
broadcasting companies, other radio manufacturers, and other 
phonograph and phonograph- record companies. RCA's entry into 
the motion picture field, first through RCA Photophone and then 
through RKO, was also a step -by -step process, and similarly but- 
tressed RCA's competitive position in other spheres. Today, with its 

patents, managed artists, manufacturing plants, distribution facilities, 
personnel, experience, and financial strength, RCA has a tremendous 
competitive advantage in occupying such newly opening fields as 

frequency modulation (FM), broadcasting and television -an advan- 
tage which may, indeed, discourage newcomers in fields where RCA 
has become or seeks to become dominant. 

Even with its sale of R.K.O. -one of the movie giants -and 
the separation of the Blue Network -now the American Broad- 
casting Company -and the artists' bureau eliminated from the 
remainder of its broadcasting organization, as a result of a vigi- 
lant F.C.C., we can well question the advisability of allowing 
one of our four networks to remain a portion of such an empire. 

The report continues: 

RCA occupies a premier position in fields which are profoundly 
determinative of our way of life. Its diverse activities give it a 

peculiarly advantageous position in competition with enterprises 
less widely based. Its policies are determined by a management sub- 
ject to little restraint other than self- imposed. 

Whether this ramified and powerful enterprise with its consistent 
tendency to grow and expand into new fields at the expense of 
smaller independent concerns is desirable, is not to be decided here 
(by the F.C.C.). We have thought it proper, however, to call the 
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attention of Congress and the public to the broader problems raised 
by this concentration of power in the hands of a single group. 

Of course the F.C.C. has no way of calling this serious situa- 
tion to the attention of the public. There is virtually a blockade 
against criticism of giants in the press or over the radio. 

The position of hegemony occupied by R.C.A. in radio man- 
ufacturing and broadcasting would be beyond reproach or envy 
if it did not lead R.C.A. to the same anti -social activities that 
bigness and concentration always inspire. The confusion of 
the ether after the first World War, the delay and withholding 
of foreign news in the post -war years by the cable companies, 
the slow adoption of F.M., the present struggle in television and 
the high price of coaxial cable use by broadcasters, keeping 
small stations from network service, are radio developments 
which have in the past and may in the future militate against 
the public interest in the exploitation of the air waves. R.C.A. 
played a guiding role in each instance. 

Back in 1919, when the vital story of the Versailles Peace 
Conference was awaited in America, commercial messages were 
getting priority over press dispatches and forcing twelve to 
thirty hour delays in news transmission. Also a German -R.C.A. 
agreement routed all Italian messages through Germany. In 
1922 the Chicago Tribune, New York Times and Philadelphia 
Ledger set up a receiving station in Halifax to escape the re- 
strictions of the General Electric- R.C.A. combine and were 
later joined by news services and other papers. They met great 
difficulties in obtaining the necessary equipment and, in 1929, 
when Press Wireless was formed as an amalgam of the foreign 
news interests, an agreement had to be signed with R.C.A. 
which called for a 45 per cent profit to R.C.A. on apparatus 
bought from G.E. and 5 per cent royalty on gross receipts. 
(See Exhibit N, page 296.) 

Today R.C.A. holds the largest group of television patents - 
764 in December, 1943 -and anyone moving into that field 
must do business with R.C.A. 
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The obstruction of F.M. development can clearly be laid at 
the door of R.C.A. F.M.'s inventor and champion, Major Ed- 
win Armstrong, has related what R.C.A. did to restrict our 
right to listen. (See Exhibit O, page 297.) 

R.C.A.'s early dealing with the Bell System left to A. T. 
& T. the clear monopoly over wire transmission of broadcasts. 
Broadcasts are linked from station to station in a network by 
high quality wire, called coaxial cable, leased from the Bell 

System, for which the charge is $1,800 to $3,000 an hour. The 
N.B.C. spends $4,000,000 on wire charges annually; C.B.S. 
$2,000,000, and Mutual, $1,000,000. Some rural and marginal 
stations cannot afford network contracts because of prohibi- 
tive wire charges. The F.C.C. has investigated these charges 
and brought about large reductions, but wire transmission is 

still a costly matter. An increasing use is being made of radio 
relay instead of wire relay, but with the present crowding in 
the radio frequencies and the experimental status of relay per- 
formance and equipment in the higher frequencies, radio relay 
development lies in the future. 

Zenith, Finch, Westinghouse, Philco, Farnsworth and Du 
Mont are among the twenty -five other radio manufacturers 
owning A.M., F.M. and television stations, but all of them to- 
gether hold a comparatively unimportant position compared to 
R.C.A.'s. Finch, which owns facsimile patents, does not appear, 
despite some recent advertising, to be pressing facsimile use, 
perhaps for fear of upsetting its present flourishing business. 

The moving picture companies are showing more interest 
in broadcasting as television days approach but are not a large 
sector of .radio ownership. Nor have advertising agencies in- 
vested in station ownership to any great extent. 

As discussed earlier, we must keep in mind the fact that the 
four networks own not only thirty stations* but that these are 
the most powerful and fortunately placed ones -including four- 
teen of the country's twenty -four clear -channel stations. 

C.B.S., 8; N.B.C., 6; A.B.C., 4; Mutual is a cooperative, but 9 stations 
and z regional chains are represented on its Board of Directors. 
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The cohesive business interest next in importance to R.C.A.'s 
in its effect on broadcasting is publishing. Of the 912 A.M. 
stations in 1944, 298 were owned in part or in full by news- 
papers. Henry Luce of Life, Time -Fortune bought a 121/4 per 
cent interest in the American Broadcasting Company -formerly 
the Blue Network -but sold it to majority owner in October, 
1945. Sixty -five of the I S 7 F.M. applications in May, 194.4, were 
from newspaper interests. Termination of the F.C.C. newspaper 
investigation has increased the proportion received since then. 

The proportion of newspaper owners of radio stations in- 
creased 3 per cent in ten years (193 I -1941) when wartime 
conditions began to govern the market. Eight of the newspaper - 
owned stations are on clear channels. No one can deny that 
newspaper interest in radio is a natural one and that some of 
the best stations in the country are owned by newspapers. The 
conflict of interest in the dual ownership has, however, re- 
sulted in certain practices detrimental to fair competition, and 
the dual ownership destroys diversity of opinion. 

"We both know," wrote a Hearst radio executive in Oc- 
tober, 1940, "that networks lean over backward to affiliate 
with newspaper -owned and managed stations." And in July, 
1939, an N.B.C. sales letter boasted that 40 per cent of the 
Blue Network -now the American Broadcasting Company - 
was newspaper- owned. 

Careful hearinw on the subject bet ore the F.C.C. in 1943 
led to no government action or policy in to e field, but brought 
to light serious considerations for the listening and governing 
public. The most serious conflict between the two interests 
raged from 1932 to 1939 in the news services. For fear of news 
competition from the infant radio industry, the newspapers 
denied their newsgathering services for radio use, a clear vio- 
lation of our anti -trust legislation. 

After a couple of years of news piracy and sniping, a press - 
radio agreement was signed, in 1934, to forestall a C.B.S. news 
service of its own. The agreement restricted radio stations to 
five -minute news summaries timed to follow newspaper edi- 
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tions at 9:30 A.M. and 9 P.M. -just long enough to whet the 

listeners' appetites for their newspaper reports. The stations 

were to "stay twelve hours back of the news." It was "under- 
stood that when a radio station began broadcasting news other 
than that received from the Press -Radio Bureau, their programs 
would be dropped from the newspapers and that ordinary pub- 
licity channels for news materials and pictures would be closed 

to them." 
I know of no business action ever taken by the most power- 

ful tycoons of industry to equal this restraint on the market. 
It was brazen and arrogant. The public had no access to the 

market place of criticism and any public official fighting both 
the press and the radio must be a sacrificial lamb. Station WOR 
in New York City openly flaunted the agreement but the New 
York papers did not dare use economic sanctions against a 

station owned by an advertiser of the proportions of R. H. 
Macy & Company. 

This attempt to protect the publishers' "property rights in 

the news" failed when Transradio Press was organized in 1934 

for radio's own use. Transradio's service was hampered when- 
ever possible by the newspaper associations -in the press gal- 

leries, in the reception of cable news, in the publication of 
radio logs by newspapers. The U.P. and I.N.S. gradually were 
forced to deal with radio stations considered competitors by 
local newspaper members. Finally, when the three press associa- 
tions started to cheat on each other, the A.P. service was sold to 
non -newspaper members -in 1939 to networks and in 1940 a spe- 
cial radio department, Press Association or P.A., was established. 
P.A.'s news was for the first time available to commercial spon- 
sors, though sponsorship of news had been one of the issues of 
the press -radio news fight. Today U.P. and I.N.S. receive one 
third of their revenues from broadcasting stations and some 

of the networks resell these services to sponsors at a profit to 
the networks. 

While refusing to serve radio stations in the early days of 
this controversy, the news services gave preferential rates al 
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newspaper -owned stations and used an "asset value franchise" 
in some instances to protect a newspaper -owned station against 
a non -newspaper -owned station. The Cowles Des Moines Reg- 
ister and Tribune and its three stations used their influence to 
restrict the news supply of Station WHO for a number of years. 

The monopolistic agreement between R.C.A. and Press 
Wireless, in 1929, mentioned earlier as an instance of patent 
controls blocking a radio development, is also an instance of 
newspaper and radio interest at loggerheads, with the public 
suffering the consequences of service limitation. 

A questionnaire circulated by the F.C.C. and reported in 
1941 on discriminatory practices of newspapers against radio 
stations not owned by them disclosed that of 8o1 stations sur- 
veyed more than a quarter of non -newspaper stations com- 
plained that papers would not print their program logs. Eight 
and a half per cent of newspaper -owned stations complained 
about other newspapers. More than one third of all stations 
received no free logs. Twenty -two stations -only one news- 
paper- owned -were refused log publication even at space rates. 

A number of papers exchanged program log publication 
for radio time. More than one half of the press -radio stations 
used joint agreements on advertising rates and discounts, with 
publicity and merchandising services offered by the papers to the 
station's clients. 

The display ads of thirty -six stations were refused by com- 
peting newspapers. Two hundred and eighty -eight stations, 
nearly one third the total, were given no news space by their 
local newspapers "as a general policy." One hundred and sev- 
enty -nine stations asked for more fair and accurate treatment 
by local papers. 

I have placed in an appendix the F.C.C. report on Charleston 
and Kansas City as examples to show the extent to which these 
evil practices have disturbed the market places of thought. (See 
Exhibit P, pages 298, 9.) 

The Hearst newspaper policy particularly dominated its 
radio branch. Newspaper editorials were presented over the air 
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as news comment. Certain subjects in disrepute with the owner 
-A.S.C.A.P., "Ham and Eggs" in California, and labor unions 
-were banned by Station KYA by direction of the San Fran- 
cisco Examiner. There were tie -ins of time sales, newspaper ads 
and listings, and movie slides offered to radio sponsors. Hearst 
magazines paid for time on Hearst stations in order to distribute 
Hearst profits and losses more evenly and avoid tax payments. 
Newspaper -owned stations secured a discount from A.S.C.A.P. 
in 1932 "to pay one third less than the rate applying to non - 
newspaper -owned stations." 

The most serious threat to democracy and free radio in- 
herent in the increasing proportion of newspaper ownership 
of broadcasting is, beyond a doubt, the existence of 114. towns 
where the only radio station was associated with the only news- 
paper ownership. 

A survey reported by the F.C.C. in 1941 shows the following 
singleton town bottlenecks: 

8o i stations surveyed; 
353-only station in city; 
I I i -only station in city was associated with the only pub- 

lisher; 
3 -only two stations in city associated with the only pub- 

lisher. 

The publishers countered the charge of communications 
monopoly by claiming that even in the so- called i -i cities there 
were outlets open to the citizens outside the daily newspaper 
and the one radio station, such as weekly and out -of -town news- 
papers and radio stations located in other cities. But 58 per cent 
of the 1- I cities do not receive any out -of -town radio service. 
Twenty -five of the cities had weekly newspapers, and there was 
an out -of -town newspaper circulation of only thirty -five to 
every loo local newspapers. The answer of the attorney for 
C.B.S. who also defended unlimited merger of radio and press, 
was based on the argument that if a single sound wave or printed 
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word came into such a closed area, that in itself was freedom 
enough for the people of the community. 

But in the r -r cities there is too much concentration of corn-, 

munication and expression. The r -r cities include a large num- 
ber of American communities, even though they tend to be the 
smaller ones of the country. Should the public air waves be 
licensed, even to such a small extent, to a monopoly of ex- 

pression? 
Here are a few examples of the type of cartel which exists 

in many parts of the United States: 
In Houston, Texas, Jesse Jones, the banker and publisher, 

owns one station and controls the two others through close 

financial and personal relationships. The application by Judge 
Roy Hofheinz for a fourth and independent station was con- 
tested by the Jones station and only granted after Hofheinz 
showed the very small proportion of public service or war 
promotion time squeezed between the profitable commercial 
programs of the three existing stations. 

In Greenville, S. C., Station WMRC was kept from securing 
any news service by Roger C. Peace of the local newspaper 
until it sold a 49 per cent interest in the station to Peace. An 
I.N.S. contract was forthcoming nine days later. 

Comparable stories about conditions in Nashville, Colum- 
bus, Miami and Bellingham, are in the F.C.C. record. Newspaper 
ownership and radio -manufacturer ownership of broadcasting 
outlets demonstrably have special interests to serve, which tend 
to contravene the public interest in the optimum use of the 
air waves. 

Persons or corporations owning two or more stations are 

listed in Broadcasting Magazine each year. While the number 
of affiliations has been increasing up to the present 73o, the 
decreasing number of chain owners of recent years indicates 
not only a concentration of broadcasting ownership but also 

a diminished diversity of programs. In 1942, 166 chains of two 
or more stations were listed; in 1943, 37; in 1944, 31; in 1945, 

30. These totals include the four national networks and the 
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regional networks -like the Yankee and the Don Lee -that form 
part of the four national chains. 

The narrowing bottleneck of standard broadcasting own- 
ership is being overlooked in the concern aroused by its results. 
The high price of network time and of stations and the squatter 
sovereignty of frequencies are removing standard broadcasting, 
if not yet F.M., from the reach of new enterprises or average 
men. Topping all that, the wedding of the press and radio fur- 
ther limits the small number of men who hold the power to 
influence public opinion. In such few hands even the most hon- 
orable and honest of owners will become less than adventurous. 
They are now virtually immune from wide public criticism. 
The basic principle which should govern a healthy distribution 
of licenses was stated by the F.C.C. at the time of the enforced 
Blue Network sale on October 12, 1943: 

The mechanism of free speech can operate freely only when the 
controls of public access to the means of a dissemination of news 
and issues are in as many responsible ownerships as possible and each 
exercises its own independent judgment. 

We are far from that state of affairs. 

ADVERTISING BOTTLENECK 

The economic dependence of the individual stations upon 
the networks has been apparent even without the voluminous 
public testimony taken before the F.C.C. and Congress from 
1938 to 1943, little of which ever reached the public. Since 
1943 the newsprint shortage and the increased pace of war -time 
living has turned advertisers and listeners more and more toward 
radio. The costs of Hollywood and Broadway talent -of sym- 
phony orchestras, of prompt news coverage from world battle- 
fronts- required wholesale, nationwide operations. Only very 
remote and isolated stations, or endowed broadcasters, can afford 
to program seventeen hours a day without the aid of network 
service. But only very large business can afford to pay the 
$Io,000 charge for one hour of national network evening time. 
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A few regional networks operate on a smaller scale, but 
most of these -like the Don Lee on the West Coast and Yankee 
Network in New England -also function within the Mutual 
system. 

Approximately 3o per cent of the entire revenue of the affiliated 
stations comes .from the national networks. In addition to this, the 
wide listening audience which an affiliated station is able to build 
up through the use of popular network programs, and the conse- 
quent increase in the effectiveness of the station as an advertising 
medium, results in a substantial increase in the saleability of non - 
network time. 

The value of network affiliation is strikingly illustrated by the 
fact that in 1942, the last year for which complete figures are 
available, the net income (before Federal income taxes) of the aver- 
age network affiliated station was more than fifteen times the net 
income of the average unaffiliated station. It is apparent that an 
affiliation contract is the biggest economic asset a station can have. 
Many of them could not survive without network affiliation, and 
few of them could prosper without it. 

In addition to the direct utilization of more than half of the 
broadcasting hours of their affiliated stations, therefore, the net- 
works, with this power of economic life and death in their hands, 
are in a position to influence strongly, if not to direct, the general 
program policies of the affiliated station even with respect to non - 
network time. 

But a further examination of the situation shows that the net- 
works themselves are far from being free agents. They are depend- 
ent upon their advertisers .. . 

This is the indictment of Commissioner Durr in a recent well - 
documented article. ( "Freedom of Speech for Whom," Clifford 
J. Durr, The Public Opinion Quarterly, Fall 1944, pp. 395-96.) 

At most 30o businesses are large enough to buy national net- 
work time at all, and these 300, with war -time prosperity and 
tax law encouragement, are preempting larger and larger sectors 
of all broadcasting time. Commissioner Durr states: "One eighth 
of N.B.C.'s entire advertising business came from one adver- 
tiser, and two advertisers provided almost one fourth. Ten ad- 
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vertisers accounted for nearly 6o per cent of its business. One 
seventh of Blue's advertising business came from one adver- 
tiser, and two provided approximately one fourth. Over 6o 

per cent of its business came from ten advertisers. To a slightly 
less degree, the same situation prevails in the case of C.B.S. 

and Mutual." In 1943, 144 advertisers provided 97.2 per cent 
of all revenue of our national networks. 

Seventy per cent of all station revenues comes from national 
and regional advertisers -whereas 7o per cent of newspaper 
advertising comes from local advertisers. The number of adver- 
tisers decreased 25 per cent in the five years, 1937 -1941, and in 

1941 eleven advertisers accounted for 5o per cent of the total 
network revenue. 

The relative place of broadcasting in all national advertising 
is revealed by 1943 statistics. Broadcasting Magazine of Sep- 
tember 18, 1944, reported $298,000,000 spent by Ioo leading 
advertisers in all media -$126,000,000 to the four networks, 
$103,000,000 to magazines, $61,000,000 to newspapers and 
$8,000,000 to other media. 

The multiple costliness of television may accentuate this 
advertiser domination. Commercial time may only be within 
the reach of a few manufacturers of national products with mass 

appeal. Borkin and Waldrop, on the other hand, think it pos- 
sible that the television medium may repel overt advertising 
material, as moving pictures have done. 

When these few advertisers -falling mostly into the four 
fields of automotive, drugs and cosmetics, processed food and 
tobacco manufacture -use only a few advertising agencies to 
prepare their programs and arrange their broadcast accounts 
with the four networks,* the narrowing funnel of broadcasting 
and its possible effect on public access to the air becomes a 

matter for profound national concern. 
When you recall that a milk company censored the song, 

"The Old Oaken Bucket," from its program, a cigarette 

Landry reports that one third of all sponsored programs were prepared 
by agencies in 1929; 8o per cent in 1934. 
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company deleted the song, "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," and a 

cigarette advertiser deleted a reference to "camel -hair coats" 
the rigid intellectual limits of commerce in general must be 
added to the financial limitations of bigness. 

In an oft -quoted bit of frank testimony by the president 
of N.B.C., Niles Trammell, before Congress in December, 1943, 
the matter was summarized: 

The argument is now advanced that business control of broad- 
casting operations has nothing to do with program control. This 
is to forget that `He who controls the pocketbook controls the man.' 
Business control means complete control and there is no use arguing 
to the contrary. 

The greatest single asset of the networks in their drive for 
continued monopoly of thought lies in the ignorance of the 
public -an ignorance perpetuated by the failure of the networks 
to allow any debate or discussion of the problems above men- 
tioned. As an able ally for continued blackout of such dis- 
cussion, we find the newspapers of the land -more particularly 
those having radio interests. There is no other big business in 
the United States which can boast of similar power to prevent 
an informed public from considering consumer -in this instance 
audience -problems. 

PROGRAMS 

Programming, as the third requirement of broadcasting, is 
obviously affected by the economics of the industry. The broad- 
caster is examined on his program schedule and intentions by 
the F.C.C. and must show a sufficient measure of intended pub- 
lic service before receiving a license. Only five stations in all 
broadcasting history have had their licenses revoked for im- 
proper program schedules -two for fraudulent broadcastings 
about fake medical cures and irregular stocks, two for false 
statements regarding ownership, and one for libelous and prej- 
udicial broadcasts against public officials and religious groups. 

As much commercial time is sold as the station or network 
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desires and the advertisers' budgets permit. The remaining time 

is called "sustaining" and is programmed by the station or net- 

work staff or given free for the use of groups who request it. 

Commercial time is paid for by the advertiser or sponsor. 
Its program is composed by a handful of large agencies. The 
agent may buy an existing program or may arrange a new pro- 
gram, composed of "live" talent broadcasting from a studio 
or picked up in action by microphones. As an alternative to a 

"live" program, an advertiser may prepare a number of trans- 
criptions which can be sent to a selected list of stations on 
phonograph discs, perhaps through one of the transcription 
network companies like Keystone or World Wide. Recording 
on tape is not far in the offing. 

The commercially sponsored program is constructed to fit 

the number of stations, kind of audience that will be listening 
at that hour, part of the country and other special circum- 
stances which have been chosen to promote the sale of the 
sponsor's product or, in war -time, to enhance the public view 
of his industry. 

In early transcriptions the reproduction was inferior to a 

live program. Today its reception may be superior, since some 
of the fidelity of the live program may be lost in wire trans- 
mission over a network. For some years certain of the networks 
refused to permit transcription of programs arranged in their 
studios by outside companies, but an F.C.C. investigation and 
public pressure has brought more competition and service into 
the transcription field. Congress has ruled that transcriptions 
must be identified in the broadcast so that no listener may be 
misled. In many cases a wider network coverage may be ar- 
ranged, and the country's time zones reconciled by the use 
of both live and transcribed broadcasting. 

The cost of a transcribed program broadcast over a large 
number of stations is likely to be considerably less than a live 
broadcast and well within the reach of public service groups or 
small business. In practice transcriptions have not been exploited 
to the full by non -commercial interests. They have been widely 
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used by advertisers for "spot" announcements and programs 
and have kept many a local and regional station in the black. 
A speech by Vice President Henry A. Wallace, in 1943, on 
small business problems was used by 579 stations -by some more 
than once -reaching a wider audience than any network had to 
offer and at relatively small expense. Labor, consumer, coop- 
erative and public health groups have not, however, acquired 
much of a radio hearing by transcriptions, partly because of 
their unfamiliarity with the process and partly because of con- 
scious broadcaster resistance to their message in any form. 

The National Association of Manufacturers reached a na- 
tion -wide audience on free time with the series of "business- 
men's" transcriptions it offered to every station in the country 
in the summer of 1944. Under the signatures of key advertisers, 
Alfred P. Sloan of General Motors and E. I. du Pont de 
Nemours, and James S. Adams of General Foods -three corpo- 
rations which account for about $4,000,000 in radio advertising 
each year -the series was described as an exposition of the busi- 
nessman's point of view on post -war problems. 

A similar transcription series on price rollbacks was refused 
by the stations to which it was offered free by the C.I.O. in 
1942, but with the new "know how" distributed to labor in the 
C.I.O. Radio Handbook of 1944 and the new attitude toward 
union broadcasts which the A.B.C. -formerly the Blue Network 
-Station WMCA, and Station WHKC have announced in re- 
cent months, perhaps other groups than large advertisers may 
secure access to sustaining time through transcription series. 

Trade unions, to prevent unemployment, have tended to 
limit transcription radio. This was a defensive move against 
the networks which have been trying under the aegis of counsel 
for C.B.S. to dominate all of the music of America. The net- 
works have control of the record business -an N.B.C. pursuit - 
and attempt domination of music copyrights through Broadcast 
Music, Inc. -a C.B.S. pursuit. The latter has many of the dan- 
gerous possibilities of the Associated Press in the newspaper 
field, without any of the original economic or social justifica- 
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tions. It was provoked by the previous inept and undemocratic 
control over music by A.S.C.A.P. -a cooperative society of mu- 

sic writers and publishers. A.S.C.A.P. had been organized as 

the only way for individual musicians to get any compensation 
for their efforts from networks and other enterprises which 
would use music without payment, if possible. The courts re- 

cently curbed the powers of A.S.C.A.P. and it is now high 

time for B.M.I. to be given a complete overhauling. 
The combination of a scarcity of wave lengths and an in- 

creasing profitability of commercial programs has crowded out 
the non -commercial radio forums. One hundred and twenty - 
eight educational institutions launched broadcasting schedules 

at the outset of radio in the twenties, but half of them have 

dropped their broadcasting activities, and only fifty -one re- 

main today. Cornell University maintains its program service 

by zo per cent commercial operation and 8o per cent non- 
profit educational programming. 

The effect of "the American system of broadcasting" on 

the programs of American radio can clearly be seen in this 

field. Subjects with a wide common denominator of interest 
appear as the breadwinners of the big networks. They are ex- 

pensive to produce and reach a national audience. Local sym- 
phonies or foreign language programs appear as the high spots 
of the non -profit stations. They are inexpensive to produce and 
reach a selected audience. But the American system, despite 
commercial dominance, implies common rights in the air me- 
dium -the right of the thoughtful person as well as the teen -age 

potential consumer of cosmetics and soap. The stronger con- 
tender, commercial radio, has been pushing the weaker non- 
profit station and programs from the spectrum. 

In our distorted radio market the Gog is quantity and the 
Magog is dollars. If there were a competitive free market, we 
could allow the valuable forces of profit motive to run their 
course. Dollars and social values are not incompatible in a free 
market. In a monopolistic market social values give way to 
dollars. 
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F.M. may revive our chances for a greater variety of pro- 
grams desired by scattered groups, provided F.M.'s capture by 
networks is prevented by alert community radio councils, civic 
and educational institutions, plus legislative action. 

The stations which need not worry about profitable opera- 
tion have offered the most generous amounts of time for edu- 
cational or consumer interest programs, language programs, or 
farm and market programs for necessarily circumscribed groups 
of listeners. The audience for opera and the famous symphony 
orchestras has been increased tremendously by network -and 
commercial -sponsorship, but a comparison of the schedule 
of the Ohio State University station and the N.B.C. log for a 
day or week indicates the difference in the program content and 
the wider range of ideas offered by the former for audience 
selection. Foreign language broadcasts, which reached small but 
compact and intensive listener groups, are being discontinued 
on commercial stations because of limited profit return as well 
as the war -time security regulations -which was the major excuse 
for their elimination.* 

The only municipal station in the country, WNYC in New 
York, was deprived of its power by a private commercial sta- 
tion, by permission of the Federal Radio Commission in the 
early 1930's, although its programs have a national reputation 
for good coverage and balance and received the Peabody Award 
in 1944.- radio's "Oscar." Political and economic pressures, 
rather than "the public interest, convenience and necessity" 
undoubtedly occasioned the Federal Radio Commission ruling, 
and WNYC has not yet been restored to a powerful position 
in the New York area. 

The understandable lack of interest among present commer- 
cial broadcasters in reaching rural and sparse populations is a 
limitation on access to radio for rural listeners, which may be 
overcome by the development of F.M. broadcasting and the 
turning of A.M. facilities toward the rural audience. It is, how- 
ever, true today that 8 per cent of our population does not have 

* 1941, 200 stations; 1944, 146 (mainly small stations, a few hours a week). 
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any access to radio broadcasts and 17 per cent does not have 

adequate daytime service. More than 500 of the goo commercial 

stations are in cities with populations of more than 50,00o. Only 

seventeen are in towns under 5,000 population. One third 

of the area of the United States is out of daytime service range, 

and S7 per cent of that area is beyond adequate service. (See 

Exhibit Q, pages 300, I.) 
The forty soap operas- dramatic serials often dealing with 

purple emotional situations -a day over the national networks 

are continued over a rising chorus of protesting voices, partly 
because there is some real demand for them and partly because 

the commercial sponsors have not been educated to present 

preferable programs and the station owners do not create their 
own programs. They only lease their monopolies to the highest 

bidders. A recent survey made by one of the networks -which 
has subsequently dropped soap operas- determined that there 
were thirty -six housewives who thought there were too many 
soap operas, for every one who thought there were too few. 
Were it not for the domination of the networks over local sta- 
tions, soap would, like water, find its own proper level. 

In the field of children's programs, we have had little ex- 

perimentation and practically no diversity. Children do not 
spend much money for advertised products even though they 
do press the parents into many purchases. 

Many public service programs have been pushed around on 
the broadcasting schedules or driven from the air by advertis- 
ing competition -an increasing number of late. A program like 

"The Farm and Home Hour" with a seventeen -year record on 
N.B.C., has been cut to half an hour a week this year, with a 

subsequent change of name to "The Homesteaders." "The 
Town Hall of the Air" claims it had to accept commercial 
sponsorship to maintain its place. "Wake Up, America," "Ad- 
ventures in Science," "Labor for Victory" and the Baby Health 
Institute -the only such program -were dropped completely. 
Theodore Granik's great program, "The American Forum of 
the Air," still remains unfettered by advertising controls and is 
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the only program so far willing to discuss the lack of diversity 
on the air. Granik and the network could readily pick up an 
advertiser's fortune every year. 

Dr. Harlow Shapley, the eminent Harvard astronomer, has 
been among those who have registered concern over the trend: 

I take up my pen to write you rather unhappily that I am deeply 
concerned that certain programs of an educational sort will fail to 
return to the air after the interruption from September through 
November. I wonder if times are changing for the better and if our 
national needs are being adequately served by the broadcasting 
companies when educational programs are sacrificed to the com- 
mercialism of the moment. I wonder if the broadcasting companies 
are making important friendships among the stockholders to com- 
pensate for the friendships they are losing in the educational world. 

And a physician in the field of public health verifies this in 
a letter to the F.C.C.: 

The attitude of the radio stations has been that in giving us time 
they have discharged their full obligation. Much of this time, inci- 
dentally, has been small scrap stuff, consisting of periods not usually 
sellable, and our programs have been literally kicked around at 
the behest of the commercial departments. During the last few 
months a number of the radio chains and stations have withdrawn 
the time allotted to us and have placed us in a position where we 
have to literally beg for our period. 

The issue of the injection of personal opinion into news 
broadcasting has been met by one network -C.B.S. -which has 
forbidden editorializing. This issue, to the great credit of the 
network, has been argued over C.B.S. facilities and will prob- 
ably be resolved by the more widespread voluntary adop- 
tion of a clear labelling of news, news analysis and editorial 
opinion. 

After brief hearings in 1944, the F.C.C. clarified the require- 
ments of sponsor identification, especially in news broadcasts. 
C.B.S. and others are being educated to get away from a code 
concept, which holds that there is a separate distinct set of ideas 
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known as "controversy." They are learning that all worthwhile 
discussion is controversial. Our public -- trained in the theory 
that truth derives from debate and differences of opinion -knows 
that there are few fact, life, and that out of a variety of in- 
terpretations truth may emerge. 

Radio should seek a balanced diet of purported facts and 
opinions and stop its hypocritical attitude of defining as "con- 
troversial" all subjects which the station owners fear to have 
discussed or do not approve. 

TELEVISION 

Television and facsimile are the great unpredictable forces 
of post -war radio broadcasting. They are bound to affect radi- 
cally the techniques and financial controls of the radio, movie 
and publishing industries and the advertisers. They are likely 
to call for large shifts in labor skills, community organization 
and possibly social mores. 

If standard broadcasting has been able to grow in twenty 
years from nothing into a $300,000,000 business, aside from 
its even more profitable manufacturing aspect, television has 
possibilities of even greater exploitation in shorter time. Because 
television adds visual to audio broadcasting and because of its 
more intricate technical requirements, which must soon include 
natural color reproduction, its installation and operating costs 
are far greater than for sound broadcasting alone. Original 
television programs are likely to cost ten to twenty times a 
sound program's budget and require expensive film productions, 
besides electrical transcriptions. Television will use F.M. and 
an ever wider band in the spectrum is required for its trans- 
mission. Listeners will only want television a few hours a day, 
compared to the round -the -clock programming of sound alone. 
But still the problems of television are legion. The eye tires 
faster than the ear, and requires direct attention to the radio 
machine. 

It is subject to all the visual pitfalls sound radio escaped, 
as indicated by the following incident, reported by Radio Daily: 
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A couple of unprogrammed bits during a state demonstration of 
video commercials brought the house down yesterday, at the "Tele- 
vision Day" luncheon of the Sales Executives Club in Gotham. An 
advertised brand of rip -proof overalls tore apart easily in a tug -of- 
war, and a well -known grade of shock resistant, flexible plate glass 
shattered under the persuasive tap of a hammer. 

The television industry will start the post -war spurt with 
six commercial stations in operation and three more near com- 
pletion. There are thirty experimental stations and 7,000 pre- 
war sets capable of receiving the presently scheduled few hours 
a week of advertising and sustaining programs. There has been 
only one short network experiment. Twelve channels, six mega- 
cycles wide, have been assigned to immediate commercial devel- 
opment in the lower spectrum, where television is now operating, 
to afford further practical experience, while experimentation and 
development continue in the higher spectrum, 480 -902 mega- 
cycles, on thirty bands twice as wide. 

This compromise was developed by the Solomonic F.C.C. 
to resolve the television battle of 1944 between sound broad- 
casters and manufacturers. R.C.A. and a host of lesser com- 
panies with large manufacturing interests called for a larger 
slice of the lower spectrum where television was operating 
before the war, in order to protect their investment in sets and 
equipment. C.B.S., which engages in sound and television broad- 
casting only, and announces remarkable progress over the pre- 
war techniques, asked for assignment of television to the higher 
frequencies. Such higher frequency assignment would mean 
scrapping of old sets and standards and a little longer wait 
before the new transmitters and receivers could be in the hands 
of the public, but would not tie us to the black- and -white, 
small- screen, vaguely defined picture possible on the manufac- 
turers' terms. 

The F.C.C. double allocation of 1945 gave present partici- 
pants in television manufacture and operation a small area in 
which to mark time and practice programs before a small public 
audience, while plenty of spectrum elbow room is available to 
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the groups who would prepare color television and more satis- 
factory definition of pictures for release to the public in coming 
years. Both manufacturing and broadcasting contestants seem 
satisfied with the Commission's decision. 

The programs broadcast with certain technical standards - 
say thirty screens a minute and 525 lines in each picture or 
screen -can only be recorded by a receiver keyed to those 
standards. If the broadcasters were not bound by common stand- 
ards, the programs of each broadcaster could be seen only by 
the persons purchasing sets particularly built for his broad- 
casts and no one set could cover the whole television spectrum, 
as a standard radio receiver can cover all the sound- broadcast- 
ing stations. At one time the manufacturers of television receiv- 
ing sets tried to limit the types of boxes, so that only a handful 
of televising broadcasters could hope to emit programs which 
boxes in the homes could receive. Other licensees would be 
televising, but no box could receive the picture. I had fun in 
breaking up that racket. 

The selfish use of television has been forestalled by the Com- 
mission's vigilance in the past and the dead hand of pre -war 
standards of television will be lifted by the current allocation 
of limited space in the present band and plenty of room in the 
high frequencies, where new standards may be set for the future 
permanent home of a perfected broadcasting medium. 

Because of technical limitations, only three to seven tele- 
vision stations will be possible in any one area until the art 
develops further and moves into the upper spectrum. The very 
largest cities can have but four stations each, and the others 
must take less. Here is physical concentration which makes the 
possibility of diverse television programming far more limited 
than in sound broadcasting, with all its own obstructions to 
diversity. The F.C.C. has ruled thus far that no one person or 
group may own more than one television station in an area or 
more than five stations throughout the country. Why more than 
one is difficult to understand, except as a compromise with Gar - 
gantua, and selling out of diversity. When commercial tele- 
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vision is authorized in the upper spectrum, many more stations 
per area will be possible. 

Unless we remove restrictions from the market, television 
operation will become profitable only as network arrangements 
are completed and the present titans of the radio industry ex- 
pand their present feelers into control of the new technique. 
The very same owners who now operate the six commercial 
and fifteen experimental stations -and have made the 127 appli- 
cations for facilities, received by the F.C.C. by March, 1945 - 
also dominate the sound -radio and newspaper -radio field. To this 
group we find added an increased representation from motion 
pictures. 

The quickened movie interest is a national concomitant of 
the close relation between movie and television production, 
equipment manufacture and patents and potential audience. 
Taking warning from the fiasco which overtook Hollywood 
at the advent of the talkies, some of the movie producers and 
theater exhibiters are jockeying for position against the sound 
broadcasters and manufacturers. Paramount has entered the lists 
in full accoutrement of television station ownership, program- 
ming, television film production and laboratory experimentation 
through Balaban & Katz, Television Productions, Inc., and the 
Du Mont laboratories. It has a stock interest in Scophony Cor- 
poration of America, holder of British patents in North America. 
M.G.M. and R.K.O. have formed television departments but 
have made no overt production moves. Twentieth Century Fox 
has applied for a station license. Warner Bros. is in the field 
and United Artists is reported to be the first to use a television 
camera together with a standard movie camera throughout the 
filming of a feature, "Petticoat Lane," in the spring of 1945 

On the other hand, the Independent Theater Owners As- 
sociation, a booking combine of 115 houses, resolved in Decem- 
ber, 1943, "that the Association is unalterably opposed to pro- 
ducers or distributers of motion pictures allowing any of their 
product to be used for television production in any way, shape 
or manner, inasmuch as such reproduction would be in direct 
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opposition to motion picture theaters, with no admission fee 
being charged, and this would consist of unfair competition." 
If television becomes an advertiser -sponsored business it may 
well force motion picture theaters to look to advertisers for 
substantial revenue. 

Theater television, which must be differentiated from home 
television, was successful for several months in London before 
the war and was exhibited on a screen 15x18 feet. Two the- 
aters in New York City experimented with showings in 1941 
on a screen 15x2o feet. The recent F.C.C. Allocation Hear- 
ings Report pointed to forty -two competitive theatrical agencies 
in New York, of which twenty -five were large enough to enter 
the television field. Experimental theater television has been 
authorized in the high frequencies and radio relay facilities 
were made available to experimenters who wished to circumvent 
wire -line transmission. In the United States theater television 
is proposed primarily to replace stage shows -for it can operate 
on a chain basis -or for newsreels more immediate than those 
now available. A televised news feature, however, will usually 
require for transmission by television film a twenty -four to 
forty -eight hour delay after the event, because technical trou- 
bles have made instantaneous transmission unsatisfactory in most 
cases so far. Theater features can be kept exclusive by trans- 
mission over cables to subscribing theaters or by "scrambling" 
them on radio relays, so that a home or competitor's receiver 
cannot intercept them. 

The real struggle in television control may not be between 
the movie -theater interests as against the broadcasters, but be- 
tween the patent -holding teams of manufacturers led by R.C.A. 
and lease -holders led by the Bell System. Borkin and Waldrop 
foresee a mammoth battle in their book Television: A Struggle 
for Powers. But sound broadcasting too will be affected by de- 
velopments in patent controls, which have been discussed earlier. 

Moreover an entire reappraisal of the law of property rights 
in news and current events will arise. A parade on the street 
can be claimed as no one's property. But what about a political 
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mass meeting on the private property known as Madison Square 

Garden? 

FACSIMILE 

As television is radio transmission of talking motion pictures 
from a studio to a receiver in a home or theater, facsimile is 

radio transmission of a printed or illustrated page to a distant 

receiver -a primary range of thirty to 10o miles; an indefinite 

range as relay techniques are perfected. A newspaper page, 

a map, a photograph, a written message can be sent from a sta- 

tion by F.M. transmission to emerge from a facsimile receiver 

on a piece of paper by chemical action, pressure on carbon, 

or by electrical impulse. A 5o,000 -word book can be printed 
in an hour. A newspaper may be manufactured during the early 

morning hours to be assembled and read at breakfast without 
benefit of linotype, press, delivery truck or newsboy. Instruc- 
tional leaflets can be reproduced in classrooms. Maps and photo- 
graphs may be projected into airplanes or police cars. Checks 
and business documents can be sent by "radio mail." 

Facsimile's present page dimensions are about 8x I 1 inches. 

The few pre -war experiments were limited to black- and -white 
reproduction. A full color picture was sent across the Atlantic 
in August, 1945 In the spring of 1945 there were no existing 

operators or applications for facsimile broadcasting stations, but 
facsimile was in wide commercial use by the common carriers 
-R.C.A., Mackay, and so on -and the press associations. 

A station installation originally costs about $5,000 to $15,000 

and a receiver $40, not counting the paper supplies to the home, 

which may be provided as an advertising service. Just as news 

photographs are already sent by this process from many world 
points, so explanatory messages, printed and mimeographed in- 

structions or maps and illustrations to amplify broadcasts or 
provide a permanent record, may accompany television or 
sound programs on the same wave length. Successful multiplex- 
ing- simultaneously sending on the same frequency -of facsimile 

and sound broadcasting has not been perfected but a wide space 
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in the high frequencies has been set aside by the Commission 
for developing this service. 

The exciting possibilities of facsimile in color at a moderate 
price in every home will probably not come to fruition until 
the time when F.M. and television are flourishing radio services. 
But the publishing, printing and communications interests are 
sure to feel its impact in the long run. Ditto for the public. 

A LOOK AT THE FUTURE 

Broadcasters, in arranging programs, must keep in mind the 
essential rules of radio. A program comes uninvited into the 
home. When the radio is switched on it may be heard by per- 
sons of all ages and all backgrounds. A few phrases may be 
caught out of context. To protect the young listener, a curb is 
placed on language and the subject matter. The initial taboos 
have been interpreted by Congress and broadcasting staffs to in- 
clude obscenity, horror, sex, physical unpleasantness, inciting to 
riot, and so on. Sometimes these taboos are exercised to a ridicu- 
lous degree but they are never flouted. These very factors which 
distinguish the press and movies from the radio, from the point 
of view of selection, may tend to create greater critical facul- 
ties in the audience served by press, movies and radio. 

The effect of the radio program upon the average listener, 
as compared to the effect of other media of communication, 
had best be considered before attempting a working definition 
of free access to broadcasting and freedom of speech on the 
radio. A number of surveys conducted by Elmo Roper for 
Fortune magazine and by more recent researchers indicate that 
an increasing proportion of citizens rely upon radio for public 
information and opinion rather than on newspapers, magazines 
or public speeches. Since there is scant diversity of radio outlets 
we must be fearful of this concentration of power over the 
mind and emotions of our society. 

There is one clearly defined pattern. This does not mean 
that there are no exceptions. It does mean, however, that there 
is little adventure and practically no conflict. Nevertheless, 
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considerable credit must be given the radio industry for ex- 

panding an interest in public affairs. The active electorate has 

been enlarged from 39 per cent to 62 per cent of eligibles during 

the years radio was coming of age, and radio was surely one 

of the elements responsible. The increased audience for classical 

music can also be credited largely to the radio and recording 
industry. On the other hand, patriotism is used to sell mer- 

chandise and emotions are treated as vehicles for commercial 
blurbs. The prevalent pattern-in the absence of any real di- 

versity-is to associate buying war bonds with soap and oil and 

lotions. 
The newspapers of New York City have been trying to 

establish, by "scientific" measurement, that newspaper adver- 
tising receives five times the attention at one quarter the cost 

of radio commercials. They are doubtless sound in their con- 
tention that people like newspaper advertising and dislike radio 

commercials. The broadcasters are stridently challenging all of 

these claims. But as pointed out, we are not irretrievably bound 
to a radio system supported by advertising. Nevertheless, with 
a most generous radio listening estimate of five hours a day a 

person, even if the listening is the usual casual tolerance of back- 
ground music for everyday tasks, this incessant impact of radio 
impressions is worth continual observation in relation to its 

source, intention and most obvious effects. 
What, then, given this framework, should American stand- 

ards of free speech on the radio be? They should not differ 
philosophically from the rules of free speech set forth by the 
founding fathers as interpreted by Justices Holmes and Bran- 
deis, even though radio broadcasting differs from street corner 
address, and electrical transcriptions differ from pamphleteering. 
Because of the restrictions imposed by the radio spectrum on the 
number of stations, freedom of radio lies in the increasing de- 

mand of the citizenry to hear diverse opinions, ideas and enter- 
tainment representative of a varied, adventurous people. We 
must reform our radio so that it becomes more than a mass re- 
ception for a few giant broadcasters. 
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The charter of radio broadcasting appears in an opinion of 
the F.C.C. written in 1941 (The Mayflower Case) : 

Freedom of speech on the radio must be broad enough to pro- 
vide full and equal opportunity for the presentation to the public 
of all sides of public issues. Indeed, as one licensed to operate in a 

public domain, the licensee has assumed the obligation of presenting 
all sides of important public questions, fairly, objectively, and with- 
out bias. The public interest -not the private -is paramount. 

None can deny, after a survey of contemporary broadcasting, 
that radio practice has fallen considerably short of this charter. 
We have no balanced diet. The large dominant interests com- 
peting with each other are all so gargantuan as to suffer from the 
same kind of timidity prevalent among giants. 

The maintenance of high standards of free speech on the 
radio is not a government responsibility. But the government 
must soon surrender or wake up to its responsibility of prevent- 
ing concentrated control of the air. By failing to break up 
monopolies it is in effect acting in favor of the subservience 
of all smaller stations. Broadcasting under democratic institu- 
tions should be set up so that the station owners are responsible 
for radio performance. With enough independent outlets we 
will have a competitive democratic ether. The listener's only 
power today is to inform the industry, to protest bad programs 
and encourage good ones, to protest not only vocally on the 
most effective occasions, but to register those protests on the 
volume of sales of the sponsor's product. This is asking too much 
of a public which is kept in the dark by the industry about the 
industry's problems. 

Senator Burton K. Wheeler, out of his ten years' experience 
as chairman of the Senate Committee which supervises radio 
matters, recently summarized the radio industry's failings: 

Generally speaking, the industry: 
z. Is "dollar hungry"; too much of what it does or fails to do is 

measured by the amount of money in it, or the amount of money 
it will cost. 
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z. Is run by men who have little or no conception of the public 
welfare and of the responsibility to the public that is involved in 
managing an enterprise affected with great public interest. 

3. Insists on regarding itself as "private enterprise" in the same 

sense that a gasoline filling station is private industry; it insists on 
regarding its Federally -granted license as a permanent private prop- 
erty right to be used as the licensee pleases. 

4. Is dominated and substantially controlled by absentee 
owners. The large and high -powered stations are located in the 
metropolitan areas, and the bulk of programming is motivated 
by what a relatively small part of the population of the country 
desires. 

5. Is largely at the mercy of so- called network organizations 
which, although responsible for the bulk of nationally known pro- 
grams, have the power of life and death over the majority of stations 
by reason of their economic control over the station's income. 

6. Has warded off any suggestion for elevating program stand- 
ards as being an interference with free enterprise. 

7. Has made little attempt or progress in eliminating programs 
of questionable taste or value, or in reducing the amount of com- 
mercial advertising per program. 

8. Has taken no action to insure equality of access of radio 
facilities to varying views and opinions; to guarantee factual presen- 
tation of news; to balance presentation of opposite views on public 
questions or issues; to identify properly speakers and commentators, 
to make public who pays for them, who pays for their radio time - 
so that listeners will have an honest opportunity to appraise the 
speakers' motivation. 

9. Has not been diligent in making available an adequate por- 
tion of broadcasting time on a free unsponsored basis for the presen- 
tation of forums, discussions, and similar programs designed to give 
the listener a greater insight into our nation's social, religious, eco- 
nomic, political, and general problems. 

Io. Has suffered from political pressures from within govern- 
ment which has led it to exercise partiality for whichever party is 
in power or for particular individuals or for particular social or 
political policies. 

The Senator's remarks should be debated over the air. 
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But the promises of universal communication, of great for- 
ward steps in education, of free interchange of ideas and discus- 
sion of all points of view and of a high level of music, drama 
and entertainment reaching into every home are, by contrast 
to dollar figures of growth, disappointing to many. In the light 
of the restraints I have referred to, the disappointment is in- 
evitable. More than that, the early curve of progress toward 
these ends is taking a downward turn as the business prosperity 
and concentration of financial interests spill sustaining programs 
over from evening broadcasts to the morning hours, force pro- 
grams to conform to the dictates of advertising sponsors, drive 
independent broadcasters into the arms of the networks and 
newspapers chains, and relegate presentation of minority views 
to the realm of "controversial" taboo and bugaboo. 

Some check upon this trend has been applied by the F.C.C.'s 
Chain Broadcasting Regulations upheld by the Supreme Court 
in 1943 and a few recent opinions of the F.C.C. But two main 
streams of concentration continue to exist in radio: The financial 
concentration arising out of the network and advertising sys- 
tem, and the geographic concentration of broadcasting power 
and revenue in metropolitan centers. 

The first concentration leads to conscious and unconscious 
filtering of programs and news through the narrows of big busi- 
ness and big advertisers' requirements. The tightness of the 
bottleneck results in programs of low mental but high numerical 
appeal and in innocuous subject matter. The second concentra- 
tion accounts for the predominance of Hollywood and New 
York attitudes, mores and taste in the programs of the nation. 
We fail to tap the agricultural local color or small -town initia- 
tive of our country's, rich regionalism and multitudinous cultural 
strains. In a real open market the present dominant influences 
might be preferred by the public, but it would then be a prefer- 
ence expressed in a competitive market place of listeners with 
critical judgment. 

The fears of the giants were never made clearer than in their 
fight against Subscription Radio. Subscription Radio is a corpora- 
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tion formed to broadcast on F.M. channels (1) continuous pro- 
grams of classical music, (z) continuous programs of popular 
music, and (3) continuous programs of educational and con- 
sumer interest uninhibited by commercial considerations. The 
subscriber would pay a fee amounting to five cents a day 
to receive these non -commercial broadcasts. A "pig- squeal" of 
static would be heard by the non -subscriber who turned his 
dials to Subscription Radio channels. The subscriber would be 
furnished with a gadget which would eliminate the squeal. 

Subscription Radio asked for three channels at the top or 
bottom of the F.M. band, so that its service would not interfere 
with the dialing of non -subscribers to other stations. Allocations 
were asked for Chicago and New York. 

The commercial broadcasters, as might be expected, opposed 
the new service on the ground that the air is "free" and no charge 
should be made to a set owner. The new corporation pointed 
out, however, that the listener pays for his present broadcasting 
service indirectly by the purchase of radio -advertised goods and 
by submitting to the interruptions of commercial ads. "In a few 
instances, such as the city -owned WNYC in New York, or the 
educational stations here and there throughout the country, they 
pay for the broadcasting through taxes or subsidies," writes 
William Benton, chairman of Subscription Radio, Inc. The 
people pay too in an important psychic sense, through being 
cut off from broadcasts of many ideas or facts inimical to special 
advertisers' business interests. 

The new service would present a "shopping news" program 
and announce the outstanding programs of all other stations 
which the subscribers would want to hear. This would fill a 

real need for the listener, since the present array of broadcasters 
is becoming increasingly strict in forbidding the mention of 
programs emanating from competing networks or stations. Also, 
program information is limited by newspaper -radio marriages. 

This intriguing new experiment in radio was debated before 
the F.C.C. without any real amount of public knowledge or de- 
bate. The initial application was denied by the F.C.C. and for 
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the time being Benton has indicated that Subscription Radio 

will make no further attempts to get on the air. Thus the in- 

dustry opposed, the F.C.C. denied and Benton keeps the patent 

away from public use! 

Few persons propose today the change -over of our broad- 

casting edifice to the English system of government ownership 

and broadcasting paid for by annual taxes on receivers, but 

Subscription Radio would give the non -commercial elements of 

American society their first real access to modern broadcasting. 

Certainly it should be given an opportunity to see if the listen- 

ing public will support it. 
With the coming of F.M. radio -and subsequently television 

and facsimile- efforts can be made in three directions to offset 

the trend toward concentration and stifling of diversity which 

now exists in A.M. radio. 
First, community radio councils are being formed to serve 

as forums for persons interested in program content and intel- 

lectual use of radio. Parents, educators, civic leaders and minor- 

ity groups are particularly active in the functioning forums of 

Cleveland and Columbus and the newly organized council in 

New York. A council in every city would express far better 
than a Hooper or Crossley rating report* to broadcasters the "in- 
terest, convenience and necessity" of local listeners. It would 

bring forth local talent and issues and serve as a brake on exces- 

sive or silly commercial influence or coastal dictation to local 

stations. 
Some states are outlining F.M. networks in advance of actual 

station application for licenses, to meet the problem of coverage 

and balance. This might well be the practice of all states so that 
F.M. gets off to a new start without the technical and financial 

drawbacks which accompany attempts to regulate established 

licensees, although state controls might themselves turn into a 

single Federal control -a step toward totalitarianism of the mind. 

* The two firms which attempt to report statistically on program popularity 
and number and quality of listeners. A third such firn1, B.M.B., is in process 
of formation under N.A.B. auspices. Also in the offing is a device for record- 
ing radio audiences by insertion of recording tapes in receiving sets. 
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Third, a "single market" plan proposed by Paul Kesten of 
C.B.S. has been partially incorporated . in the new F.C.C. 
allocation policy for F.M. "This would mean," explains the 
Washington Post of January 4, 1945, "that Washington sta- 
tions would be confined to Washington, and Baltimore stations, 
operating perhaps on identical frequencies, would be confined to 
Baltimore; and all would be, from the point of view of trans- 
mission facilities, on a basis of absolute equality. Competition 
among them would be in terms of program quality which would 
provide a powerful stimulus toward better programs and more 
varied programs, than the air waves now offer." It would put 
greater emphasis on local needs, issues and talent. 

Industrial self -regulation is the answer always put forth by 
the broadcasters to every suggestion for statutory innovation. 
A committee of Independent Radio Network Affiliates, an effort 
organized by station owners to present grievances to the net- 
works, made no headway in 1938 -41 when the monopolistic 
chain practices were being aired. The job of chain regulation 
had to be done by the F.C.C. as pitcher, with the Supreme Court 
as umpire. 

The essential first step toward progress is full and free public 
discussion over all the stations of the nation on the problem 
created by a few economic giants controlling the ether. Free 
speech and public interest on the radio, subject as they are to 
pressures of industry, economics and human self -interest, are 
never achieved completely and are at present peculiarly suscep- 
tible to the seduction of the established and narrowing group of 
owners and clients. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE MOVIES* 

THE MOVIES in the United States have captured the universal 

language of the human race. Our pictures have topped the 

market for years. They have colored our lives, affected our 

social mores and acted as the chief interpreter of the United 

States -its manners, habits and standards -throughout the world. 

I am not here concerned with the merits of the product. 

Whether the pictures do us justice, whether they approximate 

the true portrayal of our folkway -those are subjects of separate 

controversy. I do not even care to argue whether they are edu- 

cational or merely entertainment, for I am persuaded that edu- 

cation at its best is high entertainment and that entertainment at 

its worst can't help but be bad education. 
But the pronouncement of the man who was for two decades 

the so- called czar of the industry -Will Hays -is significant, since 

it colors so much of our judicial and social approach to the mar- 

ket place of pictures. The Hays position must be taken as a 

starting point for the review of this fabulous industry controlled 
in every real sense by just five companies. 

FOR ENTERTAINMENT ONLY 

The Hays Production Code, the industry's infrangible man- 

ual of manners and morals, has ordained as its first general prin- 
ciple that: 

Theatrical motion pictures, that is pictures intended for the 

theater as distinct from pictures intended for churches, schools, 

lecture halls, educational movements, social reform movements, etc., 

are primarily to be regarded as Entertainment. 

Research material for Chapter VI was compiled by Felicia Lamport, 
for many years employed in the motion picture industry. Miss Lamport was 

graduated from Vassar College and at one time was a reporter for the New 
York Evening Journal. She has published articles and short stories. 
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Legal justification for the denial of the more serious aspects 
of the film can be found in a United States Supreme Court 
opinion as far back as I9I5. The Court found at that time that 
the primary function of the motion picture was to amuse and 
entertain, not to express an opinion. The industry invited this 
analogy to a flea circus or licensed vagabond players. Only a few 
years before, Edison, one of the inventors of the motion picture, 
had said that the film was a toy, whose primary function was to 
present visual accompaniment for Victrola records. No wonder 
this industry is the only one in the United States in which we 
have ever condoned governmental pre -censorship! Pre- censor- 
ship in important states is the initial act of regimentation of films. 

In the years that have passed since the Supreme Court pro- 
nouncement legalizing political censorship, the motion picture 
has developed in size, resources, techniques and scope to a degree 
that makes that court opinion seem as unrealistic today as Edi- 
son's earlier observation. 

Hays gave no new leadership to this important industry but 
merely followed the previous pattern of the trusts which had 
controlled the films. He and the heads of four of the largest 
companies have persistently urged the entertainment limitations 
of the movies to such an extent that the courts and legislatures 
readily decided that movies were no part of the material which 
is protected by our Bill of Rights. 

Film industry leaders, quick to vaunt the power of their 
medium in most respects, persist in pegging its scope at the 1915 
ceiling. Fortunately the product often exceeds their pronounced 
goals. Perhaps their vision is obscured by their resolute belief that 
films which inform and persuade are "bad box office "; or per- 
haps they are unwilling to assume the responsibility to the pub- 
lic implicit in the more serious phases of the film. Pictures pro- 
duced in the new industries which will be started in European 
and South American lands may give us world competition in 
content if not in the mechanical aspects of the product. To many 
persons outside the industry, the broader aspects of the film are 
apparent. Elmer Rice writes; 
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The motion picture, cast as it is in a highly dramatic mold and 
making a simultaneous auditory and visual appeal, is today, for 
better or worse, the most potent medium in existence for coloring 
the emotions and shaping the attituy s of the world's population. 

'Whether the film is dealing with fact or fantasy, it cannot 
fail to assume ethical, moral and cultural standards. Under the 
sugar- coating of entertainment, it is continually transmitting 
social, political and economic ideas. It is affecting the public 
interest as vitally as do the radio and press. If the market place 
were limited solely by the censorship of a few state boards, we 
would have only a slight tussle to get freedom for the films 
analogous to our political freedom of the press. But five com- 
panies in economic terms so restrict the market that the public 
is scarcely concerned with the political censorship or with the 
Hays office's appeasement of all censorial restrictions. 

In radio, the public interest is freely acknowledged, and 
public ownership of the air waves provides the government with 
a foot -in- the -door to guard against too much concentration of 
power. Its essential role as traffic cop of the ether gives the 
Federal Communications Commission the power to prevent com- 
plete monopolization by a few broadcasters. 

The absence of necessity for physical traffic regulation in 
motion pictures does not diminish the advisability of safeguard- 
ing the public stake in them. There is no need to invent a pre- 
text of public ownership of screen or projector, since the public 
interest is vitally affected by the content of films. That interest 
can be democratically expressed only by diversity of ideas, 
timely presentation and universal availability at a fair price. We 
have great creative talent for the making of pictures, but it is 

to no avail if the finished picture cannot get to the market place 
for public appraisal. 

However, since the motion picture is a giant industry rather 
than a public service organization, money- making, or as it is 
sometimes called "the responsibility to our stockholders," takes 
precedence over service to the public. It is often argued that the 
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two objectives are inseparable, that making money implies pleas- 
ing the public. In a free market this approximates the truth and 
in any event in a small enterprise quick and eager response to the 
public taste may be vital. But in the huge motion picture produc- 
ing companies, with their complexity of interests, the many 
intervening factors drive a wide wedge between the two objec- 
tives. 

It has always been expensive to make prints of pictures to be 
sent to theaters throughout the nation. On the average less than 
300 prints of a picture are made, leased to theaters, returned and 
re- leased until worn out, if the picture is a success. Out of this 
economic practice of rental instead of sale of movie prints stems 
the capacity for monopolization not available to many other in- 
dustries. There are often far less prints at any one time than 
there are anxious buyers. With such a fundamental disturbance 
of the ordinary flow of merchandise to the market of buyers, 
the three branches of the industry- producers of pictures, dis- 
tributors of pictures and exhibitors to audiences -have each at 
times sought to eliminate competition by horizontal or vertical 
combinations in restraint of trade. 

The $2,000,000,000 motion picture industry is controlled to- 
day by the five largest producers -Loew's (the parent company 
of Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer), Paramount, Radio Keith Orpheum 
(R.K.O.), Twentieth Century Fox and Warner Brothers. These 
corporations -the Big Five -have their theaters, real estate, music 
publishing houses, recording companies, radio stations and 
numerous other holdings to consider. Also, they have their 
dominant position in the industry to protect. These five, with 
the three so- called satellite companies -Columbia, Universal, and 
United Artists -virtually preempt the screen time throughout the 
country. The three satellites own no theaters, and United Artists 
does not produce any pictures but only acts as a distributor for 
pictures made by independent producers. 

The Big Five together form a steel ring bounding and re- 
stricting the industry. Attempts to expand the limits of control 
have been thwarted by powerful contractions from within. And 
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with every new tightening of control, the public has felt the 
squeeze. Throughout the development of the industry, when- 
ever the tendency toward monopolistic control has been strong- 
est, the public interest has been threatened. 

In the history of the motion pictures the golden apple of 
complete control has rested tantalizingly on a pinnacle, far out 
of reach of some members of the industry and barely beyond 
the grasp of others. During the various periods of development 
the most ambitious contenders have constructed an elaborate 
pyramid of steps and platforms to bring the shining apple within 
their grasp. 

Many of the unique trade practices in existence today are 
blocks in the base of the pyramid. Others have been knocked 
away by the courts just as hands were closing around the apple. 
At times the empires collapsed through mere size. 

To understand this complex and architecturally strange struc- 
ture on which the industry rests today, it is necessary to consider 
briefly the most important steps in the erection of this pyramid. 
The pattern of the past has been a mad desire for monopolization 
-that is, the use of power or size instead of brains. This attitude 
has existed since the industry began. It persists today. 

CHRONIC MONOPOLY 

The film industry had its inauspicious birth as a peep -show 
attraction in penny arcades. Edison, one of its inventors, thought 
so little of it that he never bothered to spend the few hundred 
dollars necessary to protect the European rights to his invention. 
The public, however, greeted the infant industry with explosive 
enthusiasm. The clink of pennies, foreshadowing the more musi- 
cal ring of dimes and quarters, attracted numerous promoters, in- 
vestors and entrepreneurs. The motion pictures moved from 
penny arcades and dime museums to empty shops and lofts, then 
to unused theaters. Before the infant industry was out of swad- 
dling clothes, it was subject to the first of the many forms of 
domination that were to characterize the course of its spectacu- 
lar development. 
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Control began through the ownership of basic film and equip- 
ment patents, most of which were held by the Edison Company. 
The demand for films and equipment was so great, however, 
that a rash of manufacturing and producing companies broke 
out. Those who were unable to secure patents copied, rented, 
borrowed, or bootlegged. The financial strength of the movies 
stems from two grants of monopoly -the copyright on the prod- 
uct and the patents on the camera and projector. These are 
the initial monopolies, justified as encouragement for creative 
genius but invalid if used for economic monopoly or cartels. 

Films in the early days depended chiefly for their wild popu- 
larity on the miracle of photographed action. They were cheaply 
made, ran only a few minutes, and were sold outright to exhibi- 
tors. They were priced by the foot or by the reel, regardless 
of quality. When the novelty of films wore off, exhibitors traded 
them among themselves. Then, in 1902, a distributing exchange 
was formed on the theory that it would be profitable for a com- 
pany to own a supply of films and rent them to successive exhibi- 
tors as long as the celluloid held together. It was so profitable 
that more than 125 such exchanges sprang up within the next 
five years. 

In 1908, mainly to avert the patent war that Edison's com- 
pany was starting against its competitors, ten of the leading 
manufacturers of film and equipment pooled their patents to 
form the Motion Picture Patents Company. This was the first 
trust in the film industry and it must be noted that as with all 
patentees the giant company could often delay the use of, or 
make valueless, all new inventions in the hands of outsiders. 

This Trust limited the market by issuing licenses only to its 
members, entitling them alone to produce and lease films. The 
members agreed to supply films only to exhibitors who used 
their licensed machines. These restrictions resembled those of 
the Associated Press and were not unlike those of the radio net- 
works in later years. The old pattern of the caveman withhold- 
ing his chisel appeared under the blessing of our antiquated 
patent laws. 
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The exhibitors had to pay a fee of $2.00 a week for the use 
of the machines as well as rental for the films. The licensing 
system also extended to the manufacture of equipment and to 
film exchanges. Briefly, the Trust had formed the first of the 
many steel bands that were to be placed around the film indus- 
try. For its ten member companies it was to be a charmed circle. 
And if the band were tight enough, it threatened to form a 

bottleneck through which all films must pass before general dis- 
persal to the public. 

At this stage, however, there was leakage through cracks in 
the band. The demand for films was so great that unlicensed pro- 
ducers continued to make them, and even exchanges licensed by 
the Trust bought films in violation of their contracts. To solidify 
the band, the Trust formed its own distributing subsidiary in 
191o, the General Film Company. It bought out many of the ex- 
isting exchanges and drove innumerable others out of business 
by withdrawal of the film supply, price cutting and similar 
discriminatory devices. A year later only one film exchange 
remained. That was owned by William Fox. When the Trust 
cut off his supply of film, he began to produce his own pictures 
and fought the combine both in the market and in the courts. 

Meanwhile, the miracle of photographed motion had faded. 
Even the novelty was beginning to wear off. The public was 
demanding longer films and higher dramatic and artistic caliber. 
But the heads of the Trust, like most giants, were not in close 
contact with the public and ignored its demands. They were 
producing virtually nothing but standardized one -reel films and 
selling them at a uniform price. They were unwilling to risk the 
expense of longer, more elaborate films. Their hold on the mar- 
ket appeared firm and permanent. Their profits were enormous. 
Surely there was no reason to tamper with a goose so prolific 
with its golden eggs. Most of the opponents of the combine, 
however, had been exhibitors and were keenly responsive to 
public taste. They began to film complete stories, plays and 
books. 

The Combine struggled to retain its controlling position, 
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harassed not only by competition but by patent disputes and 
lawsuits. In 1912 the government filed suit against the Trust, 
charging a conspiracy in restraint of trade. By 1915 the General 
Film Company was dissolved by action of the Federal courts and 
in 1917 the U.S. Supreme Court declared the Trust legally dead. 
There has never been a time since then that portions of the 
industry have not sought to box it up, or a time when the govern- 
ment did not have to take steps to protect the public. The leaders 
of the industry have been outstanding for economic double talk 
-"Competition is the spice of life, so let us few fellows hoard 
all the spice." 

Patents had now slipped from their dominant place in the in- 
dustry, but the introduction of sound a dozen years later was 
destined to bring them into prominence once more. Before then, 
however, other factors played the stellar role in the develop- 
ment of the industry. 

Following the dissolution of the Patents Trust, the produc- 
tion of films assumed a greater importance. At first, film making 
had been an incidental corollary designed to maintain and in- 
crease the demand for equipment, the field in which the real 
profits lay. But as the public became more discriminating, the 
cost of films increased. As production costs mounted, distribu- 
tion became the focal point of the industry. The distributors 
occupied the vital position of outlet for the producers and source 
of supply for the exhibitors. Producers found the local ex- 
changes, which had control over selling rights for various states, 
unsatisfactory. They handled the output of several producers 
and were in a position to select among them. A certain amount 
of competition existed on the merits of pictures. That would 
not do! 

Profiting by the lucrative example of the General Film Com- 
pany, producers organized their own distribution facilities on a 
nation -wide basis, to insure a maximum return for their increas- 
ingly expensive productions. Exhibitors too were buying local 
"states' rights" exchanges to secure a constant. supply of films 
for their theaters. Vertical integration of the industry was begin- 
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ning concomitantly from both ends. And among the exhibitors 
a movement toward horizontal integration was in progress. 
Chains of theaters were formed and independent theaters joined 
in booking combines. Many of these were strong enough to 
dominate local markets, even against the giant producers. 

Meanwhile, the cost of film production was spiralling fan- 
tastically, due in large part to the introduction of the star system. 
The Patent Trust, during its day, had ground out reels of film 
uniformly, like so many links of sausage. The actors were 
anonymous and poorly paid. Adolph Zukor, competing with the 
Trust for screen time, hit on the idea of filming famous plays 
with popular theatrical stars. He formed a company called Fa- 
mous Players, which eventually became Paramount. Since the 
film was not considered a respectable or dignified medium, large 
salaries were required to lure stage stars into film studios. Zukor 
imported a film of Sarah Bernhardt as Queen Elizabeth in 1912 
and showed it to a select gathering of celebrities who cheered it 
roundly. A year later he induced Minnie Maddern Fiske to be 
filmed in her stage success, "Tess of the d'Urbervilles." 

The much publicized launching of a new type of film re- 
sulted even then in the rapid birth of a litter of similar films. 
Other producers began to bid competitively for stage stars. 
Geraldine Farrar was lured to Hollywood by the offer of a 
private Pullman car to the coast, a house, and $zo,000 for eight 
weeks of work. 

On the whole, however, the public showed no lasting en- 
thusiasm for the transplanted stage stars. It hurt and surprised 
Mr. Zukor by reserving its frenzied enthusiasm for the home- 
grown product, the performers indigenous to the film. Public 
acclaim lifted many of these out of their anonymity and into 
stardom. Outstanding among the first stars was Mary Pickford, 
the slip of a girl with the golden curls and the business acumen 
of a Morgan partner. Soon after her meteoric rise, Charlie Chap- 
lin was lured out of vaudeville by what he considered the fabu- 
lous salary of $15o a week. 

The public clamor for its favorite stars was loudly echoed 
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by exhibitors. Producers competed for talent by the simple 
expedient of offering higher salaries. Within a year competitive 
bidding propelled Chaplin's salary from $15o to $1,250 a week. 
Naturally, other costs had to rise in proportion with stars' sal- 

aries. A director who exercised authority over a $5,000 -a -week 
star or a $1 oo,000 manuscript had to be paid on the same scale, 
as did the producing executive who gave orders to the director. 
And the writer whose words came out of those $1,000 lips would 
sell himself down the river only for a fabulous salary. 

As production costs spiraled, assured markets became in- 
creasingly important. Control of patents had once seemed to be 
the key to domination of the industry, but now control of talent 
was apparently the vital factor. Zukor, who had been one of the 
pioneers in the fight against the Patents Trust monopoly, now 
set about to monopolize the industry by the purchase of all avail- 
able talent. By 1916, with about three quarters of the outstanding 
stars under contract, his company dominated the motion picture 
industry. 

Since control of talent meant control of the films most in 
demand, Zukor's Famous Players -Lasky Company was able to 
impose a considerable increase in rentals on the exhibitors. But 
with a huge investment to protect, it was becoming advisable to 
minimize the risks. With this in mind, Zukor instituted the prac- 
tice of block- booking which, in the form of franchises, still 
prevails despite Congressional investigations, exhibitor jeremiads 
and government suits. Under this plan, exhibitors contracted in 
advance to buy a group of films which were to be made within 
a certain time. This not only assured a steady outlet for pictures 
before the camera was turned on them, but also guaranteed a 

minimum return on films that might otherwise have been com- 
plete losses. With an indispensable Pickford picture as bait, the 
exhibitor was forced to swallow the whole package. 

Since, in 1918, Zukor was distributing 220 features -more 
than 25 per cent of the 841 features released that year -and a 
much higher percentage of the most desirable features, exhibitors 
had to have some of his product to prosper. And if the all -or- 
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nothing implications came to include his total output, little if any 
screen time would remain for other producers. 

But exhibitor animosity to block -booking and high rentals 
was rising to the point of action. In 1917, twenty -seven of the 
most important exhibitors in the country combined to organize 
First National Exhibitors circuit. First National was created 
to act as purchasing agent for its exhibitor members. But it soon 
formed its own distribution units, finally setting up production 
studios to insure a constant supply of films for its members. By 
the beginning of 192o, its membership controlled 639 theaters, 
including many of the key houses in the country. Begun primar- 
ily as a defense against Zukor, it was on the way to becoming a 
monopoly in itself. First National had an important roster of 
stars, including the two most popular, Mary Pickford and Charlie 
Chaplin. Furthermore, the membership of First National in- 
cluded a large slice of Zukor's market, especially the best theaters 
in the country. Zukor suddenly reverted to his virtuous rugged - 
individualist, free -enterprise role and issued solemn warnings 
against the "evil of producing and exhibiting coalitions." When 
the hot blast of his moral indignation failed to wither First 
National, he took more practical measures. 

From the beginning, an astonishing flood of profits had 
flowed from the motion picture industry. But no one was quite 
certain from what part of the cow the rich milk came. At first 
it seemed to be equipment, then distribution, then talent., But 
now Zukor decided the question in favor of theaters, principally 
first -run theaters -those which first exhibit a new film in each 
locality. That decision has held good ever since. The theater ac- 
quisition program was designed not only to quash First National 
but to prevent the recurrence of any similar danger. 

To combat the threat to his market Zukor set about buying 
or building first -run theaters in all the key cities. It was by no 
means fortuitous that the theaters he built or threatened to build 
would be in competition with First National theaters. And of 
course Zukor's theaters would have the choice of his production 
company pictures. Gradually the members of the First National 
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saw the handwriting on the wall. Zukor bought them out one 

after another, until the powerful exhibitors' circuit eventually 
collapsed from within. 

Zukor's ambitious theater expansion program could not be 

financed even by so rich a company as his. So Wall Street came 

into the pictures. Kuhn Loeb sold a stock issue to eager in- 
vestors, giving Zukor ample funds for his operation. Meanwhile, 
other producing companies were also busily engaged in acquiring 
theaters to assure an outlet for their product. They too turned 
to Wall Street for capital. Within a few years the stock of most 
of the major producers was listed on the exchange. In ensuing 
years, innumerable banks and investment houses were involved 
in film financing, including Hemphill Noyes, the Chase National 
Bank, Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers, Halsey Stuart, the 
New York Trust Company, the Manufacturers' Trust Com- 
pany, Dillon Reed, the Atlas Corporation, the Bank of America, 
Hayden Stone, and S. W. Straus. At times you find the same 

banking house interested in several competing companies simul- 
taneously. 

The battle for theaters was fierce, frenzied, ruthless. The un- 
scrupulous tactics of the producers during this period created 
bitter exhibitor animosity, which has not yet wholly subsided. 
The movie industry was more concerned with brick and mortar 
than with dramatic stories or acting talent. 

During the early twenties the industry began to settle into 
its present pattern. Most of the small independent producers dis- 
appeared for lack of first -run outlets or were absorbed by the 
larger companies. Control was centralized in the hands of the 
few big corporations which had achieved complete vertical in- 
tegration. Zukor was dominant in the industry, but Marcus 
Loew, William Fox and Carl Laemmle were also important. 

The major companies were engaged in consolidating their 
theater chains and wild extravagance prevailed. Prices continued 
to rise to meet expenses. The quality of pictures was depreciating 
rapidly. Pictures were being made by recipe or type, with 
formulae substituted for invention and imagination. The star 
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system was now firmly entrenched, with its corollary of mam- 
moth publicity campaigns to build and maintain the stars. 

However, it required more than dazzling publicity to coun- 
teract the effects of the succession of scandals involving film 
personalities that came at this time. Tabloid notoriety and gen- 
eral obloquy of Hollywood gave impetus to various religious and 
educational groups which had been advocating government pre - 
censorship to reduce the production of salacious films. Anxious 
to avert outside censorship at any cost, the dominant companies 
combined to form the Motion Picture Producers and Distribu- 
tors of America -the M.P.P.D.A. -in 1922. The industry was 
so anxious to attain respectability that it induced Will Hays to 
resign his position as Postmaster General and become head of the 
new organization at a starting salary of $1 oo,000. The formation 
of the M.P.P.D.A. was the milestone signalizing the change from 
full competition to "cooperation," or semi- cartelization between 
the dominant companies. The Hays organization made its peace 
with the reform groups and the industry sighed with relief. 

Then in the later twenties, box office receipts began to de- 
cline abruptly. The inconsiderate public was developing some 
discrimination wherever competition gave the consumer a choice. 
It refused to patronize inferior films. The machine that had 
been minting money at an ever -increasing rate was slowing 
down. Film industry leaders were worried. But when the new 
attachment that was to set the machine operating at an un- 
precedented rate was offered to them, most of them turned 
it down. They were too big to be interested in talking pictures. 
They had too much to lose by change -their vast investments 
in studio equipment, the projection apparatus in their many 
theaters. As the prosperous Patents Trust had been reaction- 
ary in its defiance of public taste, so the still- prosperous pro- 
ducers struggled to maintain the status quo. They rationalized 
their position by insisting that sound was just a fad, that the 
public would never accept it. 

But in 1926 Warner Brothers introduced the talking pic- 
ture. Warners had been producing reasonably good films but 
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found it increasingly difficult to find first -run outlets. The 
introduction of sound was greeted with instant and vigorous 
public enthusiasm and catapulted Warners from the verge of 
bankruptcy into an enduring position as a major company. 

The subsequent fight for the control of sound brought 
patents into prominence once more. Warners had been working 
for some time with Western Electric -a subsidiary of American 
Telephone and Telegraph -on the development of sound and 
had received sole exclusive distribution rights to all Western 
Electric sound equipment and the exclusive right to issue sub - 
licenses. This was no insignificant whip over the entire industry. 

Fox received one such sub -license, but the other major 
producers, apparently reluctant to accept a license from a rival, 
agreed among themselves to install no sound equipment for a 

year. Here was another instance of a cartel to prevent progress, 
an agreement in restraint of trade in ideas. Before long, Western 
Electric terminated its contract with Warners and offered direct 
licenses to all the companies. All but one promptly signed long- 
term contracts for the use of Western Electric sound equip- 
ment. The one exception was R.K.O., which had contracted 
for the Photophone sound system developed by R.K.O.'s parent 
company, Radio Corporation of America. R.C.A., however, 
could make no further headway in the industry. 

Western Electric, repeating the Patents Trust maneuver of 
a decade before, attempted to control the motion picture indus- 
try through the sound patents it held. Licenses were hemmed 
in with conditions reminiscent of those imposed by the Patents 
Company -as, for example, the provision that films made with 
Western Electric sound equipment could be projected only 
over Western Electric machines. The efficacy of these restric- 
tive measures can be judged from the fact that in 1928 there 
were 1,046 Western Electric sound installations and only ninety - 
five non -Western Electric. This new patent monopoly was on 
its way to achieving a control that would dwarf the wildest 
dreams of the earlier Trust. But it was destined for a similar 
fate. The Sherman anti -trust laws were invoked by R.C.A., the 
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developer of a competing sound system, to stop this shocking 
example of ganging up against the movie -going public. 

A polite but forceful threat of anti -trust litigation induced 
Western Electric to drop its most restrictive practices. Within 
a year competing sound installations outnumbered those of 
'Western Electric. Several years later, under the pressure of fur- 
ther litigation, Western Electric dropped other limiting pro- 
visions in its contracts. Today the Western Electric and R.Ç.A. 
sound systems divide the entire field -at what cost to the pro- 
ducers of pictures and the movie audiences no one knows. 

The introduction of sound caused an unprecedented jump 
in attendance. The weekly average, according to Hays Office 
estimates, soared from 65,000,000 in 1928 to 95,000,000 in 1929 
and on to z zo,000,000 in 193o despite the stock market crash. 

The tremendous box -office receipts gave giddy impetus to 
the theater expansion program. In 193o the theater holdings of 
the major companies reached a peak of 3,60o. It appeared that 
the introduction of sound had partially inoculated the film in- 
dustry against the depression. But most of the motion pictures 
of this period were satisfied simply to exploit the novelty of 
sound, making no apparent effort to use it with intelligence or 
artistry. The publicity line of the time, "All Talking!", was also 
a complete description and implicit denunciation of the bulk 
of the films. Before long the public became fed up with the 
steady diet of maddeningly loquacious "talkies." In 1931 weekly 
attendance slumped from 1 10,000,000 to 75,000,000. The granite 
bedrock of the industry was showing cracks. Exhibitors began to 
use lotto, bingo, screeno, free dishes -anything short of wild 
horses to draw people into the theaters. 

The slight sensation of glutting that the major companies 
had begun to feel after their voracious absorption of theaters 
was turned to acute indigestion by the high cost of producing 
pictures with sound and the fabulous prices paid for theaters. 
Furthermore, their real estate holdings were depreciating sharply. 
In 1933 Paramount was bankrupt, Universal and R.K.O. were 
in the hands of receivers and Fox was reorganized. This bread- 
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and -butter industry seldom lost money on production of pic- 
tures. It failed more often through attempts to choke the market 
through theaters, patents, and so on. 

Between 193o and 1935 the major companies' theater hold- 
ings dropped from 3,000 to 2,225. Universal, which had begun 
to throw off its ballast of excess theaters early in the depression, 
divested itself of all its theaters and has acquired none since. 
William Fox, who had made an ambitious and nearly success- 
ful attempt to control the entire vast film empire, found himself 
forced out of his own company. His attempt to purchase the 
controlling stock of Loew's had been frustrated by an anti- 
trust action. His intricate financial structure had been en- 
dangered by the stock market crash and finally wrecked by a 

series of squeeze -plays administered by the powerful telephone 
company and the banks and investment houses who were his 
creditors. 

After 1933 the industry began to recover its equilibrium. 
Attendance rallied slowly. Major companies cautiously 
resumed their theater -expansion program. Some of the most 
ambitious producers were beginning to realize that the industry 
was too vast and complex to fit safely into one man's pocket. 
Zukor had been singed in his effort to achieve complete dom- 
ination of the industry. Fox had been burned right out of his 
own company. 

Fierce scrambles to own all of Hollywood were giving 
way to so- called "cooperation" between the largest companies. 
The band of control was being welded to keep the insiders in 
and the outsiders out. The frenzied period of individualism gave 
way to group action. The pattern of control had crystallized 
into its present form. If as few as five companies under the 
leadership of a czar could only trust each other for a few years, 
surely they would have the market for themselves. They could 
have little squabbles about divisions of the pie, but only an in- 
vited guest could hope to get some crumbs. At times a dis- 
agreeable passerby would have to be asked in to share a little 
of the dessert. It was easy to forget the right of the public to 
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see pictures -whether produced by the inner circle or by so- 

called independent outsiders. 

BOTTLENECK OF FIRST -RUN THEATERS 

Although the industry is now out of its infancy, it has 

refused to abandon its infantile skittishness in respect to statis- 

tics. It is, perhaps, not surprising to find the numerous motion 

picture historians contradicting each other about virtually every 
date, fact, or figure in the early history of so fantastic an indus- 

try. But in its modern stabilized form some uniformity might be 

expected. There is none. Statistics issued by film trade papers 

differ from each other and from those released by the Motion 

Picture Producers and Distributors of America -the Hays office. 

These in turn differ from many released by the Department of 

Commerce, which also differ from those compiled by various 
associations of exhibitors and other industry spokesmen. But 

through the maze of contradictions and palpable inaccuracies 
certain trends and broad facts emerge. 

Even figures issued by the Hays organization, spokesman 
for the major companies which finance it, and by industry - 
supported trade papers indicate the close control exercised by 
the five large companies. 

The $2,000,000,000 motion picture industry is dominated 
today by the five theater -owning major companies: Loew's, 
Paramount, Radio -Keith -Orpheum, Twentieth Century Fox, 
Warner Brothers and by the three satellite companies Colum- 
bia, Universal and United Artists which, having no theaters of 
their own, must rely on the Big Five to supply the indispensable 
first -run outlets for their product. The 1944 Film Daily Year 
Book lists sixty -seven producers of feature films, but most 
of these are inactive or produce inexpensive, rapidly -made 
"quickies" which are not shown in first -class theaters. The re- 
turns on these pictures constitute only a trickle in the cascade 
of film rentals. The overwhelming bulk of rentals comes from 
the "quality" pictures, of which the eight major companies pro- 
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duce ninety -five per cent. No outside distributing company has 
released more than 1 per cent of such quality films in recent 
years. 

Hollywood defines "quality" films not as pictures of dra- 
matic, artistic or cultural excellence, but simply as features 
which have been produced at a high cost. The $z5o,000 mark, 
which was for several years the "quality" minimum, has now 
been raised to $500,000 and even far more. Joseph Schenck in 
a recent interview said, "The average cost of producing a good 
picture now is about a million and a half dollars.... That is ex- 
clusive of the cost of distribution, advertising and promotion, 
which can bring the total cost to two and a half million." 

Exhibitors tend to accept production cost as a yardstick 
for film desirability only because of the pressure behind the 
marketing of such pictures. Publicity departments have beaten 
the public so consistently over the head with weighted dollar 
signs that masses of dazed film -goers are convinced that a piece 
of celluloid coated with the magic emulsion of $ I,000,000 must 
be, to use a favorite word of the industry, "terrific." As a re- 
sult, the eight major companies, which are virtually the sole 
producers of "quality" films, receive 95 per cent of such total 
annual film rentals. 

This defining of high cost as a synonym for excellence effec- 
tively blackballs outsiders from the exclusive club of majors. 
Only a few producers with assured first -run outlets can con- 
sistently risk $5oo,000 on a film, and the only producers who 
always control such outlets are the Big Five. At times their 
satellites can bargain their way into the market place owned 
by them. 

The importance of first -run outlets was recognized early in 
the development of the industry. By 1917 it had become ap- 
parent that films which had first -run showings in the key metro- 
politan centers could earn many times as much as those denied 
such showings. People would pay to see a picture before their 
neighbors saw it. Originally, the first -run theaters were the larg- 
est and most elegant. They advertised heavily and received con- 
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comitant publicity which circulated throughout the city and 

the districts surrounding it. 
First -run theaters were protected so that no competing thea- 

ter could get the picture for weeks or months. At times the 

competing district extended as far as 15o miles. Exhibitors were 

willing to pay premiums to cash in on films with the prestige of 

first -run showings. Before long most exhibitors refused to rent 

any other films. As a result, the first -run metropolitan theaters 

became a bottleneck through which any film had to pass to reach 

the general public. 
It is estimated that only 45o of the 17,919 theaters in this 

country are key city first -runs. The five dominant majors 

control more than 8o per cent of all first -run metropolitan thea- 

ters. The control of these is tantamount to the power to de- 

cide what the public will or will not see in all theaters. That 
decision is not difficult to make -the public will see the pictures 

made by these companies. Of course, there are rare products of 

independents which by appeasement or frontal attacks or threats 

to go to the Department of Justice are allowed to pass through 

the majors' tollgate to the market place. Any real competition 

between the majors is tempered and outbalanced by friendly 

trades, swaps and accords. But even if the Big Five were com- 

plete competitors we would say that five companies are too 

few to control the movies of 138,000,000 persons. 
Since the Big Five do not themselves always produce enough 

films to fill the theaters, they accord excess screen time to the 

output of the three satellite companies- Columbia, Universal 

and United Artists. Major companies are occasionally quite 

frank about their intention to absorb as much screen time as 

possible. According to Variety for December zo, 1944: 

Fox execs feel that some lower -cost pictures should be pro- 
duced in order to service double -feature theaters that would other- 
wise book product from other distribs. Firm aims to retain as 

much of the available playing time as possible as a hedge against 
the time when the market will be prepared to absorb a greater 
quantity of films. 
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Within the exclusive club of eight, however, the domination 
of the five theater -owning majors is evident. Seventy per cent 
of the total rental for films goes to them, and an even larger 
share of the Brobdingnagian money- makers. They have released 
more than 90 per cent of the films which have each grossed more 
than $2,000,000 since the introduction of talking pictures, as the 
following chart indicates: 

FILMS GROSSING MORE THAN $2,000,OOo 

Company Films Released from Films Released 
¡927 to x943 in 1944 

Loew's 6 17 
Paramount 4 12 
Warners 7 8 
R.K.O. 3 2 
Fox 3 13 

All Others 4 4 

Total 27 56 

Source: 1944 -5 International Motion Picture Almanac; 
Variety, January, 1945. 

Within the club, each of the five may seem at times dominant 
by virtue of its theater -holdings, but to the outside world of 
independent producers the club presents a solid front. It's not 
difficult to imagine the extent of public outcry if the five lead- 
ing book publishers owned the major bookstores of the nation 
and used such ownership for the initial marketing of their own 
publications -to the exclusion of all other books except those of 
a few friends. Under an analogous set -up all other bookstores 
would handle only reprints and remainders. 

THE POOL OF TALENT 

Among them, the majors have under contract most of the 
outstanding writing, acting, directing and technical talent in the 
world. Sometimes they buy talent and keep it "on ice" -off the 
market. They also hoarded finished films under our rationing 
of raw film stock. Some of them purchase unused directors, 
bands and theater equipment, to keep such assets away from 
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competitors. The practice of bidding competitively for talent 

among themselves has been somewhat superseded in recent 

years by loans and swaps within the club. Actors, sets, techni- 

cians, directors and writers are frequently lent by one major to 

another, but seldom to independents, as the following chart 

shows: 

NUMBER OF LOANS BY MAJOR COMPANIES: 1933 -1940 

(Including loans of stars, featured players, writers, cameramen 

and other talent) 

Company To Majors To All Other Producers 

Loew's 610 56 

Paramount 439 46 
Warners 223 109 

R.K.O. 109 12 

Fox 251 7 

Columbia 175 36 
Universal 198 1I 

Source: U.S. v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., et al. 

The major producers assert that their stars represent too great 

an investment to risk by loans to producers who have "no repu- 

tation." Since every major is convinced that only other majors 

have reputations, the result of this policy is that virtually all 

talent swims about in a private pool and only the majors have 

licenses to fish in it. 
Although it is impossible to argue that "extra" players would 

lose prestige by appearing under the aegis of independent pro- 

ducers, access to the bulk of this talent is restricted virtually to 

the major companies. The Central Casting Corporation, accord- 

ing to the Hays organization to which it is closely tied, has con- 

centrated in a single place almost the entire demand for and 

supply of extra labor. No mention is made of the fact that the 

facilities of the Central Casting Corporation are available only 

to the eleven member companies of the Association of Motion 

Picture Producers, (A.M.P.P.) ten of which are M.P.P.D.A. 

members. The independent must seek his "extra" players else- 

where. 
This close, exclusive cooperation among the majors in respect 
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to talent not only results in a near -monopoly of an essential raw 
material of film making, but often in needless waste of such 
material by keeping it inactive for protracted periods. 

Actors, writers and other personnel under contract are sub- 
ject to a kind of gilded peonage. Their work can be kept off 
the screen for long periods at the discretion of their studios. 
They can be blackballed from all major studios because of per- 
sonal or political differences with one important producer. 

Another instrument by which talent is kept from the screen 
is known as the "injunction." Artists who violate their contracts 
are deemed unique in their contributions. Hence, it is urged 
that money damages would not compensate for the injury suf- 
fered if a competitor should employ the offending employee. 
However, the theory of uniqueness is scarcely consistent with 
the practice of farming out the talent for a profit. I must not 
be understood to urge freedom for employees to breach their 
contracts, or to suggest that anyone should be unmindful of the 
investment often made by producers in developing unknown 
persons into valuable stars. Nevertheless, I resent the use of 
injunctions to prevent the audience from seeing such employees. 
It is even conceivable that our Bill of Rights is so generous as 
to give an actor, author or director a personal claim in his 
own right not to be withheld from the market place. 

Industry leaders, vociferous in defending freedom of the 
screen for themselves, do not hesitate to deny it to their em- 
ployees. Nor do they appear to realize that freedom of the 
screen implies not only freedom to produce for themselves, but 
freedom to see for the public. By suspending personnel from 
the screen for irrelevant reasons they are infringing to some de- 
gree on that right to see. But when thoughts and ideas are 
"suspended" from appearing on the screen the contravention of 
that right becomes more apparent and significant. 

CENSORSHIP BY AGREEMENT 

Procrustean tactics are used to make books, plays or stories 
fit into the narrow bed of the Hays Production Code. Those that 
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cannot be stretched or mutilated to conform are irrevocably 
barred from the screen. Sinclair Lewis' It Can't Happen Here 
suffered such a fate. No matter how they squeezed and cut it 
to fit into the unyielding framework of the Production Code 
its theme was still sticking out. Will Hays' categorical rejec- 
tion of It Can't Happen Here was explained by "fear of 
international politics and fear of boycotts abroad." Not only 
a movie based on the book, but any story based on a similar 
theme was, by implication, excluded from the screen. I men- 
tion this one of many examples, not to dip into the question of 
censorship of content, but because it must be noted that the 
majors have a combination which is directed at content. No 
doubt each producer has and should have the right to make 
or reject any story. The evil arises when a group bands to- 
gether in a horizontal agreement to reject stories for public 
consumption. It is as if all booksellers set up a czar to decide 
what books may be sold by any one of the stores. There would 
be no reason for public concern if any one company had adopted 
the Hays Code. Each company should have standards of its own 
selection. But moral standards by group agreement naturally 
are pegged at the lowest possible level of integrity and courage. 

No major company will violate a Hays interdict and no 
independent company can afford to. More than 7o per cent of 
the total revenue of a film comes from affiliated theaters -those 
controlled by the five biggest M.P.P.D.A. members -and none 
of these theaters will show a film unless it has the M.P.P.D.A. seal 
of approval. Any member theater that did would be subject 
to a $25,000 fine, never yet imposed. 

The Hays Code, when it was originally adopted in 1930, had 
no more teeth than a hen. Producers who first formed the 
Appeal Board for the Code bargained briskly with each other 
for exemptions from its restrictions. Then, in 2933, the Legion 
of Decency launched a militant campaign against salacious films 

and secured some I I,000,000 signatures on its pledge. A threat- 
ened boycott galvanized the industry into action. Joseph Breen 
was made head of the new, more stringent Production Code 
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Administration (P.C.A.) and rigorous penalties were instituted 
for infringement of the Code. The prurient, sanctimonious spirit 
and false standards imposed by the Code make it not only an 
incubus to creation, but a humiliation and degradation to the 
public. Its avowed intention to produce "entertainment which 
tends to improve the race, or at least to re- create and rebuild 
human beings exhausted by the realities of life," appears to be 
predicated on the assumption that the motion picture public 
is composed of broken -down and maladjusted degenerates. In 
brief, giant companies are unwilling to trust the taste and moral- 
ity of each other. The effect of the Code has been superbly satir- 
ized by Elliot Paul in his book, "With a Hays Nonny Nonny," 
in which he struggles in vain to adapt Bible stories for the 
screen within the framework of the Code. He writes: 

If we accept the theory of divine inspiration [for the text of 
the Bible], it becomes evident that the Author did not share the 
ideas of censorship now prevalent throughout the world and virulent 
in Hollywood. Unpleasant, even the most shocking, realities were 
not glossed over by Him. Knowing full well that little children and 
adults with undisciplined minds would read His work throughout 
the centuries, He did not soft -pedal the sex life of Biblical heroes 
and heroines ... He took it for granted that the human race could 
face the facts. 

When r 1,000,000 persons threatened to go out of the door, 
cartelized purity flew into the window with a vengeance. A 
potential loss of revenue from any other large group produces 
similarly frantic campaigns to delete everything but the sprocket 
holes in a film to avert the risk of a boycott. 

Under its sanctified garment of Protector of Public Morals, 
the Hays office is constantly fumbling with box -office statistics. 
The threatened loss of revenue abroad that killed It Can't Hap- 
pen Here emasculated For Whom The Bell Tolls. Numerous 
other films have been suppressed or denatured for political or 
moral reasons, but the Hays office is unwilling to give the pub- 
lic statistics about them. Only a few of the most flagrant be- 
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come common knowledge. But the specter of the code stalks 
daily through every studio, blue -penciling as it goes. The re- 
sultant predicament is expressed by Dudley Nichols, former 
president of the Screen Writers Guild: 

Hollywood, in its fear of losing profits by making enemies, in 
its mad desire to appease the prejudices of every group, has sub- 
mitted to an ever -tightening censorship under which it becomes 
impossible to deal with reality. The field of picture writing has 
become fenced in until it is dry. 

Since the Hays organization is in effect the crystallization of 
the unity of the largest companies, its life- and -death power over 
scripts is tantamount to limiting the entire industry to the con- 
ception of suitable film fare held by those companies. Thus the 
public's "right to see" is reduced to the lowest common denom- 
inator of choice by this small group. As a result, the huge 
film audience, probably numbering well over roo,000,000 per- 
sons in this country alone, is subsisting on a film diet limited by 
the imagination, prejudices and judgment of the handful of men 
controlling these companies. 

There is no reason to believe that these men are malicious, 
bigoted or incompetent. In ability, judgment and integrity they 
are probably equal to any other handful of men at the helm of 
big business. The danger lies not in these men individually but in 
the alarming fact that the horizon of more than r oo,000,000 
persons is limited to that agreed on by a handful of men. Even 
this horizon shrinks to exclude the differences among those few 
men, leaving only the most timid level of ideas on which they 
collectively agree. I have enough faith in these leaders to believe 
that the shabby, tawdry playing up to the edges of the permis- 
sible would end if each producer competed for public approval 
with his own standard of taste. 

While the Hays organization is most popularly or perhaps 
unpopularly known for its role as censor, it engages in a great 
many other activities as well. These are rarely publicized. The 
Hays office as a disinterested guardian of public morals has 
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more prestige and influence than the Hays office as a guardian 
of the interests of the giant film producers. Its members have 
popularized the elaborate fiction that the organization as a whole 
is far greater than the sum of its parts, that it exercises complete 
domination over its members individually and collectively. Actu- 
ally this is a bugaboo raised to frighten little independents. The 
M.P.P.D.A. is, and has always been, financed exclusively by the 
larger companies. It is, in effect, a puppet activated behind the 
scenes by strings held by the giants. 

Hays said a few years ago, "Our organization was formed 
with nine member companies. It has grown constantly until 
today it comprises the twenty -five most important companies 
which produce and distribute pictures." Since that statement was 
made the membership has increased to twenty- eight, but the five 
major companies, the three satellites, various production units 
releasing through them, manufacturers of film and equipment 
and non -theatrical -and, therefore, non -competing -producers of 
educational films were still the only members. The three most 
important independent producing and distributing companies, 
after the eight majors- Republic, Monogram and P.R.C. -are 
not included in the roster. VVarners recently withdrew for 
a short time presumably because M.G.M. and Twentieth Cen- 
tury together were a combine within a combine. 

Various important activities of M.P.P.D.A. are conducted 
for the exclusive benefit of the major companies. Although 
the organization was formed primarily to avert the danger of 
government control, it has never been active in getting rid of 
state censorship of films despite its resistance to state tax meas- 
ures as a means of control of pictures. It represents its members 
regularly before state and Federal legislative bodies. Charles 
Pettijohn, general counsel of M.P.P.D.A., appeared in the Sen- 
ate in 1928 to testify against the first bill opposing block - 
booking. Eight years later he was there again, eloquently 
decrying the evils of another similar measure. In 194.0 he reap- 
peared in the Capitol to extol the virtues of block -booking 
before the House of Representatives. He and other Hays or- 
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ganization spokesmen have made numerous other appearances 
before legislative bodies on behalf of the major companies. 

The M.P.P.D.A. Foreign Department assists its members "in 
securing fair treatment in the distribution of their films abroad," 
according to Film Facts. "In the past twenty years the Associa- 

tion has taken a leading part in successful negotiations concern- 
ing restrictive legislation abroad." It is reported elsewhere that 
when Hungary attempted to impose a quota system on United 
States films in 1926, the Hays organization threatened the with- 
drawal of all Unitcd States products from Hungary, thus 
quashing the proposed quota system. The M.P.P.D.A. is now 
engaged in organizing a united front for the giants to do battle 
against restrictions on our pictures in other nations. 

The Hays office is reported to have felt its oats similarly 
in connection with "restrictive legislation" in this country. 
When the State of Connecticut imposed a tax of $10 a reel on 
films, the organization declared a boycott against that state, 
intimating that "an object lesson will be made of Connecticut." 

The M.P.P.D.A. also has a Theater Service Department, 
which concerns itself with affiliated exhibitors' relations. In 
this department also "information and statistics on the business 
development of the industry are assembled, checked and sup- 
plied to units in the industry for various uses," Film Facts says. 
Little of this is available to the public. 

At one time independent theater owners were complaining 
bitterly about the use made of statistical information by the 
film boards of trade. The Hays office denied that these boards 
were connected with it, even though they were financed by 
the same groups and had the same general counsel and general 
attorney, according to testimony before a Senate hearing. These 
boards were established in key cities throughout the country 
by producers and distributors. In the Senate it was testified that: 

The film boards of trade undertook to settle disputes between 
exhibitors and chains of producers. Attached to each film board of 
trade was a credit committee. If a credit committee reported 
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adversely to an exhibitor, all .the member producers and distribu- 
tors withdrew their product from the affected theater. 

Again the court had to step in. It was decided that the credit 
committee's activities were an illegal restraint of trade. The film 
boards of trade also attempted to allocate preferential and sub- 
sequent runs to the theaters within their zones and to determine 
the "clearance period," or time that was to elapse between runs 
for these theaters. Uniform clearance and zoning schedules 
were set up for all the majors to follow. But these were os- 
tensibly abandoned after the plan was declared illegal by the 
courts. In recent years film boards of trade have diminished in 
number and importance. 

As a trade association the Hays office has been well worth 
its hire to the Big Five. It has sheltered them from public scru- 
tiny and attack. It has not reduced the jealousies among the 
Big Five but it has done a mighty job in keeping all other 
producers out of the market place. It will be interesting to watch 
Eric Johnson, a proponent for small business, operate as Will 
Hays' successor. To those who are on the outside of the circle 
which controls the industry his plans for expansion of the 
M.P.P.D.A. are all well meaning, but fail to come to grips with 
the essential needs of separation of production from exhibition, 
and the dissolution of all exhibition chains. The Federal courts 
may speak out before Johnson can be heard. 

PICTURES WITHOUT DISTRIBUTION 

Early in the development of the motion picture industry 
the importance of distribution became so apparent that all the 
larger producing companies set up their own nation -wide re- 
leasing organizations. Today, in discussions of the industry, 
the distribution branch generally receives less attention than 
either production or exhibition. The pivotal importance of this 
wholesaling function has been obscured by its apparent absorp- 
tion into the production operation. Distribution, having become 
a prerequisite of large -scale production, is accepted as a part 
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of the producer's corporate body, much as a man accepts his 
leg. It causes no special concern -unless it is missing. Then its 
vital importance becomes apparent. The independent producers, 
who in the main have no distribution organizations, are in the 
competitive situation of one -legged men trying to race against 
men with two legs. To enter the race at all they must ride picka- 
back, which is very expensive. But there are only eleven nation- 
wide distributors in the country. Some of these do not carry 
pickaback passengers on any terms. 

There are only two companies at this time that distribute 
any substantial amount of the product of the independents - 
R.K.O. and United Artists -the latter owning no theaters. But 
the trend is clearly in the direction of all large companies taking 
on independent product -with varying degrees of independence. 

Unless an independent producer is able to arrange for re- 
lease of his pictures, he can have little if any hope of securing 
outside financing. He might as well not produce at all. However, 
if a producer can make such a distribution arrangement, bank- 
ers may lend him part or even all of the cost of production. 
According to Variety: 

A releasing deal with a major distributor is computed worth 
$250,000 to a producer, if his picture is even fair. Once given a 
releasing arrangement the producer obtains regular bank or private 
financing. 

Furthermore, the Big Five control to a great extent the fate 
of an independent picture, once it is made. The control is exer- 
cised through their theater ownership. They have the power to 
bar it from the most remunerative sector of the market -the 
estimated 2,80o houses controlled by the five theater -owning 
majors. From these theaters, constituting only about one sixth 
of the entire number, comes the bulk of the domestic returns of 
a picture. In the distribution branch of the industry, even more 
clearly than in the productive, extensive independent produc- 
tion can, by and large, exist only at the tolerance of the major 
companies, or under severe competitive disadvantages. 
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This does not mean that independent producers have not 
prospered. But against what odds! It is generally agreed that 
between two pictures of equal box -office appeal the difference 
in receipts favors the product of a major owning theaters over 
that of an independent by as much as $500,000. Ownership of 
brick and mortar tips the scales heavily in all cases in favor of 
the theater -owning producer. This is less than decent competi- 
tion in a democracy. Pictures do not compete against pictures, 
but often against brick and mortar. 

The Big Five in their dealings with both outside producers 
and exhibitors display a remarkable uniformity. This uniformity 
is based on no written or oral agreement as yet discoverable. 
Since any such agreement would smack strongly of illegal com- 
bination, it is indignantly denied. Yet by amazing coincidence, 
whatever first, second or subsequent -run classification is given 
a theater by one of the quintet is also given it by the others. 
And the "clearance," or agreed time that must elapse between 
the showing of a picture by one theater and a subsequent -run 
theater in the same competitive area, is generally uniform in a 

given theater's contracts with all the distributing companies. 
The largest distributors, working in cooperation, have the 

power to determine what run a theater shall have. Implicit in 
this power is the ability to. decide whether a theater shall have 
any run or, in point of fact, exist at all. 

There are cases on record in which the giant companies 
functioning in concert have refused to sell their product to 
theaters on any run and have forced them to close their doors 
for lack of sufficient or desirable films. Such tactics, however, 
run afoul of the law if disclosed and if the exhibitor dares com- 
plain. In general, it is to the advantage of the producers to have 
as many theaters in operation as possible, since their product 
has a value directly related to the number of houses in which 
it can be shown. Attempts are made to close theaters only in 
areas where competition detracts from the profits of existing 
theaters affiliated with the five majors. Otherwise, the giant dis- 
tributors dominate the independent theaters through a series of 
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trade practices developed by them principally to insure the 

continuity of their control. 
The peculiar nature of the industry lends itself to the de- 

velopment of unique trade practices. In most industries the 

ownership of the commodity passes from manufacturer to 

wholesaler to retailer and finally to the public. In the film in- 

dustry, however, ownership of the commodity seldom changes 

hands at all. The producer makes a negative film, protected 
by copyright, from which positive prints are made. These prints 

are turned over to the distributor and leased by the distributor 
to the exhibitor, who is granted, under the copyright, the right 

to show the film to the public. Ownership of the commodity 
is retained by the producer or distributor, who is thus able to 

exercise control over certain conditions of its exhibition. He 
has the power to determine when a film shall be shown to the 

public -an important factor in the film industry where the 
freshness of the product is almost as valuable a consideration as 

in the fish or egg business. 
Independent exhibitors, who must be assured of a constant 

supply of pictures and some access to quality films in order to 
operate continuously and profitably, have little choice but to 

deal with the dominant distributors, who control about 7o per 
cent of all films and 95 per cent of the quality pictures. Since 

they are often forced to do business on whatever terms the 
majors impose, the dominant distributors, to the extent that 
they regulate choice of films, admission prices, playing dates 

and general theater policies, exercise virtual control over numer- 
ous theaters without having to bear the risks and responsibilities 
of ownership. All of which tends to close the market to inde- 

pendent producers. 
The trade practices current in the industry are largely ef- 

fective in securing for the majors this control without risk. 

These practices fall into two main categories -those arising from 
the majors' function as distributors and those affecting the Big 

Five's position as competing exhibitors. The categories are not, 

of course, distinct. They are simply two facets of the same 
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personality. Were it not for the ownership of theaters and the 
accords in practices among the majors as to distribution, there 
would be no objection in permitting each producer to take his 
chances in the market place by fixing clearance, run, playing 
dates or other terms for his product. These terms would be 
subject to free competition with other pictures on other terms 
in the market. But at present there is no market to amount to 
anything other than that tightly limited and controlled by the 
five giant companies. 

Such practices as block- booking, blind selling and designat- 
ing play dates, which are primarily distributional, serve in their 
eclectic application to give theaters affiliated with or owned by 
the majors an overwhelming advantage. They also stifle the 
exhibitor's choice -and the public's selective capacity. Further- 
more, such practices create unfair burdens on independent 
producers. 

NO RIGHT TO CHOOSE 

Block -booking is the simultaneous renting by a distributor 
to an exhibitor of a group of films at an aggregate price. The 
block of films is selected by the distributor. The exhibitor must 
contract for the entire block to get any of the pictures in it. 
These blocks may vary in size from a few pictures to the 
entire annual output of a company. Occasionally the exhibitor 
is given the alternative of choosing pictures singly, but the 
rental for films separately chosen is often placed prohibitively 
high. 

Block- booking has been one of the most controversial prac- 
tices in the industry for years. It has been persistently attacked 
by independent exhibitors and independent producers. It has 
been condemned by the Federal Trade Commission, considered 
in courts and decried by consumer groups. Bills against it have 
been introduced in the Senate or the House of Representatives 
nearly every year. 

The five giants and the two satellites which produce pictures 
themselves defend this practice stoutly. Carl E. Milliken, sec- 
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retary of the M.P.P.D.A., explained their position in the fol- 

lowing terms: 

The theater manager who leases more than one film at a time 

does exactly what you do when you subscribe to a magazine .. . 

and pay for it by the year instead of by each issue as it comes from 
the press ... The subscriber to The Ladies' Home Journal knows 
little about the details of the contents of the monthly magazine that 
will come out during the year. The subscription is based upon the 
satisfactory experience of the past . . . So the theater manager, 
in contracting for all or part of the pictures produced by a certain 
company in advance of actual production, does so because of his 

satisfactory experience in the past. 

This magazine analogy is very popular with industry spokes- 
men but it is far from fact. The exhibitor is not the ultimate 
consumer, like the magazine subscriber. His position is more 
closely analogous to that of the editor of the magazine. And, of 
course, no sane, free editor would habitually buy the total 
output of a writer "because of his satisfactory experience in the 
past" and hand it on to the public unread. 

Industry spokesmen also maintain that block- booking is 

merely wholesaling, that the simultaneous sale of a block of 
films results in savings to the distributor which are passed on 
to the exhibitor and eventually to the consumer. While it is 

cheaper to sell films in groups than singly, the economies are 
inconsequential, and there is no evidence that even these savings 
are passed on to the exhibitor or the consumer. 

Hays office figures indicate that the cost of distribution 
constitutes only 10 per cent of the box -office dollar. Of this 
amount, it is estimated that direct sales expenses account for 
only one third of total distribution costs. Furthermore, the 
abolition of block- booking would not mean that the exhibitor 
would have to purchase films singly in a large number of sepa- 
rate transactions. It would simply forbid making the purchase 
of one film conditional upon the purchase of another. The issue 
has been obfuscated by telling exhibitors that in the absence 
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of block -booking they would have to make a separate trip to the 
exchange city in their territory to negotiate the purchase of 
each film. 

The major producer -distributors have also defended block - 
booking on the ground that it offers assured minimum returns, 
making it economically possible for them to produce better 
pictures. This argument is only as valid as the Hollywood defi- 
nition of costliness as a synonym for quality. The moguls' naïve 
conviction that only high budgets can breed high profits per- 
sists despite the failure of numerous lavish productions and the 
success of many low -cost films. 

There is little reason to believe that block- booking has im- 
proved the quality of films. The contrary is more likely. If 
each film were sold separately on its merits, it would be finan- 
cially unsound for producers to make or release many of the 
inferior pictures now foisted on exhibitors in packages with 
desirable films. 

Exhibitors complain bitterly about the necessity of contract- 
ing for numerous poor films to get the best product of a 
company. They also find that block- booking prevents them 
from selecting films suitable for their communities. The major 
distributors, however, are generally unwilling to admit that a 

profitable picture may not be desirable in some communities. 
When one exhibitor wrote to a major company requesting the 
cancellation of a picture on the ground that "it is the most 
horribly brutal and revolting picture I have ever seen," the 
distributor answered, "Inasmuch as the picture is doing out- 
standing box -office business everywhere, we cannot accept the 
statement in your letter ... as a basis for canceling this picture." 

The consumer, who is often geographically limited in his 
choice of theaters, must rely on the selection of films made by 
the exhibitors in his vicinity. By curtailing the exhibitors' free- 
dom of choice, block -booking imposes on a given community a 

program of screen fare selected by distant executives who have 
no knowledge of the tastes or requirements of that community. 

Indirectly, block -booking serves further to limit the pub- 
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Tic's right to see. After an exhibitor has contracted for the output 
of several major companies, his screen time is completely filled 

and he is unable to lease any of the product of other companies. 

This makes it increasingly difficult for independent producers 
to find a market. A spokesman for independent theater owners 
wrote: 

Most small towns find after they have been forced to take the 

full line from M.G.M., Twentieth Century Fox, Paramount and 

Warners, they have no playing time left and are, therefore, unable 
to contract for the partial feature output of the other companies. 
This naturally results in their being unable to show many worthy 
and desirable pictures each year. 

The independent producer of two or three pictures a year 
produces pictures one at a time. He is in no position to average 
good against bad. Hence, the practice is a direct assault on the 
independent producer and his product. It not only opposes the 
public interest directly by curtailing the immediate right to see, 

but indirectly by discouraging independent production, im- 

plicitly limiting the public's future choice of film fare. 
It is important to note that compulsory block -booking is 

not enforced on affiliated theaters -those which the majors them- 
selves own. I assume it is in the interest of the theater -owning 
major companies to operate their theaters as profitably as pos- 
sible, especially since these five companies receive most of their 
income from their theaters, according to Mae Huettig's book, 
"Economic Control of the Motion Picture Industry." 

The majors' arrangements with their own theaters are gen- 
erally "selective," permitting affiliated theaters to choose only 
the films they want to exhibit and to reject the rest. Large 
independent chains, by virtue of their great buying power, are 
often able to secure selective contracts too. But this privilege 
of choice is only for the large circuits and the theaters owned 
by the major. companies. What is sound for their theaters should 
not be unsound for the independent exhibitor. As a result of the 
variation in this practice the small independent theaters and 
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their audiences alone are made to underwrite the cost of produc- 
tion of the inferior pictures. 

Compulsory block -booking was one of the offenses charged 
against the major companies in a complaint filed against them 
by the Department of Justice in 1938. The matter was tempo- 
rarily settled by a consent decree, but it has now at last come 
to trial. 

Block- booking is at present limited to relatively small blocks. 
But now we find a more restrictive practice taking its place. 
Nearly every independent exhibitor is tied to a producing com- 
pany's product. The large companies have imposed the equiva- 
lent of franchises, or designation of outlets, on most independent 
exhibitors. Exhibitors pool the product of large producers, rather 
than bid for it. Hence, the product for a season or a year or 
for years is virtually divided up by producers to designated 
theaters. The small exhibitors have lost their freedom of choice, 
not over blocks of five pictures but over an entire year's prod- 
uct. An independent exhibitor seldom if ever can get a picture 
away from the theaters favored by a major company. Thus, 
we have in effect, although not in writing, agency arrangements, 
which, as in the case of automobile distribution, are exclusive 
and non -competitive. 

But cars compete in price, while in the movie business the- 
ater admission prices stay fairly fixed, irrespective of the value 
or popularity of the pictures shown. The exhibitor who receives 
a franchise is not free to sell the product of any producers 
except that of the few large companies which have designated 
him as "favored" outlet. 

Also attacked in the government complaint against the giant 
companies was the enforced buying of short subjects as a con- 
dition of licensing of features, a practice which is another phase 
of block- booking or chosen outlets. 

Exhibitors have frequently been compelled to buy all the 
newsreels, comedies, serials and other short films produced by 
a major company in addition to its total output of feature films. 
This practice, like compulsory block -booking, does not prevail 
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in dealings with affiliated theaters, nor with some of the large 
chains. 

Independent exhibitors have complained that when they buy 
from several distributors they frequently have more short sub- 
jects than they need, but must pay for them whether or not they 
exhibit them. Since the admission price reflects the exhibitor's 
costs, the audience either pays for shorts it does not see or is 

subjected to an endless succession of them. 
The Temporary National Economic Committee Monograph 

No. 43 gives another ground for complaint against the practice: 

The short subject in some cases provides a try-out for talent 
which may prove suitable at some later period for use in feature 
pictures. Stock short subjects also constitute a relatively inex- 
pensive training ground for directors and technicians. The cost of 
these beginners' efforts is then at least partly defrayed by booking 
the shorts into independent theaters ... It may also be pointed out 
that some of the shorts which reach the screen do not tend to make 
the consumer appreciate the advantages of using these one- and 
two -reel subjects for try-outs and training. 

This device also operates against the audiences and is an 
unfair trade practice vis -á -vis independent product which has 
no capacity to "force" its way to the public. 

The practice of blind buying, known as "blind selling" from 
the producers' point of view, is a necessary counterpart of block - 
booking or annual franchises. It consists of selling films to the 
exhibitor before he has seen them, frequently before they have 
been produced or even written. A contract with an exhibitor 
made during the autumn selling season may include complete 
descriptions of one or two films that are near completion, a 

tentative synopsis of two or three more and perhaps a note of 
the stars expected to appear in a few others. The rest are identi- 
fied only by number and price classification. 

Under the consent decree, which followed the government 
filing of its complaint, the five producer -distributor- exhibitor 
companies agreed to eliminate blind selling by previewing each 
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picture before leasing it. On the whole these previews were 
sparsely attended by exhibitors. The Big Five have pointed to 
this fact as proof of exhibitor indifference. But Harrison, who 
writes a weekly report devoted to the interests of exhibitors, 
has indicated that the dominant distributors so mismanage trade 
screenings that exhibitor attendance is necessarily discouraged. 
Screenings have been delayed without notice to suit the con- 
venience of a large circuit buyer and tradeshows of the various 
companies have frequently conflicted with each other. 

Mr. Harrison cites recent figures of screenings conflicting in 
twenty -seven out of thirty exchange cities one day, and in 
twenty -six out of thirty -one exchange cities a few weeks later. 
Blind selling of separate enforced pictures becomes evil only in 
the kind of controlled market existing today under the five -com- 
pany domination. In a free market there would be no objection 
to advance or blind selling of movies. Then competition would 
be able to exert its beneficent influences between blind or open 
and visible selling. 

Important productions are generally marketed on a percent- 
age basis, rather than for a flat rental. Since it is to the interest 
of the distributor to have his film played on a peak attendance 
day, the major distributors, in dealing with the weaker exhibi- 
tors, frequently specify on which days of the week certain 
pictures are to be shown. 

According to United States Department of Commerce fig- 
ures, attendance is far greater on week -ends than during the 
week, as the following table indicates: 

Per cent Per cent 
Monday io Saturday 20 
Tuesday io Sunday 25 
Wednesday io - 
Thursday io Total ioo 
Friday 15 

Distributors generally specify that percentage films must be 
shown on week -ends. Independent exhibitors decry the desig- 
nating of play dates as a further infringement on their right to 
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operate their theaters as they choose. Often they would find it 

economically advantageous to play strong attractions to encour- 
age attendance during the week -day doldrums. Furthermore, 
distributors often select for week -end showing films that are not 
suitable for the customary "family trade" on those days. 

Independent producers condemn the practice because their 
product is relegated to the less profitable days in a market in- 
fected with compulsory booking. 

Small exhibitors are opposed to percentage deals in general. 

One reason is the additional interference from the dominant dis- 

tributors implicit in the mechanics of such deals. The distrib- 
utors generally have checkers in the theaters during percentage 
showings. The information so secured is later used by salesmen 
in fixing rental prices for the succeeding season. 

The system of checkers is essential wherever there are per- 
centage deals because of the extensive cheating by exhibitors. 
The Big Five have their own checker system with joint access 
to information obtained. Moreover, if the majors catch an ex- 
hibitor cheating too much, the exhibitor's franchise is properly 
imperiled. 

In some cases, it is said, the checkers go too far. One inde- 
pendent theater owner said: 

I have been told by distributor branch managers that in fixing 
the price of films the profits I make and the earnings that accrue 
to my theaters from popcorn and candy sales are taken into con- 
sideration. 

There are several forms of percentage deals, including 
straight percentage, percentage with a guaranteed minimum 
rental, and "sliding scale," in which the percentage received 

by the distributor increases if box -office receipts exceed certain 
figures. Out of his share of the receipts the exhibitor must pay 

all his theater expenses. 
Exhibitors say that percentage pictures make the big dis- 

tributors virtual partners in the independent theaters -partners 
who have made no investment and assume no risk but dictate 
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the policy and take the biggest bite of the profits. In very small 
towns and theaters flat rates are still charged, but I doubt if 
exhibitors would really prefer a universal system of flat fees. 

The number of percentage deals has increased sharply in 
recent years. The percentages required by the distributors have 
also risen steadily. Percentage dealing carries no vice within 
itself, but under present conditions this type of domination of 
theaters further contracts the bottlenecks of the market in the 
hands of the majors who dominate the theaters. 

Occasionally the major distributors resort to "blind pric- 
ing" -the device of delaying the placing of a picture in a price 
category until its drawing power has been determined. Some- 
times the price of a picture is not set until after it has completed 
its run at the theater in question. Under such an arrangement 
the exhibitor cannot know what a picture is costing him until 
after he has played it. 

Independent exhibitors who own a few theaters also com- 
plain of the enforced "block- booking of theaters" by the large 
distributors. This practice consists of forcing an exhibitor to 
license a picture for all his theaters in order to obtain the film 
for any one of them. As a result, the owner of a small chain 
may have to buy films he cannot use for one theater to get a 
sufficient supply for another. It also restricts his ability to buy 
pictures of independent producers. Such practices could not 
endure if the large circuits were broken up and if the producers 
were prevented from owning theaters. 

BRICK AND MORTAR BARRICADES 

The exhibition branch represents the greatest capital invest- 
ment of the three branches of the industry, as Hays office figures 
show: 

ESTIMATED CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN U.S. MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY 

Theaters $ i,goo,000,000 
Studios 125,000,000 
Distribution 25,000,000 

Total $2,050,000,000 
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The exhibition branch also produces by far the largest re- 
turns of the three. For the five fully integrated companies, 
theater holdings serve not only as the principal source of reve- 
nue, but as the stalwart bulwark which prevents occasional 
production losses from administering a knockout blow. Poor's 
Register for 1943 shows that R.K.O. had a net loss in produc- 
tion operations of $2,349,986 in 1942, and a net income from 
theater operations of $3,091,803. Others of the five theater - 
owning majors have shown similar production deficits from 
time to time. But their profitable theaters have pulled them 
through. In the 1943-4 season nineteen theaters -first -run, of 
course -grossed more than $1 z,000,000. The five companies are 
primarily in the theater business. According to Mae Huettig, 

The production of films by the major companies is not an end 
in itself, on the success or failure of which the company's existence 
depends; it is an instrument directed toward the accomplishment 
of a larger end, i.e., domination of the theater market. 

Although the major companies own or control only about 
2,80o theaters- approximately 16 per cent of the total of 
17,919 in operation in the United States -they exercise indirect 
control over all the rest. It appears improbable that so small 
a dog can wag so large a tail until the size, type and strategic 
importance of the affiliated theaters is taken into account. 

Of the 17,919 theaters in the United States, 6,617 are lo- 
cated in cities of only one theater. (See Exhibit R, page 302.) 
There are 1,439 two- theater towns. Of the 2,358 film theaters 
presently closed, most are located in small towns. The Film 
Daily estimates that of the two- theater towns there are more 
than i,000 where the only two theaters are operated by the same 
management. Thus, in more than 7,00o towns there is no exhibi- 
tion competition whatsoever. This means that nearly one half 
the entire number of theaters has no competition, except where 
towns are close enough to each other for people to travel be- 
tween them for screen entertainment. In many such cases, more- 
over, a single ownership boxes up several adjacent towns. 
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Most towns of 2,50o population have only one theater. In 
an economy free of present restrictive practices by exhibition 
chains, etc., many of these towns might support more than one 
theater. With cheap new prefabricated theaters we may test 
the economic capacity of areas to support more than a single 
theater. 

Towns of z,5oo to Io,000 population generally have two 
theaters. Few of the theaters in such towns are owned by the 
Big Five. Many of these so- called "closed situations" are con- 
trolled by exhibition chains, gaining their domination and exer- 
cising their controls in a manner of which the United States 
Supreme Court thoroughly disapproved in the Crescent (Ten- 
nessee) case. 

Estimates indicate that between 7,50o and 8,50o theaters 
are independently operated, either singly or as members of 
circuits. Such circuits also operate theaters in approximately 
75o towns where there are two theaters under competing man- 
agement. 

Such data indicate the wide areas of the nation where 
exhibitor competition is minimal -where a single- theater owner 
or owner of a chain holds power similar to that of the publisher 
of the only daily paper or owner of the only radio station of a 

district. 
That is bad enough for the nation and the movie audience. 

Much of it may be unavoidable. Obviously, there is a minimum 
point of population below which the audience cannot support 
competition of theaters. But topping all these facts, we find 
that out of the other half -about 9,000 theaters -the Big Five 
dominate about z,800. 

These z,800 theaters include the largest and best in the coun- 
try. About 25 per cent of the estimated 1 1,700,000 total seating 
capacity in the United States is concentrated in them. The 
average capacity of all theaters in the country is about 62o. It 
is estimated that the average affiliated theater seats I,000. De- 
luxe metropolitan first -run houses, which are for the most part 
affiliated, average more than I,40o seats. A recent survey shows 
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that only 5 per cent of the theaters seat more than I,5oo people 
and that 35 per cent of the theaters seat less than 35o. 

The admission scale in these larger, better theaters is sub- 
stantially higher than in the average theaters. Nation -wide radio, 
press and magazine publicity is timed to make the public fever 
of anticipation break out into a rash of paid admissions coin- 
cident with runs in these theaters. As a result, the affiliated 
theaters, representing only 25 per cent of the total seats, account 
for an estimated 7o per cent of the nation's box -office receipts. 

One of the objectives of the anti -trust suit against the majors 
is the "divorcement" or separation of the production and ex- 
hibition interests and the "dissolution" of these theater chains. 
Under the consent decree, however, there was only a weak 
hope expressed that: 

... no consenting defendant shall enter upon a general pro- 
gram of expanding its theater holdings. Nothing herein shall prevent 
any such defendant from acquiring theaters or interests therein to 
protect its investment or its competitive position or for ordinary 
purposes of its business. 

Nevertheless, several of the companies have continued to 
acquire more theaters. 

The importance of the affiliated theaters lies primarily in 
their quality and location. They consist almost exclusively of 
first- and second -run theaters, strategically placed to dominate 
areas where the concentration of population is high. Affiliated 
control extends to more than 8o per cent of all metropolitan 
first -run theaters and includes the ownership or managerial 
voice in all first -run theaters in twenty -three key cities. In 
seventy -three of the ninety -two cities of more than I00,00o, 
in our entire nation, the major companies, through their control 
of first -run theaters alone, secure well over half the total box - 
office receipts. 

In all cities in which the population is more than 1,000,000, 
the Big Five also control exhibition. In many of these largest 
cities, where first -run theaters yield a relatively small propor- 
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tion of the total revenue, the Quintet own the more profitable 
neighborhood theaters. 

In New York City, which produces 13 per cent of the film 
rentals in this country, first -run theaters yield only 20 per cent 
of the total rentals. There the majors have judiciously acquired 
subsequent -run theaters as well as first -run houses and they 
derive from their affiliated theaters 7o per cent of the total New 
York City rentals. In several smaller cities, where first -runs yield 
as much as 8o per cent of the total rentals, the majors own first - 
run theaters exclusively. 

The Big Five fondly describe their first -run theaters as the 
"show- windows" for their product. These show -windows are 
unique. They are the only ones in existence in which the most 
profitable part of the business is transacted. Since the giant 
companies own the vast majority of the theaters showing their 
films during this period, they simultaneously reap one harvest 
of box -office grosses as exhibitors and another of film rentals 
as producer -distributors. 

Ownership of first -run theaters gives the producers not only 
a substantial slice of film rentals but virtual control over the 
essential source of supply for all other theaters. The strategic 
importance of first -run theaters in the marketing of films, which 
has been discussed in relation to production, becomes even more 
apparent in exhibition. Since the major companies are primarily 
first -run exhibitors, it is to their advantage to extend the initial 
run as long as it is profitable and not share the first, fine, re- 
munerative rapture of the public with independent exhibitors. 
This policy frequently produces a starvation- among -plenty sit- 
uation, in which a large backlog of unreleased films awaits 
exhibition in the "show- cases," while the later -run theater owner 
exhibits a lean and hungry look. Even during war -time, when 
we rationed raw film stock, the major companies hoarded on 
their shelves more than Ioo feature pictures. 

During the present period of what Variety calls "socko" 
returns, this situation has been aggravated by first -run "move - 
overs" -the shifting of pictures from theaters in which they 
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have completed their showings to other theaters owned by the 
same interests, where they continue to be shown as first -runs. 
These extended runs and "move -overs" not only diminish the 
box -office value of a picture to a second -run theater by delaying 
its exhibition there, but also siphon off a considerable portion 
of potential later -run attendance. 

Occasionally major companies also elevate some of their 
own second -run theaters to first -run status. Independent second - 
run theaters have about as good a chance of achieving such a 

promotion as has a buck private of receiving a spot commission 
as brigadier general. First -run status is not achieved by ingenuity. 
It is an act of grace on the part of one or more of the Big Five. 

It is sometimes predicted that the Quintet interests will 
eventually acquire all the theaters in the country. But it seems 
highly improbable that any large -scale theater acquisition pro- 
gram will again be tried, unless it be as a result of post -war 
cheap, prefabricated, movable theaters. The recent expansion 
of affiliated interests would have been far greater had it not been 
for the pending anti -trust suit. 

Some of the companies have not forgotten the disastrous 
results of omnivorous absorption of theaters in the late twenties 
and thirties, which led even some of the giants into bankruptcy. 
Loew's (M.G.M.), for many years the most stable of the com- 
panies financially, has always proceeded cautiously and con- 
servatively in acquiring theaters. Universal, on the other hand, 
expanded its exhibition facilities so rapidly that it was blown 
completely out of the exhibition field. 

Most of the independent theaters are small. Since the cost 
of operation of a theater does not rise in direct proportion to 
the number of seats, the risk in operating small theaters is 

greater. Furthermore, as has been pointed out, the Big Five 
exercise virtual control over every theater in the country 
through their domination of the first -run houses. Only at rare 
times is an independent producer able to persuade an exhibitor 
to take the risk of alienating the good -will of the majors. Hence, 
there is no real incentive for the five giants to make the huge 
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investment required for actual ownership of the remaining the- 
aters, or to assume the difficulties and risks of operating them. 

In exhibition, as in production, competition among the five 
major companies has largely given way to "cooperation." Dur- 
ing the early hectic campaigns of theater expansion, several of 
them acquired competing theaters. In the subsequent reshuf- 
fling of theater holdings, each major gradually assumed control 
of separate areas. The five companies all continue to operate 
first -run outlets in key cities, but their less important theaters 
are concentrated in different localities. 

Paramount's large holdings, consisting of more than half of 
all affiliated theaters, are concentrated in the Southern, New 
England and North Central states. Fox is the dominant exhibitor 
in the Pacific and Mountain states. It also operates sizable groups 
of theaters in Kansas, Wisconsin and Missouri. Loew's 
(M.G.M.) theaters are principally concentrated in New York 
City. Warners' holdings are centered in Pennsylvania. It also 
has a considerable number of theaters in New York, New Jer- 
sey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Washington, D. C., and Ohio. 
R.K.O.'s theaters are concentrated in New York and New 
Jersey. 

An analysis by states fails to indicate the full extent of the 
regionalization of affiliated interests. Where several of the major 
companies appear to have conflicting holdings, the theaters are 
generally grouped in separate parts of the states and are not in 
competition. In some areas conflict has been avoided by joint 
control of theaters by two major companies. More than Zoo 

theaters are operated under such dual management -a minor car - 
telization. Each of the five companies operates one or more 
theaters in conjunction with another major. 

Attempts have been made to explain the close cooperation 
among the majors on the ground that many of the key men in 
the various companies are related to each other. In fact, during 
a Senate investigation, one Senator questioned a film executive 
on the subject extensively, in attempting to establish the reason 
for the unity of the major companies. This is not the only basis 
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for cooperation. Actually, the reason is quite different and far 
more logical -the producing theater -owning companies are the 
indispensable sources of supply for each other's theaters, and 
the best customers for each other's films. Negotiations between 
them follow a pattern of reciprocal back -scratching. The prac- 
tice is so common as to be called "cross licensing." As exhib- 
itors, they give preferential deals to the product of the other 
four integrated majors. As distributors, they discriminate in 
favor of affiliated theaters at the expense of all others. 

If one company tried to step out of this formal and mutually 
profitable minuet, joint reprisals from the other four would 
probably prove disastrous to the recusant. No one company 
can afford to dispense with the first -run outlets and rentals 
with which the other affiliated theaters provide it. Even Para- 
mount, with its vast holdings, receives only 25 per cent of its 
rentals from its own theaters, according to an article in Fortune. 
Furthermore, the output of any one company alone is insuffi- 
cient to provide its theaters with a continuous flow of films. 
The product of at least one or two other majors is required for 
profitable operation. 

THREE LITTLE SATELLITES 

Even the Big Five together do not make enough films to 
fill all of each other's theaters continuously, especially in view 
of the prevalence of double features. The product of the three 
satellites -Columbia, Universal and United Artists (U.A.) -is 
required to absorb the full screen time. Of these three, United 
Artists occupies the dominant position in respect to playing 
time and rentals. It is a distributing company which releases 
films produced by its stockholders and other producers who are 
not connected with any of the other majors. When it was 
originally formed in 1919 by Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Charlie Chaplin and D. W. Griffith, a Hollywood wit said, 

"The lunatics have taken over the asylum!" 
U.A. originally was a cooperative, financed by the group 

which made the pictures. Of recent years it has been owned by 
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persons who make few pictures. Hence, it is primarily a distrib- 
uting entrepreneur. Plans have long been discussed to reorganize 
U.A. so that producers will be the owners. A vital distributing 
agency for the product of independent producers is sorely 
needed but not likely to develop until the five majors are forced 
to sell their theaters. 

The bulk of Columbia's product is used generally on affil- 
iated screens to fill in double bills. Universal's product had the 
same status until a few years ago when, believing its pictures 
had improved markedly, it refused in one territory to accept 
the low rentals and second -billing customarily given its films. 
When the dominant affiliated exhibitor in that territory refused 
to give Universal the better rentals and playing time it felt its 
pictures deserved, Universal went to unaffiliated subsequent -run 
theaters and gave them first -run rights to its pictures. Soon 
after a few such deals had been made with independents, the 
affiliated circuit capitulated. Universal's daring and aggressive 
policy and improved product succeeded in raising its film rentals 
above R.K.O.'s to fifth place in 1944, according to trade papers. 
Naturally, however, R.K.O.'s theaters brought that company's 
total revenue higher. 

Few independents are big enough in dollars or quantity of 
pictures to fight the majors. However, Goldwyn and Selznick 
together were able to rent a Broadway, New York, theater for 
their product, but only after Bob Hope's pictures could not be 
shown in any suitable Broadway showing. 

The full vertical integration of the five companies, taken 
singly, does not present a formidable menace to competition. 
It does give each of the theater -owning companies the advantage 
of an assured minimal market for its own films. But that is rela- 
tively unimportant. Sometimes, in fact, the companies do not 
avail themselves of it. During one Congressional investigation 
testimony was given that the major companies foisted many of 
their inferior films on independent houses and did not show 
them at affiliated theaters at all. 

The vertical integration of the five majors assumes its tragic 
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importance only when considered in conjunction with the hori- 

zontal integration of these five companies at every level. On 
the exhibition level, these five units form a closely knit whole 

with powers far greater than those of the sum of its parts. 

Among the functions of this Union of Five is that of Social 

Arbiter of Theaters. No tyrannical dowager ever exercised 

the power of social arbiter more zealously. 

RUN AND CLEARANCE 

The "Four Hundred" of the exhibition realm is, of course, 

composed of first -run theaters -those given earliest access to 
films in their respective zones. The cast is an exclusive one. 

It is generally augmented only by members of the affiliated 

family. Newport society allows an occasional parvenu to slip 

through the gates, but film society is more circumspect. The 
construction of a large, expensive theater will by no means 
assure a bid to the First -run Cotillion. 

Theoretically, a theater negotiates separately with each dis- 

tributor for its run. But actually the Big Five, with impressive 
and almost invariable uniformity, accord substantially the same 

run to a given theater. The zones into which the majors have 
divided the country also show a remarkable degree of con- 
formity. Each zone supposedly includes only those theaters 
which are in direct competition with each other. But independ- 
ent exhibitors claim that zones have expanded beyond all rea- 
sonable limits in many areas in which the majors have acquired 
theaters. 

Inextricably involved with run and zoning schedules is the 
"clearance" time which must elapse between two runs of a 

picture in the same zone. In small towns with one or two the- 
aters, clearance and run present no great problem. But in large 
cities, where many theaters are competing for patronage, these 
factors assume considerable importance. Clearance is usually 
longest between the first and second runs of a film. The differ- 
ence in rentals between these two runs is generally greater than 
that between any two subsequent runs, as is the difference in 
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admission prices. The exhibitor believes that the clearance given 
his theater must be sufficient to make the remoteness of a subse- 
quent run discourage any public tendency toward frugal 
waiting. 

In cities where most of the second -run theaters are affiliated 
with the majors, clearance between the first two runs is gener- 
ally small. In areas where the majors own only first -run theaters, 
clearance tends to be longer. Frequent cases are recorded in 
which an affiliated second -run theater is given access to films 
before a competing second -run theater charging the same prices. 
In Washington, D. C., for example, where Warners owns two 
first -run theaters and nineteen neighborhood houses, its affiliated 
Calvert and Uptown theaters were regularly given pictures 
several days before the modern and attractive Apex theater -an 
independent in the same section which charges the same admis- 
sion prices as the two affiliated houses. Arbitration failed to 
bring satisfaction. Only the threat of an anti -trust suit suc- 
ceeded in securing equal treatment for the Apex theater. 

The clearance and run granted by the Inner Circle is not 
only remarkably uniform during one season but tends to persist 
unaltered for indefinite periods, freezing the existing status of 
theaters. This system tends to inhibit the construction of new 
independent theaters. In many instances theaters built for prior - 
run patronage find themselves assigned to very late runs and 
are forced to charge admission prices too low to make the 
ventures profitable. Occasionally, such theaters have been given 
no run at all. 

Under the consent decree it was provided that "No dis- 
tributor defendant shall refuse to license its pictures for exhibi- 
tion in an exhibitor's theater on some run ... unless the granting 
of a run on any terms to such exhibitor for said theater will 
have the effect of reducing the distributor's total film revenue 
in the competitive area in which such exhibitor's theater is 
located." 

The decree also provided for exhibitor complaints about 
runs to be submitted to arbitration. But the arbitration provi- 
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sions were ineffectual. They were hemmed in by too many of 

what exhibitors called "grandfather clauses," relating to the type 
of theaters, admission scale and financial standing of the exhib- 
itor. Independent produ.-,.,_ , ..c,und that under the decree their 
product was still entering the market place under great artificial 
burdens established for the benefit of the theater -owning majors. 

The Temporary National Economic Committee report sum- 
marizes the clearance situation in these words: 

The clearance developed between a number of theaters, wholly 
independent of affiliation with other theaters or with distributors, 
and competing with each other for films and protection terms, is 

Iikely to approximate the conditions most desirable from the con- 
sumer standpoint ... It is when a large number of the theaters 
are joined together into a single bargaining unit that unfair clearance 
is likely to develop. It is apparent that the problems arising from 
unfair clearance and zoning ... are almost wholly a result of large - 
scale combination of interests in the exhibition field. 

Admission prices also play their role in the complex clear- 
ance- and -run mechanism. It is customary for the largest distribu- 
tors to specify minimum admission prices in all contracts with 
exhibitors. If an exhibitor lowers box -office prices to attract 
more patronage, his theaters will be changed to a later run by 
all dominating distributors acting in concert. With the increase 
in percentage deals, the major producers' interest in maintain- 
ing box -office prices on all runs has become greater. Such price 
maintenance to the consumer by the producer would be a valu- 
able social service to protect small business, if it were not carried 
out by an accord between producers or chains of exhibitors, as 

in the movie industry. 
The practice of specifying admission prices is sometimes used 

by the circuits to gain an advantage over small later -run theaters. 
The powerful Interstate Circuit in Texas, affiliated with Para- 
mount, notified each of the major distributors that "A," or high - 
quality, films shown by the circuit at a forty -cent admission 
price were never to be shown "at any time or in any theater 
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at a smaller admission price than twenty -five cents for adults 
in the evening." Since subsequent -run theaters in the district 
customarily charged admission prices of ten or fifteen cents, 
many of them were unable to show the "A" product of any 
of the majors. The public had the choice of seeing undesirable 
pictures at the subsequent -run houses or patronizing Interstate 
first -run theaters at higher prices than they were accustomed 
to paying. 

There is a partial analogy to cheap reprints of books. If you 
wait long enough many of the best books originally published 
at $3.0o are purchasable at 98 cents or even 25 cents. Most book 
publishers maintain and fix the consumer resale price of their 
books. The difference lies in the fact that the publishers as 
a group do not by coincidence or otherwise agree that certain 
bookstores may handle original publications and that others may 
handle only the reprints. Imagine the public protest if five lead- 
ing publishers designated certain department stores for first sale 
or run of books and other stores were relegated to sale of reprints 
-even if there were a long lapse between the two editions. More- 
over, to carry the analogy farther, we must create a situation 
where a department store agrees with the five biggest publishers 
that no other book seller shall get the original editions of the 
book within a distance of zoo miles or so. That is what hap- 
pens in the movie industry by the action of the five companies, 
their theaters and their "chosen instruments" for exhibition. 

If a single movie company- owning no theater -or a single 
publisher- owning no bookstore -not in agreement with any 
competitor wanted to deal on exclusive territory and clearance 
terms he should be allowed to do so at his own hazard. This in 
essence is the theory of the Price Maintenance laws which were 
declared constitutional by a decision of the United States Su- 
preme Court. The evil comes from the concert of action. 

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS 

The affiliated theaters owned by the five majors are not the 
only threats to free competition in the exhibition field. Large in- 
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dependent chains have used their extensive buying power to 

force preferential treatment from the big distributors at the 

expense of the small exhibitors, and to the exclusion of inde- 

pendent producers. In many ways their monopolies are the 

more anti -social. 
A few powerful independent chains have grown up, prin- 

cipally in areas where there are no affiliated interests. Many 

of these circuits of theaters are located in one -theater towns, 

known to the industry as "closed towns" or "closed situations," 

because the theaters have no competition. In these towns the 

marketing situation is, to a certain extent, reversed, since the 

majors must sell to the single theater or derive no revenue at all 

from the town. A circuit which owns a number of such "closed 

situation" theaters is in a fine position to force preferential terms 

for all its theaters. Just as the powerful distributors demand that 
the owner of a small chain buy for all his theaters if he wants 

to buy for any of them, so the large chains can require a dis- 

tributor Co sell desirable films to all his theaters on good terms 

or lose the market of the entire chain. 
The circuit can also exact from the distributors almost as 

favorable treatment in clearance, run, rentals and choice of 

product as if it were a member of the affiliated family. As a 

result, the small independent exhibitor occupies the uncomfort- 
able position of low man on the exhibition totem pole, and the 

product of independent producers carries a great burden. The 
large chains urge that it takes a giant to fight a giant, but our 

highest court, in the Crescent case, in condemning one such 

circuit which dominated Tennessee, answered this plea by 
saying in effect: We will break you up now. We need not wait 
until the case against the majors comes before us. We will 

look over the giant distributors when their case comes to the 
court. 

The industry in general insists that the small exhibitor com- 
plains unjustly, since he is making more money than ever before. 
It is true that the present gusher of prosperity is also splashing 

the small theater owner. But statistics covering a substantial 
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period before the war indicate that his complaints have some 
validity. 

Between 1933 and 1941, Hays office figures show that the 
relative importance of small independent theaters declined 
sharply, while non -affiliated circuits increased proportionately. 
Independent theaters, which constituted 68 per cent of the total 
number of theaters in 1933, dropped to 56 per cent in 1941, 
while unaffiliated large circuits increased from 15 per cent of 
the total to 28 per cent. Thus, theaters tied up in chains or 
owned by the major producing companies represent about 45 
per cent of all theaters and, of course, a much bigger propor- 
tion of all seats and all income. 

Booking combines and circuits were originally formed by 
independent theaters for protection against the harsh tactics 
and exorbitant terms of the majors. The united buying strength 
of these theaters stood as a bulwark against domination from 
Hollywood. But, as frequently happens, many of these combines 
formed for protection all too soon became aggressive, ruthless 
and monopolistic themselves. They made use of most of the affili- 
ated tactics they had recently deplored -to eliminate competi- 
tion from small independent theaters -and they perfected a few 
additional practices themselves. The device of "over- buying," 
for example, was frequently employed. A circuit would license 
more films than it needed or could use for its theaters in order 
to prevent a competing theater from licensing them. The effec- 
tiveness of many of the unfair practices has become so widely 
known that a circuit can occasionally force a competitor to sell 
out to it by merely threatening to apply them. 

Three of the most powerful circuits -Griffith, Crescent and 
Schine -have recently been brought to court by anti -trust suits. 
The record in these cafes alone offers a handy compendium of 
predatory trade practices. The Crescent circuit, for example, 
would threaten to open another theater to discourage a poten- 
tial competitor from opening a theater in a town where a Cres- 
cent house operated. If the mere threat proved inadequate, it 
would lease, buy or build another theater, operating it just long 
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enough to eliminate the competitor. Where competition per- 
sisted, the circuit would fight it by such devices as compelling 
the majors to discriminate against the independent exhibitor in 
renting films, or lose the business of the entire circuit through- 
out the state. 

Such powers and others were also used against the product 
of independent producers. A picture of Danny Kaye's was kept 
out of most of the State of Tennessee because it was not pro- 
duced by one of the dominant Quintet. Even Disney pictures 
are subjected to such eliminating tactics in some market places. 
In any such deals between a chain and the majors it makes no 
difference to the public- deprived of competitive choice of pic- 
tures- whether the chain overwhelmed the majors for their prod- 
uct or whether the majors enjoyed being so seduced. Vis 
gratia puellis. 

The increased concentration of theater ownership resulting 
from these and other tactics naturally limits the public's choice 
of film fare. In some of the many districts controlled by a cir- 
cuit, the public has no access to any of the films the circuit re- 
jects. And, of course, every independent theater that is elim- 
inated further diminishes the potential market for the product 
of independent producers and the choice of the public. The 
town with only one independent exhibitor may present an in- 
soluble problem from the point of view of diversity, but to 
allow a chain owned by the majors or others to dominate a 
large area of many towns is to submit to economic dictatorship 
of the screen. 

If a circuit owns all the theaters in a town, or if the majors 
dominate the theaters of an area, to talk of building additional 
theaters is idle. Such edifices, no matter how attractive, are value- 
less if the owner is unable to procure pictures for display. In- 
cidentally, hundreds of former servicemen have indicated a de- 
sire to get into the small -town or small- theater exhibitor busi- 
ness. With the present bottleneck of the product, all such hopes 
are useless. Exhibition of motion pictures is one of the few busi- 
nesses denied to former servicemen. 
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INDEPENDENCE WITH STRINGS 

Some of the wholly independent producing companies -like 
Republic, Monogram and P.R.C. -who do not rely on the majors 
for production facilities or distribution, generally have access 
only to the small non -affiliated theaters. Very occasionally one 
of them makes a picture that proves so successful in its first 

few showings that affiliated theaters or independent chains are 
willing to give it bookings. 

However, the class "independent," as defined in Hollywood, 
includes producers with a wide range of dependence on the 
majors. It varies from the apron -string- clingers who are financed 
by a major and use the major's lot, equipment, talent and dis- 
tribution facilities, to the relatively emancipated producer who 
arranges for his own financing, uses his own studios and person - 
nel and relies on one of the major companies for his dis- 

tribution. The ranks of more or less independent producers 
have swelled considerably lately. Strangely, one of the prin- 
cipal factors accounting for this urge toward independence is 

the increase in income taxes. 
It has become more agreeable, and often more profitable, 

for a producer to form his own production unit. According 
to an article in Fortun? for February, 1945: 

In making a picture of his own, he could in effect invest a lump 
sum in his corporation that would bring him handsome revenues in 
the form of film rentals spread out over a number of years. Or he 
could form a corporation to make a single picture, and after making 
the picture, sell his stock in the corporation for more than it cost 
him. The difference in many cases is taxable not as a personal 
income but as capital gain, on a flat 25 per cent basis. 

The independent producer operating under capital -gains pro- 
visions of the tax law is able to take in as participants writers, 
actors and others who contribute to the wealth of the picture. 
The largest companies, with block -booking and other intricate 
bookkeeping structures, frown on giving the star, director, or 
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writer an interest in the value he creates. Hence, some of their 
high officials have urged the government to prevent the inde- 
pendents from engaging in their lawful method of competition, 
picture by picture on a capital -gains basis. The large companies 
are ill equipped to democratize their operations by true profit 
sharing. 

Producers are not the only ones leaving the studio fold. 
Writers, actors and directors similarly affected by high tax rates 
are feeling that primitive emancipation inclination. Rather than 
lose their top box -office attractions, most of the major studios 
are allowing them to set up their own production units, often 
within the studio gates. A few years ago only United Artists 
released independent products, but a schedule for 1945 an- 
nounced in the trade papers indicated that every major company 
plans to release some outside product. The producers who 
have formed their own units include Gary Cooper, Bing 
Crosby, Fred McMurray and Leslie Fenton, Mickey Rooney, 
Preston Sturges and Howard Hughes, Hal Wallis, Buddy De 
Sylva, Sam Wood and Hunt Stromberg. 

It should be noted, however, that these "independent" pro- 
ducers are actually the same men who have been making pic- 
tures for the major companies for many years -they do not 
represent an influx of really new minds or points of view. Even 
their partial independence brings the public a greater diversity 
of ideas. But under the present setup, there is no assurance that 
this independence -with- strings will survive the period of war 
prosperity. If box -office receipts fall off and capital again be- 
comes scarce, there will probably be a large -scale scurrying of 
such independents back to the security of complete domination 
by the large studios. Certainly the Big Five will make every 
effort to tighten the strings that tie these "independents" to 
them. 

A score or more of independents in the full sense have 
founded their own organization -the Society of Independent 
Motion Picture Producers. They have enough in common to be 
of great aid in breaking down many of the monopolistic prac- 
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tices in the industry. But it still takes bravery for an independent 
to fight one of the giants. In some few instances of such fights 
the independents have won out. 

RAW FILM STOCK 

It should be noted that three companies control the produc- 
tion of all our film stock. The division of this market is, 

roughly: Eastman, 7o per cent; Du Pont, 25 per cent, and 
Ansco, 5 per cent. The production of colored film stock is 

more tightly held. The Eastman -Technicolor tie -up is presently 
being investigated at long last by the Department of Justice. 

These bottlenecks are serious from many angles but essen- 
tially must be reexamined because we can well assume that in 
such a tight market, based on patents, there is less than vigorous 
price competition. The price of film stock is one factor which, 
it is claimed by some, creates the necessity of leasing rather than 
selling pictures to theaters for exhibition. The expense of making 
enough prints to go to all exhibitors at the same time is one of 
the bases for first runs, delayed showings, exclusive territory 
and many other practices unknown to other industries. 

Some experts believe that after -war science will reduce the 
price of film stock to such a low figure that some producer 
will offer to sell prints outright to any and all exhibitors who 
want to buy. Instead of making up anywhere from zoo to 500 
or more prints of each picture, film stock may become so cheap 
that, like books, any retailer who wants to buy will be able 
to purchase or lease the picture for exhibition. Then, it is sug- 
gested, movies will be marketed like books in price series, timed 
one in relation to the other. 

THE FUTURE 

The story of the zhotion picture industry would be difficult 
to film -it has no real villains or heroes. No group in the indus- 
try is all good or all bad. The major companies, the independents, 
the chain exhibitors and the small exhibitors alike are naturally 
interested in making money. Throughout the history of the in- 
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dustry, the heroic crusader of one period has, if successful, be- 
come the predatory monopolist of the next. Much of the criti- 
cism leveled against the dominant groups springs from simple 
envy. The only possible hero of the tale is the passive, off -screen 
figure of the public. 

The independent exhibitor is being emphasized in this chap- 
ter not because of any virtue or selflessness in his character but 
because immediate proximity to the audience makes his group 
the most responsive to the public. His policy is formed to suit 
not the average taste of a section, or a national market, but of 
his individual community. The interests of the independent pro- 
ducer too parallel those of the public. The producer who has no 
profitable theaters to cushion production losses and insure a 
minimum market for his product can succeed only by pleasing 
the public. 

The present structure of the industry, however, permits the 
independent producer to reach any considerable part of the 
public only by sufferance of the five giant affiliated companies 
working substantially as a unit. The three satellites are generally 
assumed to be in the major league only because their access 
to affiliated theaters has been assured for a number of years. 
If, however, double features were discontinued and the Big Five 
were able to fill their screens with their own product, the status 
of the satellite companies would become precarious. 

The handful of men controlling the fully integrated com- 
panies, then, have the power to regulate the type, amount, 
content, and character of the films that reach the public. There 
is no reason to impugn the ability or good faith of these men. 
The evil lies in the fact that there are so few of them and that 
the only thoughts, ideas and opinions to reach 100,000,00o per- 
sons a week via the screen are those acceptable to this handful 
of men. The entire film fare of the nation is grown within the 
narrow limits circumscribed by these few minds. Since most 
of the executives who determine the policies of the major com- 
panies have held office for many years, the taboos they impose 
today coincide largely with those they imposed years ago. 
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It is important to note that the men dominating the major 
companies are, for the most part, trained in theater operation, 
real estate and finance rather than in film production. The 
huge and complex organizations they run are engaged in picture 
making primarily to supply the essential raw material for the 
profitable operation of their theaters. Film production, which 
represents a smaller investment and potential return than thea- 
ters, is naturally less important to the major company chiefs. 

If film making were an end in itself, the interests of these 
companies might well coincide with those of the public. Since 
their profits would vary with the degree of pleasure their prod- 
uct gave the consumer, their sole objective would be the pro- 
duction of good films. But under the present intricate set -up, 
more attention is necessarily given to the running of profitable 
theaters, the involved financial negotiations attendant on buy- 
ing, constructing and maintaining these theaters, and the admin- 
istration of real estate companies, music publishing houses, 

booking agencies and numerous other subsidiaries, of which 
some companies have more than ioo. The delicate juggling 
of all the interests may, and occasionally does, involve a partial 
sacrifice by each to attain maximum returns from the combina- 
tion of them all. 

The imposing size of these giant companies affects the con- 
sumer interest in many ways. Since the majors service a market 
embracing not only the whole of North America, but every 
other continent as well, their product must have so broad and 
universal an appeal that often, while a picture is suitable for 
average of all nations, classes and cultural levels, it is not truly 
satisfactory to any single group. 

The majors are conscious of this difficulty, but their huge 
overhead makes it impossible for them to produce for a more 
limited market. Industry spokesmen often excuse the lack of 
maturity and subtlety in the general run of films on the. ground 
that they must appeal to the average man, whose intelligence one 

tactless executive described as that of a twelve- year -old child. 
It is quite true that the large companies could not recoup their 
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present huge negative costs from pictures appealing only to 
educated audiences. But independent producers can and gener- 
ally do watch expenses far more closely. Many independent pro- 
ducers and small producing companies are merely hoping to 
succeed well enough to be absorbed into the major leagues. 
Others plan to develop new fields. 

A set -up under which many producers could compete freely 
is possible if the major companies divest themselves of their 
theater holdings and a dissolution of all chains be ordered. This 
step alone would go a long way toward placing the Big Five on 
an equal footing with other producing companies. The principal 
reason for their cooperation would disappear, since they would 
no longer be each other's best customers or sources of supply. 
Once they no longer received preferential treatment from each 
other's theaters, they would lose a large part of their competitive 
advantage over other producers. 

It is possible that most exhibitors, given the choice of the 
product of a hundred companies, would refuse to book films 
in blocks. But it probably would be preferable to abolish block - 
booking by legislation so that its fragments do not remain to 
plague the marginal exhibitor and the independent producer. 

If the Big Five had no assured market for inferior films, and 
no chance to foist them on exhibitors in blocks sweetened with 
desirable pictures, the "program" film now made to fill the lower 
half of double bills would probably disappear from major pro- 
duction schedules. Since double bills originated largely because 
exhibitors were unable to get sufficiently strong single attrac- 
tions, they might be abolished if exhibitors had a hundred sources 
of supply instead of five for the bulk of their product. 

If a hundred producers had equal access to the market today, 
the product of a few of them might lead the field before long. 
It is possible that the output of the Big Five would predominate. 
If it did, it would be by merit rather than by stranglehold. 
Companies whose product failed to please the public would 
disappear, but others would spring up, and the successful pro- 
ducers would be kept on their toes by the competition. 
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Production budgets would probably drop, since the com- 

panies would no longer have theater profits to counterbalance 
film production losses. This, incidentally, is one of the principal 
arguments advanced by industry spokesmen against divorce- 
ment. But numerous costly flops and profitable "sleepers" have 
demonstrated that money does not necessarily make the movie. 

Lower budgets would make it possible to produce more films 

designed for specific audience levels in the place of the prevalent 
conglomerations containing a little of every man's meat and, 
inevitably, some of every man's poison. 

It is not to be supposed that the simple divorcement of pro- 
duction from exhibition would cure all the ills afflicting the film 

public and the various branches of the industry. Divorcement 
plus dissolution would be, however, a step in the direction of 
putting film production on a basis of free competition, provided 
that all the large independent exhibitor chains were also broken 
up. 

The persistent attempts of leaders of the industry since its 
inception to monopolize the market have been the subject mat- 
ter of innumerable anti -trust suits. But the judicial arm of the 
government is not equipped to cope with the problem except 
piecemeal and after years of delay. The right of the audience 
to have a full and free choice of pictures is a matter calling for 
legislative action. Congress has threatened to act on many occa- 
sions. It must act soon or the Quintet of Rulers of the Amer- 
ican Screen will create international situations- delicate and em- 
barrassing. To totalitarian people there is little difference be- 
tween one political dictator and five cooperating economic 
dictators. 

Three post -war forces will, in my opinion, call for revolu- 
tions in the business. They will require a type of leadership not 
visible on the horizon of the major companies. 

I. Few of our costly pictures can bail themselves out finan- 
cially in our home market. We will take out of foreign mar- 
kets even this year a sum in the neighborhood of $ I oo,000,000. 
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If that foreign market falls off, a shift will be compelled in our 

production costs and other practices. 
The nations of the world -particularly those tending toward 

totalitarian ways of life -are already preparing to build up their 

own movie industries which, aside from that of England, are 

still negligible in quantity or quality. Nevertheless, it seems sure 

that all of Europe and South America will put quotas or em- 

bargoes on our pictures in order to favor their own product. 

The loss to us of this income will cause a reduction of our 

production costs, compel our American companies to open up 

production subsidiaries in foreign lands, or inspire evil inter- 

national cartels. 
2. The pressure of foreign countries will in time break down 

the virtual embargo in our market against foreign pictures, 

which will quickly improve in quality. No longer will our five 

giants be able to rely solely on power. They will be forced 

to allow foreign product into our theaters in exchange for 

showing our pictures abroad. This in turn will reduce the 

consumption by our audiences of our home -made product. 

Foreign pictures will get some of the gate receipts. 

One major company executive, Arthur Loew, has recognized 

this problem and is dealing with it intelligently and progres- 

sively. He has recently begun a program of distributing exten- 

sively in the United States new Swiss, French, Mexican and 

other foreign films. He is also having i6 millimeter prints of all 

M -G -M films made for distribution to churches and educational 

institutions abroad. Of course the whole 16 millimeter field pre- 

sents vast educational possibilities that have barely begun to be 

tapped. 
3. The monopoly thinking of the five giants will be seri- 

ously jarred in any period of unemployment. The rise in the 

price of theater admissions in recent years shows that of the in- 

creased prices paid for tickets, about 11/2 cents went back to the 

producer of the picture. This multiplied by the total number 

of admissions equals approximately the net profits of the giant 

companies. A fall in the number of admissions or in the ad- 
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mission prices will cause great financial distress to the larger 
companies, since costs of operation will not be subject to com- 
parable reductions. 

Maybe these forces, plus Congressional action to break up 
the monopoly, will give the American audience greater choice 
of pictures, domestic and foreign. We can support in a nation 
our size several hundred independent separate production units 
competing for public favor in a democratic market free of artifi- 
cial restraints. 



CHAPTER VII 

WE CAN TURN THE TIDE 

IN THE LIGHT of this record, we cannot sit with conceited com- 

fort in the belief that traveling a middle road between dictator- 

ship and laissez faire we have inevitably found our enduring 

solution. No one can believe that we are in a position of norm, 

or that any society can ever be in a position of norm, for that 

would be a synonym of static. Moreover, in a world of dictator- 

ship of the mind we will not be unaffected by restrictions on 

world trade in thought. 
The proof of the concentration is clear. Although the causes 

are economic, the dangers are essentially spiritual, and, hence, 

go to the essence of our greatest contribution to the history of 

mankind. Unless we move in, and move bravely and quickly, 

the tide will run against us at an increasing rate. The public 

finally will wake up to its mental starvation. The few remaining 

smaller groups will be driven out of business and no new 

ones will be able to arise except in rare freak situations. 

We will not stand still. Either we go toward dictatorship of 

the mind or we enter the crusade magnificent for freedom from 

economic restraints on the minds and habits of our people. 

The best hope would lie in the vision of the leaders of radio, 

movie and press. In each industry a handful of persons have told 

me that I was on the right track, hoping that the professional 

concern of the leaders of opinion will eventually come to grips 

with the problem. But there are no such leaders with sufficient 

following to be effective. 
Many recent reports indicate that innumerable small inde- 

pendent operators in the three fields will soon become ready to 

demand a Congressional investigation. Many Senators tell me 

this is the fundamental inquiry of our democracy. But any legis- 

lator coming up for re- election is normally a little timid about 
24,5 
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challenging the owners of radio, movies and press, even though 
the people have often voted down, so to speak, a practically 
unanimous press. It does not damage my plea for greater diver- 
sity to be told that the press is so impotent that a cynical public 
disregards its attitudes and rejects its guidance. I still believe that 
the press, radio and movies are great educational forces in our 
society, and that the present public cynicism toward these media 
depreciates our appreciation of freedom of expression. 

I am convinced that we must and can turn the tide. My 
guess is that the industrial revolution has run only half the 
course of its impact on the press. Twenty-six hundred papers 
in 191o, 1,800 in 1940, possibly under I,000 in 196o; 600 towns 
with more than one paper in 191o; only 200 such towns today. 
Maybe only 5o in 196o. Radio pipelines are scant in number but 
we can save the air through democratic treatment of F.M. and 
television. Independent movie production is an essential for 
domestic and foreign relations. 

I urge a joint Senate -House inquiry to save the small daily, 
weekly, magazine, radio station, and movie company producer or 
exhibitor. The investigation should be non -political, promul- 
gated by two Democrats and two Republicans. The directive 
should be to gather the facts and take testimony as to remedies. 
The resolution calling for the inquiry should carry the clearest 
mandate against any question or examination or solution in any 
way related to censorship of content. 

I am sure such an inquiry would accomplish much. In the first 
place, the press and radio could scarcely refrain from com- 
menting on the hearings and proposals. In the second place, 
public awareness of the problem would result in public debate. 
And finally, many separate pieces of legislation would be put on 
the statute books in our necessary crusade to preserve diversity 
of opinion -in fact as well as in theory. 

A FEW MOVES TOWARD FREEDOM 

Most persons who have tried to minimize the thesis of 
this book have admitted the evil trend but have taken a position 
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of resignation. Adopting the mood of the fatalists, they say, 

"Nothing can be done about it. You can't sweep back the 

tides." 
It was such arguments of inevitability that led me at first 

to ask, "Are we willing to admit the ineluctable further con- 

centration of such business? In that event, don't we agree that 
the government will eventually take over? Don't we already 

see a group of Marxist liberals urging a T.V.A. of the air, a 

T.V.A. of the movies and a government yardstick news service ?" 

Such questioning led me to explore techniques to aid new 

competition and new devices for reopening these markets. I am 

persuaded that the solutions are readily available. A Congress 

truly independent of the few people who control public opinion 
could with ease reverse the tide, increase diversity and without 
doubt augment the audiences for all three media. Thousands of 
independent movie, radio and newspaper companies are looking 
for a legislative leader to save them from surrender to the 
giants. 

I shall enumerate a number of approaches to the problem. 
A separate volume could be written to cover all the different 
measures which, added together, could keep us free. Some of the 
proposals need factual implementation of data not available to 
the general citizen. We cannot expect the press or radio to dis- 

cuss and explain the evils and the remedies. However, a Con- 
gressional Committee could, with a small staff, get all the in- 

formation in a few months. The Smaller War Plants Corpora- 
tion has a stake in the problem, the Federal Communications 
Commission has access to much information not generally public, 
the War Production Board, Department of Commerce, Post 

Office, Treasury and other government agencies can supply 
facts to round out the picture. The top worried leaders of the 
three industries can be forced to submit further proof of the 
thesis out of their own files. 

In the main my proposals follow old -fashioned approved 
techniques -right down the middle of our traditional legisla- 

tive paths. Of course, each field requires special adaptations and 
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unique treatments. The list that follows is by no means to be 
considered a complete immediate panacea for the restoration of 
competition of thought in our land. In fact, it is far less than all 

the proposals that have come to my attention. I offer it only 
as a starting point of discussion for those having a concern for 
our American theory of freedom for the press, radio and 
movie. 

During the past half century we have been slowly learning 
the difference between innocuous wealth and evil capital. A 
personal fortune invested in New York City real estate has no 
appreciable impact on rents. A similar sum controlling techni- 
color can enslave the market of pictures in color and delay 
the development of the science of color photography. 

In our attack on the kind of wealth which corrupts or pre- 
vents free enterprise, we early decided that corporations could 
be organized only for limited stated amounts of capital. Banks 
were set up with capital ceilings established by legislatures. In- 
surance companies likewise were limited in size. About forty 
years ago Charles Evans Hughes -later to be Governor of New 
York and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court- proposed a final 
limit of about $250,000,000 on life insurance companies. But the 
economic giants won out in the legislative battle. The lid was 
off and one insurance company today has more than $5,000,- 
000,000 of assets and collects more in premiums every year than 
the total of the budgets of twenty states. 

Another evil, besides mere size, has long disturbed free en- 
terprise. Vertical controls were organized. Railroads tried to 
tie up all other transportation facilities and dominate in certain 
areas the industries which supplied most of their freight. So we 
decided that coal companies might not control coal -carrying 
railroads or vice versa. Railroads should not be allowed to own 
steamship lines. Banks were divorced from their security affili- 

ates. In such types of legislation we were concerned with en- 
larging areas of competition, and preventing the use of indus- 
trially interlocked power as a substitute for imagination and 
competition, 
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Based on our past approach to reduce the evils of laissez 
faire nine rather simple but fundamental approaches -which 
affect all three media, subject to practical variations -might be 
considered as holding out great hope of a free market in com- 
munication of ideas. 

i. We had come to the conclusion that interlocking of 
certain businesses did not result in public good. The railroads 
in Pennsylvania had used the coal mines not for the benefit of 
the coal -consuming public but for the enrichment of the rail- 
roads. Ingenuity was not applied to mining coal. Hence, oil ran 
away with the market. There was no need for conceiving the 
automatic stoker, by- products went to waste, prices kept climb- 
ing. The railroad coal companies sat back on their monopolistic. 
haunches. There was no longer a market place of coal for price 
criticism. The companies and the railroads suffered from the 
dead hand of monopoly. 

A divorce was ordered. Such measures are in keeping with 
free enterprise as distinguished from enterprise. Similarly, and 
for even better cause, ownership of radio and press should be 
divorced one from the other. A special committee of Congress 
has suggested the examination of this problem by Congress. Let 
papers buy time on the air and radio buy space in the press - 
but no joint ownership! Certainly, in areas where there is a lim- 
ited access to the market -that is, control of both air and press 
in one person's hands -a large piece of democracy has been 
abandoned. 

Movie companies should be forced to sell all their theaters, 
and theater chains should keep out of the movie production 
business. Let each picture compete on its own merits without 
the economic advantage of any tie -in with brick and mortar 
for preferential treatment. 

Movie companies should be divorced from radio and tele- 
vision. If no movie company were permitted to own broadcast- 
ing facilities, then all movie producers would compete in the 
market of the air for the sale of their pictures. If the five giant 
movie companies are allowed to own radio and television, then 

1 
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smaller entities should be given preferences on their applica- 
tions. 

Radio licensees should leave to others the business of owning 
or handling the sale of copyrighted music. B.M.I. must be 
promptly dissolved for the sake of the creative music talent of 
America. 

No network should be allowed to own a station. This would 
encourage the development of many more networks, offering 
more programs to all stations. 

Newspaper publishing should be divorced from control of 
forest, pulp or paper manufacture. It is enough for a publisher, 
broadcaster or producer to tend to his own knitting. These 
occupations can well consume the full energies of any executive 
or director. The savings, if any, through owning collateral in- 
terests, are more than outweighed by the disastrous effects on 
free enterprise. The deadening impact of such affiliations in the 
market, whether it involves owning music, making receiving 
sets, owning theaters or forests, threatens freedom of enter- 
prise. 

These three great professions would inspire far greater con- 
sumption power and confidence from the public if we forced 
them to end their vertical controls. 

z. But divorce alone is not enough. Concealed companionate 
marriage must be prevented. Surely the movie company selling 
its theaters should not be allowed to turn them over to the presi- 
dent's nephews. Such circumvention we have guarded against 
with high success in many fields. We have often prevented in- 
terlocking directorates or ownership of controlling shares of 
stock. With wisdom, and surprising approval even from those 
most directly affected, we provided, for example, that there shall 
be no interlocking of directors between savings bank boards and 
stock exchange firms, except under special circumstances and 
by special permission. We should follow this same pattern in the 
press, radio and movie businesses. There is no need for R.C.A., 
manufacturer of radio receiving sets, to be the owner of N.B.C., 
to hold a stock interest therein, or to exercise power through 

1 
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identical directors. This is in line with the recent Pullman Car 

decision of the Supreme Court. 
3. Many states, in order to preserve indigenous retail inter- 

ests, have imposed chain -store taxes. Local men and women 
owning and running drug or grocery stores add mightily to a 

community -far beyond the contributions of migrant temporary 
chain -store managers. Even though the consumer temporarily 
may pay more, even though many such small firms fail, we 
should prefer the encouragement of local zeals to the develop- 
ment of a race of robots. Similar limitations on the sweep of 
power of giants have been evident in our banking legislation, 
where chain and branch banking in many states and Federally 
has been limited or totally condemned. As a member of the 
New York State Banking Board for more than a decade I was 
constantly impressed by the wisdom of our limitations on branch 
banking business. The big metropolitan banks would sap the 
money and ingenuity of up -state cities, if allowed to open 
branches. The spiritual and economic vitality of communities 
requires the development of banking skills in each separate local- 
ity. This, even though it may perchance be cheaper to carry on 
banking operations conducted by clerks sent out from the two 
or three main cities of the nation. Our utility legislation has 
adopted the same philosophy. We saw no validity for a company 
in Indiana owning an electric light company a thousand miles 
away. 

But why should any one concern own half of all the news- 
papers of a state? Why permit multiple ownership of radio 
stations? Why should we allow far distant absentee ownership 
of radio stations or newspapers -instruments affected with im- 

portant local public interests? Why should we sit idly by while 
one company owns all the dominant theaters of a district, city 
or state? Even if there be some economies through chain opera- 
tions, we might forego these questionable and temporary savings 

in dollars in return for a better market place where ingenuity 
once more will be encouraged. Increased competition is the 
only permanent leveler of costs, which are never securely re- 
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duced to the consumer in a market place of less than free and 
full competition. As things stand today, the independent opera- 
tor, no matter how much better service he renders, cannot 
compete against a branch -chain economy -an economy inviting 
loss -leaders, forcing localities by temporary bait to drive out 
competition, and scaring new enterprises from arising again. 
Moreover, chains in theaters, papers and radio stations obviously 
do not provide lower prices to the consumers. They should be 
broken up. Dissolutions are called for. Absentee ownerships 
must be condemned. 

4. I have just referred to techniques for reestablishing free 
enterprise by divorce and dissolutions. Another basic weapon 
must be used to keep us from totalitarian ways. Power in the 
market through mere size has ever been a national evil. A few 
years ago Congress passed legislation -the Robinson -Patman 
Act -whereby large and small buyers were put on a partial par- 
ity -the large order getting an advantage not because of size 
but only to the extent of the true savings which flow from 
size. If a big department store buys a thousand copies of a book 
it must pay exactly the same price as paid by the crossroads 
bookstore buying only one or two copies -less only savings in 
commissions and other proved genuine differentials. Moreover, 
the resale price to the public by both the large and small buyer 
must be the same. Such legislation has helped keep our few 
remaining bookstores in business. Ditto for merchants in other 
industries. 

This Robinson -Patman and Tydings price maintenance type 
of approach would bring great relief in the idea businesses. For 
example, as we have seen -giant advertisers buying a dozen 
pages, pay far less than the smaller concern which buys only 
a half page. National advertisers pay more than local concerns. 
If the only difference in price were the true economic differ- 
ence in the setting of type, selling expense, etc., the price to the 
giants would either go up -which is not so likely -or the price to 
the smaller purchasers of advertising would decline to meet the 
required median. In either event, diversity would benefit. I am 
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confident that such equality of advertising rates would even- 
tually result in newspapers being supported more largely by the 
readers themselves. 

One of the hopeful signs of freedom of the press during 
the war is seen in the rise in cost of newspapers to the consumer. 
Such rise has not resulted in lessened circulation. To the extent 
that the reader pays one fourth of his cost when he buys the 
paper and three fourths when he buys advertised commodities, 
the market is in peril. This peril is more evident each year. A 
man with several thousand dollars and an idea which he wants 
to sell to the public is usually a fool to try it out today, for if 
he can get only one fourth or one half of his cost back from 
people who like his ideas, he must go to advertisers for the 
balance. 

I do not here contend that advertisers control content 
directly. I am not here concerned with content. Rather do I 
suggest that to the extent that readers pay for their papers direct 
there is a freer and more direct competition in the ideas of the 
press. Today the press has two types of customers -often with 
conflicting interests. I assume that all publishers would admit 
that the readers are the more important group. But the essential 
economic dilemma exists because the less important customer 
brings in most of the income. At present, without the support 
of a dozen or so large -size advertising agencies -controlling tens 
of millions of dollars of national advertising, and a handful of 
large local advertisers -there is little use starting a paper. It is 
no answer that a solitary remaining inheritor of millions of dol- 
lars can conceivably start a daily even in a metropolitan center 
where a single press costs as much as $1,000,000. 

The effect of similar competitive purchasing power on radio 
will be evident when one notes that a negligible number of con- 
cerns can afford to reach the public at the peak listening hours. 
Are we content when we find that of 293 network advertisers 
144 corporations contributed 97 per cent of the income of 
the networks? Standard public rate cards -practiced in some 
large and small stations -should be the uniform compulsory prac- 
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tice. There should be no differentials on bulk times sales for the 

same listening hours on the air, other than those traceable to 

actual economic savings through quantity sales. 

In the movie industry the problem is far more complicated 

because our present judgments must be made against a mer- 

chandising pattern under which the five big companies actually 

control practically the entire market, and to a substantial ex- 

tent, the product of independent producers and the three satel- 

lites who enter the markets only by grace of the giants. More- 

over, large chain exhibition circuits not owned by the majors 

have in many ways even a more stringent stranglehold. The 
picture business peculiarly should be a business of purchase pic- 

ture by picture -on the merit of each picture -guessed at when 

finished or ready for showing. This sound principle is defeated 

at the outset by block -booking, long -term franchises and other 
compulsive deals which give undue weight to quantity in viola- 

tion of the Robinson -Patman Act principles. 
The existing statute does not cover "leasing" which, rather 

than outright sales, is the present practice in the movie industry. 

However, an amendment could easily cover the movies even 

though rentals are of necessity based on prices of admission, 

length of runs, length of clearances, seating capacity of theaters, 

etc. The present wholesale power of the giants places undue 

burdens on the product of independent producers and inde- 

pendent theater owners. Under any circumstance, each pro- 
ducer should be allowed at his own peril to fix clearance, run 

and price by agreement with his exhibitors. Since such terms 

are fixed at present by accords, collusion or cross -agreements, 

the doors to the market swing closed. 
5. Taxes have been one of our historic implements for social 

adjustments. We reduce production of whisky, playing cards 

and other articles by high taxes. No tax law can be written 
without social, as well as revenue, effects. We encourage pro- 

duction of surgical instruments, foods, etc., by exemption from 

many taxes. In order to reenergize the market of ideas -our most 

precious market -I urge that all operators in any of these fields 
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be given exemption from all income tax on the first $zo,000 or 
$zs,000 of profit in any year. I hold no brief for this exact 
figure. I contend only for incentive taxation. It could be in- 
creased beyond such sums if tied into the amount of capital 
employed. Hundreds of small magazines, weeklies, newspapers, 
radio stations, movie theaters, even movie producers of shorts 
and documentaries would be encouraged to hang on or to start 
in business. 

Small companies would have a hope of building up capital to 
compete with large groups. Hundreds of vital people could then 
borrow initial capital to compete in these "power controlled" 
market places. The national budget would not suffer, since 
ultimately more wealth would be created. I should imagine that 
if we put through the other measures I propose, there would 
be little need for invoking such tax relief. But even then, such 
minimal tax benefits should not shock the mammoth enterprises 
which brag about their economies through large -scale opera- 
tions and which can, having overpowered the market, spend 
fortunes for further enlargement with little cost to themselves. 

6. The last figures I saw indicated that we spent $3,000,000,- 
000 in advertising in 1944. This sum was deducted on tax re- 
turns to the extent of 67 per cent on the average. With these 
thirty- three -cent dollars -the balance is contributed by the gov- 
ernment- giants are permitted to use advertising to further disad- 
vantage present competitors or newcomers of lesser size. In the 
newspaper field, even during the war -a period of unusual pros- 
perity and increased advertising revenues generally -the small 
papers -which are the overwhelming number of the total -at 
times showed an actual shrinkage in advertising income over the 
pre -war period. A Congressional inquiry into this one subject 
would do more for new and small papers and magazines than 
any possible subsidy such as Senator Bankhead proposed in his 
bill for direct government purchase of advertising space in small 
papers. However, I am in sympathy with Senator Bankhead's 
objective, for he sensed the danger of the evaporation of the 
press of the nation. I am opposed, however, to direct dollar sub- 
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sidies in government advertising for fear of the government's 
power over ideas. 

Of course, our entire war rationing program vis-à-vis ad- 
vertising was devised by and for the giants and did much to put 
the big papers, magazines and movie companies in a position 
more preferential than ever before. If rationing is to continue, 
we should reexamine the British plan -which was aimed to keep 
small papers alive, not merely to conserve giant corporations. 

I would suggest explorations to determine the degree of 
deductibility of good will, institutional and all other advertising 
in relation to sales, volume of business, etc. I am not talking 
about limiting the amount of advertising, but only about the 
effect of compulsory capitalizing of it in the disparate opera- 
tions of these three media. The movies, of course, are touched 
by this primarily in the exhibition end of the business. 

As a corollary Congress might well reduce the discrimina- 
tion against small business by permitting as deductible expense 
items for tax purposes, rather than as compulsory capital items, 
certain kinds of limited promotion costs. 

7. Block -booking of movies has been condemned by a re- 
cent court consent decree. Each picture should stand on its own 
sprocket holes or we, by our laxity, permit the producer of 
many pictures to force them on the market by a competition 
less than fair to the separately produced pictures of independent 
producers. Block -booking of newsreels, shorts and features is a 

shocking insult to the minds of the people. 
Likewise, block- booking of news and advertising is one of 

the frightening practices which have grown up in aid of monop- 
olization of our small weekly papers. Most persons are reluctant 
to believe that thousands of papers buy advertising and boiler 
plate news and features in one bundle, with the prices weighted 
to induce the buyer to purchase his news from a central joint 
boiler plate- advertising source. 

Even in the radio a practice of "bundles" is developing. If 
each broadcaster built up his own programs, and assumed the 
stature of an editor, bundle sales of "music, comment, press 
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services and gags" in one package would not be objectionable. 
But with the abdication of the main radio station owners to ad- 
vertisers for the development of programs, the package business 
has serious implications. Bundle sales of sustaining and spon- 
sored programs should be outlawed. 

8. Much of the material used by radio, movies and press is 

copyrighted. A. copyright is in itself a tight monopoly,. The 
question of whether this copyright monopoly should be pro- 
tected by the government when it encourages the bottlenecking 
of news was raised by Judge Brandeis thirty years ago in an 
Associated Press case. I would suggest that we must soon pro- 
vide that all news and other analogous material when placed in 
the market for sale may not rely on the copyright monopoly 
protection unless the material be offered for sale to all buyers 
at reasonable prices and at a fair profit to the dispenser. Then, 
and then only, should we prohibit its theft or protect its exclu- 
sive monopoly. We have already determined that patents on 
glass and other commodities must be made available to all buyers 
on reasonable licensing terms. In the glass business the courts 
found an inadequate market. Certainly an equally high standard 
of open marketing is applicable to "thought" as is now applied 
to beer bottles or window panes. The vice of A.P. lies in restrict- 
ing the market. To a lesser degree the other news services are 
also culpable. 

In the radio field I would suggest that all networks be 
licensed directly by the F.C.C. and that all their programs be 
made available to any station at a fair price and a reasonable 
profit. In this field, with only four national networks, bottle- 
necking is peculiarly serious. It should be of some interest to our 
people to realize that the world series baseball reports could not 
be heard in many parts of the United States because of net- 
work bottleneck controls created by exclusive contracts with 
separate selected stations. Copyrights and patents dealing with 
national defense, or the Bill of Rights should be valid only if 
marketed at a fair price and a reasonable profit to all who desire 
them. 
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9. We have long followed a sound policy of subsidizing the 
printed word. For my part, the subsidy should be greatly in- 
creased. Not only do we ship Braille books for the blind by 
mail for nothing, not only do we give reduced rates within 
limited areas to newspapers, but we carried second class mail at 
a loss of $86,000,000 to the taxpayers in 1942. The Post Office 
received $25,000,000 and it cost $11,1,000,000 to deliver this 
mail. Some years ago I persuaded President Roosevelt to abolish 
the discrimination against books then existing. Ideas in book form 
paid up to ten times the postage rates assessed magazines or 
newspapers for the same distances and the same number of 
words. This, even though books carry no advertising. Or maybe 
the discrimination against books even today is because they 
carry no advertising. 

We, a brilliant manufacturing people, had been far behind 
Europe and Britain in low -cost books. The President by 
proclamation reduced book postage to 0/2 cents a pound. It 
had cost 26 cents to send a book from New York to California. 
A magazine of similar content, with 5 per cent of advertising, 
went there for 3 cents. Congress later increased the book rates 
to 4 cents a pound. But even at 4 cents -twice as high as some 
magazines -books can now enter the market by mail in com- 
petition with magazines, and rental libraries have been greatly 
benefited. This one small device alone helped make possible the 
creation and development of the cheap book business in this 
nation. Unfortunately, there is great pressure for increasing 
book postage rates, again giving a preference to magazines and 
newspapers. I would suggest that our present subsidies might 
be doubled or trebled for all printed material but, in any event, 
they should be fixed on a sliding scale. The purpose of the sub- 
sidy is not only to get greater quantities of a few magazines to 
the people but to encourage diversity of publication. Moreover, 
why should a magazine, with vast circulation, get a taxpayers' 
check of hundreds of thousands of dollars every year, by having 
postal facilities provided at far less than cost? On a graded scale 
basis the first ro,000 copies could go for %8 cent a pound, the 
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next zo,000 at 1/4 cent, the next 30,000 at 1/2 cent, the next 50,000 

at z cent -with upgradings until, for example, the publisher with 
more than zoo,000 circulation would pay his way on all copies 

over zoo,000. 
I do not here suggest that the magazine with zoo,000 or more 

circulation should pay a profit to the Post Office to help carry 
the other papers, even though that idea has real merit in a democ- 
racy. But the giants always claim great economies in their opera- 
tions. Might it not be wise to say, "Well, after 200,000 copies 
you can at least afford to pay what it costs the taxpayers to carry 
your paper." Incidentally, these giants invariably -save only one 
paper, as far as I know -the Daily News of New York -shout 
against government in business, but favor large government gifts 
to themselves. 

A sliding scale subsidy would help the Post Office balance 
its budget and it is my considered judgment that this one meas- 
ure alone could keep alive or encourage the formation of hun- 
dreds, if not thousands, of papers and magazines. Even a few 
dollars a week are important to the small -town gazette. 

The problem of telephone rates requires similar adjustment. 
Telephone tie -in rates to connect with networks are one of the 
great burdens of small radio stations. I should think that the 
Robinson -Patman theory could be applied here. I suggest that 
we might, in this particular field, go farther and grade all wire 
charges down on the basis of lower rates, when employed in the 
public education and entertainment sectors of life. This will help 
small stations to survive. It will aid in getting an informed na- 
tion. It will mean that more local stations can buy network 
programs. It should reduce the cost of network programs to 
advertisers but increase the profits to networks. 

Without a shift in our present favors to big business, audi- 
ences in sparsely populated areas, with few large stations, find 
themselves unable to hook in on national and, what is more 
important, international programs. Our theory of decreasing sur- 
taxes on lower incomes is not without analogous validity. 

If movies are to be carried by air mail similar graded sub- 
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sidies should be applied to benefit small theaters throughout the 
nation, rather than have us continue to dish out vast subsidies 
directly to the air line companies, as at present. 

The foregoing suggestions stem from analogies applied by 
our economy in other industries. The following suggestions are 
equally derived from past practices, but do not necessarily con- 
tain similar applications to all three industries. 

Although radio is not a public utility, it has many of the 
ingredients of a "public service." Licenses are granted by the 
government. Air waves are assigned and controlled so that there 
be no collisions. The number of air channels is limited -more lim- 
ited than land for rails or the heavens for airplane passage. 
We have properly avoided controls which would give any 
power to the government to censor programs. Nevertheless, un- 
avoidably as long as there are fewer air lanes than applications, 
on renewal of licenses the Commission has a duty to examine 
programming to see if a station has rendered "public service." 
Under such circumstances it is not unreasonable to take into 
account several very important factors which seriously limit 
diversity. 

(a) As long as some stations or networks make loo per cent 
or more net profit -of course, before taxes -on investment, it 
means that prices for time on the air are extremely high. This 
results in limiting the number of corporations or associations 
which can afford to buy any decent time. Why not consider a 
limit on profits -not as low as that presently placed on such 
utilities as light, gas, water and telephone? Because of the hazards 
of broadcasting, some higher limit of profits should be fixed by 
law. Even a ceiling of roo per cent return on investment- before 
taxes -would open the microphones to thousands of business and 
educational organizations as bidders for the few hours available 
on each station. Such limit would leave ample profit motive and 
at the same time permit innumerable potential advertisers to 
share in radio's vast audience. It might even make the air 
available for educational and eleemosynary organizations by 
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purchase -not, as now, by grace of the licensee. At present the 
vast radio audience belongs exclusively to a few giant corpora- 
tions. 

(b) The president of one network testified "we are selling 

time for one specific reason, and that is to sell goods manu- 
factured by American manufacturers to the public." Despite 
such frankness, and in return for these valuable franchises to 
broadcast, is it unreasonable to suggest that every station must 
give over at least one or two hours a day to forums, discussions 
and debates? I mean good time -not at hours when people are 

unlikely to listen. All this public service time should be at the 
same hours each day for all stations, so as to create competi- 
tion between all the forums, discussions, etc., and prevent a 

forum from competing with the presently more popular enter- 
tainment. Under such circumstances no forum would be salable 
to the highest bidding advertiser, as at present. 

(c) Soon we should insist that each station owner run his 
own station, rather than turn it over to advertising agencies to 
create the programs. Thus, we would invite the licensee's own 
ingenuity to create diversity rather than rely on variations be- 
tween advertisers. Then we might find competition for diversity 
among station owners -because, having created his programs, 
an owner would merely sell commercial blurb time at various 
spots in his programs. I believe that the vitality and daring of 
competing licensees would not only represent greater variety 
than we find among commodity sellers but, in addition, there 
will be more desire to establish the personality of each station. 
Under such a system advertising space could be sold more or 
less as in papers and magazines, price to depend on location of 
"commercial" in relation to listening audience. Thus, advertis- 
ing rates would be fixed on the basis of circulation or audience 
attendance. 

(d) New wave lengths, power and other advantageous 
facilities should be avowedly granted, where possible, to stations 
outside of New York and other large centers. We must realize 
that the United States suffers from the physical bottleneck 
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known as Manhattan, where all talent must come to interview 
the handful of those who hold control of the market. A rich 
culture must grow indigenously in many parts of a nation our 
size. 

(e) I would relieve stations of libel or slander suits on time 
they presently sell. The station owns the microphones and should 
be analogized to the owner of a printing press who, as a practical 
matter, is free of libel suits. Such immunity to stations would 
relieve them of real or imaginary hazards which they often use 
as an excuse to reject controversial or unpopular subjects or 
remarks. 

(f) Clear channels are conscious grants to a score of large 
stations to cover undue areas. I trust by the time this book is 
published such domination of air regions will have been broken 
down by the Federal Communications Commission. 

(g) Television, F.M., stratovision and other new uses of the 
air are already in the offing. They may shift many of our prob- 
lems. At present it seems as if all the trends toward monopoli- 
zation seen in ordinary broadcasting will be duplicated, if not 
increased, in these further developments of the air. Facsimile 
alone holds great dangers. A newspaper printed in one city 
might be at every breakfast table of America the same morning. 
Such stereotyping of the mind cannot be worth the cheaper 
price claimed for it. It would be costly even if the paper were 
given away free -unless there were many more owners of 
facsimile licenses and instruments than the present line -up of 
patents and other controls would indicate. 

(h) A complete investigation of patents is necessary. If radio 
is a public "trust," then patents, the strongest weapon of an 
economic trust, must be affected with a public interest. Without 
discouraging invention, we must prevent the domination of the 
radio by control of monopoly patents handed out in the first 
instance by the government itself. 

(i) All income -tax returns and facts of ownership of sta- 
tions should be available to the public. The public needs that 
additional information to determine future policy with respect 
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to issuance of licenses, and so on. The industry as yet does not 
favor this minimum amount of disclosure. Legislation is needed 
to extend this area of public knowledge. 

(j) All proposals for broadcasting of programs paid for by 
listeners directly, rather than through advertising, should be 

encouraged. The pig -squeal contraption, as explained in the radio 

section, permits a broadcaster to offer programs at an estimated 
cost of 5 cents a day to each consumer. We should -as an audi- 
ence -have a right to determine if enough persons want to pay 
for their radio programs direct rather than through their pur- 
chase of advertised goods. Many present owners of licenses have 

protested against such experiments. Maybe they fear the compe- 
tition which would result from the enlargement of the market 
place by such new technique! Moreover, the present owners 
of this novel device should not be allowed by patent monopoly 
to withhold this service from the market. 

(k) The independence of the creative talent of the air 
should be preserved. For example, the larger units have quite 
autocratically, because there are so few networks, insisted on 

"employer" relationships with independent commentators. 
Whereas magazines buy material from these same persons, with 
great independence for their pens, some networks still refuse 
to adopt the relationship of independent contractor rather than 
one of dominated employee. 

(I) Fuller disclosure would help to get a critical informed 
public. Sources of news reports, sources of financing of various 
programs should be made public. In fact, each station should 
keep a public log of all requests for time and reasons for refusal. 
This in itself, even though seldom examined, would have a bene- 
ficial effect on those station owners who falsely claim to pursue 
objectivity and a balanced diet on the air. 

(m) We should look at the frozen towns -of which there 
are an increasing number -where the only newspaper also owns 
a radio station in the district. In some such cases there is a 

competing radio station still independently owned. The news- 
paper refuses to run either free or for pay the program an- 
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nouncements of the other station. This is the attitude toward 
freedom of the press that forces the hands of the dictator boys 
among us and is not frowned on by publisher associations. Such 
behavior is surely far less than an attitude of trusteeship of the 
press for the people of the land. The government should take 
such restriction of the radio market, by refusal to run advertise- 
ments, into consideration the next time an application of any 
such newspaper -owned radio station comes up for renewal. 

(n) The price at which radio stations are selling severely 
limits the possible number of purchasers. Stations with assets of 
$5o,000 sell for upward of $250,000. Stations worth, in tangible 
assets, $250,000 sell for more than $i,000,000. There is only 
one conclusion to be drawn -the difference between assets 
and sale price is being paid for the transfer of the naked license 
from the government. It is as if a newspeddler selling papers 
under a permit from a city were allowed upon retirement to 
sell the permit. Moreover, at present the seller picks the new 
licensee subject only to the veto power- seldom exercised -by 
the F.C.C., which until recently had no market of competitive 
applicants to choose from. I applaud the F.C.C.'s first move that 
a seller should notify the F.C.C. of his desire to sell and the price 
he desires to get. The F.C.C. will advertise, to induce many 
applicants to put in bids, and will then select the buyer on the 
basis of prospective service for the particular area. We probably 
shall find that a top figure would have to be set by the F.C.C. 
in each case on a formula of x times past earnings or y times 
assets. 

(o) Since there already is pressure to have advertiser -spon- 
sorship of newspaper features and columns, some urge that we 
examine the validity of radio licensees selling news- commenta- 
tor programs for commercial use. 

(p) The National Association of Broadcasters radio code 
outlawed the sale of time for controversial subjects, and in other 
ways expressed horizontal accord to ban certain types of pro- 
grams. Only recently the F.C.C. slapped down code provisions, 
such as those which discriminated against trade unions. Object- 
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ing at this point solely to the agreement of the code in restraint 
of trade in ideas, I suggest that the radio code -like the Hays 
code -needs a thorough airing. 

Newspapers, because of the absence of engineering limita- 
tions on the making of type or presses, present rather different 
problems and require different solutions. 

(a) Newsprint prices, as well as advertising, as previously 
discussed, should be subjected to Robinson -Patman scrutiny. 
Such inquiry will soon get into the field of papers owning their 
own forests and paper supply. I believe that if the disparity in 

paper costs and supply is what recent inquiries indicate, we 

might have to adopt the old- fashioned divorce theory to prevent 
ownership of paper supply by papers. If editors are to sell ideas, 

rather than get down to the question of who owns the forests, 
the separation of pulp business from publishing is in order. In 

any event, the deplorable condition of small papers with re- 
spect to newsprint supply is not to be overlooked. 

(b) Full disclosure of all facts relating to ownership of all 

bulk printed material should be enforced. Newspapers and mag- 

azines now must state periodically the names, amounts, etc., of 
stock and bond owners. This is mandatory in order to qualify 
for cheap, second -class postage rates. Why should the usually 
undemocratic Fascist or Communist groups enjoy the rights 
of anonymity just because they can afford higher cost -that is, 

first -class postage rates? Newspapers and magazines are now 
competing at a disadvantage against millions of copies of anony- 
mous literature in pamphlet and circular format. The Bill of 
Rights negates the need of stealth and all our dailies, weeklies 
and magazines are entitled to the competitive protection of 
disclosure of the sources of all printed material. The public 
would be aided by an increased facility for appraisal of material 
vis-a-vis financial and other support. The Treasury recently has 

called for tax returns of non -profit -making organizations claim- 
ing tax exemption. This includes many groups which, in printed 
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form, go to the market place to sell ideas. The public has the 
right to know who is back of such documents. It is quite irra- 
tional that newspapers and magazines must make disclosure 
which underground printers and distributors are permitted to 
withhold. 

(c) The rates of transmission of news by all who control the 
radio or wire facilities should be reexamined. Press 'Wireless, 
Inc., rates were recently a matter of F.C.C. scrutiny when it 
became apparent that this company was making more than 76 
per cent before taxes. 

(d) We must begin now to debate what should be done 
by the press or the government if advertisers start to sponsor 
comic strips, columnists and feature series as they do the 
counterparts on the radio. This problem may hit us hard after 
the introduction of facsimile newspapers. 

In the movie field we are dealing with a monopoly- ridden 
industry. Should the government win its present suit against 
the eight dominant companies we will, for the first time, have 
a chance to consider movies in a free democratic market. But 
many bottlenecking tactics are not within the scope of the 
litigation. 

(a) Many writers and performers are kept from the market 
place through an outworn legal form of punishment. Artists 
hired in Hollywood are not considered unique in their services 
when a chance arises for farming them out to companies other 
than the one that has them under contract. But if an artist 
leaves his employer, damages in money are not considered 
sufficient. So our law still provides, under the Lumley -Gye 
theory, that the employer can secure an injunction to keep the 
performer from working for anyone else. Thus, because of in- 
junctive relief, the public is often deprived of such talent. 
Incidentally, the talent itself should soon realize that it has its 
own right to get to the market place without injunctive con- 
trols. A proper test case in its full setting would, in my opinion, 
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upset this antiquated and limiting condition without in any way 
condoning breaches of contract. Of course, no immunity from 
money damages should be given contract breakers. 

(b) Likewise, certain companies buy up bands, directors, and 

other talent in order to keep them off the market. This is a 

minor but obnoxious form of limiting the market, related to 
the above. 

(c) Examination should be conducted into the hoarding of 

theater equipment by several large companies. 
(d) Our exports of films brought in at times enough dollars 

to equal the profits of many of the companies. In making pic- 
tures the industry counts on 3o to 40 per cent of its revenue 
from abroad. We are quite unable to recapture enough nickels 

and dimes from our domestic audiences to repay the cost of 
most of our biggest elaborate productions. Hence -with gov- 
ernment aid -we must fight against the closing down of our for- 
eign market places by tariffs, quotas and other restrictions im- 

posed by foreign nations. Accords with other nations, rather 
than reprisals, are the answer. The use of the Webb Act for 
special grants of power for joint foreign marketing of films - 
free from Sherman anti -trust law violations -should be en- 
couraged. 

(e) We should take off all admission taxes. We would never 
consent to a sales tax on newspapers. If there be any admission 
taxes on movies, the tax should be levied on a graded, sliding 
scale on the gross income of each theater and not on the pub- 
lic, ticket by ticket. 

(f) The Hays office with its weapon -the Hays seal -should 
be scrutinized by the Department of Justice, to prevent lateral 
agreements to impose standards on content. If a Hays office 

were set up by the press to determine which columnists could 
be syndicated for public "good," we would have an analogous 
situation against which we would no doubt rebel. 

(g) In the movie field, a banking house holding a controlling 
stock interest in one company cries for competition and indi- 

vidual enterprise -and then sits on the board of a directly corn- 
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peting movie company. In the reorganization of one of the Big 
Five, after a virtual bankruptcy, I entered, as a member of the 
bondholders' committee, an ineffectual plea to prevent such 
tie -in of directors, etc., on the company emerging from trouble 
and one of the competing companies. Let's have as much compe- 
tition as possible even between the giants. I can't see how one 
banking firm can have two of its partners on boards of com- 
peting movie companies, learn the secrets, future programs and 
developments and keep all this valuable information within the 
banking house itself! Maybe the banking partners are not on 
speaking terms with each other! 

(h) Film stock is bottlenecked in three firms. Two com- 
panies control more than 90 per cent of the total. This should be 
looked into so as to provide more competition and cheaper film 
stock. Such inquiry should not overlook technicolor and the ex- 
clusive contracts between at least one raw film stock manufac- 
turer and the owner of technicolor patents. I am of the impres- 
sion that we will find contracts which provide that the giant of 
film stock makers has agreed to keep his film from any maker 
of color film, other than the technicolor company. 

(i) State censorship -precensorship -of films should be 
fought in the courts. I am convinced the Supreme Court will 
declare unconstitutional the claim of a half dozen states, and 
some few cities, to precensor films. When the original movie 
cases came before the high court, our Federal Constitution had 
not as yet been interpreted to prevent states, as well as the Fed- 
eral government, from violating the freedom of press provisions 
of the Federal Constitution. 

WE MUST HELP SELL FREEDOM TO THE WORLD 

In order to enlarge our domestic markets much can be done 
in international terms -not only by conventions against quotas, 
tariffs, currency withdrawal, etc., etc., but by reduction of 
transportation and shipping charges. On April 1, 1945, following 
reduced postage on books within the United States, we reduced 
postage rates to South America anywhere from one third to one 
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half the old rates. I do not resent a subsidy for international 
postage -in fact, every commercial plane or ship is subsidized one 
way or another, more particularly by extra costs charged to the 
Post Office for carrying mail. But why not place the subsidy 
directly on the books and other printed material by reducing 
postage rates? In fact, a world convention to carry books and 
all printed matter and films without postal charges would help 
immeasurably to bind the world together. 

What about the resistance of trades unions to the importa- 
tion of printed books even in small quantities? What do we do 
about the British publishers' embargo on our books, if separately 
licensed to Australia rather than through England? Can we not 
afford to reduce taxes by international conventions on authors' 
royalties, and all other income in the idea businesses? I played 
a small part in the recent Anglo- American tax convention, which 
reduced double taxation. It is a magnificent first step toward 
removal of tax burdens on the flow of ideas. Eldon King, who 
engineered the job, should be a national hero. Taxes today often 
act as impediments far greater than tariffs in olden days. 

Currency controls are becoming increasingly important. 
What good is it to sell our movies abroad if we cannot take the 
money out of the foreign land? International cable rates and 
cable controls require reexamination. Quota laws on movies 
should be abandoned throughout the world. The rights of 
cameramen, reporters and broadcasters to roam the earth with- 
out let or hindrance in any nation is a single first requirement for 
world understanding and peace. What about international co- 
operative reprint publishing houses open to all publishers of all 
languages of all nations? 

Foreign broadcasting raises very complex and different prob- 
lems. How do we get our programs into other lands? Should 
all our short wave be privately owned? Do commercial pro- 
grams adequately represent the United States? Should we leave 
to a handful of short wave owners the interpretation of our na- 
tion by air to the rest of the world? Should the government, as 
some urge, have one short wave outlet as a branch of our foreign 
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service, probably more important to the nation than any number 
of foreign consuls? How do we get reception into the United 
States of broadcasts from foreign nations? Should foreign nations 
make commercial contracts with one or another of our four 
networks? Should not such network be compelled to offer 
such foreign programs to all our domestic stations which wish 
to purchase them for rebroadcast? 

These are a few lines of profitable inquiry for world peace 
which can rest only on world understanding. There is a funda- 
mental but close biological analogy. Warmth and air, the essen- 
tials of physical life, are also needed for the growth of thought. 
"Truth," as David Graham writes, "cannot state its case and 
lie down; look hopeful and do nothing." 

I assume that a Commission of the United Nations will 
promptly gather the facts as to governmental and economic 
restraint on the spread of knowledge. We, as the great pro- 
ponents of the First Freedom, must get our own house in order 
before we can rightfully assume that place of leadership in 
the family of nations which our rich tradition warrants. As 
long as foreign nations -some under dictatorships -can point 
to our lazy submission to severe and removable economic re- 
straints in our own market of thought, we are embarrassed in 
our valid and significant pleas for the abolition of all national 
or international barriers. Moreover, this embarrassment is em- 
phasized because our leaders who shout loudest for freedom are 
often the very men who have been declared by our Supreme 
Court to be antagonistic to "free enterprise," and who are, in 
fact, the true monopolists of the mind of the people. 

The American objection to governmental operation of press, 
radio and movies is that under such direction there is no diversity 
or clash of opinion. It is the diversity factor that carries sig- 
nificance with us. Hence, it is argued that it makes little dif- 
ference to the receiving public whether the absence of compe- 
tition stems from government or from economic concentration 
of power. Philosophically we are still profoundly sound in our 
adherence to the gospel of free enterprise, particularly in 
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thought. We must now restore our own market places of the 
mind not only for the sake of our own freedom, but also so 
that we can maintain leadership in the world -wide struggle 
against dictatorship of the mind. 
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EXHIBIT A 

NUMBER OF DAILY PAPERS, CIRCULATION, 
POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE 

OF LITERACY 

Year 

Number 

News- 
papers 

Circulation Population 
e ac Y 

1790 8 3,929,214 
1800 24 200,000 5,308,483 
1810 26 7,239,881 
1820 42 9,638,453 
1830 65 12,866,020 
1840 138 17,069,453 
1850 254 758,454 23,191,876 
1860 387 1,478,435 31,443,321 
1870 574 2,601,547 38,558,371 80.0 
1880 971 3,566,395 50,155,783 83.0 
1889 1610 8,387,188 62,947,714 86.7 
1899 2226 15,102,156 75,994,575 89.3 
1909 2600 24,211,977 91,972,266 92.3 
1920 2324 31,000,000 105,710,620 94.0 
1930 2219 45,106,245 122,775,046 95.7 
1940 1998 40,772,937 131,669,275 96.3 

Source: Number of papers and circulations from 
A. McC. Lee, "The Daily Newspaper in America," up 
to 1920, and after 1920 from N. W. Ayer. Population 
and literacy figures are from U. S. Census. 
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EXHIBIT B 

DAILY PAPERS AND CIRCULATIONS IN RELATION TO 
LITERATE POPULATION 

(188o-1940) 

Literate Number Total 

Which Means: 

Year Population Circulation Paper Per r Copy Per Newspapers Number of Number of 
Persons Persons 

1880 30,622,419 971 3,566,395 31,535 8.6 
1890 41,107,892 1610 8,387,188 25,533 4.9 
1900 51,749,193 2226 15,102,156 23,248 3.4 
1910 66,068,589 2600 24,211,977 25,411 2.7 

1920 77,774,956 2324 31,000,000 33,466 2.5 

1930 94,477,956 2219 45,106,245 42,577 2.1 

1940 106,385,623 1998 40,772,937 53,246 2.6 

Source: Same as Exhibit A. 
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EXHIBIT C 

CIRCULATIONS 

Circulation í88o 1910 1933 1943 

Under 500 86 71 7 2 

500- 3,000 504 944 533 259 
3,000- io,000 184 555 794 799 

10,000- 25,000 59 205 283 329 
25,000- 50,000 18 84 131 141 

50,000 -100,000 4 56 63 76 
100,000 -200,000 3* 25 42 58 
200,000-300,000 6 14 22 

300,000 -400,000 4 6 9 
400,000- 500,000 3 5 

Over 500,000 2 4 5 

Total 858 1952 1880 1705 

*Over 100,000. 
Source: 1880 (A. M. Lee and U. S. Census); 1910 (N. W. Ayer); 1933 (A. M. Lee 

over 50,000, N. W. Ayer); 1943 (N. W. Ayer). 
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EXHIBIT F 

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN THE 92 CITIES HAVING A POPULATION 
OF 100,000 OR MORE IN 1940 

Year 
No. 
of 

Cities 

Number of Newspapers Total 
News- 
papers 

News - 
papers 

Per 
City o I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 zo 13 17 22 

1910 92 - 5 16 31 15 13 4 2 I I I 2 - I 368 4.o 
1920 92 I 3 25 25 18 II 4 - 2 I I - 1 - 331 3.6 
1930 92 - 9 29 21 17 9 2 I 2 I - - - I 309 3.4 
1939 92 2 16 36 20 12 2 I 2 - - - I - - 239 2.6 

Year 
No. 
of 

Cities 

Per Cent 

o r 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO I3 r7 22 

1910 92 5.4 17.4 33.9 16.3 14.2 4.4 2.2 I.0 I.O I.0 2.2 I.0 
1920 92 I.0 3.3 27.2 27.2 19.6 I2.0 4.4 2.2 I.0 I.0 I.0 
1930 92 9.8 31.6 22.8 18.5 9.8 2.2 I.0 2.2 I.0 I.O 

1939 92 2.2 17.4 39.1 2I.8 13.1 2.2 I.0 2.2 I.0 

Source: N. W. Ayer. 
Note: Towns having two newspapers with one ownership are listed as having just 

one paper. This exhibit includes trade, financial, and other special papers as dailies if 
they carry a substantial portion of general news. 
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EXHIBIT G 

CHAINS OF DAILIES; NUMBER AND CIRCULATION 
OF CHAIN PAPERS 

Year Number 
of Chains 

Number of 
Newspapers 
Controlled 
by Chains 

Percent 
of All 

N a ers p p ews 

Total 
Circulation 

of Chain 
Newspapers 

Percent of 
Total 

Circulation 
Controlled 
by Chains 

1900 9 32 I.0 2,000,000 est. 12 -15 
1910 13 62 
1923 31 153 32.4 
1926 55 228 
1928 54 28o 
1929 59 325 
1930 55 311 
1931 56 314 
1932 65 342 
1933 63 361 37.4 
1934 63 347 
1935 59 329 
1940 56 296 15.7 10,734,080 24.8 

Source: Editor and Publisher, International Yearbook. 

THE SIX LARGEST CHAINS 

Number 
of 

Papers 

Percent 
of Chain 
Papers 

Percent 
of Chain 

Circulation 

Percent 
of Total 

Circulation 

1933 
1940 

81 
86 

22.4 
29.1 

69.7 
62.5 

26.1 
16.9 

Source: Editor and Publisher. 
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EXHIBIT H 

ALLOCATION OF SPACE IN SIX NEW YORK DAILIES 

Newspaper Percent 
News 

Percent 
Newt 

Pictures 

Percent 
Features 

Percent 
Advertising 

Times 
Herald- Tribune 
Mirror 
Daily News 
Sun 
Post 

Total 

44.9 
38.1 
18.8 
16.1 
22.7 
17.8 

5.1 
4.3 

16.8 
13.8 
4.1 
5.2 

17.6 
19.1 
22.6 
12.8 
19.7 
26.6 

32.4 
38.5 
41.8 
57.3 
53.5 
50.4 

25.9 9.2 19.0 45.9 

Note: Individual papers computed by column. "Total" papers by inch. Sampling 
done on one day in 1944. 
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EXHIBIT I 

NUMBER OF WEEKLY PAPERS 

Year 
Weekly 
News 

Semi- Weekly 
News 

Tri -Weekly 
News Total 

1790 70 Io 3 83 
1800 178 29 3 210 
1810 302 32 9 343 
1820 422 37 II 470 
1830 1(650) - - 65o 
1840 1,141 2 (125) - 1,266 
1850 1,902 31 3 (115) 2,048 
1860 3,173 79 86 3,338 
1870 4,295 115 107 4,517 
1880 7,811 132 62 8,o05 
1890 13,559 202 34 13,795 
I 15,813 518 56 16,387 
19 0 16,227 611 61 16,899 
1920 13,847 467 91 14,405 
1930 12,574 443 6z 13,079 

4 1930 10,972 384 51 11,407 
2940 20,796 376 36 I I,zoß 

1 Includes all papers except dailies. 
2 Includes tri- weekly papers. 
3 Includes some semi- weekly papers. 
4 From 1927 on, Ayer made a differentiation between papers of general circulation. 

and trade and other papers, which accounts for two sets of figures for 1930. 
Source: Figures before 1880 from A. M. Lee; after 1880, from N. W. Ayer. 
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EXHIBIT J 

CIRCULATION OF WEEKLIES BY SIZE OF TOWN (1938) 

Size of 
Circulation 

Total 
Papers 

Size of Town (pop.) 

Under 
3,000 

3,000- 
4,999 

5,000- 
9,999 

10,000- 
24,999 

25,00o- 
49,999 

50,000- 
99,999 

roo,000- 
249,999 

250,000 
and 

Over 

Less than 3,000 9,508 7,154 972 648 322 87 84 102 139 
3,000- 4,999 489 115 93 78 loo 3o 20 24 29 
5,000- 9,999 202 14 15 34 33 24 9 24 49 10,000- 24,999 132 5 0 2 9 15 14 15 72 

25,000- 99,999 45 2 0 O 3 1 6 7 26 
100,000- 249,999 8 0 o 0 0 0 o 1 7 
250,000 and over 2 0 0 0 o o I o I 

Total 10,386 7,290 1,o8o 762 467 157 134 173 323 

Source: "Small Daily Newspapers under the Fair Labor Standards Act," Department of Labor 
June, 1943. 
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EXHIBIT K 

NUMBER OF TITLES PUBLISHED BY TOP PUBLISHERS 

Name of Publishing 
House 

Number of Titles 

1941 1942 1943 

Macmillan 434 375 312 

Grosset Dunlap 305 310 287 

Harper 275 309 225 
Doubleday Doran 221 204 192 
McGraw Hill 175 192 192 

Oxford Press 213 143 110 

Dutton 140 120 119 
Dodd Mead 133 129 III 
Blue Ribbon 130 137 - 
Scribner 126 117 113 

Harcourt Brace 119 - - 
Farrar & Rinehart 113 - - 
World Publishing Co. - 142 - 
Sun Dial - 126 Io5 
Transatlantic Arts - - 154 
Knopf - - MI 

Total 2,384 2,304 2,021 

Source: Publisher's Weekly; `Directory of American Book Publishers." 
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EXHIBIT L 

AMERICAN BOOK PRODUCTION ACCORDING 
TO TYPE OF TITLE 

Type of Title 1900 1910 ¿920 ¿93o 1940 

Philosophy and ethics 
Religion 
Sociology and economics 
Law 
Education (books on) 
Philology 
Science 
Technical 
Medicine -hygiene 
Agriculture 
Domestic economy 
Business 
Fine arts 
Music 
Games -sports 
General literature 
Poetry-drama ry -drama 
Fiction 
juvenile 
History 
3eography- travel 
Biography 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Io1 
448 
269 
543 
641 - 
184 
153 
218 - 
76 

167 - 
51 

543 
400 

1,278 
527 
257 
192 
274 

35 

265 
943 
784 
678 
523 - 
711 
857 
544 - 
332 - 
345 - 
109 

2,042 
752 

1,539 
1,010 

565- 
599 
645 
191 

242 
504 
396 
109 
III 
195 
231 
352. 
207 

67 
28 

168 
too 
49 
6o 

301 
453 

1,123 
477 
539 
166 
z85 

24 

295 
835 

2 55 
75 

240 
215 
462 
351 
318 

74 
55 

210 
230 
62 

142 
539 
696 

2,103 
935 
431 
385 
792 

6o 

99 
781 
796 
141 
317 
274 
398 
470 
326 
108 
70 

344 
213 
115 
156 
466 
6 t 

I,221 
852 
783 
262 
569 

83 

*6,357 *13434 6,187 10,027 9,515 

* Note: These figures include pamphlets. 
Source: Publisher's Weekly. 
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EXHIBIT M 

COMPARISON OF ESSENTIAL AM AND FM ALLOCATION PRINCIPLES 
AUGUST, 1945 

AM FM 

Extent of 1944 -45 spectrum band 
1945 allocation 

Total number of channels 

Necessary signal -to -noise interference 
ratio for clear reception 

No. of stations possible In same general 
locality on basis of FCC standards 

No. of existing stations and construc- 
tion permits, 1945 

Outstanding applications for new sta- 
tions, Aug. 1945 

Receivers (Feb. 1945, Broadcasting 
Year Book) 

540 -1600 

106 

about too to I 

26 

943 

17 

59,000,000 

43 -5o megacycles (present) 
88 -1o8 m c postwar 
35 present 
70-80 postwar 

about z to I 

20 

53 

248 

50o,000` 

* Report of Allocation Hearings, 1945. 
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EXHIBIT N 

SYNOPSIS OF PROPOSED LICENSE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN R.C.A. AND PRESS WIRELESS, INC. 

1. Communication by Press Wireless must be between points 
"within the continental United States" only. 

z. R.C.A. will rent, but not sell, apparatus to Press Wireless. 
a. Press Wireless must pay R.C.A. the G.E. Company's price for 

building the apparatus plus 45 per cent profit to R.C.A. and 
b. Press Wireless must pay as royalty or rental 5 per cent of 

the gross receipts to R.C.A. 
3. Use can be for press messages only. 
4. Press Wireless must charge its clients "with a view to earning 

a reasonable profit," and not as a mutual company. 
5. Press Wireless must allow R.C.A. to inspect its apparatus and 

its accounts at will. 
6. Press Wireless must surrender to R.C.A. without any charge 

whatsoever, all patents or patent rights it now has or will ever 
have and must give R.C.A. total and exclusive right to lease, 
transfer, or assign rights of said patents. 

7. R.C.A. grants Press Wireless non -transferable right to use 
R.C.A. patents. 

8. Press Wireless must use apparatus in telegraphic code work 
only, and not for "Transmission or reception of facsimiles, pic- 
tures, and the like." 

9. Press Wireless must buy all parts from R.C.A. 
io. "Article VII: The lessee hereby agrees to extend to the R.C.A. 

at its request and through R.C.A. Communications (Inc.), and 
for the benefit of its newspaper clientele, the same facilities, 
quality of press service, and like tariffs which it extends to its 

other press customers at the time of the request." 
December 16, 1929. 

Hearings on S. 6, before Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, 
71st Cong., znd Sess., Part 13, Jan. 13, 193o, pp. 1654-55. 
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EXHIBIT O 

LETTER FROM MAJOR EDWIN A. ARMSTRONG 

The Radio Corporation has had a period of nearly two years - 
from the beginning of 1934 to the end of 1935 -to study my system, 
both in the laboratory and in practical operation. It had in its pos- 
session a report made in the latter part of 1935, by some of its ablest 
engineers, which confirmed my appraisal of what the system would 
do. This report is now in the record of the March, 1940, hearings 
of the Communications Commission. 

When in June, 1936, the Commission called a hearing for the 
purpose of obtaining information which would assist it in allocat- 
ing the frequencies above 30,000 kilocycles, no mention was made 
in its testimony by the Radio Corporation about frequency modula- 
tion. Instead, television was played up, and the negligible allocation 
to F.M.... was the result. 

Three years were required to erect the high -power transmitter 
at Alpine and convince the art that F.M. was radio's next major 
development. When, in the fall of 1935, this understanding became 
general and applications for licenses for F.M. stations began to in- 
crease rapidly, an attempt was made to freeze the television expan- 
sion of the F.M. band. This question was to be passed on by the 
Commission in its hearing in January, 1940. When the Commission 
deferred action on this matter, pending the hearing to be held in 
March of 1940, to expand the F.M. allocation to include the No. 1 

television band, a vigorous attempt was made to forestall such assign- 
ment by selling to the public as many television receivers as possible 
for use in the No. r band. 

Had the Radio Corporation, in the June, 1936, hearing, agreed 
with my appraisal of the capabilities of the F.M. system, the rest 
of the art would, beyond question, have followed and the assign- 
ments resulting from the June, 1936, hearing would have been dif- 
ferent. I have no doubt that, in addition to the facts set forth above, 
the introduction of the F.M. system was opposed in other ways. 

S. 814 HEARINGS, DEC. 13, 1943, p. 898. 
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EXHIBIT P 

The cases of Charleston and Kansas City were summarized in the 
F.C.C. report, Docket 6051, Summary of Record, pp. 27 -28. 

Charleston, until 1939, was served by one morning and one 
evening daily, under joint ownership and management, and by an 
independent station, WCSC, operating on 1390 kc., with 500 watts 
night and one kw. day. Then Station WTMA, operating on 1250 

kc. with 25o watts power, was established and acquired by the 
newspaper corporation. 

A statement prepared by a former manager of WTMA re- 
vealed that the radio station was regarded as another department 
of the newspapers, not a separate business; some of the persons 
rendering services for the station were paid by the newspapers; 
the station used newspaper facilities; and the broad policies of the 
station were set by officials of the papers. However, there was 
testimony that the newspaper editorial policies were not reflected 
over the station. 

The testimony disclosed that the papers refused to print the 
programs of WCSC except as paid advertisements, although they 
printed the programs of WTMA without even a bookkeeping 
debit. The papers also gave a great deal of publicity in the news 
columns and display advertising to WTMA without any estimate 
of the cost or attempt to get a quid pro quo from the stations; 
sponsors came in for considerable free publicity, a fact which the 
station used in dealing with the network and in soliciting business. 
On the other hand, since WCSC had to pay for display advertis- 
ing at the usual rates and received little publicity in the news col- 
umns, it had to put out bulletins and resort to other methods to 
publicize itself. 

Testimony disclosed that the newspapers entered into a trade 
deal with the Postal Telegraph Company, agreeing to use Postal's 
facilities if they advertised over the radio station. 

The Kansas City Star Company, publishers of the Star and 
Times (evening and morning papers) first regarded its station 
WDAF as part of the newspaper, broadcast as little routine news 
as possible, and had a forced combination advertising rate. A sta- 
tion representative, Roy A. Roberts, also managing editor of the 
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Kansas City Star, testified that the station had since come to be 

regarded as important in its own right, but the effect of associa- 

tion with the newspaper still was evident. The papers did not print 
the programs of the other local stations which WDAF also car- 
ried, and a preponderant part of the radio page was devoted to 
WDAF. On one occasion, when a picture of an event of a rival 

station, WHB, was published, its call letters on a banner were 
deleted. The newspaper stations in the Kansas City area (WDAF 
and KCKN) carried less newscasts than the non -associated sta- 

tions during the first week in April, 194.1, which was taken as a 

sample. 
In 1932, WDAF and other newspaper stations were able to get 

special rates from A.S.C.A.P. which counted on free publicity and 

favorable treatment in the news; it got the publicity from the 
Star Company. 
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EXHIBIT Q 
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EXHIBIT Q (Cont'd ) 
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EXHIBIT R 

THEATER DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED STATES 

State Total Number 
of Theaters 

One Theater 
Towns 

Two Theater 
Towns 

Alabama 290 134 26 
Arizona 81 42 IO 
Arkansas 298 131 40 
California 1,059 240 61 
Colorado 193 91 14 
Connecticut 194 64 II 
Delaware 34 14 4 
Dist. of Columbia 64 - - 
Florida 304 84 22 
Georgia 346 148 31 
Idaho 151 88 16 
Illinois 951 307 68 
Indiana 438 123 43 
Iowa 656 438 46 
Kansas 400 207 32 
Kentucky 284 137 29 
Louisiana 332 122 25 
Maine 149 73 23 
Maryland 232 58 22 
Massachusetts 388 105 28 
Michigan 671 202 41 
Minnesota 379 247 44 
Mississippi 233 88 25 
Missouri 587 255 40 
Montana 157 88 13 
Nebraska 307 180 34 
Nevada 42 23 5 
New Hampshire 86 45 3 
New Jersey 375 119 26 
New Mexico 93 32 15 
New York 1,257 312 46 
North Carolina 448 144 39 
North Dakota 173 129 9 
Ohio 919 206 70 
Oklahoma 422 131 45 
Oregon 245 94 21 
Pennsylvania 1,209 353 105 
Rhode Island 64 21 3 

South Carolina 201 85 21 
South Dakota 184 131 12 
Tennessee 282 97 19 
Texas 1,190 315 too 
Utah 172 82 22 
Vermont 61 29 8 
Virginia 227 124 29 
Washington 298 127 12 
West Virginia 311 147 37 
Wisconsin 429 172 38 
Wyoming 53 33 6 

Total 17,919 6,617 1,439 

Note: This excludes the 2,358 film theaters in the United States that are closed 
It includes theaters with portable equipment,'however. Of the closed theaters, most 
are in small towns. 

Source: The Film Daily Yearbook for x944. 
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INDEX 

A 

A.S.C.A.P., 155, 163, 299 
absentee ownership, 62 
Adams, James S., 162; John, II 
admission, prices, movie, 231; taxes 

on, should be removed, 267 
advertising, mass, 2; subsidizes news- 

papers, 43; newspaper and radio, 
95-102; institutional, 98; middle- 
men in, loi; needs an airing, Io2 

advertising rates, newspaper, 8o; radio, 
must be high, to balance costs, 
132 

Advertising revenues, 97 
affiliation, contracts, 137; network, 

158 
agencies, advertising, loI; heads of, 

live too close to Broadway, io6 
air, transportation via, effect of on 

newspaper business, 114; owner- 
ship of, 148 

Alien and Sedition laws, 14 
Amala and Kamala, 3 

American Association of Schools and 
Departments of Journalism, 77; of 
Teachers of Journalism, 77; of 
Advertising Agencies, 8o 

American Book Production Accord- 
ing to Type of Title, I2I 

American Broadcasting Company, 127 
Civil Liberties Union, 19, 57 
Federation of Labor (A.F.L.), 106, 

145 
Forum of the Air, 165 
Network, 135 
Newspaper Guild, 23 
Newspaper Publishers Association, 

95, 97 
Press Association, 107 

Telephone and Telegraph Com- 
pany (A.T & T.), 151, 194 

American Journalism, 61 

American Press, The, S7, io6, 107 

American goods, foreign need for, 36 
Andreas, A. T., quoted, 83 
anonymity, editorial, 90 
Ansco, 238 
anti -trust laws, violations of, 267 
Appeal Board, for Movie Production 

Code, 203 
Areopagitica, S7 
Armed Services, Inc., book distribu- 

tion by, 122 
Armstrong, Major Edwin A., 129, 

151, 297 
Army, U.S., readers in, 121 
artist as independent contractor, not 

dominated employee, 263 
Ascap (A.S.C.A.P.), 155, 163, 299 
asset -value franchise, 154 
Associated Press, 23, 46, 48; cost of 

membership in, 66; history of, 
82 ff.; and news as merchandise, 
89; methods of in distributing 
spot news pictures, Io9; danger- 
ous possibilities of, 162 

Associated Press, the New York, 82 
Association of Motion Picture Pro- 

ducers (A.M.P.P.), 201 
Atlantic Coast Network, 135 
Atlas Corporation, 192 
Audit Bureau of Circulations, 66, 95 
author -diversity, in book publishing, 

I2I 
authoritarian control of newspapers, 

early, 58 
Authors League of America, 124 
Autocasters Service, Io9 
Aviation News, 114 
Ayer, N. W., 104 
Ayer's Directory of Newspapers and 

Magazines, 56, 77; statistics from, 
II2 

B 

Baby Health Institute, 165 
Bacheller, Irving, 91 
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Back from the U.S.S.R., 32 
Balaban, 52; and Katz, 170 
Ball, Senator Joseph H., quoted, I16 
bands, 267 
Bank of America, 192 
Bankhead, Senator, 255 
Banks, compared with radio, 25 

Barriers Down, 87 
before -tax profits, 260 
Bell System, 151, 171 

Ben Day engraving process, 96 
Benton, William, 178-9 
Bernhardt, Sarah, 189 
Bible stories, rejected by movie code, 

204 
bibliography, 272 -8 
big business, favors to, 2S9 
big -city movie control by Big Five, 

223 -4 
big -city newspaper production, 71 

Big Five (of movies), xiii, 184, 197, 
209 -211, 237, 241 

bigness, in business, 44; American 
mania for, 63 

bigotry, Ix 
Bill of Rights, 11; quislinged by An- 

thony Comstock, 17; 50, 202, 265 
birth control, 19 
"Birth of a Baby, The," 18 

Black, Justice, quoted, 49 
blind buying and selling, 212, 217, 

220 
Block, Paul, 74 
block booking, in movies and radio, 

123, 138, 191, 206, 212, 214, 220, 
241, 254, 256 

boards of trade, movie, 207 
Boilerplate King, the, io8 
boilerplating, 35, 73, 191; of nation's 

mind, 108 
Bok, Edward, 91 
book clubs, 122 
book massacre, the, of Boston, 18 

Book -of -the -Month Club, 123 

book postage, 258 
books, publishing of, 120 -4; format 

for enduring ideas, Izo; how sold, 
122; relation of prices to type of 
book, 122; low -priced, in Amer- 
ica and in Europe, 258 

bookstores, retail, 122 

Borkin and Waldrop, 159 

Boston, blackout center of censor- 
ship, 18 

bottlenecks, in advertising, movies, 
newspapers, radio, xii, 48, 51, 74, 
85, IIo, 157, 187, 197, 238, 268 

boycott of Connecticut by Hays Of- 
fice, 207 

Brandeis, Justice, 17, 42, 75, 120, 174 
Breen, Joseph, 203 
brick -and -mortar film control, 220 
Bridges, Harry, 144 
Brisbane, Arthur, 51 

Broadcast Music, Inc., 162, 163 
broadcasting, government - regulated 

for private operation, 24; and 
public interest, 25; industry, fac- 
tors in, 126; day and night, 129; 
foreign, 269 

Broadcasting Magazine, 131, 156, 159 
Broome, Elisabeth, ix, S7 
Broun, Heywood, 144 
budget services, 91 
"bundles," in radio, 256 
Bureau of Advertising, 64, 97-8 
Bush, Professor Chilton, cited, 102 

business, big, and literature, 123 

C 

C.B.S., passim, Ch. V, pp. 125 -180 
C.I.O., Io6, 145, 162 
cable news, 153 
Calhoun, John C., 15 

Calvert Theater, Washington, D.C., 
230 

Cambridge, Mass., has no newspaper, 
71 

Cameron, W. H., 144 
Canada, the once -possible fourteenth 

State, 9 
canned editorials, io8 
capitalism, 40, 51 

Cardozo, Justice, 20 
cartels, in communications, 156, 194 
Casanova's Homecoming, 18 
Catholic Church, the, and education, 

15 

cave man, and early communications, 
4, 5 

censorship, governmental, xii; Fed- 
eral, 15; of ideas, 18; Customs, 20; 
official, 22; and Supreme Court, 



INDER 

48; by radio code, 144; radio, 
159, 16o; of movies, 183; State, 
should be fought in the courts, 
268 

Central Casting Corporation, 201 

centralization of power, III 
Cerf, Bennett, quoted, 123 

chain broadcasting, 135, 148 
chain -store taxes, 251 

chains, newspaper, 63, 71 ff. 
channels, radio, limited, 128 

Chaplin, Charlie, 189, 191, 227 

Charleston, S. C., newspaper and ra- 
dio in, 298 

Chase National Bank, 192 

checkers, in percentage (movie) 
deals, 219 

Chicago Board of Education, 130 

Chicago, History of, quoted, 83 

Chicago Tribune, i5o 
Child Labor law, 23 

children's programs, radio, 165 

church, early monopoly of publica- 
tion by, 6; the, and progress of 
thought, 8 

church and state, and sex, 19 

Churchill, Winston, 21 

circulation, of daily s and weekly 
newspapers, 61, 6z, 65, 67, log, 
115 

Cleveland Board of Education, 130 

coaxial cable, 150 -I 
code, for radio station managers, 

142 if. 
Code Manual of N.A.B., 145 

Columbia (movies), passim, Ch. VI, 
pp. 181 -244 

Columbia Broadcasting System 
(C.B.S.), passim, Ch. V, pp. 125 - 
18o 

columns, syndicated, and editorial 
policies, 89, 90; and number of 
readers, 92 -3 

combination, in control of movies, 
203 

comic strips, 91 

commerce, interstate, growth and 
control of, 13 

Committees of Correspondence, 34 
communication, in early days of 

U.S., i; growth of, 5-9 
Communications Act, of 1934, 127 
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Communism, in public schools, zI 
Communist publications, 20; teachers 

in New York public schools, 2o; 
and postal rates, 265 

"Comparison of Magazine Circula- 
tions for First Six Months 1943- 
44 " 116 

competition, reduced, xii; what rice, 
xiii; as exhibited in early history 
of communications, 6; newspa- 
per, 35, 51 -2; need of in news- 
paper publishing, 62 -3; newspa- 
per, ten States lack, 69; versus 
monopoly, in newspaper produc- 
tion, 70; and control, 81; among 
advertising media, 98; need of, in 
movie production, 205; in movies, 
and producers' profits, z1o; ver- 
sus cooperation, in movie pro- 
duction and exhibition, 226 

Comstock, Anthony, 17, 18 
concentration, political, in future, 

114; of radio network ownership, 
135; ownership, in radio, 148; of 
communication and expression, 
156; of air control, 175 

Condé Nast publications, 119 
Congress, and radio, 126, 134 
Congress of Industrial Organizations 

(C.I.O.), ,o6, 145, 162 

Congressional anti -monopoly action, 
in movies, possibility of, 244 

Congressional inquiries urged, 246, 

255 
Connecticut, tax on films, 207 
consent decree, 230 
Constitution, U.S., basic theory of, 9 
Constitutional Convention, the, 12 

consumers, newspaper, radio, movie, 
43 

contraception, 19 
control, governmental, 27 
controls, vertical, 248 
controversial public issue, on radio, 

143, 167 
controversy, essential to democratic 

solutions, xi; market for political 
and religious, 22 

Cooper, Gary, 237; Kent, 86, 87 
Cooperative League, 144 
copyright, 81, 25o, 257 
Cornell University, 163 
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Coronet, 92, 93 
cost to consumer, 42 
costs, difference in, for large and 

small newspapers, t to 
coup d'état, intellectual, 14 

Court of Appeals, in New York 
State, 22 

Cowles, the, 52 
creative talent, on air, should be 

safeguarded, 263 

credit committees, of film boards of 
trade, 207 

Crescent Case, the, 222, 233; Circuit, 
234 

criticism, value of, 3 

Crosby, Bing, 237 

"cross licensing," 227 
crossword puzzles, as reader bait, 66 
Crowell -Collier, 119 
Crusades, the, 9 
currency controls, 269 
cycle sounds, 130 
czar, in movies, 196 

D 

Dachau of the mind, xi 
Daily Newspaper in America, The, 

54 
daily papers, number of, 61 

Darwinian theory, 16, 17 

Day, Benjamin, 6o 
daytime service range, 165 

debate, as brain food, 3; in print and 
on the air, 34; American people 
versus Russian people, 39 

"decency groups," 18 

Decency, Legion of, 203 
deductibility, tax, should be studied, 

256 
democracy, cure for ills of, ix; ster- 

ilized by lack of competition in 
radio, movies, press, xiii; tools of, 
to; in early U.S., to, 58; creed 
of, 29; depends on local vitality, 
68; danger to, from overconcen- 
tration, 77; strong country press 
backbone of, tit 

Denmark, newspaper circulation in, 
64 

Dennett, Mary Ware, 18 

department store advertising, 113 

department stores, bookselling by, 
I20 

De Sylva, Buddy, 237 
Diagnosis of Our Times, 32 

dictatorship, xi, 21, 38, 41 
Dillon Reed, 192 
distribution of news, in early Amer- 

ica, 59 
diversity, of ownership, 53; in news- 

paper production, 71; economic, 
94; in weekly press, 104; versus 
decimation, 115; magazine, 116; 
and big sales of little books, 123; 
of ideas, 124; of viewpoint, radio 
restriction of, 147; and television, 
169; of ideas, in films, 183 

Don Lee, regional network, 157-9 
Draft bill, 34 
Dramatic Guild, 124 
Dumbarton Oaks Conference, fore- 

shadowed in 1786, 9 
Du Mont, 157, 170 
Du Pont, z88 
Durr, F.C.C. Commissioner Clifford, 

54, 133; quoted, 158 

E 

Eastern Publishers' Press Association, 
the, 85 

Eastman, 52, 238 
Economic Control of the Motion Pic- 

tures Industry, 215 
economic power, concentrated, xiii 
Economist, The London, quoted, 87 
editing, in books and in movies, 124 
Editor and Publisher, The, 65, 76, 77, 

92, 109, 113 
editor -reader relationship, the, 115 
editorial anonymity, 90 
education, to, 12, 14, 15, 27, z6o 
emotion, not a test, 46 
emotions, as vehicles for blurbs, 174 
empire, American, decline and fall of 

an, 75 
employment, in newspaper industry, 

I15 
England, advertising in, 100 
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